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IN T R O D U C T IO N

Conceptualizing Socioecological Systems
ALF H O R N B O R G

The relation between society and nature has no doubt always been a central
concern of human beings. Whether we turn to the earliest written records
from Mesopotamia or China, or to the myths and metaphors o f contemporary
indigenous peoples, the interface between human and nonhuman spheres of
life is a pervasive theme for reflection and cosmological elaboration.
In modern research, too, there is hardly a science that does not provide
some perspective on the complex, multifaceted, and often problematic relation
between the human and the natural. A major problem for this research,
however, is the very distinction between a “societal” and a “natural” domain.
This conceptual split is at the foundation of the division o f social and natural
sciences, and it continues to make communication between researchers in these
two categories difficult and often antagonistic.
This book tries to capture some of the trends in recent thinking about this
topic as we enter the twenty-first century. It brings together researchers from a
wide spectrum o f sciences to explore the possibilities of merging some concepts,
methods, and perspectives from different fields that might help us gain a better
understanding o f the profound changes that our social and natural systems
have undergone during the past few millennia. What unites the contributors
to this volume is not only the ambition to transcend the distinction between
social and natural science but generally also the reasons and even the recipe for
doing so. The reasons derive from the current concern with global problems of
sustainability and the growing conviction that such problems can be addressed
only through transdisciplinary collaboration between social and natural science.
The recipe for such collaboration, to most of the contributors, is the concept
of “system.”
Working in parallel, and generally without much knowledge o f one another,
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social and natural scientists have for several decades struggled to understand
how the different parts o f their respective domains fit together. One camp
has discovered how human societies are globally interconnected in a shifting
“world system” o f trade, politics, and information flows. The other camp has
developed an understanding o f how ecosystems are connected in a common
“Earth system” with planetary dynamics that affect all its constituent parts.
From their various vantage points, the authors o f this book’s chapters suggest
ways in which these two global systems in turn are linked to each other. As we
have become accustomed to thinking o f our world as a single and coherent
globe suspended in space, we more easily acknowledge that changes in the
world system and changes in the Earth system may be recursively connected.
The most concrete example o f this change in thinking is probably our current
concern over global warming. However, although an important one, climate
change is only one o f the ways in which the connections between global social
and ecological processes are revealing themselves to us.
At the Lund conference that spawned this book, participants were invited
to discuss the sociopolitical dimensions o f environmental change as well as the
ecological dimensions o f long-term social change. Some contributors inevitably
leaned more toward the kinds o f approaches that are dominant in the human
sciences, whether providing richly empirical case studies in environmental
history or quantitative analyses o f the environmental effects o f international
trade (Hornborg, McNeill, & Martinez-Alier 2007). Others, that is, the
contributors to the present volume, seemed animated by the prospects o f
modeling or even simulating the dynamics o f socioecological systems over time.
At one point, Emilio Moran demonstrated a brief computer reconstruction o f
global changes in land cover, illustrating in a few seconds several millennia o f
deforestation and other environmental transformations. At another point in
the program, the archeologist Andrew Sherratt showed us a similar simulation,
o f the same brief duration, but now o f the global expansion o f trade routes
during a comparable time period. It struck us how essential it is that these
two dynamic snapshots o f the Earth system and the world system be brought
together, at least conceptually.
In Chapter 1, anthropologist Carole Crumley outlines the approach o f
“historical ecology” (cf. Crumley 1994), demonstrating how versatile researchers
must learn to be if they have the ambition to reckon with both sociocultural
and biophysical factors in understanding how landscapes change over time. Her
rare capacity to communicate with social as well as natural scientists is reflected
not only in the ease with which she connects landscape ecology, climatology,
complex systems theory, and epistemology but also in her profound familiarity
with the traditional obstacles to communication between representatives o f
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what C. P. Snow long ago called the “Two Cultures.” Whereas humanists can
be overly on their guard against attempts to reduce society and social change
to reflections of biophysical processes, natural scientists arc often naive about
how “nature” is imbued with culture and politics. Crumley suggests that
recent research on complex systems offers a way to accommodate, without
reductionism, the study o f human history and culture within a biophysical
framework. I would add that such an integrative project would have to be
careful about using words such as “accommodate,” “within,” and “framework,”
because they could easily be perceived as the vehicles o f an imperial project. It
would, in fact, be equally plausible to propose that the study o f ecosystems can
be accommodated within a semiotic framework (cf. Hornborg 2001b). Flows
o f signs and flows o f matter and energy arc ubiquitous in all complex systems,
and the different conceptual frameworks and the methodologies for studying
them need to be granted equal standing, rather than one accommodated
“within” the other.
The importance o f mutual respect between the two research traditions
is well argued by geographer Frank Oldfield in Chapter 2. Although clearly
embedded in the Earth-system discourse, he observes that it is only part o f the
framework needed to unite biophysical and human perspectives. Intriguingly,
he speculates that the contrasting records o f environmental impacts in Italy and
northern England during the Roman period might in part reflect the political
economy o f imperial Rome, with different attitudes to land management
in the core and the periphery. Oldfield also demonstrates the wisdom o f
hindsight drawn from environmental history when he expresses doubts about
the assumption o f global control that often seems to underlie normative and
prescriptive discussions o f “sustainable development.”
In Chapter 3, geographer John A. Dealing discusses some prospects and
technicalities o f modeling past socioenvironmental change so as to make it
possible to anticipate the future. He acknowledges some o f the problems in
trying to simulate something as unpredictable as human behavior, but he
suggests that successful modeling o f emergent, macro-scale phenomena may
be possible without having recourse to the lowest-level “rules”— for example,
those that generate individual action. This is a significant observation from a
natural scientist, considering the traditional view that natural scientists tend
toward “micro-determinacy” and social scientists toward “macro-dcterminacy”
(for example, Rose, Kamin, & Lewontin 1984; Steiner 1993; Weiss 1969). It
seems that at least some parts o f the natural and social sciences may now be
converging toward recognition o f “macro-determinancy,” whether the macro
system is the Earth system or the world system. (Simultaneously, however, an
increasing number o f social scientists seem to resort to micro-determinacy in
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accepting genetic explanations o f human behavior; cf. Duster 1996.) Although
the technical details o f modeling complex systems are beyond the horizons o f
most anthropologists, including me, I assume that a major challenge must be to
accommodate the very recursivity between micro- and macro-levels. At a very
general level, I sympathize with the early warnings o f Gregory Bateson ( 1972a)
against delegating to computers our responsibility for pursuing knowledge.
In Chapter 4, anthropologist and systems ecologist Tom Abel applies the
modeling framework o f Howard T. Odum to “world systems” as conceived
by Immanuel Wallerstein, Guilder Frank, Chris Chase-Dunn, Tom Hall, and
others (Frank 1995; Chase-Dunn & Hall 1991, 1997, 1998; Wallerstein
1 9 74-1980). Odum ’s main concern was the flow o f energy through social and
natural systems; this thermodynamic perspective on the metabolism o f world
systems raises several relevant questions about the biophysical requisites and
constraints o f human societies. One such question concerns the issue o f social
system boundaries. Although the world-system concept emerged precisely
to show that total units o f social reproduction are more inclusive than are
individual nations, nation-state boundaries continue to shape our image o f
the spatial extent o f separate “societies” within the core and the periphery.
Political boundaries are not identical to social system boundaries in the sense
o f reproductive totalities but can be both less and more inclusive (Hornborg
2007). Colonialism and political imperialism can be viewed as attempts to make
the political and the economic coincide, but the metabolic flows sustaining
modern nations are generally very far from congruent with their political reach.
Another question raised by Abel concerns the possible connection between
metabolic pulsations, such as Odum identified in ecosystems, and the pulsations
that world-system analysts are tracing in human history.
World-system pulsations are precisely the topic o f Chapter 5, in which
sociologist Tom D. Hall and ecologist Peter Turcliin argue that pulsations or
cycles are in themselves indications o f the existence o f a system o f some kind.
Drawing on models from population ecology, they review various possible
approaches to the apparently synchronized oscillations between demographic
and socioeconomic expansion and decline in areas as far apart as eastern
and western Asia over the past two millennia (cf. Chapter 9). Am ong the
factors considered are climate change and the simultaneous “resetting” o f
several local cycles by other exogenous events such as political conquest and
empire formation. The chapter is not primarily concerned with the empirical
identification o f such synchronicities but rather with the theoretical system
models that can be used to account for them. It thus also includes a section
on how to analyze the dynamics o f demographic oscillations in preindustrial
England, proposing that a significant and potentially driving factor was the
degree o f sociopolitical (in)stability. The underlying assumption in this chapter,
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as in the two preceding ones, seems to be that the dynamics o f different kinds
o f complex systems, whether ecosystems or societies, share some regularities
that can be approached with the aid o f abstract models originally designed
to represent the organization o f biological systems, for example, evolutionary
learning processes (c f Chapter 12).
In Chapter 6, the anthropologist Jonathan Friedman challenges such
assumptions by reviewing his own pioneering work, in the 1970s, in modeling
the dynamic interface o f social and ecological systems in Southeast Asia over
the long term (Friedman 1979). He recalls how, as a student, he revolted
against the functionalism and “adaptationism” o f cultural materialism and
cultural ecology and instead turned to Marxist models emphasizing structural
contradictions, crises, and transformations (Friedman 1974). This critique o f the
view o f socioecological systems as cybernetic “adaptive machines” is still valid
today. The risk with applying biological models to social systems continues to
be that subsystems are assumed to promote the survival o f the larger system, an
assumption that lacks support either in theory or in historical evidence. Whether
attributed to mystical cultural wisdom or conscious decision making, the notion
o f a societal rationality geared to collective survival must be recognized as wishful
thinking, not as a sociological or historical fact (cf. Hornborg 2005). Where
Edmund Leach (1954) had seen a social-structural oscillation understandable
in its own terms, Friedman saw recurrent contradictions between expansive
socioeconomic structures and a fragile natural environment.
Friedman’s early observations on the pulsating socioecological systems o f
Highland Burma were later expanded into a general concern with how global
systems o f states and international trade define the conditions o f reproduction o f
local populations and polities. In this chapter, he shows how this perspective was
applied to other historical cases such as Oceania and the ancient Mediterranean
area. The pulsations or cycles that he identifies are generated by the structural
properties o f social systems, rather than by some general dynamics common to
all complex systems. These structural properties can be described in terms o f
culturally specific institutions and contradictions, as he does in all the abovementioned cases, but Friedman simultaneously recognizes the recurrent
patterns o f hegemony and decline that riddle human history and that seem
to tell tis something more general about the dynamic o f global social systems.
Although socioecological systems are not regulated by metaphysical autopilots,
this is not to say that they do not exhibit regularities over time.
In Chapter 7, the geologist Bjorn E. Berglund uses data from paleoecological
studies as well as archeology and history to discuss landscape changes in
northwestern Europe from 4000 b .c .e . to 1400 c . h. He reviews eight time
periods o f particularly dynamic change, five o f which were characterized by
deforestation and agricultural expansion, and three suggesting regression,
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rcduced human impact, and regeneration o f forests. There is significant
synchronicity between events in different parts o f the region, which Berglund
tentatively attributes to shared climatic fluctuations. However, cumulative
changes in technology, society, and the landscape permitted a successively
greater expansion o f agriculture with each new opportunity. He thus offers a
dynamic model emphasizing the recursive interaction between climate, ecology,
technology, and society.
A similar recursivity between climate and society is recognized by
geographers Karin Holmgren and Helena Oberg, who in Chapter 8 trace
the impact o f climate change on social systems in southern and eastern Africa
during the past millennium. As in the previous chapter, paleoclimatic data
are correlated with archeological and historical evidence. Records o f food
availability, intensity o f agropastoral production, settlement history, and politics
tend to match the climate data. Moreover, the authors suggest that the often
inverse variation in rainfall between equatorial eastern Africa and subtropical
southern Africa may have been a factor prompting migrations from the former
to the latter area at the end o f the first millennium c.E.
In Chapter 9, sociologists Chris Chase-Dunn and Tom D. Hall and ecologist
Peter Turchin examine the causes o f the above-mentioned demographic
synchrony between East Asia, on the one hand, and the West A sian/
Mediterranean region, on the other. In their search for possible causes o f this
synchrony, they discuss climate change, epidemics, trade cycles, and incursions
o f nomads from the steppes o f Central Asia (cf. Chapter 10). Although they
do not arrive at any definitive conclusion, their consideration o f alternative
hypotheses and methodologies for validating them is illuminating. The authors
also present several more general observations on world-system analysis, partly
building on previous work (for example, Chase-Dunn & Hall 1997, 1998).
One such observation is that cultural homogeneity is not a good measure o f
cohesion within bounded social systems, since interaction instead tends to
produce heterogeneity (cf. Chapter 14). Another important point is that the
assumptions o f cultural ecology about the local environmental determination
o f sociocultural institutions, discussed in Chapter 6, are quite inadequate for
the study o f world systems. However, the authors do not wish to argue that
social institutions have become progressively less ecologically determined but
rather that ecological constraints have become progressively more global.
The archeologist Kristian Kristiansen provides in Chapter 10 the link
between eastern and western Asia by focusing on the emergence o f a dynamic
interaction zone in central Eurasia in the third and second millennia b.c .e., later
known as the Silk Road. He proposes that the expansion o f mobile pastoral
societies was recursively linked with deforestation and the expansion o f open
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grasslands, facilitating long-distance trade and interaction. By the end o f the
second millennium b.c . e ., Kristiansen suggests, this vast steppe linked the
extremes o f the Eurasian continent “to a common historical pulse.”
In Chapter 11, the political scientist William R. Thompson examines the
common “political-economic rhythm” o f ancient Mesopotamia and Egypt from
4000 to 1000 b .c .e . The parallels in the timing o f regime changes and general
turmoil in the two areas suggest yet another case o f synchronic pulsations.
Thompson tests several hypotheses and concludes that a strong case can be
made for finding recurrent water scarcity problems, and thus ultimately climate
change, underlying conflicts, regime changes, and the collapse o f trade networks.
He emphasizes, however, that to invoke a climatic factor is not equivalent to
environmental determinism. Although similar environmental changes may have
affected the civilizations o f Mesopotamia and Egypt at roughly the same times,
their responses were as different as their social structures and belief systems.
Moreover, climate-induced problems with water scarcity and other problems
such as hinterland incursions should not be seen as alternative explanations o f
decline but as factors that could cumulatively reduce the capacity o f core areas
to deal with these and other challenges.
Political scientist George Modelski discusses in Chapter 12 the concept o f
“dark ages” as reflecting periods o f adjustment o f imbalances in the world system,
generally characterized by zero growth, economic redistribution, and ecological
regeneration. Using data on world population and urbanization, he identifies
such phases approximately every second millennium, for example, the second
millennium b .c . e . and first millennium c.E. Modelski observes that such periods
are significant ingredients in long-term social transformations, providing new
opportunities for subsequent periods o f expansion. Although he suggests that
we have entered yet another period o f adjustment, he believes that information
technology, democracy, and improved global governance will alleviate its
effects, compared to those experienced in the past. This chapter raises some
questions regarding why world-system pulsations happen to fit so conveniently
into 1,000-year slots, whether dark ages are to be viewed as systemwide—even
when Islam was flourishing in the first millennium c.E. — or only as “localized
‘dark spots,’” and whether we really entered a new period o f “readjustment”
already in 1850, considering that growth and accumulation since then have been
unprecedented. These questions aside, the chapter provides important data on
long-term trends in world population growth and urbanization, drawing on
many years o f research on world cities and global demography.
In Chapter 13, archeologist Betty J. Meggers argues against the recent
suggestions o f several other archeologists and some historians and geographers
that some areas o f pre-Columbian Amazonia may have had considerably
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higher population densities than suggested by the indigenous social systems
encountered by Europeans since the seventeenth century. She argues that
the poverty o f Amazonian soils would have precluded dense sedentary
settlement and dismisses the recent finds o f anthropogenic Dark Soils ( terra
preta) as insufficient evidence o f such settlements. Meggers concludes that
archeological, historical, and ethnographic data do not support the occurrence
o f dense settlement and intensified land use in the region. She also observes
that the Amazon area is highly vulnerable to climate change, exemplified by the
four m ega-Nino events that have been documented around 500, 1000, 1200,
and 1500 c.E. All in all, Meggers thus maintains her position, grounded in
cultural ecology, that the natural environment strictly constrains sociocultural
development in the Amazon Basin (Meggers 1971).
In Chapter 1 4 , 1 present a somewhat different perspective on the relation
between social and ecological systems in prehistoric Amazonia. My point o f
departure is that, for millennia, the region has been integrated by relations
o f long-distance exchange connecting different parts o f Amazonia with one
another and with adjacent regions such as the Andes and the Caribbean.
Drawing on historical accounts, ethnographic analogies, and linguistics, I
argue that this world-system-like trade network, rather than migration, was the
main factor in explaining ethnolinguistic differentiation, social stratification,
economic specialization, and environmental change. Contrary to Meggers, I
believe that we should take seriously the possibility that deposits o f terra preta,
as well as the systems o f raised fields discovered on the moist lowland savannas
o f Bolivia and Venezuela, are the remains o f dense sedentary settlements
that emerged in response to socioeconomic processes stimulated by the
opportunities for trade and stratification. Although it is obvious that ecology
and climate affect sociocultural processes, it is equally obvious that sociocultural
processes— always embedded in specific systems o f meanings— have an impact
on landscapes and ecosystems.
Anthropologist Emilio E. Moran begins Chapter 15 by reviewing some
o f the major threats to sustainability presently faced by humanity. He observes
that the core o f our problems may be the incongruity between our (global)
economic reach, manifest in our consumption o f resources from all over the
world, and our (local) cognitive reach, which does not encompass the distant
environmental impacts of our consumption patterns. He strongly urges us to
improve our capacity to obtain information on the environmental consequences
o f our behavior. In the final part o f his chapter, Moran shifts from an activist
to an academic tone o f voice, reviewing some recent research on the dynamics
o f human-environmental systems approached through studies o f land use
and land-cover change. O f particular significance in relation to several other
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chapters in this hook is his reference to studies showing that land-cover change
can drive “regional-to-local” climate change. Although most o f the chapters
that mention climate focus exclusively on the impact o f climate change on
societies (but cf. Chapters 5 and 16 for other exceptions), it seems that recent
global warming is not the only example o f causality working in the opposite
direction. The impact o f the world system on the Earth system is today global
and conspicuous enough to be scientifically monitored, but anthropogenic
climate change at the regional-to-local level may have been with us for millennia.
This recursivity between society and nature is inherently difficult to deal with,
whichever analytical or methodological frameworks we apply.
In Chapter 16, Bert J. M. de Vries asks what modern people concerned
with sustainability can learn from the past. He summarizes some recent research
by archeologists and paleoscientists on the socioecological processes involved
in the transition from hunting and gathering to sedentary agricultural societies
in the Near East after around 10,000 b .c . e ., and seems optimistic about the
possibilities o f simulation. The models he presents emphasize the feedback
loops, or recursivity, between societal and ecological factors. Such cybernetic
approaches, going back to the work of, for example, Kent Flannery (1972),
continue to risk adopting a functionalist outlook (cf. Chapter 6), as illustrated
by de Vries’s reference to systemic “pathologies” and to the underlying systemic
rationality o f social stratification, specialization, trade, priests, and warriors.
Building on Joe Tainter’s (1988) proposition that socioecological decline or
collapse tends to be the result o f diminishing returns to complexity, de Vries
concludes his chapter by suggesting that explicit and intentional “simplification”
may be the best recipe for sustainability. Although the attempts to connect
theories o f ecological succession with Mary Douglas’s culture theory seem
superfluous, de Vries’s recipe for sustainability appears valid enough without
these theoretical embellishments.
In Chapter 17, anthropologists Susan C. Stonich and Daniel S. Mandell
discuss the emergence o f new, transdisciplinary discourses on humanenvironmental interaction. Judging from their search o f the Web o f Science for
peer-reviewed articles using these labels as keywords, the frameworks o f “political
ecology” and “sustainability science” have in recent decades eclipsed those o f
“cultural ecology'” and “human ecology'.” Moreover, the authors note that
adherents o f political ecology and sustainability science tend to diverge in terms
o f publication patterns and general outlook on human-environmental relations.
Political ecology emerged in the 1970s as a reaction to the preoccupation o f
cultural ecology yvith local homeostatic processes and adaptation, and to its
neglect o f global political economy (cf. Chapter 6). Recently, however, political
ecology appears to have become so diverse in terms o f theoretical perspectives and
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methodologies— for example, the tensions between scientific and constructivist
approaches— that it no longer represents a coherent field o f study. Meanwhile,
proponents o f sustainability science appear to perceive political ecology as
“politics without ecology.” The authors argue that sustainability science needs
to build on the accomplishments o f political ecology. Not to do so, they warn,
would be to once again reinvent the wheel. The chapter illustrates how the
pervasive divide between scientists and humanists (cf. Chapter 1) continues to
reassert itself, constantly jeopardizing every new attempt to create integrated
frameworks for understanding socioecological systems.
Anthropologist Thomas Malm in Chapter 18 challenges the common
metaphor that uses isolated oceanic islands to represent the fragility o f Earth
in space. Reviewing the fate o f Easter Island and other Pacific Islands after the
arrival o f Europeans, Malm instead argues that the most serious fragility o f
such islands has had less to do with isolation than with inclusion in the world
system. It is precisely as a consequence o f their being incorporated into global
economic and political structures that the Pacific Islands have suffered most
in terms o f epidemics, slave raids, unhealthy diets, garbage disposal, resource
extraction, nuclear tests, and a host o f other threats to their sustainability.
In Chapter 19, the historian Alfred W. Crosby reflects on epidemic diseases
as phenomena at the interface o f social and ecological systems. The chapter, as
did the previous one, begins by arguing that civilization—or the world system,
if you will— has created problems that generally did not afflict our precivilized
ancestors. The emergence o f sedentary farming settlements and cities, perfect
breeding grounds for rats and bacteria, brought unprecedented health problems.
Until a mere two centuries ago, cities were “demographic sumps.” Long
distance trade among urban elites conveyed exotic diseases as well as exotic
goods. Problems accelerated with improvements in transportation technology
and the expansion o f global commerce. Crosby recounts the history o f influenza
pandemics from the first unambiguous cases in the eighteenth century to the one
that occurred in 1918-1919, whose impact on San Francisco he traces in greater
detail. Although not nearly as feared as, for example, cholera, because o f its low
mortality rate, influenza killed more people in the nineteenth century than did
any other pandemic. Crosby concludes that pandemics inevitably will continue to
surprise us far into the future. Although perhaps not conventionally recognized
as socioecological phenomena, epidemics exemplify the very intersection o f
nature and society. Crosby’s classic Ecological Imperialism (1986), which deals
with how the expansion o f a world order dominated by Europeans was aided
by the competitiveness o f their biological luggage, is thus an exemplary study o f
the interaction o f the world system and the Earth system.
The notion o f “ecological imperialism” could equally well have been used
to denote the kind o f phenomenon discussed in the final two chapters— that
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is, unequal ecological exchange between different parts o f the world system
(cf. also Hornborg, McNeill, & Martinez-Alier 2007). In Chapter 20, the
ecological economists Nina Eisenmenger and Stefan Giljum apply the concept
o f societal metabolism and the methodology' o f material flow analysis to
investigate the claims o f world-system theorists regarding unequal trade and
the division o f labor between cores and peripheries. They find that, in terms o f
biophysical resource flows, the developing countries in their sample tend to be
net exporters, whereas the European Union (EU) and Japan are net importers.
Moreover, when juxtaposed with average prices o f each traded ton o f materials,
the statistics show that developing countries tend to export great quantities o f
resources at low prices in order to be able to import small quantities o f materials
with high economic value. In other words, the market prices set by the world
system orchestrate an unequal exchange o f material resources between different
regions o f the Earth system. Although the notion o f “exchange” between
society and nature that recurs in studies o f societal metabolism is unfortunate,
suggesting that there are system boundaries between social and ecological
systems (cf. Chapter 4), this assumption does not detract from the value o f being
able to show that there is an unequal exchange o f biophysical resources between
distant segments o f the global socioecological (that is, world a n d Earth) system,
facilitating development and infrastructural accumulation in some regions at
the expense o f other, economically and ecologically impoverished ones. Such
distributional and political dimensions o f global sustainability are inextricably
interwoven with the more naively conceptualized issue o f not damaging the
viability o f our Earth system beyond repair.
In the final chapter, Andre Guilder Frank discusses unequal trade within the
nineteenth-century world system. In his final years, he obviously glimpsed the
potential o f a biophysical perspective on the world system, experimenting with
the thermodynamic concept o f entropy to account for its polarities between
increasing complexity and order (in the core) and increasing socioecological
disorder (in the periphery). Although many would prefer to view the notion o f
sociopolitical entropy as no more than a metaphor, an integrated socioecological
perspective should perhaps take seriously the observation that sociopolitical
complexity, too, requires inputs o f negative entropy (order) in the form o f
energy and materials (cf. Chapters 4 and 20), and produces entropy (disorder)
through its own metabolism (Hornborg 2001a). Frank argues that the societal
displacement o f entropy from cores to peripheries, although more obvious
today (for example, the consequences o f global warming), can be discerned
already in the nineteenth century. Although the validity and details o f each
such proposed example o f entropy displacement still remains to be worked out,
the general outlook holds promise for yet closer integration o f our studies o f
the world system and the Earth system.

Part I

Modeling Socioecological Systems:
General Perspectives
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CH APTER 1

Historical Ecology: Integrated Thinking
at Multiple Temporal and Spatial Scales
C A R O L E L. C R U M L E Y

That man is, in fact, only a member of a biotic team is shown by an
ecological interpretation of history. Many historical events, hitherto
explained solely in terms o f human enterprise, were actually biotic
interactions between people and land. The characteristics of the land
determined the facts quite as potently as the characteristics of the men
who lived on it. A land ethic, then, reflects the cxistcncc of an ecological
conscience, and this in turn reflects a conviction of individual responsibility
for the health of the land. Health is the capacity o f the land for self-renewal.
Conservation is our effort to understand and preserve this capacity.
Aldo Leopold, A Sand County Almanac (1949)

The alarming condition o f our planet necessitates that we respond both to
global changes that make local differences and to local practices that influence
global change. We are thoughtful primates, proud o f our intellectual and
technical accomplishments. But the truth is that we are only part o f a complex
network o f elements and relations that make up planet Earth. Within this
enormous ecosystem we live our lives influenced by events and conditions that
began long ago and far away.
My aim in this chapter is to bridge the gulf dividing the Two Cultures,
C. P. Snow’s (1959) term for the division between physical and biological
sciences on the one side and the social sciences and humanities on the other. To
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explain this focus I should offer some personal background. I read Snow’s essay
in high school and was horrified to realize that 1 would soon have to choose
“between camps.” I avoided having to make that choice owing to an early and
abiding interest in archeology, a discipline whose practice unequivocally requires
both the sciences and the humanities. This meant, however, that my professional
life would be spent trying to master very different areas o f study and engaging
in shuttle diplomacy among them. So 1 am trained in paleoclimatology,
geomorphology, archeology, anthropology, ethnohistory, and classics; I have
some familiarity with complex systems theory, ecology, history, and geography.
For thirty years I have been studying the historical ecology o f Burgundy, France.
VVe have been able to trace environmental worldviews— what Aldo Leopold
terms a land ethic—over 2,800 years’ time and to connect local Burgundian
practices with environmental, economic, and social changes at the global scale
(Crumley 2000; Crumley & Marquardt 1987; Gunn et al. 2004). It is with
these tools that I pursue the practice and implications o f historical ecology,
hoping to help construct a theoretical and practical framework that will bridge
the Two Cultures gulf. Other historical ecologists have different tools in their
toolbox and diverse interests.
Historical ecology' traces the complex relationships between our species
and the planet we live on, charted over the long term (Crumley 1987a,
1994, 1998, 2001; Balee 1998; Egan & Howell 2001). It is a term new to
both ecology and to history1; practitioners take the term ecology to include
humans as a component o f all ecosystems, and the term history to include the
Earth system as well as the social and physical past o f our species. Historical
ecologists take a holistic, practical, and dialectical perspective on environmental
change and on the practice o f interdisciplinary research. They draw on a broad
spectrum o f evidence from the biological and physical sciences, ecology, and
the social sciences and humanities. As a whole, this information forms a picture
o f human-environment relations over time in a particular geographic location.
The goal o f historical ecologists is to use scientific knowledge in conjunction
with local knowledge to make effective and equitable management decisions.
Development o f an interdisciplinary grammar and the identification
o f shared concepts and understandings are fundamental to the practice o f
historical ecology (Newell et al. 2005). A good example o f such development is
the term landscape, a unit o f analysis in many academic disciplines (archeology,
geography, geomorphology, ecology, architecture, art, regional planning) and
also a concept recognized by the general public. Such concepts, along with widely
held understandings about the way the world works— what anthropologists
call cultural models—provide the basis for decisions about which practices are
maintained or modified and which ideas are given substance. Landscapes retain
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the physical evidence o f these understandings. They record both intentional
and unintentional acts and reveal both the role o f humans in the modification
o f the global ecosystem an d the importance o f past natural events in shaping
human choice and action. In short, landscapes are read and interpreted by
everyone, as likely to promote lively discussion in a gathering o f citizens as in a
group o f scholars from various disciplines.
A working definition o f landscape is the spatial manifestation o f the
lniman-environment relation (Marquardt &: Crumley 1987:1). Landscape is
thus a convenient idea that serves as an initial (but never the only) spatial scale
o f analysis. This is for two reasons. First, landscapes do not have an intrinsic
temporal or spatial or cognitive scale (for example, one can speak o f the
medieval landscape o f Europe or New York’s Central Park landscape), but what
all landscapes have in common is that they allow us to follow changes in the
interaction o f humans with their environment over some specified amount o f
time. Thus “the medieval landscape o f Europe” assumes that different elements
and relations pertained in Roman or Renaissance or contemporary times and
that “Europe” itself was a different size and shape and meant something else.
Second, all landscapes are in both real and cognitive “flux” as they are physically
modified and imagined in myriad ways.
The landscape “scale” is thus powerfully integrative, enabling the
simultaneous study o f both the physical environment and human activity, and
leading the investigation o f factors that helped form a landscape—such as its
geology', or an historical event, or an invasive species— to data aggregated at
other scales. As with spatial scales, multiple temporal scales are necessarily part
o f the analysis as data sets with different temporal ranges are collated. Together,
spatial and temporal scales are limited only by available data and the research
question, and they can include a spatial range from microscopic to global and a
temporal range from very recent events to deep geological time.
By integrating evidence from many different disciplines, the history o f
luiman-environment interactions may be sketched for a particular locale.
The unique characteristics o f every place challenge researchers to integrate a
congeries o f empirical environmental and cultural information. This necessarily
requires the abandonment o f notions o f “nested” variables—often collectively
termed hierarchies—com m on in biology and appropriated by other disciplines.
In the real world, both environments and societies present themselves as
mosaics, the temporal and spatial boundaries o f which are fluid and crisscross
one another (de Vries 2002, 2005; Marquardt & Crumley 1987; Nicholas
2001; Pickett & White 1985; Wiens 1976; Winterhalder 1984). Complex
systems theory offers a means by which this nonhierarchical, nonlinear
organization may be conceived in the term heterarchy (Crumley 1987b, 1995,
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2001, 2003; Ehrenreich et al. 1995; Hofstadter 1979; Marquardt & Crumley
1987; McCulloch 1945; Minsky & Papert 1972). The fundamental utility o f
this term for rethinking human-environment relations will be explored below.
The social and environmental history o f each region o f the world may be
investigated using archeology, archival materials, oral tradition and history, and
proxy measures drawn from the Earth sciences for studying the area’s previous
and current environmental characteristics. O f obvious importance are rules for
analyzing and combining diverse categories o f evidence. For each category, the
customary disciplinary techniques and protocols are respected (for example,
in the analysis o f pollen or soil or the excavation o f an archeological site), but
the structure o f the inquiry as a whole is synergetic: collectively researchers
exchange information and construct the overall design o f the research, then
continue to communicate as the work advances, together modifying the
research design and working out problems as necessity arises.
Inasmuch as historical ecology begins with the presumption that
contemporary landscapes are the result o f multiple factors that have interacted in
complex ways throughout history, independent data sets provide an important
cross-check in building consensus among collaborators. For example, oxygenisotope dating o f Kenyan geomorphological samples places a flood event
sometime during a ten-year period in the mid-nineteenth century; oral tradition
associates the flood with the initiation o f an age-grade in 1856 or 1857. If
the evidence from the two sources is contradictory (oral tradition places the
flooding in 1888), specialists then return to their data with new queries. (H ow
accurate is the chronological control? Could there have been more than one
flood event?) Thus the advantages o f both multidisciplinary research (specialists
work alone using appropriate techniques) and o f interdisciplinary research
(specialists cooperate and discover new aspects o f their data) are combined.
While this working arrangement between the Two Cultures may sound
ideal, everyone knows that very real battles are being fought. Rather than
following Snow into a dualistic world where warring camps send emissaries
who more often than not meet a bad end, I suggest a means by which the
perception o f great dissimilarity between the two may be erased and a third
great river o f knowledge— older than either— be joined with them. This latter
is the empirical approach that carried our most distant human ancestors into
the present (Mithen 1996). H ow was its value lost to us? Three influential and
interrelated movements in Western intellectual history— the Enlightenment,
the formation o f the first nation-states, and positivism— have led the majority
o f intellectual elites and a considerable portion o f the general public to abjure
traditional knowledge, an empirical tool with which humans have always made
their way in the world. In its place is an almost religious belief in our ultimate
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redemption by a sophisticated technology; som ehow we will be saved from the
outcome o f our reckless use o f chemicals, bioengineering, nuclear physics, and
fossil fuels.
D o not mistake the arguments among the Two Cultures combatants as
simply academic; they are profoundly political. Everywhere their discourse
advocates the dismissal o f empirically derived qualitative information in favor o f
quantifiable data; the ridicule o f indigenous knowledge in favor o f technological
superiority; the adoption o f a definition o f complexity that favors hierarchical
power over democratic principles. These premises, argued in scholarly articles
innocently housed in dusty libraries, nonetheless underwrite global agendas
that threaten the planet and impoverish humanity.
Historical ecologists regard history and politics as inseparable. For example,
changes in a landscape can be viewed as a history o f shifting social power
(Crumley 1987a; Mann 1986).
Viewed from the present day, landscape history is invariably tied to contem 
porary politics o f compliance, often contrasting scientific and institutional goals
with traditional societies’ practices and public awareness and participation
(Brosius 2001; Johnston 1994, 1997, 1998, 2001). One need only think o f
contested cities such as Jerusalem or contested monuments such as Devil’s Tower
in Wyoming, where Native American religious traditions are pitted against the
very different interests o f ranchers, sport climbers, and the Park Service. The
study o f collaborative schemes for solving such community and institutional
differences o f opinion on environmental issues has made surprising headway
in recent years. Some o f these schema— collective bargaining, stakeholder
participation, role playing, and the European U nion’s term concertation (meaning
cooperative dialogue)-—-produce solutions that are widely acceptable. The study
o f such schemes underscores the fundamental role o f values and perceptions in
forming worldviews. Stakeholders challenge, debate, and come to understand
others’ positions, and underlying values are examined in a new way (Newell
et al. 2005; Poncelet 2001). This does not mean that organic gardeners are
converted to the use o f pesticides but that the focus o f the discussion becomes
the stewardship o f the Earth and not confrontation. The collective value, then,
is environmental well-being and not the iron-clad correctness o f one’s own
position. These democratic schemes for consensus move away from the inviolate
authority o f Science while still valuing its insights, and concede the necessity o f
democracy in assuring compliance. Historical ecology can shepherd these new
ways o f encouraging agreement: rather than policy makers assuming that their
management strategies are superior to indigenous ones, historical ecologists can
demonstrate that indigenous and popular strategies are also empirically derived
and potentially useful.
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In many nonwestern societies, ecological knowledge, resource management
systems, and worldviews are inseparable; a large literature in anthropology
documents creative indigenous solutions to environmental problems (Balee
1998; Bates & Lees 1996; Berkes 1999; Berkes, Colding, & Folke 2003;
Berkes & Folke 2002; Brosius 2001; Crumley 1994, 2 000, 2 001, 2003;
Lansing 1987, 1991, 1994; Kempton, Boster & Hartley 1995; Netting 1981,
1993; Rappaport 1968; Swesey & Heizer 1977; Trawick 2 002). In cognitive
anthropology, the analysis o f worldviews has come to be known as the study
ofcultural models (Holland & Quinn 1987). These models make connections
among different types o f information and enable prediction and explanation.
They are cultural because they are shared and reproduced within a society, and
in time become traditional. Diverse cultural models o f nature underpin every
society’s thinking about the environment (Kempton, Boster, & Hartley 1995),
and the politics o f these differences fuels environmental justice movements
(Johnston 1994, 1997, 1 9 9 8 ,2 0 0 1 ).
Science-based modeling is quite dif ferent. Modelers rarely begin with actual
data but theorize about relations among elements. A good example is that o f
climate modeling, which begins with a set o f assumptions about how “drivers”
o f climate (for example, insolation, greenhouse gases) interact. Modelers then
change the parameters o f the model to see how they affect the system. This
approach necessarily means that the models need to be kept simple; even then
it takes a phalanx o f parallel processors a considerable amount o f time to run
the models. There is little room to include empirical behavior o f the system in
the form o f historic climate and other proxy data.
I recall the open derision o f any scientific link between climate and human
history from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
atmospheric scientists (mostly modelers) as late as a 1992 conference organized
by archeologist Ervan Garrison and applied anthropologist Shirley Fiske.
Circumstances have changed in the interim, and atmospheric scientists are now
more interested in climate history, thanks to the work o f some modelers, but
much o f the burden has rested on historians, geographers, archeologists, and
palynologists to demonstrate the utility o f historical analogues (for example,
Crumley 1994; Gunn 2000; Hughes 1975, 1994, 2001; PAGES Newsletter
2000; Pfister 1999; Pfister, Frenzel, & Glaser 1992; Redman 1999).
Even there, o f course, there have been enormous difficulties. The first
crude attempts to link human activity and the environment placed humans in
an unequal relation with their surroundings (Huntington 1907, 1924). Led
by social scientists and humanists, the rightful critique o f this determinist effort
remains a vivid part o f their disciplinary socialization, spilling over into tensions
between sociocultural anthropologists on the one hand and archeologists
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and physical anthropologists on the other. One example: I once shared with
a cultural anthropologist a taxicab from the airport to the annual American
Anthropological Association meetings. I responded to her question about my
interests by saying that I study relationships between long-term climate change
and human societies. She looked horrified, physically moved away from me on
the taxicab’s back seat, and said, “but that’s Environmental Determinism, isn’t
it?” She said not another word to me for the rest o f the ride.
How might these two very different notions o f models be combined?
Although one approach is primarily inductive (cultural models) and the other
deductive (computer models), both are empirical, require creativity and
learning, and their utility can be judged. Why not invite interested modelers
o f both kinds to a conference where the keynote speech addresses points o f
similarity in the two approaches rather than differences?
In the current climate o f hostility, perhaps the most important characteristic
o f historical ecology is that it celebrates the open-minded quest o f scientific
inquiry, the phenomenological intensity o f the human experience o f place,
and the empirical basis for both. Moreover, the study o f changes in the
temporal and spatial configurations o f landscapes, in conjunction with work in
cognition, offers practical means o f integrating the natural and social sciences
and the humanities. The historical ecology o f any part o f the world is always
an unfinished manuscript, passed from hand to hand, critiqued, debated,
amended, and revised. The approach values insights from the past as well as
the present, employs the knowledge o f science and society, stimulates creative
thinking about the mitigation o f contemporary problems, and encourages
locally and regionally developed answers to global situations in which sensitive
cultural issues play an important part.

Intellectual Architecture for the Global Scale
Three concepts that draw on intellectual traditions already familiar to many o f us
could leverage the next stage o f integration. They are a revival and expansion o f
multi-scale ecology, the exploration o f complex systems theory, and incorporation
o f the alternative form o f social order termed heterarchy.
Revitalizing Multi-Scale Ecology
First used by natural scientists in the late nineteenth century, the term ecology
(from the Greek oikos, dwelling) emphasizes the reciprocal relationships among
living and nonliving elements o f our world. Growing in concert with systems
theory, ecology emerged as a discipline in its own right by the 1960s. The
generation that came of age at about the same time our species first set foot
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off-planet (1969) could hardly help but note the contrast between American
postwar materialism and the growing human, economic, and environmental
toll in Viet Nam. They were the first eager students o f the new academic
discipline o f ecology, which became for them shorthand for the relation o f
our species to all facets o f its oikos. For many, the first view o f our blue planet
and the compelling spirituality o f the Gaia hypothesis inspired a definition o f
ecology that included all scales (local to global) o f relations among liv ing and
nonliving elements and that explicitly included humans.
The discipline o f ecology has since bifurcated, and its emphasis has undergone
a scalar shift. Today microecology, with ries through cell and molecular biology and
genomics to schools o f medicine and public health, dominates the field; macro
ecology (for example, wildlife ecology, landscape ecology, Earth-systems ecology)
trains fewer practitioners and garners fewer research dollars than does its larger
and better-connected twin. Although Russian scientists pioneered the concept
(Budyko 1980), only recently has the West perceived the need for a global-scale
ecology. Broader scale ecologies (for example, landscape ecology) are increasingly
important, but even there lessons from the social sciences and humanities have
been incorporated slowly. For example, many ecologists still think o f ecosystems
as “natural” and human presence there as invariably negative, even including the
scholarly presence o f the research scientists themselves (for example, Forman 8:
Godron 1986; Naveh 8c Lieberman 1990). This quest for “pristine” ecosystems
to study (that is, ones ostensibly “without human impact”), and the tendency
to leave time out o f their considerations o f systemic function and structure, has
caused North American ecologists in particular to stumble over definitions o f
“wilderness” and its management. Criticisms from within and outside ecology
have resulted in the search for a framework that draws on the strengths o f systems
theory, relates myriad anthropogenic and exogenous factors, and integrates all
temporal scales and every spatial scale from microscopic to global.
The editor o f a journal that publishes papers in both ecology and history
analyzed manuscript reviewers’ comments and found that scientists consider
historians’ (mostly qualitative) approaches imprecise and their styles o f
argumentation histrionic; historians perceive scientific (mostly quantitative)
methods to be mechanistic and their findings trivial (Ingerson 1994).
Historians concentrate on both intended and unintended consequences o f
human action and offer convincing examples of the plastic role of history and
culture, but they usually have less command o f the biophysical systems that also
condition human activity. For their part, many scientists remain naive about
how “natural” systems are shaped by politics, belief, and history. Journals such
as Landscape Ecology, Ecological Restoration, and Ecological Applications offer a
forum for integrated approaches.
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The Two Cultures divide between science and the humanities costs
twentieth-centurv ecology not only the insight o f multiple spatial scales but also
that o f time. But it was not just ecology that forgot history and structure in the
rush to model process; so too did geography, much o f anthropology (including
even archeology for a time), physics, and climatology (with the exception o f
H. H. Lamb 1972-1977, 1995). Ecology could learn much from geology by
working at multiple temporal as well as spatial scales and embracing geology’s
interpretive dialectic between structure and process.
Adapting Complex Systems Theory to Human Societies
Systems theory was a major influence on ecology from the outset, and complex
systems have been a focus o f research since the 1930s (Bateson 1972b; Ellen
1982). The benefits o f systems thinking are considerable, but there have also
been significant criticisms. Chief among several issues is the charge that the
approach is inherently reductionist and leads to the modeling o f simpler and
simpler systems. Just the reverse is required if we are to study our planet, where
conjoined human and physical systems make it the most complex dissipative
system known.
The most recent iteration o f complex systems research offers new ways
to study the dynamics o f coupled human-environment systems (for an
overview see Johnson 2001). Key universal features are: integration (holism),
communication (emergence or self-organization), and bistory/initial conditions
(chaos). These correspond to key features o f ^cm/systems: integration (culture),
communication (language, society), and history/initial conditions (traditions,
structures and materials, strategies, and habits o f mind). Thus communication
has emergent properties: two (or more) communicating entities have different
attributes than each does alone and together can generate new forms (Jantsch
1982; Kauffman 1993, 1995; Langton 1992; Mithen 1996).
The development o f communication is important for both the emergence
o f cognition in human history and the formation o f community. The
reproductive aspect o f emergence (termed allopoiesis) satisfactorily characterizes
the reproductive and dynamic aspects o f human communication, language, and
social organization, which persist in collective memory and material culture,
are passed on from generation to generation, and are transformed (Climo
& Cattell 2002; Connerton 1989; Crumley 2000; Gunn 1994; Maffi 2001;
McIntosh, Tainter, & McIntosh 2000; Nora 1984). This is, o f course, an
essential definition o f culture and a valuable entry point for social scientists.
This new systems thinking has opened an important door between the
social and biophysical sciences, in that it can accommodate the results o f human
cognition (religion, politics, and systems o f formal knowledge such as science).
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Many o f us, already familiar with “old” systems thinking and criticisms o f it,
can find refreshing potential in contemporary complex systems research, which
offers a means by which human history and culture can be accommodated in a
biophysical framework without reductionism.
Re-Visioning Social Organization
From the earliest human societies to the present day, coupled individual
creativity and collective flexibility have met with success. Thus biological
diversity has a correlate in human societies: the toleration o f difference in
individuals and groups and o f variety in circumstances increases societal
choice and offers a reserve o f alternative solutions to problems. Similarly,
organizational flexibility—econom ic, social and political—enables societies to
adjust to changed circumstances.
Although there exist several useful vocabularies for discussing the
organizational characteristics o f society, twentieth-century American archeology
was dominated by one: the framework o f band, tribe, chiefdom, and state
(Service 1971). Using this framework, considerable flexibility was attributed
to bands and tribes, but much less to stratified societies (chiefdoms and states).
The dif ference was seen primarily in terms o f increasing “complexity,” defined
not as the more richly networked systems o f complex systems theory but as
increasingly nested, hierarchically organized systems manifest in hierarchies o f
power and their attendant systems o f communication. Yet while hierarchical
organization characterizes many aspects o f state power, hierarchy alone does
not capture the full range o f organizational relations. Alternative forms o f
social order and state power—coalitions, federations, leagues, unions, and
communities— are just as important to state operation as they are in more
egalitarian groups like bands and tribes.
Terming such groupings associations, Service noted their importance.
Unfortunately, subsequent archeological theory disregarded this avenue
and concentrated instead on how elites constructed power pyramids. Yet as
the September 11, 2001 events demonstrate, power flows in many channels
(Samfbrd 2000) and can be manifested entirely outside the framework o f state
hierarchies and beyond their control. In complex systems terminology, this is
termed chaos or surprise, and it is related to systemic negligence in engaging
other dimensions o f power (Crumley 2003).
Hierarchy (the classic, pyramidal organizational form) is a structure
composed o f elements that on the basis o f certain factors are subordinate to
others and may be ranked (Crumley 1 9 7 9 :4 4 ,1987b: 158; see note 2).
Another way o f viewing the meshwork o f dimensions and levels in large
societies is as a heterarchy, the relation o f elements to one another when they
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are unranked, or when they possess the potential for being ranked in a number
o f different ways depending on conditions. Understood from a heterarchical
perspective, sources of power are counterpoised and linked to values, which
are fluid and respond to changing situations. This definition o f heterarchy
and its application to social systems is congruent with Warren McCulloch’s
research into how the brain works (McCulloch 1988). A strong influence on
the complex systems theorist Kauffman (1993, 1995:xx), McCulloch first
employed heterarchy (1945) to examine independent cognitive structures
in the brain, the collective organization of' which he terms heterarchy. He
demonstrates that the human brain adjusts by re-ranking values as circumstances
change. McCulloch’s heterarchical “nervous nets” are the source o f the brain’s
flexibility’. Thus an individual can simultaneously be against abortion rights and
for the death penalty (or vice versa). The context o f the inquiry and changing
(and frequently conflicting) values ( Bailey 1971; Cancian 1965, 1976; Crumley
1987b) mitigates this logical inconsistency and is related to what Bateson
(1972b), following Russell, terms logical types. Priorities are re-ranked relative
to conditions and can result in major structural adjustment.
McCulloch’s insights about the autonomous nature o f information
stored in the brain and how parts o f the brain communicate revolutionized
the neural study o f the brain. They also solved major organizational problems
in the fields o f artificial intelligence and computer design (Minsky & Papert
1972). What McCulloch realized was that information stored in bundles as
values in one part o f the brain may or may not be correlated with information
stored elsewhere; in computer terminology, subroutine A can subsume (“call” )
subroutine B and vice versa, depending on the requirements o f the program.
Rather than the “tree” hierarchy o f the first computers, those today use an
addressing (information-locating) RAM (Random Access Memory) system
that is heterarchical, more like a network or a matrix (D e Landa 1997).
Another example o f the utility o f complex systems theory is in the critique
o f ecologists’ theories o f ecosystem structure and process (Winterhalder 1984).
While a shared goal is to define change over time, the difference is in how it is
seen as occurring, whether in an “orderly” (linear, hierarchical) fashion or in a
more dynamic manner. Frederic Clements’s influential paradigm o f succession
involved the idea o f orderly, linear, and predictable stages— early succession, midsuccession, and climax— in which there was no room for human activity except
as “disturbance” o f “natural” processes. Informed by complex systems theory,
historical ecology traces geographically specific, dynamic human-environmental
relationships that are not bound by the old laws o f equilibrium and stasis.
In summary, heterarchies are self-organizing systems in which the elements
stand counterpoised to one another. In social systems, the power o f various
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elements may fluctuate relative to conditions, one o f the most important o f
which is the degree o f systemic communication. Hierarchies and heterarchies
o f power coexist in all human societies. Societal dilemmas in which values are
in conflict are resolved by achieving a novel, transcendent state that either ranks
competing values relative to one another (hierarchy) or does not allow them to
be definitively ranked (heterarchy). At each successive level o f integration and
over time, new ordering principles come into play. Thus, conflict or inutility
leads to suspension o f old forms but ensures the preservation o f useful elements
through communication to provide creative new solutions to challenges, that
is, transcendence o f older forms. In these novel forms societies retain nearterm flexibility, although there is o f course no guarantee that the new form is
more stable than the old or that tensions will not reappear in another guise. For
example, revitalization movements such as the Native American Ghost Dance
or the “born again” phenomenon seek transcendence through individual and
collective rededication based on both new information and the retention o f
selected old values; this is also termed maze-way reformulation (Wallace 1970).
The addition o f the term heterarchy as a descriptor o f power relations
in so-called complex societies (Crumley 1979, 1987b, 1995b) is a reminder
that there exist in every society forms o f order that are not hierarchical, and
that interactive elements in complex systems need not be permanently ranked
relative to one another. Although a heterarchical (“egalitarian” ) form o f
order has long been recognized in smaller (“simpler” ) societies, it has been
rejected as an appropriate organizational form for states. It is both impractical
and inaccurate to exclude such a fundamental adjustment mechanism from
the characterization o f more populous political forms. The more successfully a
society consolidates power and melds distinct hierarchies (for example, religious,
political, economic) into hyperhierarchy or hypercoherence, the less flexibility
there is in dealing with surprise (Crumley 2 0 0 1 ,2 0 0 3 ). The current theoretical
paradigm in archeology and elsewhere, which falsely assumes that the only
form o f complex order is hierarchy, no longer explains data collected in many
parts o f the world (Ehrenreich, Crumley, & Levy 1995). Complex systems
theory and the concept o f heterarchy can reinvigorate the interpretation o f
social systems and shed new light on the relationship between environmental
change and societal collapse.

An Interdisciplinary Effort
Clearly, humans must respond both to global changes that make local differences and
to local practices that drive global change, employing every means at our disposal.
We must search for common ground, in relatively new terrain and on relatively
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neutral terms. The term environment must encompass the built environment, the
cultural landscape, and nature wild and tame. The definition o f ecology must include
humans as a component o f all ecosystems. The term history must include that o f
the Earth system as well as the social and physical past o f our species.
Construction o f an integrated framework has proven difficult, in large part
because o f the scalar incompatibility o f human activity with planetary-scale
atmospheric phenomena. Patterns o f settlement and land use, emissions, and
extractive procedures must be investigated at regional and local scales. However,
aggregated human behavior in regard to global-scale changes (for example,
climate) must be verified at the macro-scale through methods involving parallel
change events in widely dispersed regions. Growing scientific understanding o f
the interconnectivity o f the atmosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere, and geosphere
in the global system provides reasonable background cause-and-effect linkages
and cyclicity, but wide-ranging social science theory and methods must be
articulated to meet global science and attribute broader systemic causation.
Without environmental and cultural information at local and regional scales,
there exists no opportunity to test and refine global models; without planetaryscale confirmation o f the long-term effects o f human activity, arguments over
values (embedded in property rights, social justice, environmental policy, and
other issues) will not abate.
Policy makers everywhere are ad hoc students o f causation. They address
myriad issues in which human and environmental conditions are inextricable.
Situations they must anticipate and to which they must respond require enormous
knowledge at multiple scales o f time and space. After all, there is no reform without
compliance; history and society, messy as they are to integrate into scientific
research, are o f fundamental importance (Johnston 1994, 1997, 1998, 2001).
All dissipative systems— including human societies— are subject to
profound change. In that there is no guarantee o f progress, we are a species like
any other. For humankind, this means that we are not inevitably on a rising stair
o f accomplishment but may find ourselves in the blink o f an eye in a condition
much more dire and hopeless than at any time in that part o f human history
red in tooth and claw. We must review a description o f the world that is solely
mechanistic and denies spirituality as an essential characteristic o f the human
species. We have allowed pragmatic arguments to triumph in almost every
quarter and to relegate emotions to a small, closely moderated compartment
o f our psyche. While they were not the earnest ecologists some have imagined,
our human forebears did at least see that the sun, the heavens, the earth, the
waters, their fellow creatures, and they formed a single system, and held all
sacred. While they too made management mistakes, they did not lose sight, as
have we, o f the integrated nature o f the Universe.
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Historical ecology marshals a powerful array o f conceptual and practical tools,
permitting the integrated investigation o f change driven by conditions at global,
regional, and local scales. It honors the values, knowledge, and sensibilities o f
people at all times and places. It is also a practical guide for research, encouraging
interdisciplinary discoveries, aiding conservation, and amplifying creative and
integrative explanation. In it we have a means by which we can study ourselves
as a conscious species in conjunction with the history o f our planet. Historical
ecology can show us how our world works, how we are not bystanders but
instigators of change in the world, and how we must now act on its behalf.

Notes
1. For an overview o f historical ecology see Crumley 1994 and Balec 1998. Don
S. Ricc attributes the first use o f the term to the archeological palynologist
Edward S. Decvey, who directed the Historical Ecology Project at the
University o f Florida in the early 1970s. Historian J. Donald Hughes uses the
term environmental history in his 1975 book, but with a human ecologist, an
economist, anthropologists, and other historians contributed to Historical
Ecology: Essays on Environment and Social Change (1981) edited by historian
Lester J. Bilskv. Anthropologist Alice Ingerson organized a session on historical
ecology at the 1984 American Anthropological Association annual meeting.
She sought to address the chasm between cultural and environmental studies in
anthropology, and to explore political economy and social history approaches.
I first used the term as the title o f a chapter in Regional Dynamics: Burgundian
Landscapes in Historical Perspective (1987a) edited with William H. Marquardt,
and subsequently edited a School o f American Research volume entitled

Historical Ecology: Cultural Knowledge and Changing Landscapes (1994a). Since
the early 1990s ethnographer and cultural ecologist William Balec has been
fostering historical ecology; together we have edited the Historical Ecology Series
for Columbia University Press (Balec 1998; McIntosh, Taintcr, & McIntosh
2000). Restoration ecologists Dave Egan and Evelyn A. Howell have edited The

Historical Ecology Handbook: A Restorationist’s Guide to Reference Ecosystems
(2001). A recent search o f Web sites employing the term found dozens o f
references representing a variety o f projects. M ost, but not all, o f these sites
explicitly address the relation between the environment and human activity.
2. For further reading about heterarchy and its connection to brain research,
computer design, artificial intelligence, and social organization, sec, tor example,
Bateson 1972b; Crumley 1979, 1987b, 2001, 2003a, 2003b; Crumley &
M arquardt 1987; Ehrcnrcich, Crumley, & I,e\y 1995; Kontopoulos 1993;
McCulloch 1945, 1988; Minsky & Papert 1972; Mithcn 1996.

CH APTER 2

Toward Developing Synergistic Linkages
between the Biophysical and the Cultural:
A Paleoenvironmental Perspective
FRAN K O L D F I E L D

Increasingly, global change research communities are highlighting the need to
develop closer links between biophysical and cultural perspectives and approaches.
For someone trained as a geographer in the United Kingdom some 45 years
ago, this kind o f goal seems both less innovative and perhaps less achievable
than it may seem to many working on either side o f the divide, but coming
from other disciplines. The goal seems less innovative because it closely parallels
one o f the recurrent themes in geography, that o f reconciling, perhaps even
finding common ground between and to some extent uniting, the “physical”
and “human” branches o f the subject; less achievable, because most attempts
within geography have foundered on the sheer difficult)' o f sharing a common
conceptual framework. Just as the conceptual frameworks differ, so inevitably
do views on the reasons for the difficulties. This perspective is a personal one,
colored by a long career almost entirely on the biophysical side o f the divide.
One o f the research areas within which there is clearly a growing and
increasingly successful merging o f biophysical and cultural/socioeconomic
perspectives, to the point o f synergistic, functional interaction rather than
interwoven narrative, is in the development o f Integrated Assessment Models
and the scenarios they can generate. As far as I can judge, and despite exciting
conceptual developments in historical ecology (for example, Crumley 1994a),
very little comparable is happening in paleo-research. This leads me to the rather
paradoxical view that the desired merging is currently more readily achievable
in “cyberspace” than in past reality. N o doubt the need for— hence the funding
available for—groups developing future scenarios that unite a wide range o f
biophysical and socioeconomic perspectives provides a powerful incentive. At
29
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the same time, questions about tlie future create an unusual inferential context.
N ot only is there shared uncertainty when story lines stretch beyond the limits
o f secure empirical underpinning; most o f the future scenarios developed are,
by definition, unverifiablc in the short term. Could it be that these qualities
that distinguish the shared context o f “futures” research reduce the mutual
vulnerability that might otherwise arise in the participating groups? There is
also more comparability in methodologies between future-oriented social and
biophysical scientists than between their more traditional counterparts, as well
as a relaxation in the degree to which each is likely to be trammeled by his or
her respective disciplinary traditions, with their tendency to entrench academic
imperialism (and xenophobia). From these considerations, we may conclude
that just as there is a divide between the biophysical and the sociocultural, there
is an equally significant one between scientists focusing on present and future
patterns and processes and scientists dealing with the past. Both divides need
to be addressed.
If, for the m oment, we turn to the past, we may perhaps come closer to
addressing the problem o f the gap between biophysical and cultural perspectives
by considering the modes o f research currently adopted in the paleo-research
community. Although these modes defy rigid classification, we can propose a
rather loose taxonomy for them based on the dominant purpose underlying
various modes:
1. narrative reconstruction o f the past sequence o f events;
2. establishment o f time-slice “realities”;
3. provision o f the recent antecedents to present-day environmental
systems;
4. post-hoc hypothesis testing; and
5. elucidation o f processes and process interactions.
These categories overlap and are not necessarily mutually exclusive,
but they lead me toward my next main point— namely, that the merging o f
biophysical and cultural perspectives is easiest to achieve in the case o f the first
research mode, that o f narrative, or sequential reconstruction. There are many
parallels in research mode between the paleoecologist and the historian (see
Figure 1). Moreover, narrative can be achieved safely without contravening
embargos from the cultural side o f the fence on deterministic or oversimplified,
mechanistic thinking. In conceptual terms, narrative also falls comfortably
within what Head (2000) explores and illustrates extensively under the
term contingency, by which she means “the historical particularity o f sets o f
circumstances.” This concept closely parallels that o f “emergence” in chaos
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Figure 1 • Parallels between research by paleoecologists using environmental archives and
historians using documentary archives (from Oldfield & Clark 1990).

theory. Interwoven narrative is not sufficient if we are aiming to develop more
generalizable perspectives from combining the cultural and the biophysical. I
would claim that the fifth mode is the most important.
In present-day paleoenvironmental research, many o f the best elucidations
o f past processes and process interactions are the result o f close collaboration
between the data and the modeling communities. There are many examples o f
this ranging across themes as diverse as the mid-Holocene desiccation o f the
Sahara and the ascription o f recent climate change to particular combinations
o f forcings and feedbacks. Might this type o f interaction suggest a way forward
for merging biophysical and cultural perspectives on past changes in societies
and ecosystems at a level that embraces functional interactions and leads to real
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synergy? The study by Dean and colleagues (1999) could be a pointer in the
right direction.
All this brings us to the not very original suggestion that whether we are
dealing with interactions between humans and their environment in the past
or the future, the conceptual framework within which diverse perspectives may
best be linked is one that places strong emphasis on models and modeling. To
what extent are there emerging paradigms that recognize this and provide some
kind o f framework within which future dialogue can take place fruitfully?
We may begin by trying to articulate some criteria that the framework and
the methodologies that it includes should meet. 1 believe that Cronon (1992)
set us on the right path in his brief critique o f postmodernist approaches to
environmental history, though still very much within the framework o f narrative
reconstruction. He proposed three criteria that narratives o f environmental
history must meet: They should not contradict known facts about the past;
they should not contravene our present understanding o f environmental
and ecological processes; and we should be prepared to recognize that, as
individual scholars, we act within a pattern o f affiliations— both academic and
nonacademic—and that from this arise preconceptions as well as a collective
critique and a context o f evaluative constraints. These criteria seem to me to
serve the empiricists well, irrespective o f which side o f the human/biophysical
divide their interests and expertise may lie.
Is it possible to develop a similar set o f criteria for model development?
An ideal set o f criteria for the biophysical realm might require that all models
satisfy the following:
1.
2.
3.
and
4.

internal consistency;
compliance with all applicable biophysical laws;
compatibility with the constraints imposed by secure and relevant data;
robust performance under a range o f credible boundary conditions.

The second criterion may need to be relaxed to some degree, because
we recognize that the dynamics o f the Earth system at no time generate ideal
steady states and will therefore always tail to conform to any requirement
for perfect conservation o f energy. Consideration o f the third criterion leads
us toward a duality in the relationship between models and data. For some
purposes, the criterion may serve quite well, but it is often the case that models
are developed from a fusion o f fundamental theory and statistical relationships
in such a way that independently derived empirical data can serve as a test o f
their credibility. Data may therefore serve at the stage o f model development
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and at the later stage o f model evaluation, though the same data cannot be
used at both stages. Increasingly, this circumstance has led to a relationship
between models and data analogous to Popper’s scheme o f deductive science.
Looked at from a Popperian perspective, the model, as initial hypothesis, can be
falsified by independently derived data. Improving the model to bring it closer
to compatibility with the data and enhancing the quality o f the data in order to
provide increasingly secure and well-defined constraints thus go hand in hand
in the search for explanatory models that do not contravene the best available
data. Such models may then serve as refined and unfalsified hypotheses.
If, as seems likely, our windows into the future continue to take the form o f
model-based scenarios or “story lines” and if, as is manifestly the case, future data
are unavailable, model building and testing must rely, for its empirical inputs, both
on what we can observe and measure now and what we can reconstruct from the
past—which brings us to the final criterion. In the largely mechanistic biophysical
world and despite all the hurdles imposed by stochastic processes, nonlinear
behavior, and emergence, it is reasonable to take the view that the performance
o f a model developed to simulate present and future processes and interactions
can be tested by applying it to periods in the past when forcings and boundary
conditions were markedly different. When paleosimulations are inconsistent with
data for the target period, this inconsistency seriously undermines confidence
in the robustness and future applicability o f the model. Consistency between
model simulations and data from the past may be regarded as an essential, if
not necessarily sufficient, indicator o f the likely reliability o f future simulations.
In this rather simplified formulation, our study o f the past serves not simply to
improve our knowledge o f past states, rates, and processes as antecedents to the
present and future; it also serves as a basis for testing our ability to understand the
processes and their interactions, and for evaluating the extent to which we have
been able to develop, from these insights, models and simulations consistent
with our empirical knowledge.
Broadening the scope o f the model-data interactions to include human
systems in all their interconnected complexity takes me well beyond the limits
o f my personal competence. All I can do is ask colleagues on the other side
o f the “divide” to what extent the preceding scheme o f model-data/presentpast-future interactions is applicable within their realm. N ote that it depends
strongly on a degree o f fundamental conformity o f relationships through time
that allows past, present, and future to be treated in a similar way, no matter
how dramatically different the boundary conditions and process interactions
may be at different times. Even a partial and qualified affirmative may open up
a methodological framework for future synergy. One area within which this
already appears to have been given is in reconstructing past land cover (Petit
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& Lambin 2002) and predicting future land use (Lambin, Rounsevell, & Geist
2000; Veldkamp & Lambin 2001).
VVe now return to the broader question o f paradigms that may provide a
wider, overarching context within which any emerging m ethodology may be
set. Recent writings have pointed toward several possibilities.
Starting from the biophysical side o f the bridge, the emerging concept
o f Earth System Science (ESS) provides one kind o f framework. The Earth
system, o f which the climate system is only a part, may be seen as a dynamic
entity, consisting o f coupled, strongly interacting processes and biogeochemical
cycles. Hutjes and colleagues (1998) observe that “it becomes more and more
widely recognized that the fundamental properties o f the climate system . . .
do not depend on the capacity o f separate subsystems, or on the unidirectional
driving o f one component on the other. Rather, the Earth system behaves
as a dynamic entity, consisting o f coupled, strongly interacting processes
and biogeochemical cycles.” In the forthcoming International GeosphereBiosphere Program (IGBP) synthesis (Steffen et al. 2004), the Earth system is
defined as “broadly the suite o f interacting physical, chemical, and biological
global-scale cycles (often called biogeochemical cycles) and energy fluxes which
provide the conditions necessary for life on the planet.” It is clear from a huge
array o f literature that over the last century, the human population o f the planet
has become a major force in virtually every aspect o f the Earth system. The
concept o f Earth System Science thus embraces human activities as they affect
the functioning o f the planet and its capacity to serve as a context for life,
especially that o f our own species. Overall, I would guess that the perspective
o f ESS is less anthropocentric than humanists would wish. Humans enter in as
participants, even major drivers o f change in the system. Less attention is given
to the nature o f social organization or to human perceptions and priorities as
these affect societal responses. My impression is that ESS is only part o f the
framework needed to unite biophysical and human perspectives.
Developing from and going beyond ESS toward a grand view o f its
significance, both fundamental and normative, is Schellnhuber’s (1999)
proposal that we are witnessing a second Copernican revolution, one in which,
for the first time, we can strive to understand the complex workings o f the
Earth system as a whole in sufficiently complete and quantitative terms to both
model and manage it. Whether or not one can fully accept the normative (and
potentially highly prescriptive) aspects o f Schellnhuber’s formulation, the focus
on sustainable development is one shared by many across the biophysical/
human divide. But I see it more clearly as a shared goal than as a concept easily
translatable into a framework for integrated, collaborative research embracing
the past as well as the future. For me, the key question is, can sustainable
development, as a goal, be translated into a research agenda that avoids the
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taint o f global control that emerges from Schellnhuber’s analysis? Different
analysts have responded to this in different ways.
Taking the rather different view favored by writers such as Funtowicz and
Ravetz (1992, 1993), Hang and Kaupenjohann (2001), and Saloranta (2001),
we may ask if the only type o f research that is sufficiently responsive to the
combination o f urgency and uncertainty, provoked by fears o f the consequence
o f global change, is that in the “postnormal” m ode set out by these authors.
They highlight what they see as a discontinuity between traditional science and
the role in which scientists responsive to the demands o f future policy makers
are cast (see below). This seems quite unsatisfactory to anyone who has worked
to integrate research on past, present, and future changes by stressing the time
continuum between them, that is, the extent to which any present “baseline”
is conditioned by past processes and the need to understand and quantify long
term changes.
By integrating the past with the present and the future, will it be possible
to strengthen the human dimensions o f future scenarios, thereby helping to
bridge more effectively the gap not only between the biophysical and the
human but between “normal” and “postnormal” science? Reference to the
latest Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report (IPCC 2001) shows
how the evaluation o f current trends and o f the scientific basis for modeling the
climate input to future scenarios has been crucially informed by reconstructions
o f past climate variability. To what extent can similar progress be achieved with
regard to human societies and decision-making processes? This issue brings
us back to one o f the questions already posed above. It is worth noting at
this stage that the main difference between biophysical and human scenariobuilding is not simply that o f uncertainty. For example, it is doubtful whether
the uncertainties attached to estimates o f the level o f future greenhouse gas
emissions are either wider or less readily quantifiable than those attached to the
role o f water vapor and clouds as feedback agents in the atmosphere ofthe future.
As already noted, it is rather an issue o f whether it is possible to find patterns
that adequately capture quantifiable conformity in human behavior through
time, despite the spatial and temporal discontinuities in cultures. As Haug and
Kaupenjohann (2001) note: “Although calibration may adapt models to data
sets o f the past, it does not assure predictive capacity, nor validity.” Further, they
envisage that science may split into an “academic branch” and a “managerial,
public policy branch,” and that modeling for science per se and modeling for
decision making may diverge. Their analysis thus disconnects future-oriented,
hence policy-oriented, science from traditional science by stressing several
aspects that lie outside the traditional scientific realm— the relevance o f values,
self-organization, and indeterminacy in the complex, transdisciplinary systems
requiring evaluation.
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My personal view is that this alleged dichotomy is constructed, in part,
through caricature; moreover, that the interchange and die synergy between
the two modes o f science are both achievable and essential. If I am correct, then
our studies o f the past should have a key role to play, but, in some o f the most
important areas o f research, those w ho ignore the past have hijacked the agenda.
One o f the reasons for this is that knowledge o f past processes and interactions
is more likely to constrain scenario development and impair its fluency than
to facilitate it. Where the only criteria are apparent credibility and acceptance
by users, testing against independently derived empirical data runs the risk o f
becoming redundant. Somehow, there must be a fully shared and open-minded
appraisal o f the past involving those whose primary task is to develop future
scenarios and those who strive for empirically based reconstructions o f the past,
whether from a biophysical or a cultural standpoint. Kenneth Boulding (1973)
once noted that, “whereas all experiences are o f the past, all decisions are about
the future . . . 11 |t is the great task o f human knowledge to bridge this gap and
find those patterns in the past which can be projected into the future as realistic
images. . .
One possible way forward is for researchers from both sides o f the
biophysical/cultural divide to pose questions arising from their own studies
and experience that seem to require both kinds o f perspective. Out o f these
questions may develop hypotheses linking both kinds o f processes interactively.
These in turn should generate models that can be tested against the full range
o f empirical evidence. At the stage where testable models are developed, there
might be a much better chance o f using the insights gained from the past to
inform the business o f providing future impact scenarios. Perhaps this strategy
is a long shot, and it certainly is not a simple research agenda, but I can see
no other way o f bridging the several gaps outlined in this paper— between
biophysical and cultural perspectives, empirical and model-based modes o f
research, and past reconstruction and future scenario development.
The best I can offer as partial starting points are some o f the questions
that have arisen in my own mind from those times when my research has been
concerned with past human impacts on the environment. Two sets of questions
will sufficc as illustrations. First, throughout the long span o f environmental
history reconstructed from Holocene pollen diagrams from many sites from
western Europe, the sequences o f deforestation and associated soil erosion take
several forms. In some cases, the first disccmablc impact suddenly transforms
the surrounding environment dramatically, and there is no Rill recovery (see,
for example, the records from I.ago Albano in Guilizzoni & Oldfield 1996).
Elsewhere, the first impact triggers gradual changes that are never reversed (see,
for instance, Godwin 1944): they seem to be essentially incremental. In other
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regions, there is a lengthy sequence o f alternation between forest and open land
before one or other becomes established to the point o f persisting until the present
day (see, for example, Oldfield 1963). What factors underlie these differences?
Are they a simple function o f the initial resilience or otherwise o f the preimpact
ecosystem? D o ecosystem characteristics combine with regional climate to create
spatial and temporal gradients o f ecosystem vulnerability? Are the differences the
result rather o f contrasts in the type o f land use or the persistence and intensity o f
human exploitation? H ow may these several influences interact to generate the
different kinds o f sequence observed?
Second, recent studies both from the region around Rome, where the
records are rather localized (Guilizzoni &: Oldfield 1996; Ramrath, Sadori, &
Negendank 2000), and from the Adriatic, where the sediment and pollen source
areas are very extensive (Oldfield et al. 2003a), the history o f deforestation and
o f soil erosion giving rise to changed and accelerated sedimentation shows
two periods o f intense impact, the first from the Bronze Age, the second from
Medieval times. Relatively little environmental impact appears to have occurred
during the Roman period. By contrast, in northern England, there are sites
where the impact o f deforestation during late Iron Age and Romano-British
times was more severe than anything before or since (Oldfield 1963); Oldfield
et al. 2003b; Oldfield & Statham 1966). What is the basis for this contrast? Is
it a question o f historical contingency, reflecting the earlier history o f the two
regions, with the “damage” already done in the Mediterranean environments?
Is it linked to the different opportunities for agricultural production offered
by the contrasted climates in the two regions? Does it reflect, in part at least,
the nature o f the political economy o f imperial Rome, with strongly contrasted
attitudes to land management in core and peripheral regions? Surely more than
one o f these potential explanations is involved. M ight it be possible to develop
models linking these factors together in an explanatory framework to generate
testable post hoc simulations?
Finally, what are the conceptual barriers that have to be overcome to make
for better interactions? I suggest that they fall into two categories: “intrinsic”
and “affective.” Among the intrinsic barriers are questions o f repeatability,
predictability, and falsifiability, as considered briefly above. Each o f these
interlinked concepts may be thought o f as generating a spectrum along which
biophysical and cultural processes will often occupy very different zones. As
for affective barriers, one o f the strongest (as perceived from the biophysical
side o f the divide) is the need for cultural/social scientists to place their work
in a theoretical framework, the adoption o f which would radically alter its
interpretation. Somehow, we need to learn how to overcome both kinds o f
barrier through mutual curiosity and respect.

CHAPTER 3

Integration of World and Earth Systems:
Heritage and Foresight
J O H N A. H E A R I N G

This chapter addresses one o f the pressing problems o f our time: how do we
anticipate future human-environmental conditions in the face o f interacting
econom ic, social, and biophysical changes? The chapter summarizes how past
complex interactions between nature and society may be identified, described,
and analyzed using a methodology that combines documentary, archeological,
instrumental, and sedimentary archives within spatially defined landscape units.
The scope o f this approach is illustrated with “parallel histories” compiled
from a historical rural case study in China covering the last millennium. Here
I argue that an optimum methodology for anticipating future changes uses
parallel histories as the means for validating rule-based simulation models,
such as cellular automata. The problems and limitations o f the methodology
are discussed, with the main conclusion that regional aspects o f world history
and Earth systems have a shared heritage that can, in many locations, be
identified and analyzed sufficiently well to provide an understanding o f past
socioenvironmental interactions. A new phase o f model development and
experimentation can be expected to improve our theoretical understanding o f
socioenvironmental change and environmental foresight.

The Past Becoming the Future
We all have a qualitatively different view 011 the way human society interacts
with the natural environment. But a consensus would probably not fall too
short o f the view that the long-term security o f all societies will depend in
part on our ability to combine more effectively our knowledge o f the natural
environment and society: the functioning o f each and their two-way interaction.
Attempts to visualize the complexity o f these interactions are rarely made, but
38
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the Swedish artist, Oyvind Fahlstrom, produced a number o f maps and models
in the 1970s that portrayed the world system at that time. In purely qualitative
and subjective terms, he defined the links between different sociopolitical
systems, economics, population, natural resources, and pollution. In 1973 he
created the “Garden—A World M odel” comprising a physical “interlocking
3-D puzzle” created from abstract colored shapes suspended at different levels
within the confines o f a “garden.” His preliminary work, “Study for World
Model (Garden),” captures the train o f thoughts and observations that underlie
the model. These are categorized according to his views on the capitalist drivers
o f the global environmental crisis (The Tie), the unbalanced relationships
between resources, population pressure, and economics (The Conflict), and
the alternative futures o f planning, fascism, or revolution ('.The Choice). It
is a chaotic cartoon that includes sketches o f political leaders and regional
environmental crises set within a time dimension, centered on the 1970s,
which stretches from the recent past into the near future. In short, it provides
a pictorial representation o f the multidimensional web o f interactions that link
Earth and world systems. Fahlstrom’s futures included “low profile military
imperialism,” “holography,” “biology/genetics,” “extrasensory perception,”
“energy crises,” and accelerated growth to feed profit-based economies.
Thirty years on, we recognize the veracity o f many o f these elements and
links, and even predictions, while rejecting the importance o f others. But it is
also clear that neither Fahlstrom nor anybody else was able to foresee other
major developments. In the early 1970s, environmental scientists were yet to
compile compelling evidence for global warming driven by human actions,
the medical sciences could only guess at the cumulative effects o f H IV /A ID S,
and political scientists had not anticipated the break-up o f centrally planned
economies. In creating new institutions such as the Kyoto Protocol, modifying
regional demographic profiles, and redefining geopolitical goals—just three
developments o f many— have dramatically altered the functioning o f the world
system and the way that we now perceive its future path. The past becoming
the future follows diverse parallel and linked lineages. Multidimensionality,
interactions, and complexity may be the implicit watchwords o f Fahlstrom’s
images, but they are also a reminder, if we need it, that the difficulties o f
describing and explaining the past and the current world system are nothing
compared to the problems o f foreseeing its future.
The link between complex systems, science, and Fahlstrom’s art is
conveniently summed up in Edward Wilson’s statement: “The love ofcomplexity
without reductionism makes art; the love o f complexity with reductionism
makes science” (Wilson 1998:58). Whether Fahlstrom loved the complexity he
observed or was simply driven to grappling with it (and one strongly senses the
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latter), it is obvious that descriptive models can provide only the starting point
on the road toward the creation o f workable and dynamic complex models that
may help us anticipate our future. Some writers cast a more pessimistic view
than Wilson’s on the ability o f science to solve humanity’s complex problems,
making open declarations o f uncertainty. They argue that we may be close to a
point where scientific advance slows down in the face o f the challenges to find
appropriate scientific methodologies that can realistically handle complexity
(Horgan 1996; Pollack 2 003).
This chapter embraces these challenges: how should we develop and
apply scientific method to the creation o f predictive models that embrace the
complexity o f Earth and world systems? It considers our current understanding
o f past socioenvironmental systems in the light o f complexity theory in order
to identify appropriate model requirements. It argues for existing modeling
approaches to be explicitly embedded within histories o f socioenvironmental
interaction. It proposes a methodology that combines natural and social sciences
in a framework whereby complexity theory, reductionism, and synthesis each
plays a role.

Complex Socioenvironmental Systems
With the impetus o f recent climate projections and population growth models
for the present century, the ability o f nations and regions either to mitigate the
worst trends or to adapt to future scenarios is now prioritized in international
scientific agenda. Journal editorials (Lawton 2001), global science declarations
(Amsterdam Declaration 2001), and global research agendas (for example,
International Geosphere-Biosphere Program; United Nations) argue forcefully
for a new focus on the Earth as a complex set o f interacting subsystems (see
Figure 1), where nonlinear change is likely to be the rule rather than the
exception. In recent years, systems thinking has been dominated by the rapid
developments in the field o f nonlinear system dynamics and complexity theory.
Complex adaptive and interactive systems are characterized by feedbacks,
thresholds, and self-organization. In the twentieth century, these theories were
originally driven by findings from physics and biolog)', with a strong emphasis on
abstract mathematical models. Partly as a result, the implications o f complexity
theory have yet to disperse fully among the environmental and social sciences,
where there has been a reluctance to embrace its concepts and methodological
tools. Exceptions include Manuel De Landa’s (1997) rewriting o f European
environmental history over the last millennium in terms o f “geological” and
“biological,” nonlinear progressions, and Peter Allen’s (1997) attempts to
model urban landscapes through the application o f complex systems theory. In
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Figure 1 • Schematic illustration of the potential interconnections among society, natural
forcings, and ecosystems. Bidirectional arrows represent potential flows of energy, matter, and
information among the three state systems that may define externally driven causality and
feedback. Circular arrows within each box represent internal dynamical processes.

some fields, the developments have simply fueled long-standing debates about
methodology: the merits o f “reductionism,” the avoidance o f “physics envy,”
the grappling with “space-time,” or the meaning o f “physical determinism”
(see review by Massey 1999). A longer overview o f the development o f
nonlinear dynamic theory would perhaps offer two broad lessons. First, many
o f our traditional descriptions and labels for the function and form o f real
world systems, often based on linear precepts, are too narrowly defined or
inappropriate. Second, there has been a general failure to translate nonlinear
concepts and abstract mathematical models into accessible and workable
models that are appropriate for addressing real world problems.
We can apply these lessons to the study o f complex socioenvironmental
landscape systems. These systems arc defined here as zones at the atmosphcrcEarth interface where humans live, procure food, fiber, and water and where
as individuals and societies they formulate and carry out environmental
management decisions. All landscape systems are webs o f interconnections
among the natural world, socioeconomic conditions, and culture; some o f these
systems arc tightly bound within fairly definable boundaries, whereas others
are more open with links that may extend worldwide. Within each system an
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improved understanding o f how it operates is needed in order to identify natural
environments and communities at risk to projected future change, and to improve
the basis for formulating appropriate environmental management policies,
particularly for long-term sustainable development. These are truly complex
and nonlinear systems characterized by a myriad o f components and processes
interacting between the physical environment and society, many contingent
on the history o f change that each has experienced. Inevitably, for any specific
system there are wide ranges o f potential social and environmental impacts and
choices o f management strategies. One element o f our general understanding o f
how such systems change is to consider their heritage: the historical background
to the modern natural, cultural, and social environments.

Heritage
The phrase “learning from the past” is often applied to several methodological
approaches in which the study o f past environments provides information about
current states. The paleoenvironmental research community has a long track
record in reconstructing past biophysical environments from geochemical,
magnetic, and microscopic analyses o f natural environmental archives, such
as peat and other sediment sequences (Dearing et al. 2006a). There are now
reconstructed trajectories o f change overpast decades to millennia for biophysical
processes that include climate, vegetation, soil erosion, flooding, surface water
acidification and eutrophication, and atmospheric pollutants. In some cases,
these time series have provided a key perspective for the current environmental
condition (for example, Dearing et al. 2006a; Oldfield & Dearing 2003),
allowing definition o f baseline levels or prehuman impact conditions against
which restoration targets or appropriate ecosystem management strategies can
be defined. A key element o f the global warming debate has been the ability o f
paleodimate reconstructions to demonstrate that modern temperatures are the
highest during at least the past 10,000 years. Some trajectories allow the testing
o f alternative hypotheses o f the cause o f current environmental stress, as in the
case o f lake acidification. In all these cases, the role o f human activities and
social systems are normally inferred or remain nonspecific. Paleoenvironmental
studies have been combined with archeological findings to provide an insight
into the relative impacts o f human activities and natural climate change on
past environments, but not until recently have research programs explicitly
combined paleoenvironmental reconstructions with documentary evidence
for social change provided by environmental historians (for example, IGBPPAGES Focus 5 program “Past Ecosystem Processes and Human-Environment
Interactions” 2001). Such studies aim to provide an improved understanding o f
socioenvironmental systems through a combination o f narrative and empirical
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Figure 2 • Methodological scheme for using information about past socioenvironments to
enhance our understanding of present and future conditions in local/regional contexts (for
example, river/lake catchments). Boxes show the methodological path that links data sources
(environmental archives, instrument records, and documentary records) to data analysis and
output in terms of improved explanation and environmental policymaking (author’s figure
displayed at www.liv.ac.geography/PAGESFocus5).

analysis, within a framework that overcomes the temporal constraints imposed
by methods based on observation and instrumentation (see Figure 2).
A summary o f an ongoing case study in China illustrates the method. In
southwestern subtropical China generally, high population densities and high
population growth on cultivated plains and terraced valleys are placing great
strain on already limited natural resources. Lake Erhai, in Yunnan Province
and its catchment (-2 ,5 0 0 km2) are situated in the Himalayan foothills, with a
history o f socioenvironmental interactions stretching back at least 6,000 years.
The catchment is home to the Bai minority peoples, their distribution closely
mapping onto the extent o f the mountainous catchment boundary that rises to
over 4,000 meters above sea level. Modern communities suffer from the effects
o f tectonic activity, extreme climate events, soil erosion, flooding, and nutrient
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enrichment o f surface waters but are gaining materially through ongoing
actions to promote the city o f Dali as a regional industrial and tourist center.
The tension between development and the need for sustainable management
provides a pressing need to understand natural resource use, particularly
linked to water control, the governance o f common property, and the adaptive
capacity o f local communities, many o f which belong to poorly represented
ethnic minorities.
These modern concerns are superimposed on a long history o f crises
driven by environmental and political change. Over the past 1,800 years, the
area has witnessed dynastic, colonial, communist, and postcommunist regimes,
each apparently influencing the nature o f local peoples’ interaction with their
physical environment. As a result, there are legacies o f past actions that we
can deduce from documented history and observation (Elvin et al. 2002).
For example, ninth century hydraulic engineering on the western plain still
forms the basis o f modern irrigation. Also, it is fairly certain that the population
pressures and social tensions o f the late Ming period led to minority ethnic
groups deforesting fragile slopes, which in turn led to substantial construction
o f flood-protection dikes that still require maintenance today.
These narratives can be examined further in conjunction with timeseries o f environmental processes derived from paleoenvironmental study
(Shen et al. 2006). The compilation o f documentary evidence for social
change and reconstructions o f natural environmental processes produces a
set o f “parallel histories” that forms the basis for hypothesizing interactions
between climate, human activities, and the natural environment (see Figure
3). For example, the erosion record drawn from the lake sediments suggests
that the geomorphic system may have now reached a state o f relative stability
compared with earlier periods: a state that has emerged from the multitude o f
local interactions between changing rainfall, slope angle, vegetation and land
use, and engineering works over the previous decades and centuries, rather
than having been caused by a change in any particular factor or any single
event. The complexity o f the whole lake-catchment system exists across a wide
range o f spatial and temporal scales. 1.and-use decisions made at one spatial
scale and at one instant in time reverberate into other spaces and other times.
There may be significant differences between the timescales o f human activity
and environmental responses, with some responses taking place over far longer
timescales than are available for instrument data. Thus, the contrasting trends
for erosion and nutrient losses (Figure 3) suggest that, at Erhai at least, these
processes are not related to the same practices or locations o f activities. Also
note that these two processes differ in the way each responds to the phases o f
human activity identified: erosion responds fairly rapidly to changes in forest
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Figure 3 • Parallel histories of climate, human activities, and ecosystem responses for the
landscape around Lake Erhai, Yunnan Province, China, 200-2000

c .e.

based on lake sediment

analyses and compilations of local environmental history. Selected trajectories are shown for
climate (monsoon intensity: Wang et al. 2005), human activities (forest cover: % pine pollen;
silver smelting: lead concentrations), and environmental process responses (flooding: > 45pm
particle size; nutrient losses: phosphorus concentrations; erosion: magnetic susceptibility).
Vertical bars show periods of known historical stresses on the natural environment of the Erhai
catchment: Nanzhao kingdom: silver smelting and hydraulic engineering; late Ming-early Qing:
deforestation, upland cultivation, and river diking; and the Maoist period: deforestation (after
Elvin et al. 2002; Dearing et al. In prep.; Shen et al. 2006).
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cover and periods o f environmental stress, whereas the nutrient losses remain
relatively unconnected while rising continuously over nearly two millennia.
Combining paleoenvironmental and documented data in these ways
therefore maximizes our capability both to improve our understanding o f
process drivers and responses and to identify key aspects o f system behavior,
such as emergent forms and thresholds. Ultimately it may be possible to improve
the conceptualization and measuring o f phenomena such as current landscape
sensitivity, adaptive capacity, and social vulnerability. Where the concern about
environmental change extends into future decades, rather than years, the
argument made here is that these parallel records are the best resources available
for making judgments about how the future socioenvironmental system w ill
evolve. But how do we make these judgments? However detailed and penetrating,
a full narrative derived from analysis o f all available past records will not be able
to generate alternative strategies for sustainable management that can be tested
for their accuracy in informing the future. The power o f socioenvironmental
reconstruction and narrative can be utilized fully to inform alternative views o f
the future only when they can be married to simulation modeling.
Let us review the needs o f such models from the perspective o f what we
already know about long-term socioenvironmental change and complexity
theory. The changing Chinese landscape presented in the case study is
portrayed as a series o f parallel histories. But these are in fact representations o f
independent data sources rather than independent histories, and importantly
the interactions between the lineages are inferred rather than known. In reality,
the changing system is less a set o f parallel lineages and more an evolving
web o f interactions between the social and the biophysical systems (Capra
1996). The multifarious nature o f interactions between those processes and
environmental states that we can measure or envisage (let alone the ones we
cannot) leads to a blurring o f spatial and temporal scales. As already noted,
the case study portrays the process o f emergence, a concept that describes
the formation o f highly complex systems at a macro-scale from the relatively
simple interactions o f system components at the micro-scale, without explicitly
identifying the functional relationships between variables. Historical case
studies therefore reinforce the nonlinear and contingent nature o f the modern
socioenvironmental system but also underline the challenge for simulation
models whose goal is to extend socioenvironmental dynamics into the future:
that is to be functionally and dynamically realistic. As Wilson (1998:93) says,
in referring to the construction o f mathematical models that can capture the
key properties o f systems, “success in this enterprise will be measured by the
power researchers acquire to predict emergent phenomena when passing from
general to more specific levels o f organization. That in simplest terms is the
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models. A simulation model for environmental responses (for example, flooding, soil erosion) is
run up from the past (from left to right) using historical data to define initial starting conditions,
driven by appropriate time-series (for instance, climate, population) and validated against further
historical data (for example, lake sediment-based erosion rates). Once the model is developed
and validated sufficiently well to capture the nonlinear properties of the system it is driven
forward from the present by socioenvironmental scenarios (for instance, climate projections,
land-use projections) to simulate likely system responses and hence appropriate management
policies.

greatest challenge o f scientific holism.” At the heart ofW ilson’s statement is the
dichotomy in scientific methodologies between those that follow a reductionist
path anti those that tackle systems holistically.
Any method that promises to understand the holistic behavior o f
systems needs to include fundamental rules, the means to synthesize these
into emergent phenomena, and, crucially, the means to test the accuracy
o f simulations. A proposed methodology (see Figure 4) tests the models
by comparing their outputs in time and space with observed historical
phenomena in the direction o f emergence: from the past to the present.
Testing simulation models by comparison with paleoenvironmental records
is already an important aspect o f climate modeling and has been central to
unraveling the individual and the combined roles o f alternative climate drivers
in producing tvventieth-century global warming. But the relative tractability
o f the fluid dynamics of climate systems contrasts sharply with the intrinsically
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more complex nature o f socioenvironmental systems, particularly in terms
o f cross-scale process interaction and the nature and timelines o f emergent
phenomena. Socioenvironmental systems are characterized by the growth o f
far longer-lived emergent phenomena at all scales: social institutions, social
structures, ecosystems, and geomorphic forms. Thus the main requirements
for socioenvironmental simulation models at local and regional scales are to
capture the simultaneous growth o f emergent phenomena that can be observed
historically— as in the Erhai case study—over a variety o f timescales and within
spatially defined zones. These tested models can then be run forward (Figure
4) to simulate future systems under different scenarios o f environmental and
societal change, allowing the opportunity to test alternative hypotheses and to
run “what i f ’ experiments.

Foresight through Simulation
Cellular automata (CA) models appear to satisfy many o f these requirements
because they simulate interactions between processes represented by
fundamental rules. Cellular automata were originally created as toy models
to simulate the complexity o f hypothetical systems but have now graduated
to applications in the natural and social sciences. At their heart lies a spatially
explicit landscape defined as a series o f contiguous cells. Each cell has a number
o f rules that determine how neighboring cells will change. At each time step,
the state and the conditions o f each cell are updated to provide new states and
conditions for the rules to operate on. Through continuous interaction, the
rules generate emergent patterns and features, capturing along the way the
feedbacks, time lags, and leads that prove so intractable to alternative methods.
Complex and unpredictable behavior is typical o f even simple toy models whose
cells have rules for whether they should turn black or white according to the
state o f neighboring cells (Wolfram 2002).
CA models can be classified according to the level o f functional rules used,
the means by which and the timescales over which the model is validated, and
the extent to which the activities o f human agents and decision making are made
explicit. Tucker and Slingerland (1997) and Coulthard, Macklin, and Kirkby
(2002) have pioneered the use o f mathematical biophysical cellular models in
catchment hydrolog)' with low-level rules (relating to fundamental processes o f
energy and matter expressed as mathematical equations), long timescales ranging
from decades to millennia, but with limited inclusion o f agents. The basic cell in
Tom Coulthard’s CAESAR model is a cube with edge ranging from 1 m to 50
m, subdivided to represent the land surface and the subsurface horizons. Each
divided section o f cube has embedded mathematical algorithms to characterize
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hydrology, hydraulics, and sediment transport processes. The interactions
between cubes for any defined catchment are driven by regional rainfall,
temperature, and land-use records (or their reconstructed equivalents) acting as
inputs to the equations at each time-step. Environmental changes are expressed
as sequential maps or as time-series o f outputs from the whole catchment. For
example, the sediment generation curves simulated over the last 10,000 years
for upland catchments in the United Kingdom (see Figure 5) capture the same
trend and frequency-magnitude behavior that is seen in aggregated time-series
o f alluvial activity produced from dated stratigraphic sections (Coulthard, Lewin,
& Macklin 2005; Coulthard, Macklin, & Kirkby 2002).
Similar models have been developed for coastal zones. For example,
Costanza and Ruth (1998) describe the use o f the generic STELLA computing
language to develop a simulation model o f the Louisiana coastal wetlands. Set
up with a spatial scale o f 1 km2, the model simulates the changing nature o f
the Louisiana coast over 5 0 -1 0 0 year timescales as a function o f management
alternatives and climate variations. A similar approach has been adopted by
Dearing and colleagues (2006b) in the CEMCOS model o f estuarine sediment
dynamics, operating at a spatial scale o f 2,500 nr and driven by wave gauge
and tide data. The model will be used to simulate coastline and bathymetric
changes over the next decades in the face o f a rapidly rising sea level, projected
changes in wave regime, and alternative coastal management options. The
model outputs will be tested against historical sequences o f British Admiralty
Charts that show the emergence o f sandbanks, mudflats, and channel changes
over the past 200 years. In these three examples, human agents are brought
into play mainly to set future scenarios for hard engineering options or land-use
change: the models are essentially low-level, rule-based biophysical models.
In contrast, the inclusion o f human agents involves the use o f high-level
rules (essentially equations or statistical relationships describing group behavior)
and often a restricted history. For example, many models simulate regional
dynamics (for example, White & Engelen 1997) and urban development (for
instance, Benenson & Torrens 2004) over annual to decadal timescales. Li
and Gar-On Yeh (2000) use land-use suitability indices as rules to drive a CA
model o f urban sprawl o f D ongguan, on the Pearl River, China, using maps
from 1988 and 1993 to validate the model outputs. Wu and Martin (2002)
model the potential growth o f London as a function o f land-use probability
scores defined by proximity to, for example, transport networks. They validate
the model for 1991 and 1997. In a review o f the limitations o f CA modeling,
Torrens and O ’Sullivan (2001) point to the constraints imposed by the
simplicity o f C'A models and how this simplicity has to be compromised to
accommodate action-at-a-distance processes. They argue that there should be
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Figure 5 • Simulated sediment discharge using the cellular CAESAR model for northern England
rivers compared to alluviation records for the past 9,000 years: (a) paleoenvironmental proxy
time series for precipitation and vegetation cover that drive the model; (b) CAESAR-modeled
output of sediment discharge for four river catchments; and (c) frequency of observed dated
alluviation records. The timings of modeled peak sediment discharge correlate well with
observed frequency record of alluviation (vertical grey bars). The periods of high sediment
discharge tend to be linked to precipitation maxima, whereas the increasing trend in magnitude
of sediment discharge toward the present seems to be driven by the declining land (vegetation)
cover (Coulthard, Lewin, & Macklin 2005; Coulthard, Macklin, & Kirkby 2002).
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more direct links between rules and theory, and an emphasis on why models
should be developed rather than how. But these problems apart, there are
ongoing developments that are likely to see improved CA-based modeling:
through integration with CIS, new macro-level models, and, in ecology, the
development o f individual-based approaches (for example, Gimblett 2002).
With the increased availability o f computer grid systems, processing power
is unlikely to impose a major constraint. Perhaps most headway toward the
development o f integrated socioenvironmental models has been gained
through the agent-based models (ABMs), particularly among the researchers
attempting to model changes in land cover and land use (for instance, Lambin,
Geist, & Lepers 2003). Validation has largely come through sequential maps
o f land cover derived from satellite imagery since the 1960s. ABMs combine
a cellular model o f a landscape with an agent-based model that introduces
decision making (Parker & Berger 2002). The way in which decision makers
(agents) and the environment are represented in a model can fall into one
o f four combinations (Couclelis 2002) depending on whether agents and
environment are each analyzed (empirical rules) or designed (theoretical rules).
The ideal model for simulating the future, and one that comes closest to the
requirements o f long-term socioenvironmental models, is a validated model
in which both agents and environment are analyzed: that is where both have
relatively low-level rules, as in the case o f the biophysical models.
It is at this point, however, that the lack o f process theory for decision
making, particularly the inclusion o f political and institutional decision making,
is seen to represent a fundamental challenge to successful modeling (Couclelis
2002; Parker &: Berger 2002). This lack raises the whole question o f how to
deal with systems in which the available level o f rules is not uniform across the
biophysical and the social spheres. In the Chinese example, it is feasible to model
the flooding and erosion processes using standard hydrodynamic and sediment
equations as low-level rules, but at which level is it feasible to derive rules
for socioeconomic processes: the individual farmer, the village, or the county?
Figure 6 illustrates the problem more generally with respect to the levels o f
rules that exist in geophysical, biological, and social systems. Wilson’s (1998)
description o f the potential reductionist-holistic lineage o f the social sciences
(Figure 6, column 3) shows the potential to explain macro-scale phenomena
through reductionism, from societies to gene-culture evolution and ultimately
human genetics. In contrast, the explanatory lineage for geophysical systems
(Figure 6, column 1) shows that there arc already sufficient low-level rules to
make rule-based modeling feasible in many cascading landscape systems. For
biological systems (Figure 6, column 2), the level o f rules for which we have
confidence is intermediate between those for society and geophysical systems.
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Figure 6 • Suggested hierarchies of explanatory rules in geophysical, biological, and social
systems arranged in three columns from high-level to low-level rules (top to bottom). Here,
"low level" refers to one end of a scientific spectrum, where the goal is to understand
phenomena through rules, equations, and so on for micro-scale processes based on scientific
laws of energy and matter, representing the ultimate goal of reductionism. "High level” refers
to the other end of the spectrum, where the goal is to understand phenomena through rules
that relate to relatively macro-scale system behavior, representing the goal of holism. The boxes
give examples of phenomena studied at each level and the associated academic disciplines. The
vertical arrows show the generally accepted span of currently available explanatory rules with
dotted lines suggesting possible extensions in the foreseeable future (developed from Wilson
1998 and extended by the author).

Despite recent advances in developing rules for social processes (Ball
2 0 04), it is common for writers to argue that low-level rules for social
phenomena are simply unrealistic. As Massey (1999:272) notes, “although
humanly meaningful phenomena may not be reducible to the phenomena
studied by the natural sciences, they may be emergent from them. There may
be real similarities in the abstract pattern o f functioning o f the inorganic, the
biological, and the sociocultural, but in each sphere it is necessary that we
specify the actual, particular “mechanisms” through which this functioning
occurs.” Others take the contrasting view and accuse the social sciences o f not
having progressed toward the development o f rigorously defined theory, where
explanation o f phenomena is provided by webs o f causation across adjacent
levels o f organization. Wilson (1998) argues that social scientists by and large
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spurn the idea o f hierarchical ordering o f knowledge that unites and drives the
natural sciences: never do they embed their narratives in the physical realities
o f human biology and psychology, which he argues is the driving force o f
cultural evolution. Rather they seek to explain social phenomena not through
individuals, but through ordering and classifying social phenomena without
making the scientific progress toward a web o f causal explanation. As such they
remain at the stage o f natural history where hermeneutics, the close analysis
and interpretation o f data, plays a large part o f the method (Wilson 1998).
In some ways, these criticisms apply to many paleoenvironmental studies that,
while providing a rich source o f material that describes environmental change,
only infrequently generate theory. We therefore have social sciences that are
often ahistorical and seemingly uncoupled from cognitive processes. However,
the environmental sciences have strong roots in reductionist science and, as
demonstrated above, excellent records o f evolution and past changes, but with
the exception o f climatology they have still tailed to find a unifying framework
from which theory and predictions can be developed. In developing simulation
models that integrate aspects o f Earth and world systems, the task is to find
overlapping and complementary units and tools that can be applied to the
interface and that can accommodate the relevant spatiotemporal scales o f
interacting autogenic and endogenous changes. A comparison o f the three
columns in Figure 6 suggests that the commonality in the level o f rules is placed
at a fairly high level, perhaps signaling a fundamental barrier to simulating
emergent phenomena from interactions o f low-level rules. But if our goal is
not the complete unity o f knowledge but rather the more modest desire to
develop workable and useful models, there may be shortcuts. There are two
points to consider.
First, the behavior o f systems is likely to be even more complex than
the relatively simple emergence o f phenomena driven by multiple iterations
o f interacting rules. Stewart (1997) argues for punctuations in this process,
with emergent features at one level providing the basis for a different set o f
simple rules to operate and to produce emergent features at a higher scale
still. In other words, intermediate emergent forms or “resting points” (Stewart
1997) are likely to exist as essential antecedents o f the emergent phenomena
in question. Cohen and Stewart (1994:417) distinguish between complex
systems that arise from the interaction o f simple rules alone (“simplexity”) and
those that arise from the interactions o f simple systems that change and erase
their dependence on initial conditions (“complicity” ). In the latter, simple
rules produce features that then become the important elements o f rules that
produce the next level o f complexity. Intuitively, socioenvironmental systems
tall into this category, where different subsystems interact through feedback to
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produce new dynamics that cannot be understood from the underlying rules
o f any o f the subsystems. Thus the presence o f rules that while different in
detail give rise to the same emergent phenomena suggests that there is little to
be g a in ed in necessarily reaching fo r the lowest-level rules. Cohen and Stewart
(1994) use the term fun g ib ility to describe these rules, which is analogous to
Wolfram’s (2002) use o f the term universality when dealing with simple CAs,
and the concept o f “equifinality” commonly used in geomorphology to describe
convergent pathways. Cohen and Stewart (1994) argue that the existence o f
nonunique rules for the same phenomena makes a truly reductionist approach
to complexity, and by analogy to CA models, unwarranted: that there may be
numerous pathways to the production o f larger-scale phenomena dependent
on context. From this we might even speculate that the precision o f rules and
the dependence on initial conditions may not be so crucial to the successful
simulation o f future phenomena as context and external influences. In this
respect, it is noteworthy that the cellular phenomenological model SimDelta
produces realistic complex behavior without any low-level rules for processes
(Guy Kngelen, pers. comm.). Thus, the implication is that in future projections
it is the accuracy o f the projected drivers that may be more important than the
precision o f the rules and features that describe the landscape.
As a consequence, a second point to consider is how we should judge the
success o f a simulation model. Simulation models that can capture nonlinear
behavior in observed historical sequences should be able to inform us about
how future external forcings may give rise to threshold-dependent change,
the likely timescales over which change may evolve and, indeed, which o f the
alternative actions under our control should be avoided or selected (Dearing et
al. 2006c). Thus, integrated, ("A based socioenvironmental models may have
less predictive value in terms ofth e precision and accuracy o f specific phenomena
over short timescales, but they potentially have great value to strategic decision
making and scoping alternative scenarios in the longer term: we essentially trade
quantitative accuracy and precision for realism. Since we currently have so little
insight into future socioenvironmental change, any models that demonstrate
an ability to capture realistic nonlinear behavior should be highly valued.
Our current knowledge and theory do not allow us to define with any
certainty the optimum structure o f the proposed socioenvironmental models.
We probably have to recognize the importance of trial-and-error approaches,
particularly in selecting the appropriate rule level or, as illuminated in the
Chinese case study, the appropriate spatial and timescales required to evolve
the emergent features that we observe today. When modeling soil erosion on
a hill slope, we may intuitively choose rules pertaining to particles rather than
molecules, but the truth is that we do not really know where the “resting
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points” are until we experiment with simulation models. Similarly we can only
debate the relevant time line (Ming or Mao?) out o f which has emerged the
highly sensitive modern landscape around Lake Erhai. Model development
through experimentation at different process levels and spatiotemporal scales
can be expected to significantly advance theory about socioenvironmental
systems. We are entering a phase o f simulation-model development, where our
highest level o f certainty lies in the parallel histories that we can construct. The
design o f new simulation-modeling research programs should acknowledge
this wealth o f information, for it is our heritage that holds the key to developing
new theory about socioenvironmental change.

Conclusions
Understanding local and regional changes in integrated Earth and world
systems demands consideration o f nonlinear dynamics and complexity theory.
Sets o f parallel histories derived from reconstructed biophysical records,
instrument data, and documents provide a sound basis for studying the long
term dynamics o f past socioenvironmental systems.
Making the shift from studies o f our environmental heritage to gaining
foresight into future socioenvironmental states requires a methodological
framework in which mathematical models simulate emergent phenomena,
which are in turn tested by comparisons with parallel histories.
Spatially explicit, cellular automata-type models show much promise in
this respect, allowing the emergence o f macro-scale phenomena through the
continuous interaction o f rules at lower levels. Limitations to current C A /
agent-based models include poorly understood rules for social systems, and
short timescales for validation. However, the nature o f emergence may mean
that low-level rules are not always required.
Model success should be seen in terms o f the correct simulation o f
observable nonlinear behavior. In generating alternative futures, such modeled
system behavior will often be more important for policy formulation than
the accuracy and precision o f spatiotemporal details. Experimentation with
simulation models is essential for understanding modeling needs.
In general, there is a paucity o f theory about how socioenvironmental
systems are affected by different combinations o f management decisions,
internal organization, and external forcings. Integrated socioenvironmental
simulation models may not only provide decision-support tools for strategic
management policies but also contribute to developing theory about the
functioning o f these systems.

CHAPTER 4

World-Systems as Complex Human Ecosystems
T H O M A S ABEL

Reflecting on the impressive breadth o f perspective that has been applied to the
study o f world-systems, Straussfogel (2000:169) recently observed, “Perhaps a
little ironically, the only way world-systems have not been much considered is as
a system.” She proceeds to advocate “dissipative structures” theory (Prigogine
& Stengers 1984) and the revolutionary systems thinking that it engenders for
“open” natural systems including world-systems. From this perspective, the
relationship between world-systems and the environment is forced to center
stage: “Seen as a multileveled complex system exhibiting the properties o f a
dissipative structure, the [world-] system-environment relationship looms as
crucial” (Straussfogel 2000:175). This chapter takes up the important challenge
o f furthering the integration o f world-systems theory with environmental and
complex systems science.
World-systems can be productively conceived as complex systems: complex
human ecosystems. Complex systems are a general class o f phenomena
found ubiquitously in nature. While definitions vary, complex systems can be
described as open, dissipative structures that self-organize into forms that are
multi-scaled and hierarchical, that exhibit emergent properties, that make use
o f information at many scales from genes to culture, and that exhibit complex
dynamics o f pulse and collapse, discontinuous change or “surprise,” and
nonlinearity, leading to multiple stable states.
World-systems, comprising core, semiperiphery, and periphery, are by
definition multi-scaled and hierarchical structures. Conceptualized as “complex
human ecosystems” (Abel & Stepp 2003), world-systems are material and
energetic self-organizing systems that are multiple-scaled in space and bounded
in tim e, exhibiting complex dynamics that includes pulse, collapse, cycle,
and chaos. As ecosystems, they are spatial entities that capture and use energy
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and materials, structured by information from many scales. As complex systems
they are self-organizing phenomena with emergent properties. As “human
ecosystems,” they are dominated by the material assets, social organization,
and cultural models at their disposal.
Since its conception (Wallerstein 1974), the world-system concept has
inspired research and generated debate. Wallerstein’s original model was o f
a multi-state system o f capitalist countries bounded in space and time, with a
division o f labor and trade relations that favored a core o f one or several nations
over a surrounding periphery o f other nations. Since that time there have been
efforts to extend the model back in time to precapitalist social formations
(Abu-Lughod 1989; Chase-Dunn & Hall 1995, 1997; Frank & Gills 1992).
There has been interest in redefining its boundaries politically (Modelski
1987), symbolically (trade in luxury goods) (Schneider 1977), and otherwise.
Some have sought to compare and possibly combine it with the concept o f
“civilization” (Wilkinson 1995). This chapter covers such definitional debates
and proposes a complex human ecosystems definition o f world-systems. This
definition o f world-systems has implications for understanding sociocultural
cycles as well as the larger process o f cultural evolution, and this chapter
explores these implications.

Ecosystems as Complex Systems
Pickett and Cadenasso (2002:2), following Odum (1959), following Tansley
(1935), define an ecosystem very flexibly as “any size so long as organisms,
physical environment, and interactions can exist within it. Given this . . .
ecosystems can be as small as a patch o f soil supporting plants and microbes;
or as large as the entire biosphere o f the Earth. However, all instances o f
ecosystems have an explicit spatial extent. The extent must be specified and
bounded.” They proceed to fully explore the ecosystem as a concept, model,
and metaphor. O f special interest for my discussion at this point is the “spatial”
feature o f this definition. An ecosystem boundary, at whatever size determined
by the analyst, is not placed around an animal, plant, or human institution such
as government or economy. An ecosystem, in “all instances,” is an explicitly
spatial entity, a physical space on Earth that encompasses interacting biotic and
abiotic complexes, a location “as small as a patch o f soil . . . or as large as the
entire biosphere.”
There is a simple reason why the ecosystem is a spatial concept. Ecosystems
arc open energetic systems that exist on Earth because energy flows through
them, energy from lunar gravity, from Earth deep heat, and especially from the
sun. When these energies reach the Earth’s surface they interact with living
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organisms and nonliving substrates, self-organizing into the structures and
processes o f an ecosystem. Ecosystems are thus spatial entities, constructed by
the convergence o f energies at or near the Earth’s surface.
Simon Levin (1998:431) characterizes ecosystems as “prototypical
examples o f complex adaptive systems.” Self-organization divides natural
systems into multiple temporal and spatial scales. A product o f maximizing
energy dissipation, nature is conceived to be discontinuous across scales,
forming lumps or wholes in nested hierarchies (Holling, Gunderson, &
Peterson 2 002:77-88). Ecosystems are nested within the biosphere, while
simultaneously composed o f nested scales selected by biological, chemical, and
physical processes.
Natural, open, self-organizing ecosystems are not static in time but exhibit
fluctuations, both regular and unpredictable. Ecosystems arc thought to be
sometimes more and sometimes less resilient to perturbations, and for reasons
that are difficult to predict. Fluctuations from small or large scales, both internal
and external to the ecosystem, can lead to transformations. The pulsing or
fluctuations o f ecosystems is now felt to be a common property o f complex
systems, most thoroughly explored as an “adaptive cycle” by Holling (1987;
cf. Figure 8). Ecosystems, like other complex systems, are thus multi-scaled,
hierarchical, self-organizing systems that exhibit fluctuations in both time and
space.

Complex Human Ecosystems
A “human ecosystem” is depicted with a systems diagram in Figure 1 (Abel
2003; Abel & Stepp 2 0 0 3 ).1 The sun is the most important energy source
for ecosystems, delivering gravitational and solar energy and creating weather,
wind, rain, and seasonal fluctuations, although lunar gravity (tide) and Earth
deep heat (uplift) are other essential sources (see the circle on the left) (Odum
1996). Gradients o f sunlight and fluctuating patterns o f wind and rain have
had defining impacts, it now appears, on the pulsing growth and collapse o f
human ecosystems, including world-systems (de Menocal 2001; Gill 2000;
Weiss & Bradley 2001). These impacts will be discussed below along with
other temporal dynamics o f world-systems.
Concentrations (of energy, materials, structure, and information) within
a human ecosystem include natural resources and sociocultural storages
(“storage” tanks, Figure 1). Natural resources in Earth systems are commonly
partitioned into categories o f “renewable” (sun, tide, uplift), “slow-renewable”
(timber, topsoil, groundwater), and “nonrenewable” (coal, oil, natural gas,
metals) resources. This categorization scheme is based on the turnover time
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Figure 1 • Human ecosystem. A human ecosystem is spatially defined to include energy
inputs, a physical substrate ("a patch of soil"), natural resource storages (“storage” tanks),
and a human sociocultural system. A sociocultural system is a general term that applies to
aggregates of humans at any scale, from foragers to chiefdoms, archaic states, modern states,
and world-systems. The ecosystem context of the sociocultural system is represented in highly
aggregated form to the left in the diagram. Important sociocultural storages are shown and
discussed in the text.

relative to human life spans. For example, coal or oil, while renewable on the
timescale o f geological processes, are wowrenewable at the scale o f people or
even civilizations. A convincing model o f a sociocultural system should include
“storages” o f material assets, social structure, cultural models, and language, as
well as the interactions between these components, the natural environment,
and the people that continuously produce and renegotiate their forms (Abel
2003). These components always co-occur, with none occurring before
another.
A point to emphasize is that no storages are static—that is, not population,
technologies, assets, topsoil, groundwater, social structure, or any other such
factors. Even when a system appears to be changing very little, its storages are
depreciating and must be replenished. This fundamental principle o f nature is
called the Second Law o f Thermodynamics, or “Time’s Arrow” (Prigogine &:
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Figure 2 • Energy transformation hierarchy (adapted from Odum 1996:23). (a) Spatial view of
units and territories; (b) energy network including transformation and feedback; (c) aggregation
of energy networks into an energy chain; (d) bar graph of energy flows for the levels in an
energy hierarchy. It is a principle of systems science (Odum 1996) that open systems, such
as ecosystems, are non-equilibrium thermodynamic systems that self-organize into energy
transformation hierarchies. Figure 2 depicts a hierarchy from four different perspectives. Figure
2b shows a typical hierarchy that could be an ecosystem with plant producers on the left and
animal consumers on the right, concentrating food in a food web that is capped by one or
several top carnivores. The energy that moves through that web is highlighted in the Figure 2d
bar graph, with energy amounts shrinking as they move through the web.
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Stengers 1984). In Figure 1, both the sociocultural system configuration and
the environmental inputs are dynamic, constantly forming and reforming in
the energy flux o f an open natural system. Both culture and nature are highly
dynamic, neither being merely the static backdrop for the other.
Complex human ecosystems can be redrawn in a form that displays the
structural hierarchy within. Figure 2 depicts Odum’s hierarchy o f energy
transformations, ubiquitous in self-organizing complex systems, illustrating
Odum ’s (1996:16) proposed Fifth Law o f Thermodynamics. An ecosystem
is an obvious example, in which solar energy is converted to plant and animal
biomass in hierarchical food webs, depicted in Figure 2b. At each step in a
hierarchy, energy is lost as concentrations are made into species with “emergent”
properties (complex proteins, mobility, landscape builders). Figure 2c is an
aggregated diagram o f Figure 2b, which emphasizes the energy transformations
and reduces and consolidates the complexity into a visually simpler form.
Figure 1 can be redrawn, as in Figure 2b-c, by replacing the single “social
structure” storage with an energy transformation hierarchy (Abel 2003). This
diagramming convention can be applied to any human ecosystem and will be
used in the world-systems diagram below (Figure 5).

World-Systems in Space
With this conceptual background, world-systems will now be discussed as
complex human ecosystems, bounded in space and time. As far as we know,
our universe is one single universe. Energy impinges on the Earth from far
reaches and near. One biosphere, not more, envelops our globe. There are
no boundaries in nature. Yet there are discontinuities. It is argued that self
organization leads to gradients (Wicken 1987), that nature forms lumps or
wholes in nested hierarchies, as was just described (see also Holling, Gunderson,
Sc Peterson 2002:77-88). In theory, a scientist can draw a boundary around
anything he or she wants to study. In practice, however, it is more convenient
to take advantage o f the discontinuities in nature. Physiologists do not normally
divide a person in half but rather make use o f the (permeable) natural boundary
o f our skin.
Ecosystem scientists also seek discontinuities in defining a unit o f study.
One such common unit is a watershed. Within a watershed there are countless
pathways o f energy and material flows. Certainly animals and seeds cross
watershed boundaries, but because so much physical, chemical, and biological
work in ecosystems is done by rainfall there exists a gradient or discontinuity
along the edge o f natural drainage, that is, along the watershed “boundary.”
Another example is an island ecosystem, which might be bounded by its
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Figure 3 • Boundaries of early modern world-systems. Two options for boundaries around an
early modern world-system. Note that these two drawings show only sources and storages and
omit any flows or interactions, as were depicted in the previous diagrams. The focus here is
boundaries, and not internal structure.

shoreline but is more logically defined to include the near-shore production o f
reefs or estuaries, down to the effective limits o f sunlight. The biosphere as a
whole is the largest scale for life on Earth. But nested within it is a hierarchy o f
self-organizing systems, from ecosystems to chemical cycles.
A number o f researchers have attempted to define the boundaries o f worldsystems. Christopher Chase-Dunn and Thomas Hall have summarized and
grouped the different conceptualizations o f world-system boundaries into four
categories (Chase-Dunn & Hall 1995,1 9 9 8 ). Some argue that trade in prestige
goods is the largest important interaction network for world-systems and should
therefore constitute its spatial limit (Schneider 1977). Chase-Dunn and Hall
label this model “prestige goods exchange network (PG N).” Others believe that
military alliances among a group o f states in regions defines the world system
(Wilkinson 1987), what Chase-Dunn and Hall call “political/military interaction
networks (PM Ns).” The most inclusive world-system boundary they define is
a social network, called the “information exchange network (IN ).” The most
restricted world-systems boundary, which they call the “bulk goods exchange
network (BG N ),” coincides with Wallcrstein’s original formulation for worldsystems, which focuses on trade in primary commodities.
A complex human ecosystem model o f world-systems would focus on
gradients in the flows o f essential energies, natural resources, domesticated foods,
or minerals, roughly equivalent to the BGN model. These are the necessary
material foundations o f any human ecosystem and sociocultural system within
it. Once included, this ecosystem scale contains the necessary and sufficient
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:
Figure 4 • Boundaries of contemporary world-systems. Distinguishing Figure 4 from Figure 3 is
the addition of "Fossil Fuel" sources and storages. Fossil fuels are such an important addition to
the provisioning of contemporary world-systems that they deserve special distinction.

ingredients for self-organization o f the multi-scaled world-system structure.
These considerations support Wallerstein’s formulation o f the BGN
model because o f its spatial and material orientation, which can productively
articulate with ecosystems and complex systems theory. Furthermore, this
design compensates for an omission in the typologies o f cultural evolution in
anthropology, viz. a category for extra-state social formations, a level more
inclusive and qualitatively different than archaic states or empires.
Figure 3 depicts two models o f an early modern world-system. The
“Golden Age” Dutch world-system o f the seventeenth century is an example
(Wallerstein 1974). In Figure 3a, a boundary is drawn around Holland. Within
that boundary, important storages supporting the human sociocultural system
include surface and ground water, topsoil, peat, domesticated food production,
some timber, and mining. However, the Golden Age Dutch world-system
depended on timber from Scandinavia, grain from the European heartland,
and other key inputs such as salt from the southern Caribbean. From a human
ecosystems perspective, the boundary o f the Dutch world-system is thus better
drawn around those bulk-goods-producing regions as peripheries, feeding
natural resources to the Holland core. Figure 3b therefore draws the boundary
just wide enough to reduce the flows o f essential goods across its border by
expanding it to include the resource-producing regions.
Figure 4 is a model o f contemporary world-systems that is similar to Figure
3. Figure 4a includes a “too small” world-system boundary with inputs o f
primary commodities o f domesticated foods, timber, metals, and fossil fuels.
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Figure 5 • A "Cold War" worldsystem with a U.S. core. A modern
capitalist world-system of nations
defined by bulk-goods trade
unequally forming the core, which
can be measured in ecologicaleconomic terms (see Abel 2003).

Figure 4b represents a more inclusive boundary. This design has implications
for defining twentieth-century world-systems. By this account, the last century
would have begun with perhaps three world-systems, a dominant Europeancentered system, a U.S.-centered system, and a Japan-centered system. The Cold
War world witnessed the expansion o f a Soviet-centered system and decline o f
the Japan-centered system (Figure 5 depicts the U.S.-centered system). N ote
also that countries or regions may at times tall outside any world-system, as did
China and Indonesia after the collapse o f the Japan system and the contraction
o f the European system after World War II.
Figure 5 is a world-system conceived spatially and located in time. It is
a multinational division o f labor organized by trade flows. N ote especially
that each nation is represented in human ecosystem terms, as a spatial entity
constructed “from the ground up,” with energy sources and local storages o f
natural resources, all supporting a sociocultural hierarchy (compare to Figure
2c). The nations are then joined together by trade flows into a world-system.
The innovation o f the world-system is that it creates a larger spatial scale and
thus a greater area for energy convergence.
By this conceptualization, today there is a single hegemonic U .S .E .U .Japan world-system, though China may be in the center o f an emergent new
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Figure 6 • Pulsing sociocultural systems. Coupled producers-consumers with recycling can be a
pulsing organization. The storages have different spatial and temporal scales (Odum & Pinkerton
1955).

system. Yet considering the slow growth o f global energies, the world future
more likely holds for us decomposition o f the existing world-system, the end
o f a “secular cycle,” rather than composition o f new systems (Abel 2 0 0 0 :4 1 4 428). This is explained in the next section.

World-Systems in Time: Storages and Pulsing
In dissipative structures theory, when an energy gradient exists between a
storage and a sink, or between a source and a sink, self-organization occurs
that has the effect o f hastening the dissipation o f energy (Prigogine & Stengers
1984). The process o f self-organization is inherent in the thermodynamics o f
inorganic and organic matter and energy. Energy dissipation is revealed to be
a highly creative process.
Self-organization often leads to pulsing patterns, the building o f energetic
storages followed by t heir autocatalytic consumption and dissipation, depicted
in Figures 6 -8 (Odum & Pinkerton 1955; Holling 1987). In Figure 6, the
system o f multi-scaled self-organization is a pulsing system that produces
the cycle in Figure 7. Examples include fire-controlled ecosystems, locust
outbreaks, or cross-catalytic chemical reactions. It is expected that this pulsing
pattern would also be observed with storages used by humans. It is well known
that small farmers w ho use slash-and-burn techniques occupy an area only
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Figure 7 • Pulsing. Typical cycle in
which pulsing of consumer assets
alternates with productive restoration
of resources. Four stages are defined to
aid discussion (from Odum and Odum
2001:78, reprinted with permission).

long enough to consume the storages o f nutrients; then they move on. In
more complex human systems such as chiefdoms or archaic states, pulse and
collapse have been observed, as in ancient Greece (Runnels 1995), the Maya o f
Yucatan (Culbert 1988), and the Roman Empire (Perlin 1991). In the worldsystems literature, there is growing interest in this pulsing and collapsing o f
sociocultural systems and their human ecosystems at different scales (Bosworth
1995; Chase-Dunn & Hall 1998; Frank 1995). So-called civilizations such as
the Andean or the Chinese are better conceived as systems repeatedly pulsing
and collapsing in space and time (Marcus 1998; Wallerstein 1995).
Perhaps the best known pulsing and cycling model today is the “Adaptive
Cycle” proposed by Holling (1987), a general pattern with four phases:
exploitation, conservation, crisis/release, and reorganization. Odum ’s pulsing
model fits this pattern (Odum &: Odum 2001), as do other cycling models
(Figure 8).
In complex human ecosystems, cycles are nested, as in Figure 9. Figure 9
gives only an indication o f the complex pattern o f nested scales o f pulse and
collapse that exist in open systems in nature. N ot surprisingly, the history and
prehistory o f humans and human ecosystems has been complex, filled with pulse
and collapse o f whole systems or parts o f them. For world-systems, collapse does
not mean the disappearance o f peoples or nations but rather the decomposition
o f core-periphery bulk trade networks and the return to single state-scale
organization or, in the peripheries especially, decomposition into even smallerscaled social formations resembling chiefdoms, located within the political shells
o f nation states (as today in Somalia, the Ivory Coast, Burundi, and so on).
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Figure 8 • Cycles in complex systems. The "Adaptive Cycle" has been extensively discussed
and elaborated (Gunderson & Holling 2002; Gunderson, Holling, & Light 1995). Odum has
emphasized a similar model of growth, transition, descent, and low energy restoration, a design
which he contends maximizes self-reinforcing energy flows in many systems (Odum & Odum
2001; Odum & Pinkerton 1995). His model does not have the resolution of detail into important
mechanisms of release and reorganization that Holling's does. Salthe's (2003) model of canonical
stages of infodynamics is another cycling model, as is the High Gain/Low Gain model of Tainter
and colleagues (2003).

Implications for World-Systems Theory
World-systems theory thus reconceived has implications for some unsettled
issues. Two o f particular interest to other world -systems theorists are explored
below, suggesting both the promise and the novelty o f viewing world-systems
as complex human ecosystems.

Cycles in Sociocultural Systems
Cycles have captured the attention o f world-systems research in recent years.
Here I consider three often-studied cycle types. “Kondratieff cycles” (K-waves)
have been much discussed (Frank 1995; Straussfogel 2000; Thompson 2000).
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scales of time and space. Larger scales have sharper pulses and longer interpulse periods. Many
nested cycles are conceivable for the biosphere (from Odum and Odum 2001:82, reprinted with
permission).

As Turchin and Hall (2003:39) explain: “The basic dynamic is that a new
technology allows economic expansion. Eventually the market saturates, and
competition increases, and the expansion slows until another cycle, based on
yet another new or renewed technology, develops.”
In terms o f Figure 1, a new technology is equivalent to expanding the
storage o f “Assets and Technologies,” which would recursively amplify the
capture o f more natural resources, resulting in “economic expansion.” In
addition, because all sociocultural storages are linked, the other storages will
grow, including population, social structure (division o f labor), cultural models,
and even language (that is, adding new vocabulary, or— if the growth is sustained
enough for the sociocultural system to expand its reach spatially—expanding the
language hegemony, as English has expanded its reach and varieties today2).
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It does not suffice to explain the contraction o f a K-wave, however, in terms o f
“the market saturates, and competition increases.” In a complex human ecosystem
there are real physical limits that always restrain growth, here represented by
limits to nonrenewable resources (oil, coal, metals), but also to slow-renewables
such as timber or groundwater, or full renewables such as agricultural produce.
Furthermore, within the interconnected sociocultural system, real economic
growth eventually leads to growth o f all storages (as just explained)—population
growth, division o f labor, cultural models—which also draw on resources and
which hasten the restricting effect o f physical resource limits. Resource limits
from any o f many scales, plus the burden o f maintenance o f all interrelated
cultural storages, including the new division o f labor, new cultural models, and
so on, together contribute to the decline phase o f the K-wave.
A special consideration for recent cycles is that economic growth during
the last 150 years has been riding the fossil fuel wave, which has clouded our
collective view o f natural limits (and fueled a global population explosion)
by providing energy for real growth in all sectors. This has given us the
false impression that economic expansion can occur whenever technological
innovations appear. From the longer history o f technological innovations, we
know this to be untrue. The “new technology” that starts a cycle must appear
at a time when necessary storages are available from many spatial and temporal
scales o f humanity and the environment, including all the necessary natural
resources plus an appropriate division o f labor, possessing the necessary cultural
models and language skills.
“Hegemonic cycles” are the century-long cycles “in which one state in a
core dominates a world-system through economic and political power, typically
without overt coercion” (Turchin & Hall 2003:39). A hegemonic cycle,
therefore, refers to the expansion and contraction o f an explicitly bounded
spatial entity (a world-system). This cycle, however, can again be explained with
reference to resource limits. First, the logic ofspatial expansion is understandable
as the means to capture untapped resource storages in virgin forests, topsoil,
and mineral deposits. This leads to sociocultural system expansion as a whole,
with its many requirements for maintenance. As resource storages are consumed
unsustainable, especially the slow-renewables timber and topsoil with turnover
times o f 5 0 -2 0 0 years, and the maintenance o f world-system organization
remains high, the system reaches a point o f instability and contracts.
“Secular cycles,” that is, “periodic waves o f state breakdown accompanied
by oscillations in population numbers” (Turchin & Hall 2003:39), by this
account are the same phenomenon. In other words, by explaining hegemonic
cycles human-ecologically instead o f as the result o f “power” fluctuations,
I am proposing a model o f macro-scale dynamics for sociocultural systems.
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Where this explanation differs from many others is in its account o f a highly
dynamic and pulsing environment, a complex interconnected human presence
often stressed by its own weight o f numbers, and fluctuating boundaries
o f the human ecosystem and its associated resources. Because sociocultural
systems always occur within human ecosystems, space is a fundamental factor
in understanding all components and their dynamics in time. Archeological
and ethnographic evidence tells us that spatial fluctuation is the rule, not the
exception for sociocultural systems. Only with the relatively recent advent o f
fixed nation-state boundaries have human ecosystem boundaries ever been
stable for long. And that stability was perhaps a short interlude, for worldsystems theory would contend that actual human ecosystem boundaries have
become both larger-than-states and fluctuating.

Evolution in Sociocultural Systems
This complex human ecosystems model has many implications for the long
tradition o f cultural evolutionary theory in anthropology (Carneiro 1970;
Flannery 1972; Harris 1977; Johnson & Earle 1987; Morgan 1877; Service
1975; Spencer 1860; Steward 1955; White 1959), which has recently generated
much interest among world-systems researchers (Chase-Dunn & Hall 1998;
Sanderson 1990). I will raise only two issues regarding the subject that can
illuminate my definition o f complex human ecosystems (see Abel 1998 and
Abel 2 000:341-428 for further discussion).
First, in Figure 1, we can see that the source o f culture change is not
restricted to single “prime movers” such as “population pressure” or its
predecessor “technological progress.” In fact, characterizing any but the
earliest cultural evolution theory as linear or driven by “prime movers” is an
over-simplification o f what was already recognized in its day as a highly systemic
process (Carneiro 1970; Flannery 1972; Harris 1977). More recent accounts
from anthropology (for instance, Johnson & Earle 1987) and world-systems
(Chase-Dunn & Hall 1998; Sanderson 1990) have become more overtly
systematic. For example, Chase-Dunn and Hall’s dynamic “iteration model”
accounts for many interrelated variables in the process o f cultural evolution:
technological change, population growth, intensification, environmental
degradation, population pressure, emigration, circumscription, conflict, and
hierarchy formation.
Cultural evolution conceived in terms o f the complex human ecosystems
model is an emphatically systematic account. Change in open self-organizing
systems is expected, incessant, and directional, owing to the teleomatics o f energy
dissipation (Prigogine & Stengers 1984). A sociocultural system is conceived as
a self-organizing system o f amplification, constraint, and pulsing dynamics with
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many shifting limiting factors within ecosystems and within itself (population
density being only one). For instance, sociocultural complexification may
be simultaneously pushed (for example, by population pressure), pulled (for
instance, by agricultural innovation), squeezed (for example, by approaching
water limits, topsoil depletion, spatial contraction due to warfare, and so on),
collapsed (for instance, by geologic pulses such as volcanoes, weather pulses
such as large-scale hurricanes, climate change, loss o f resilience, and so forth),
in more ways than I can list.
Chase-Dunn and Hall’s “iterative” model is a better approximation o f
this, although it emphasizes the “push” o f population pressure and offers only
an unelaborated environment with incomplete dynamics and theorizing o f its
own. Within the material constraints o f a dynamic environment and model o f
production should be situated the human symbolic systems o f cultural models,
which have structures and dynamics o f their own. Intentionality and agency
can be understood to self-organize with a highly dynamic human and extra
human environment. This complex nexus o f human ecosystem causality is what
is represented by a simplifying systems diagram such as the one in Figure 1.
Second, there has been much discussion in the world-systems literature
about extending the concept back in time to include precapitalist social
formations that anthropologists have called bands, tribes, chiefdoms, and
archaic states (Harris 1977; Johnson & Earle 1987). The point has been
made, for example, that capital accumulation, a determinant characteristic
o f the modern world-system, has precapitalist roots in early states (Ekliolm
& Friedman 1982), and has perhaps “always been a driving force o f world
development” (Gills 1995:137).
I would prefer to see this initiative turned on its head. Considered in terms
o f the human ecosystems model (Figure 1), the autocatalytic structure o f
capitalist accumulation is unsurprisingly pervasive in human social formations,
as it is in nature generally. Rather than applying Wallerstein’s world-systems
model, which is a useful referent to specific capitalist multistate entities, back
in time to all social formations, I would argue for reserving that term as it is,
and adopting a more general term, that is, complex human ecosystems, which
encodes a general model o f structure, function, and complex dynamics.

Conclusions
World-systems theory can be enriched by a close relationship with ecosystems
and complex systems theory more generally. The history and prehistory o f
humans and human ecosystems take on a radically different appearance when
conceived in terms o f systems o f energy and their complex transformations.
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Permanence is replaced by flow, fluctuation, and cycling. Space becomes a
dynamic and critical dependent variable.
Rather than extend the concept o f world-systems to encompass “kinbased” foragers, local groups, chiefdoms, or archaic states (including empires),
I argue instead that it is more useful to maintain these distinct terms. The
“world-system” concept has a place in this typology o f social formations. It has
served well to uncloak nationalist ideologies and reveal the system connections
between nations that have real and often oppressive effects.
To call everything a world-system is to dilute the concept o f its analytical
strength. I do not believe that my world-systems model is more “correct” than
that o f the prehistorians or civilizationists. Intriguing properties o f “cycling,”
inequality, hierarchy, and spatial scales should be expected and can be found
in social formations generally. However, general processes deserve a general
name, such as human ecosystems. Calling them all world-systems subtracts
from the usefulness o f the concept, which is its final measure o f success.
H ow does this complex human ecosystems model differ from other
models o f cultural evolution or world-system formation? It emphasizes that the
“environment” is a “moving target,” not a permanent stage for the human play.
It defines world-systems in space and time. It expects to find pulse and collapse,
and at multiple temporal and spatial scales. And it locates world-systems in a
natural world, a dynamic open system with material and energetic limits that
must be considered in any account o f our history or future.

Notes
1. This paper applies many o f the conventions developed by H. T. O dum to
understand and depict ecosystems and complex systems. The work o f H. T.
O dum spanned systems o f all types. In forty years o f active research, he and
his brother E. P. O dum helped define the modern field o f ecology. In the
last fifteen years, his work was rediscovered by complex systems scientists (for
example, Depew & Weber 1995; Van de Vijver, Salthc, & Delpos 1998). What
makes it complex systems science? In brief, much o f his research focused on
the self-organization o f natural, open, thermodynamic systems that creatively
build themselves and dissipate energy (O dum 1983; Odum 1988; O dum 1995;
O dum & Pinkerton 1955), systems sometimes called “dissipative structures”
(Prigogine & Stengcrs 1984). O ther complex systems domains o f his work are
(1) autocatalytic, nonlinear dynamics, (2) pulsing or chaotic systems (Odum
& Pinkerton 1955), (3) hierarchy (Odum & O dum 2001), and (4) scale (Hall
1995). In recent years this work directly led him and colleagues to the creation
o f a form o f ecological economics called “emergy” accounting (O dum 1996;
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O dum , O dum , & Brown 1998). Emergy accounting lias been used to evaluate
sustainability (O dum 1994), international trade equity (O dum & Arding 1991),
and global forecasting (Odum & O dum 2001).
2. With the most dynamic economy and often the largest military, the hegemon also
disseminates its language, culture, and economy as “global” standards (Grimes
2000:47).

CHAPTER 5

Lessons from Population Ecology for WorldSystems Analyses of Long-Distance Synchrony
THOMAS D. IIALL AND PETER TURC.HIN

In this chapter we have several objectives. First, we observe that processes
within world-systems are often characterized by cycles or waves: chiefdoms
cycle, empires rise and fall, and the modern state system undergoes a “power
cycle” or “hegemonic sequence.” Furthermore, all world-systems “pulsate,”
that is, expand rapidly, then more slowly, or even contract (Chase-Dunn &
Hall 1997). Because spatial waves o f expansion/contraction occur across all
types o f world-systems, such pulsations cannot be rooted in a specific mode
o f production or mode o f accumulation. Rather, these cycles are themselves
evidence that polities and world-systems are dynamical systems with various
feedback loops. Second, we want to explore the issue o f spatial influences
and how they interact with various social factors in world-systemic processes,
especially the synchronization o f cycles across great distances. Third, we suggest
some potential empirical tests o f these models, and propose that, whether or
not these models work, the exploration o f them will deepen our understanding
o f social evolutionary processes. Fourth, we argue that this is not an exercise
in reductionism, nor is it an attempt to remove actors from the system model.
Rather, it helps clarify how structures change, how they constrain behaviors,
and conversely, how behaviors can act on those evolutionary processes.
Following Butzer (1997), if there is any systemness to a system, changes
should permeate it. Rephrased somewhat, cycles arc evidence o f some sort o f
system. Previous research has shown that there is a broad degree o f synchrony
between the sizes o f empires and city populations in Europe, west Asia, and east
Asia (reviewed in Chapter 9). By contrast, Indie empires are far less correlated
with the other Eurasian regions. A similar pattern is observed in population
dynamics. Figures 5a and 5b in Chapter 9 show the populations o f the four
Eurasian macro-regions (taken from McEvedy & Jones 1978). There is an
74
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increasing trend affecting all population trajectories, which is presumably a result
o f sociocultural evolution. We are interested in the fluctuations around the
trend, and therefore we have de trended all series by the technique known as
“differencing” (Box & Jenkins 1976). When log-transformed population data
are differenced, we obtain relative population growth rates. Focusing on the
growth rates during the better-studied period o f 8 0 0 -1 8 0 0 c .k., we observe that
all regions except soudi Asia appear to fluctuate in synchrony (Chapter 9, Figure
5b), In fact, the degree o f synchrony apparently increases toward 1800.
These data arc very “noisy,” so die findings may be an artifact o f the data.
However, the patterns hold with various refinements, which strongly suggests that
the following dieoretical and empirical issues are worthy o f further investigations:
(1) that there are cycles in populations, city sizes, empire sizes, and so on and (2)
that there is some correlation, or synchrony, between east and west Asia, and less
with south Asia, which echoes the claim made by Teggart (1939).
The other world-systems puzzle is that Afroeurasia has been linked, at least
at the information and luxury goods exchange levels, for two and half millennia
or more (Chase-Dunn & Hall 1997). Thus, events and processes in Europe
cannot be explained solely by examining European processes, a conclusion
strongly supported by Pomeranz (2000) and H obson (2004). However,
the degree o f Afroeurasia-wide linkage fluctuated, so that world systems at
opposite ends o f Afroeurasia were nearly isolated for long periods o f time. One
question raised by this puzzle is w hy these rise/fall processes at the western
and eastern ends o f Afroeurasia have been linked during the last two millennia
(see Chapter 9). For example, increases and decreases in the territorial sizes o f
empires and the population size o f cities correlate between cast Asia and west
Asia-Mediterranean, yet, there appears to be little linkage to cyclical processes
in south Asia. Interestingly, archeologists have noted apparent parallels in the
rise and fall o f ancient cultures in w hat is now southeastern and southwestern
United States (Neitzel 1999).
There are at least three subissues here: (1) why these instances link eastwest and not north-south; (2) why there are cycles; and (3) how those cycles
become linked, especially over great distances. As a working hypothesis we
suggest that Diamond’s (1997) thesis may be applicable. Given similar
environments, or biomes, similar kinds o f social systems may he in evidence
along an east-west axis. If those systems are characterized by, o r include, cyclical
processes, what are the phase relations among their various cycles? D o some
cyclical systems become linked, for example, phase-locked or phase-shifted? Or
do they oscillate independently? The questions are how and why? Our third
point is that once analyzed and described, these linkages can be subjected to
more rigorous testing.
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One very interesting finding from animal ecology is that certain types
o f synchronization o f predator-prey cycles actually produce rapid evolution
o f prey populations as a direct response to the synchronous linking (Turchin
2003a). In other words, the linking, or synchronization, o f cycles can itself be
a mechanism o f evolution that pushes social change in one direction rather
than another.
We want to insert two caveats here, however. First, we are not being
ideological. Rather, we are claiming that, under certain circumstances, some
types o f change are more likely than others. This should lead to questions
about the roles o f agency and praxis in social change. It may also help us better
understand how and why the result o f intended change can lead to unexpected
results, such as in the French revolution, the revolution o f 1848, and die
Russian revolution. The second caveat is that we cannot simply apply biological
models directly to social processes. Social evolution tends toward convergence,
whereas biological evolution tends toward divergence (Sanderson 1990).
These caveats and data problems notwithstanding, we argue that we can learn
much about social evolution by exploring and applying models derived from
the natural sciences. We begin with a review o f population ecology.

What Ecological Theory Says about Synchrony
Ecologists have long asked themselves why many oscillatory population
systems exhibit large-scale spatial synchrony. Charles Elton (1924) speculated
why lemming peak years should be synchronized across much o f Norway. He
also observed that the ten-year lynx cycle is synchronized over the whole taiga
region o f Canada in the Hudson Bay Company data on lynx pelts. P.A. P. Moran
developed statistical approaches for analyzing such synchrony and proposed
a formal mechanism to explain it, known in the ecological literature as “the
Moran effect” (Bjornstad, Inis, 8c Lam bin 1999; Moran 1953). The idea is that
synchronized exogenous shocks to local oscillating systems will cause them to come
into synchrony even when the exogenous shocks do not themselves display much
periodicity (Ranta et al. 1997; Ranta, Kaitala, & Lindstrom 1999). A key issue in
these investigations was determining which mechanisms may cause synchrony.

Synchronizing Mechanisms
Ecologists have classified mechanisms that induce spatial synchrony along two
continua: exogenous versus endogenous, and local versus “global.” A factor
X is called an exogenous mechanism if it is not part o f the feedback loop: X
affects the variable o f interest, while the variable o f interest does not affect X.
By contrast, an endogenous factor is one that is part o f a feedback loop: the
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Figure 1 • Dimensional continua of mechanisms of spatial synchronicity.

variable o f interest affects X, and then the change in X affects the variable o f
interest. O f course, we do not always (or even often) know all the feedback
loops that affect the dynamics o f the variable o f interest. Thus, in practice,
we call endogenous only those mechanisms whose feedback influences are
explicitly taken into account. For example, in human-dominated ecosystems,
the usual assumption that climate affects population, but population does not
affect climate, does not necessarily hold. Chew (2001) shows that early human
civilizations so denuded forests and salinized agricultural land that they may
indeed have changed local, if not regional, climates. Some o f these changes
may be systemwide (see also Butzer 2005). Thus, some climatic changes may
need to be modeled as endogenous, rather than exogenous processes.
Ecological theorizing uses the terms local and global somew hat differently
from their usage in world-systems analysis. A local mechanism is one whose
effects fall o ff with distance. By contrast, a global mechanism affects all points
in the relevant space similarly, without any regard to how far these points are
from one another. Thus, “global” in the ecological sense might be glossed as
“systemwide” in world-system analysis. For clarity, we use “planetary” when
we mean the entire world and “global” when we mean “systemwide.”
Given these two dimensions (endogeneity and locality) we can define four
regions o f a universe o f potentially synchronizing processes (see Figure 1 and,
for more detailed explication, Turchin & Hall 2003). Ecologists have tended
to concentrate on two: the global exogenous mechanism and local endogenous
mechanism. The most discussed global exogenous factor in ecology is climatic
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variation. It is a quintessentiaUy exogenous process because variation in
temperature and rainfall can have a very strong effect on survival and reproduction
o f organisms, while fluctuations in population numbers almost never have an
effect on weather (although tor humans this is not necessarily true).
In any case, close examination o f specific mechanisms shows that the
global-local distinction defines a continuum, and not a dichotomy. For worldsystems analysis, giv en the potential effects o f human activity on climate (see
Chew 2 0 0 1 ), clearly global or systemwide mechanisms would be a massive
volcanic eruption or collision with a sizable comet. Alternatively, if there is
a truly exogenous climatic shift (due, say, to sun spot cycles or some such
mechanism that humans could not affect) and if it were planetary, then we
should see global synchrony, across Afroeurasia, Meso- and South America,
southeast Asia, and sub-Saharan Africa. This would still require some subsidiary
explanation for the already documented lack o f synchrony in south Asia.
The quintessential local endogenous mechanism is movement. It is
endogenous because the number o f organisms spreading from a source depends
very much on the population density at the source. It is local, because organisms
d o not “teleport." Rather, the density o f dispersers declines with the distance
from source. We note that movement may also refer to other components
in the dynamical system, such as predators or pathogens. Socially, disputes in
family succession among elites, as among the M ongols, who had competing
lines o f succession (laterally and lineally), would be examples (Barfield 1989;
Chase-Dunn & Hall 1997:Ch. 8). Rules o f succession or descent vary between
cultural groups and are thus typically localized. Such rules do change but
usually only very slowly, often pushed by changes in the ecology o f production
and adaptation. Under certain circumstances, movement may be exogenous or
global or both. Movement would be exogenous when the area is subjected to
recurrent invasions o f predators or pathogens. Finally, imperial policies might
be an endogenous global factor, for example, the w idespread effects o f the
Roman Empire on its various frontiers.

Types of Oscillatory Dynamics
The efficacy o f different mechanisms described above to synchronize oscillations
depends on the nature o f the dynamics characterizing the synchronized
systems. The kev distinction is between stable and chaotic oscillations. Chaos is
defined as bounded oscillations with sensitive dependence on initial conditions
(Eckmann & Ruelle 1985). The faster trajectories diverge, the more sensitiv e
to initial conditions (and therefore the more chaotic) the system is.
The same argument applies to the behavior o f tw o identical or very similar
systems. If their dynamics are stable, then the tw o systems starting from similar
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initial conditions tend to oscillate in synchrony. Small random perturbations
will keep them out o f perfect synchrony but the stable nature o f the two
systems will act to bring the two trajectories back in synchrony. By contrast,
two identical chaotic systems starting even from very similar initial conditions
will rapidly diverge and oscillate asynchronously (the “butterfly effect”). Small
random perturbations make this process o f divergence even faster.
In general, exogenous drivers are not powerful synchronizing mechanisms.
A substantial degree o f spatial synchrony requires, first, that local dynamics are
stable (nonchaotie) and, second, that the exogenous factor acts globally (that
is, is systemwide). The Moran effect is the mechanism o f entrainment.
Endogenous factors such as movement have a greater potential for inducing
spatial synchronization, especially where cycles are stable. Santa and colleagues
(1999) showed that even relatively low rates o f movement can induce a near
perfect synchrony o f locally cycling populations. This property o f nonlinear systems
is called phase-lacking (Bjornstad, Ims, & Lambin 1999). However, systems with
locally chaotic dynamics will remain uncorrelated by movements.

Summary
A few themes emerge from this review. First, spatial synchrony is promoted
w hen two local systems are driven by similar dynamical mechanisms. Second,
processes that act globally (that is, on a systemwide basis) promote large-scale
spatial synchrony. Third, the type o f local dynamics affects very much whether any
particular mechanism will induce synchrony. Systems with stable oscillations can
be synchronized over vast geographic distances by global exogenous influences.
Fourth, endogenous factors such as mov ement may result in a very high degree o f
synchrony and phase-locking, but the spatial extent may not be great, because the
effect o f movement attenuates rapidly through space. Additionally, endogenous
processes may cause out-of-phase cycles. Fifth, chaotic systems are very difficult
to synchronize either by exogenous or endogenous mechanisms. Only global
catastrophes that reset all locations to approximately the same initial conditions can
impose some (fleeting) degree o f synchrony on chaotic systems. Examples include
events such as collision with a large comet or a massive volcanic eruption.

Implications for World-System Research
East-West Synchronicity and Global Climate
Ecological theory suggests several hypotheses to account for synchronous
changes o f empire sizes in west and east Afroeurasia, the simplest one being
the effect o f an exogenous global factor—climate. World-system theorists have
already suggested this explanation (see Chapter 9 ). In a study o f historical
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demography, Galloway (1986 ) shows that populations o f western Europe and
China increased and decreased roughly in parallel with solar activity.
Another explanation might be the long-term effects o f the M ongol conquest
and empire, which briefly connected east and west Asia but also started a series
o f remarkably coherent oscillations in Central Asia and adjoining regions. The
huge territory conquered by the M ongols during the early thirteenth century
was ruled by four separate Chingissid dynasties. According to Turchin (2003b:
Ch. 7), these four polities appear to reflect so-called Ibn Khaldun cycles o f
around a century. The Ibn Khaldun cycle, named after the fourteenth-century
Arab sociologist w ho first described it, is a kind o f secular wave that tends to
affect societies with elites drawn from adjacent nomadic groups. The dynamics
o f an Ibn Khaldunian w orld-system are determined by the interaction between
a sedentary, agrarian state and surrounding steppe or desert pastoral “tribes.”
The sedentary state region is the site o f recurrent episodes o f state building and
collapse. It is inhabited by an indigenous commoner population that provides
the productive basis o f the society. The steppe or desert is inhabited by stateless
tribes that periodically conquer the agrarian region and establish a ruling dynasty
there. Steppe or desert tribes thus supply the elites (nobility) for the sedentary
state. Ibn Khaldun cycles tend to last about four generations, or a century.
This is an alternative way o f approaching the analyses o f Barfield (1989)
and Chase-Dunn and Hall (1997:Chapter 8). As Barfield notes, however, the
M ongol conquest was exceptional with respect to the usual strategy employed
by the Central Asian nomads. First, the M ongols succeeded in capturing much
vaster regions, owing to innovations in organization introduced by Chinggis.
Second, instead o f merely exploiting sedentary states, the M ongols actually
conquered large empires, and then governed them. Finally, the M ongol empire
broke apart owing to their rules o f dynastic succession, which emphasized both
lateral and linear descent. These extensive M ongol conquests also disrupted
the Ibn Khaldun cycles, in effect resetting them in several different areas
simultaneously.
Thus, the Chinggisid dynasties went through typical Ibn Khaldun cycles o f
about a century, and all experienced collapse at approximately the same time. In
China, a native dynasty expelled die M ongols after one cycle, whereas in Russia
and Iran the steppe dynasties went through two cycles before giving way to
native rulers. Incidentally, die central Eurasian steppes continued to undergo Ibn
Khaldun cycles, until their conquest and division between the Russian and the
Chinese empires (Barfield 1989). What is remarkable is the degree o f synchrony
in the sociopolitical dynamics o f the settled regions initially conquered by the
Mongols in the thirteenth century. One possible explanation o f this pattern is
that an initial catastrophic event— the M ongol conquest— reset all regions to
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approximately the same initial conditions. Thereafter, each region oscillated as
a result o f its endogenous dynamics, but because oscillations were driven by
similar mechanisms, political collapses occurred at about the same time.

Asynchronous South Asia
If we accept Jared Diamond’s (1997) observation that, in the absence o f
formidable barriers, east-west movement along similar latitudes and climates is
easier than north-south movement that traverses different ecological zones, we
can construct an explanation for east-west Asian synchronicity, and die absence
o f synchronicity with south Asia. An additional factor is the Himalayan Range,
which present a formidable barrier to contact and exchange. While there has
been extensive traffic across the Himalayas, it may not have been sufficient to
synchronize the various systems. Steppe nomads seldom made incursions into
south Asia. Central Asian influence on India was transmitted indirectly via the
Iranian plateau.
Two additional factors give tangential support to this supposition. First,
although bulk goods, large populations, and armies rarely moved between
south and central Asia, travelers and ideas did so extensively. The spread o f
Buddhism and o f silk and other luxury goods are familiar examples. Both
illustrate the critical difference between the various world-system boundaries
o f bulk goods and military-political exchanges, on the one hand, versus
information and luxury goods, on the other (see Chapter 9). Second, south
Asia had tremendous effects on southeast Asia. Again there is the spread o f
Buddhism, but also other cultural features, as well as trade in luxury goods.
Yet, if the east-west versus north-south differential is at work, there should be
some synchrony between south Asia and southeast Asia, and less synchrony
between southeast Asia and east Asia. But this remains an issue in need o f
careful empirical study. Philippe Beaujard (2005) examines relations between
south Asia and Europe and to a lesser extent between south Asia and southeast
Asia. His finds strongly suggest that this second factor is very important in
accounting for south Asian asynchrony.
A second explanation for asynchronous dynamics in south Asia is the effect
o f climate. A cold, wet climate leading to problems in most o f Eurasia might
have been a boon for south Asian agriculturalists. The two hypotheses, that is,
movement (o f people, goods, and ideas) and global climate, are not mutually
exclusive.
A possible third explanation for asynchronous dynamics in south Asia
is that local, that is, endogenous, processes may have differed significantly
between south Asia and the rest o f Asia. This would seem less likely, but it is
a possibility that warrants consideration. Currently vve do not have sufficient
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data to discriminate among these explanations. Still, the arguments and
analyses presented here suggest ways in which these issues might he addressed
empirically.

Summary Thus Far
We cannot simply map biological models directly onto social processes. Rather,
our approach needs sev eral additional ingredients for success. On the empirical
side we need a more detailed database on the territorial dynamics o f all polities
within Afroeurasia. We also need data on the spatiotemporal dynamics o f
other variables that may affect synchrony, such as epidemics and climate. Some
databases already exist, for example, Biraben’s (1975) compilation o f places
affected by the Black Death in Europe and the Mediterranean. Other kinds o f
databases, such as on climate change, are 111 the process o f being developed (for
instance, Mann 2000).
On the theoretical side, we need a better understanding o f processes that
may cause oscillations and synchrony. What would be particularly useful in the
study o f synchrony would be estimates o f the rates o f movement for different
kinds o f phenomena, for example, goods, pathogens, ideas, and people.
Such a research program would be expensive in time and money. We argue,
however, that such an investment is warranted. Recent results that suggest
sociopolitical cycles and wide-scale svnchronicity within Afroeurasia have
been described as “intoxicating” (Denemark 2000). Unraveling the complex
interactions causing these empirical regularities will require sophisticated
quantitative tools. In the following section, we present a brief example to
illustrate the type o f analysis and types o f data needed for such research.

Synchrony and Phase-Shifts in Socioeconomic Variables:
An Example of Analysis Using Data from Preindustrial England
In the previous section we outlined our general vision o f the research questions
and methods o f approaching them. However, we realize that some readers may
not be familiar with quantitative techniques o f data analyses, which have been
recently developed for investigating dynamical systems, and therefore this section
provides an illustration. More specifically, we have two goals: (1) to illustrate how
time-series techniques can reveal synchrony and phase-shifts, and how such results
can be useful in testing various mechanism-based explanations o f the observed
patterns; and (2) to provide an illustration o f some mechanisms underlying
secular waves, using data for preindustrial England (before 1800). The results
we report come from Turchin (2005) and Turchin and Nefedov (2007); here we
simply summarize this work without going into technical details.
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Figure 2 • England: Population and carrying capacity.

We begin the analysis with data on population dynamics in England
and Wales (Wrigley et al. 1997). There are tw o features o f the data drat are
immediately apparent. First, there is a very long increasing trend, which appears
to accelerate around 1800 (see Figure 2). The forces explaining this trend are
not controversial and have to do with the English Industrial Revolution. The
second feature o f the empirical curve is the oscillations around the trend, with
an average duration o f about 300 years. Our main interest is in the oscillations,
so som ehow we need to remove the trend. De-trending is best done when we
have some mechanistic basis for it. In this case, we can estimate the carrying
capacity o f England by multiplying the acres o f arable land with the average
wheat yield per acre, and dividing by rhe amount o f wheat needed to support
one person per year. It turns out that carrying capacity is primarily driven by
the evolution o f wheat yields (the circles in Figure 2). N ow that we have the
curve for carrying capacity (shown with a broken line in Figure 2 ), it is a simple
matter to express the observed population numbers in terms o f proportion
o f carrying capacity exploited (see Figure 3, dotted line). The de-trended—
or relative— population exhibits tw o oscillations with peaks around 1300 and
1640. According to the standard methods oftime-series analysis, the periodicity
in this data is statistically significant.
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Figure 3 * England 1250-1800: Real wages by year.

The next step is toexamine the potential interactions between the population
oscillations and some other socioeconom ic variables. The obvious place to start
is the data on wages, since one o f the venerable theories for demographic cycles,
advanced by T. R, Malthus (1798), proposes diat increased population leads
to lower wages, and lower wages, in turn, cause population to decrease. Data
on real wages (that is, nominal wages deflated by the cost o f a standard bundle
o f consumables) in England was published by Allen (2001). Plotting these
data together with population (Figure 3 ), vve see that both variables oscillate
with the same period, but completely out o f phase— that is, when population
reaches a peak, real wage hits a trough, and vice versa. Plotting the data in a
phase-plot (a graph in which each variable is plotted along its own axes), we
see that the trajectory moves back and forth along the same, essentially onedimensional path (see Figure 4). But as explained in (Turchin 2 003b ), such a
pattern in the phase-plot is inconsistent with the hypothesis that the dynamical
interaction between die two variables is what drives the cycle. In a cycle, the
two interacting variables arc always phase-shifted with respect to each other
by approximately one-quarter o f the period. In a phase plot, this phase shift
generates a circular trajectory. Thus, we conclude that there must be another
variable, which we have not yet identified, that drives the population cycle. It
is clear that changes in population and in real wage are related (in tact, it is
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Rotative Population
Figure 4 • England 1250-1800: Real wages by relative population.

uncanny how closely real wage dynamics mirror the population curve), but
the nature o f the relationship would not produce the long-term cycle that we
observe.
What other variables can we examine? We know that die mid-fburteenthcentury population collapse in England was associated with an epidemic
o f bubonic plague— the Black Death. The population decline in the late
seventeenth century was also associated with plague (for example, the great
plague o f London). Biraben’s (1975) data on plague prevalence provide us with
an index o f plague intensity', that is, the number o f locations reporting plague
outbreaks. We plot Biraben’s data (solid curve) together with population data
(dotted curve) in Figure 5a (the curves stop at the end o f the seventeenth
century, because the bubonic plague became extinct in England at that time).
We observe a striking parallelism between the movements o f the two curves.
When plotted in the phase space, the trajectory again traces a one-dimensional
path (Figure 5b). U sing die same logic as in the case o f the real w age, we must
again reject the hypothesis riiat population cycles are driven by interaction w ith
epidemics, since the phase relations are wrong.
A third variable that we can examine is the frequency o f internal warfare.
This index was constructed by Tilly (1993) and Sorokin (1 937) by merging
the lists o f revolutions, civil wars, and major rebellions but excluding such
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Figure 5 • (a) England 1350-1700: De-trended population by year; (b) England 1350-1700:
Log of plague incidence by de-trended population.
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Figure 6 • (a) Engiand 1450-1800: Instability index by year; (b) England 1450-1800:
Population by instability (both de-trended).
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events in Ireland, where they reflect colonial activity o f the English empire,
rather than sociopolitical dynamics internal to England proper. The resulting
index assigns “ 1” to years with civil war and “0 ” to years without civil wars
(the vertical spikes in Figure 6a). In order to use this variable in the time-series
analysis we must smooth it; the smoothed curve is shown as a solid curve.
Plotting population and sociopolitical instability in the phase plot, we
observe a pattern that is qualitatively different from those obtaining in the case
o f real wages and epidemics. N ow we see that the trajectory traces a circle in
the phase space (Figure 6b). This pattern is consistent with the hypothesis that
it is the dynamical interaction between population and instability that drives
the observed secular cycle. However, this analytical result cannot be taken as
conclusive proof o f the hypothesis, because we have not exhaustively examined
all possible social variables that in principle could provide an explanation for
the oscillations.
In summary, this example illustrates how we can capitalize on the phase
relationships between various dynamical variables in order to test hypotheses
about mechanisms that underlie the observed cycles. Thus, we found that
population and disease prevalence oscillated completely in synchrony, which
leads us to reject disease as the factor responsible for oscillations. In fact, disease
apparently plays the role o f reducing the amplitude o f oscillations: it is highest
when population is at die peak (and therefore helps to prevent further population
growth) and lowest when population is in the trough (facilitating population
increase). By contrast, sociopolitical instability is highest when population is
already declining, and therefore it acts to accelerate the decline and increase
the amplitude o f the q'de. Real wages, however, are completely out-of-phase
with respect to population dynamics. It may seem strange that wages act in the
same way as epidemics, but this point can be better understood by looking at an
inverse real wage, or an index o f “misery” (see Figure 7). Here we see that the
index o f misery acts precisely as the plague. Thus, misery (and, by implication,
real wage) is a factor that, like the epidemic, tends to reduce the amplitude o f
oscillations: when population is high, misery is also high and prevents further
population increase owing to its effect on increased mortality and reduced
birth rate. Mai thus was correct in that there definitely is a connection between
population change and economic misery, but he was wrong in suggesting that
die interaction between population and misery causes cycles.

Conclusions
From this analysis wc conclude that real wages and disease act as first-order
factors in driving cycles that respond without a lag. However, these factors
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Year
Figure 7 • England 1250-1800: Inverse of wages and population (log scale) by year.

are incapable o f driving the observed oscillations. Rather, we observe that
sociopolitical instability acts as a second-order factor that is phase-shifted with
respect to population density and that can potentially driv e the cycle.
Our theory, following Goldstone (1991:25), is that population growth in
excess o f the productivity gains o f the land leads to state fiscal crisis because o f
persistent price inflation. This in turn leads to expansion o f armies and rising
real costs. Population growth also leads to an increased number o f aspirants for
elite positions, which puts further fiscal strains on the state, leading to increased
intra-elite competition, rivalry, and factionalism. These strains on the state lead
to popular discontent because o f falling real wages, rural misery, and urban
migration. Intensification o f diesc trends eventually causes state bankruptcy and
consequent loss o f military control, giving way to elite movements o f regional
and national rebellion. A combination o f elite-mobilized and popular uprisings
reflects the breakdown o f central authority. This sociopolitical instability affects
population growth (Turchin 2003b) through higher mortality ow ing to
increases in banditry, internal war, and starvation but also through migration,
emigration, spread o f disease, lower birth rates, and infanticide. These trends
combine to lower productive capacity through destruction o f infrastructure
(for example, irrigation, flood control) and abandonment o f exposed lands.
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Final Comments
We return, finally, to the issue ofsynchrony. We argue, but have not demonstrated,
that secular cycles—long-term oscillations in socioeconomic variables— are
com m on to all tributary world-systems and component states o f world-systems.
To explain why some areas experience related, synchronous cycles in population
size, population grow th or change, city size, and state or empire size, wre need
to discover mechanisms that link them. What we learn from theories developed
in natural sciences (and specifically, models o f population ecology) is that the
linking mechanisms need not be o f the same duration, or even cyclical, nor do
they need to be exceptionally strong. Relatively weak links, such as trade in
preciosities or prestige and luxury goods, low lev els o f migration, and spread
o f disease, are sufficient to bring about synchrony. Climate shifts, especially
those that arc “global” in the population ecology sense (that is, “systemwide” ),
could certainly also bring about synchrony.
Future research needs to focus on these mechanisms. The linkage between
east and west Asia, but not with south Asia, suggests either that the mechanism
is not global climate change or that somehow the relevant climatic shifts
occurred only north o f the Himalayan chain. An alternative explanation might
be a parallel linkage between south and southeast Asia that was sufficiently
strong to bring those areas into synchrony and block synchrony with the regions
o f northern Eurasia. Whatever die results o f future research on these issues,
we will understand more profoundly how various structural dynamics shape
and limit processes o f social and ecological change. The linkage o f cultures in
precontact southwest and southeast Nortii America (Neitzel 1999) appears to
suggest that synchronous linkage has long been a significant factor in social
evolution and has played an important role in shaping human-environmental
interactive dynamics.

CHAPTER 6

Sustainable Unsustainability:
Toward a Comparative Study of
Hegemonic Decline in Global Systems
JONATHAN KRIKOMAN

Social and cultural anthropology has for a hundred years been occupied
with issues o f human variation, cultural creativity, technological innovation,
and what is often referred to as social and cultural evolution. In interaction,
often quite intense, with archeologists and ancient historians, there has been a
diverse production o f models o f the social history o f our species. I have myself
been very much involved in this broad attempt to discover the nature o f long
term processes, a perspective that has become much diminished in the field o f
anthropology since die 1980s, not least under the aegis o f social and cultural
anthropologists themselves. During this period there has been a focus on
edinographic research and a rise o f a strongly present-oriented ethnography
that eschewed both historical and comparative research. In this chapter I review
some o f the arguments that propelled the development o f what I call a global
systemic anthropology.
In the late 1960s and 1970s Columbia University1 was the major center
o f cultural materialism and neoevolutionism. Cultural materialism and cultural
ecology were highly functionalist and what might be called adaptationist in
their approach. The latter emerged in the late 50s as an attempt to demonstrate
the rationality o f exotic institutions and practices often assumed to be irrational
or at least arational manifestations o f primitive and even not so primitive
cultural schemes or mentalities. The rationale o f this new approach was one
in which apparently strange phenomena such as pig feasts, the potlatch, and
sacred cows were accounted for in terms o f their practical functions. Rather
than functionally integrating the social order, the rationality o f such institutions
concerned the relation between society and the natural environment. There
was little place for crises, for systems that did not work, and explanation was
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mostly a question o f ecological adaptation itself. A reaction developed to this
approach that had become dominant during the 60s in the United States and
even, albeit to a lesser extent, in the Marxist anthropology that was emerging
in Europe at the time, the time being the mid to late 60s. The approach that
was proposed was one in which social systems are not conceived as adaptive
machines but as systems o f social reproductive processes whose properties are
incompatible with one another and that in their dynamics often lead to crisis,
even collapse, and historical transformation (Friedman 1974; Murphy 1970;
Sahlins 1969).
This approach was applied quite early to a study o f the Kachin and
neighboring societies o f Highland Burma, Assam, and Yunnan (Friedman 1998,
1979), making substantial use o f historical ethnography, ancient history, and
archeology to try to understand the way in which different social forms could
be said to be historically related to one another. The model contained a number
o f hypothetical frameworks. The first was that the dominant social suategies o f
social reproduction are not self-monitoring for major trendlike results, especially
those that might generate systemic crisis. They are not organized around
negative feedback functions. They are not, then, preorganized for adaptation
but, on the contrary, for accumulation o f power and control. This entails that
they can outstrip their limit conditions o f reproduction. In the analysis o f tribal
social reproduction among the Kachin o f Highland Burma it was found that
logics o f reproduction tended toward the hierarchization o f lineages and the
development o f increasingly larger chiefly polities. The reproductive process
is structured through two kinds o f circulation, the alliance structure and the
ritual feasting structure.
Prestige is gained via competitive feasting at particular ritual occasions in
which a great deal o f food and beer is distributed and cattle are sacrificed. The
ability to give large-scale feasts implies that one is closer to the ancestor-gods
who provide fertility, which means that one is closer in kinship terms to these
gods or that their immediate ancestors are closer or even identical to such
gods. This is a process o f transformation o f prestige into descent from highranked ancestor-deities. Prestige is then transformed into rank via a system
o f “generalized exchange” in which women descend from higher to lower
ranked groups. The global effects o f this logic are the accumulation o f sacred
rank at the top o f die social order and the production o f indebted slaves at
the bottom. This leads to demographic expansion o f the chiefly domain as
increasing numbers o f lineages are connected, via the extension o f exchange
links, at the same time as those o f lower rank become indebted as the cost
o f alliances increase. This is sometimes referred to in terms o f the inflation o f
bridewealth, one led by chiefly competition. The chiefly lineages are able to
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maintain the competition because o f their increasing access to the labor input
o f a larger portion o f the population, as w ell as the import o f labor as the
result o f warfare. This entire process occurs on the basis o f swidden agriculture
in sensitive conditions whereby a fallow rate o f 1 /1 4 is the limit for the
maintenance o f soil fertility. But this ratio deteriorates with intensification, and
productivity declines as a result, which in turn entails that increasing amounts
o f land become necessary to maintain the demand for total production. Chiefs
can carry this out, but commoners lose out, having access neither to more land
nor to slaves, and so they drop out, becoming slaves themselves or at least living
in conditions o f increasingly difficult indebtedness. Ultimately there develops
a situation o f revolt. The chief may be deposed or even killed and people rcdispersc into the forest areas and live in small egalitarian communities. But the
social logic remains unchanged, and die process is repeated. This is what I have
referred to as the short cycle o f expansion and contraction.
There is a longer cycle as well. Historically, the cycles o f expansion lead to
long-term degradation o f larger areas and then in turn to the transformation o f
the social order. Declining levels o f productivity and higher population densities
prevent the rapid emergence o f hierarchy for a complex o f reasons that are
detailed in other publications (Friedman 1998, 1979). There is an emergence
o f more egalitarian but still competitive social forms, a major increase in
warfare, and the transformation o f the nature o f power. The generous chief is
historically transformed into a warring big-man, an “antichief,” and finally a
headhunter. The emergence o f antichiefs along this historical trajectory reveals
a great deal about the transformation o f power. These chiefs, often chosen
from among youth, against their will, are not allowed any role in fertility rites,
to give feasts or other gifts, nor to engage in sex with their wives for a specified
number o f years. Fertility rites themselves deal increasingly with maintaining
standards rather than w ith increasing wealth. While the expansionist chiefdoms
call their acquired slaves “grandchildren,” the imploded end-version o f diis
cycle is one in which ancestral power is a scarcity, so that potential slaves are
killed and transformed into ancestral fertility' and the heads o f victims are
placed in sacred groves where they t<x> are sources o f ancestral force. This
model attempted to account for a particular logic o f accumulation, one that
transformed production into prestige, then into rank, and finally into sacred
position within an already extant cosmology in which rank is inscribed in a
cosmological hierarchy o f ancestral efficacy, whereby the most senior (that is,
highest ranked) ancestors are the source o f increasing fertility. The short cycle
is related to the expansion and collapse o f chiefly hierarchies, whereas the long
cycle is linked to a more permanent transformation o f the social order itself.
The long cycle o f intensification is also part o fa dialectical relation between the
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Figure 1 * The long cycle of agricultural intensification.

particular logic o f social accumulation and the conditions in which it occurs,
producing long-term ecological degradation.
Figure 1 shows a condensed summary o f a series o f other graphs that detail
the transformation o f “tribal” systems and that include the development o f
states in some conditions and the devolution o f the social order in others. This
particular graph refers only to the long-term devolutionary process. It might
seem paradoxical that swidden agriculture is associated with expansion and
irrigation with decline. This is because terracing here occurs in a rainfall zone
in which swiddening has become far too unproductive to support the social
order. Terracing allows the maintenance o f total production quotas but is very
difficult to expand without major inputs oflabor. It is also far less productive
in terms oflabor inputs, thus not really adequate to an expansionist economy.
The conditions o f hydraulic irrigation in riverine plains are quite different with
respect to both productivity and grow th capacity. Some authors have tended to
reduce the relation between the social order and nature to a quasi-Darwinian
relation in which societies “chose to fail or survive,” primarily by destroying
or improving their ecological base (Diamond 2005). Diamond is aware o f the
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complexity o f such phenomena, but his analysis is one o f different factors, such
as population growth, climate change, cultural rigidity, self-serving power elites,
and so on, that do interact in the process o f decline but in which ecological
factors are primary, since the proper function o f social actors is to adapt to their
ecological conditions. The approach adopted here, while focused on issues
o f “crisis” and even “collapse,” suggests that such phenomena, while related
to ecological conditions, are better accounted for in terms o f the internal
incompatibilities o f social systems themselves.
Whereas Diamond’s assumptions imply a rather direct relation between
whole societies and environmental limits, our own model conceives o f
environmental limits as the outermost but not necessarily the determinant
cause o f decline. This might be expected from a natural science perspective, one
that does not depart from the dynamic and quite specific nature o f the social
systems involved. This accounts for the need to seek culprits, the particular
factor, or even a combination o f factors that accounts for decline. However, if
such factors have no independent existence but are linked systematically within
larger processes o f social reproduction, then the different weights accorded to
one or another “factor,” for example, population growth versus cultural rigidity,
can be understood as part o f the same overall process. It is not a question o f
either/or, or even o f b oth/and. It is a question o f systemic relations between
variables or aspects o f a larger process. It is worth remarking that Diamond’s
work is very similar to the discussions in the 1960s o f social evolution and
ecological adaptation (for example, Harris 1977, 1979; Boserup 1965, 1966;
Harner 1970) that I referred to above.

Global Systems
What was missing in earlier analyses o f particular societies was the
contextualization o f this pulsating process w ithin the larger regional field o f
imperial states and major trade systems. In subsequent work, following several
initial essays by Kajsa Ekholm (Friedman) (1976, 1980; see also Ekliolm &
Friedman 1979, 1980; Friedman 1976), we developed what we called global
systemic anthropology. Crucial here is the point o f departure for the analysis,
the processes o f social reproduction ofpopulations, processes that can transgress
the borders o f any particular polity and that define the larger arena within
which units reproduce themselves.
The global systemic approach was applied to the macro-history o f the
Pacific. Here the logic o f accumulation was not based on feasting even if
feasting continued to have a role in the social order o f these societies. Instead
control over valuable trade items, or prestige goods, which, for any particular
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population, either came from the outside or were monopolized by a central
node that was difficult to maintain, implied control over an entire population’s
social conditions o f reproduction. The specific character o f such goods is that
they are necessary tor marriage and other life cycle exchanges as well as being
a sign of' social status. Such systems are widespread in the ethnographic and
even the archeological literature (see Hedeager 1978; Kristiansen 1998a).
Evolutionists had envisioned the Pacific in terms o f a movement from egalitarian
and big-man-based Melanesia to chiefly Polynesia; however, it was striking that
it was Melanesia that had the most densely populated territories and clearly
the most ancient settlements. The results o f our research led to a model in
which a prototypical social order based on monopoly over trade goods/prestige
goods associated with the Lapita period o f Oceanian history was transformed in
different ways in die eastern and western parts o f the Pacific. Here tile classical
interpretation was reversed. The Lapita societies were conceived as stratified
societies based 011 the monopoly over long-distance trade in prestige goods,
which in Melanesia became increasingly fragmented owing to loss o f monopolies
and which in eastern Polynesia was transformed into a system based on warfare
and theocratic feudal power owing to the collapse o f long-distance trade. In
Western Polynesia and Southern Melanesia (Tonga-Fiji-New Caledonia) the
original prestige goods model was more or less maintained for a longer period
owing to the stability o f monopoly trade systems in the area.

Comparing Hegemonies in World-System History
In the two examples cited above, the focus is on social orders organized on the
basis o f kinship. More recent w ork has moved us in the direction o f so-called
civilizations, including our own. Here the issue o f hegemony in world-systemic
terms is fundamental. One project has concentrated on ancient world-systems
including the Middle and Late Bronze Age and the Hellenistic era ( Ekholm
2005; Friedman & Chase-Dunn 2005). These periods display developed and
complex economies with relatively clearly defined center/periphery structures.
The competition among a number o f centers, shifts in hegemony, and long
term intensification are characteristics o f such systems. The issue o f die existence
o f capitalism in such systems is also o f interest. It might be suggested that
competition and accumulation in such systems can be understood in terms
o f a Weberian model o f capital as abstract wealth or perhaps “real-abstract,”
whereby a highly liquid valuable symbolizes an increasingly generalized form
o f wealth and thus capital. The Hellenistic imperial project grew out o f the
decline o f the Athenian hegemony in Greece, the export o f capital to both
the Middle East and to Macedonia, and the military expansion o f Alexander,
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following the plans o f his father Philip. The goal o f this expansion was the
conquest o f the known world, including the Mediterranean and Egypt as well
as the Middle East as far as India, the playing field previously established in the
Bronze Age. One might suggest that the shifting hegemonies in the Hellenistic
period, in which Ptolemaic Egypt became the major historical center, ended,
in fact, with the expansion o f Rome, which can be seen, in systemic terms, as
the last Hellenistic state. The entire period, only a few centuries in length, was
organized in terms o f a military-based economy that, extending the Roman
model (Hopkins 1978), can be represented as in Figure 2. Here the capitalist
economy develops within the envelope o f the military machine, which is also
the principal wage labor employer.

Endpoint
The Roman consolidation o f the Hellenistic field o f conquest represents the final
stage o f this dynamic period. There are excellent descriptions ofeconom ic and
political processes throughout this era, and a wealdi o f literature and archival
material including letters provides important insights into the social life o f the
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entire period. Here we can speak, o f a truly complex economy in which the
accumulation o f abstract wealth or money plays an important role, a capitalist
system, I would maintain, that dates back to earlier epochs in the Middle East.
The typical trajectories o f such systems include the geographical shift o f centers
o f accumulation over time. The reason for this shift is related to the increasing
costs o f maintenance in centers o f accumulation that become relatively expensive
in relation to surrounding hinterlands and potential competitors. This leads to
a period o f decentralization o f accumulation as “capital” is exported to other
areas, and the center eventually becomes dependent on the import o f products
from its own exported capital.
It is important to situate the specific historical context o f the Hellenistic
states in order to properly articulate what m ight seem specific to die more
general aspects o f the dynamics o f the period. This was a period o f increased
and increasing competition, one that might be understood as an intensification
in relation to the earlier Classical Greece/Persian Empire era. The important
aspects o f the Hellenistic decline can be summarized as follows:
1. States confront increasing financial difficulties.
2. Polities begin to fragment into smaller entities that become
independent and even attempt to conquer state power.
3. Cultural politics increases within the larger state and imperial orders.
This is exemplified by the combined rise o f Jewish nationalism in Israel
and the diasporization o f Jewish identity in Egypt,
4. There are invasions by “barbarians” from Central Europe and Asia,
It appears that unstable relations exist throughout the period, but there
is evidence that the northerners, whether Celts/G auls or Scythians, are
engaged as mercenaries or specialist producers, as peripheral functions o f
the larger states in periods o f hegemonic expansion. It is in the decline
o f such states, in situations where they cannot afford to pay mercenaries
or purchase peripheral goods to the same degree, that invasions become
more aggressiv e and often successful.
5. Increasing internal conflicts take the following forms:
a. class conflict including slave revolts;
b. ethnic conflict in the eastern stares;
c. intradvnastic conflicts over succession;
d. increasing warfare between states and within former states now
fragmented into smaller entities.
6. Increase o f oriental cults that fill the gap following the decline
o f the Olympian gods and the disintegration o f this early version o f
“ modernism” (Walbank 1993:220).
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7. It is interesting that, o f the philosophies o f the period, Stoicism
was adopted by expanding Rome, representing as it does a kind o f
universalist modernism, whereas Cynicism and Epicunanism are closer
to a postmodernist relativism (cf. Cheney 1989). Diogenes, for example,
while a cosmopolitan, was closer to the cultural version o f that position in
his relativistic openness to all differences. Similarly neo-Confucianism in
east Asia has embraced figures such as Habermas (Tran van Doan 1985)
in its search for a common modernist denominator, while the West has
imploded into postmodern factionalism. This is not to say that China
is today’s Rome, but simply that there is an interesting distribution o f
tendencies that needs to be understood in systemic terms.

Hegemonic Decline
The issue o f decline depicted above is one that can be applied to many so-called
civilizations. It is the common endgame o f a series o f waves o f expansion/
contraction o f centers that replace one anotherashegeitionicin particular periods.
This is also the case with the history o f Western development since the end o f
the Middle Ages, a period that, in terms o f the global field, coincided with the
simultaneous decline o f the Arab empires within which Europe had previously
been a supply zone periphery. The general model, much oversimplified here, is
depicted in Figure 3. The envelope curve might be said to represent the limits
o f expansion o f the system as a whole based on technological capabilities and
limits o f extraction o f “natural resources” defined as a function o f a particular
socially organized technology. This is a complex issue, o f course, and cannot be
dealt with here in any depth. It might be understood in terms o f the limits o f a
particular energy resource, such as w ood, or oil in today’s world, which has set
o ff a scramble for alternative forms o f energy, but it might also be something
related to the maintenance o f exchange such as tin in the Bronze Age.2 It
is the demands o f the social order that specify which resources are strategic,
rather than the converse. There are also more general limits o f functioning o f
a social system or world-system that are directly linked to degradation o f the
environment. But such degradation must be understood as the degradation o f
the conditions o f functioning o f the social order. The fact that Highland New
Guinea as well as much o f northern China display high levels o f ecological
degradation does not necessarily correspond to social decline. It all depends on
the specific needs or demands o f the social system itself. In our own research,
the envelope is rarely the direct cause o f decline. The ecological basis o f an
expansive system might well be put under a great deal o f strain, but there are
intervening mechanisms that tend to play a more immediate role in decline
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even if there is clearly an interaction between levels o f exploitation o f nature
and dominant strategies and relations within the social order. Regarding the
particular historical period stretching from the decline o f Athenian hegemony
to the Roman Empire, w'e can make the following suggestions (see Figure 4).
The limits o f systemic growth can he understood as the threshold o f
exhaustion o f the system. This limit, as suggested above, is related to both
technoecononiic factors and to contradictory tendencies within the system as
a whole. It is rarely, as suggested, reducible to ecological limits as such even
if rates o f depletion can be extreme. The structure o f human social orders in
general can be understood as systems o f reproduction containing numerous
strategic logics that are autonomous from one another in terms o f their internal
properties yet joined in the largerreproductive process. The autonomy ofinternal
properties implies the possibility ofincompatibility among the various logics o f
the reproductive process. Almost all human social systems are accumulative and
competitiv e,'5 The dynamics o f such systems can easily be described in terms o f
positive feedback processes, and this implies a high probability that limits o f
systemic compatibility can be exceeded. The transgression o f such thresholds
usually results in crises, and the latter can be more or less catastrophic for the
societies and populations involved. The examples referred to here contain such
contradictions. In the first example, chiefs are deposed as the result o f revolts,
and chiefly polities collapse, not as a direct result o f environmental degradation
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Long cycle of expansion and contraction of
Mediterranean-based hegemony 600 b.c .e,-500 c .e.

Roman expansion into Hellenistic zone: rise and fall
of Roman imperialism: republic to empire to decline:
empire
Shift to north, Macedonian expansion and fragmentation:
shift of accumulation toward Mideast and Egypt: globalization
(capital export)
Rise and decline of Agean and Athenian expansion:
commercial expansion based on export

i ^ - T ransfer o f c ap ital (g lo b a liz a tio n )

Figure 4 • Mediterranean hegemonic cycles.

but as a result o f the way such degradation is filtered through the social order.
(Chiefs continue their expansionist activ ities because they gain increasing control
over the total population and access to labor that offsets declining productivity.
At the same time, increasing numbers o f households enter a condition o f debt
slavery because the expansion o f chiefly activities inflates the total debt, that is,
demand for repayment in the system. The Kachin word for debt (hka) is also
the word for revolt. The collapse o f the polity leads to population dispersal and
a return to an initial state o f equality among lineages, but the process begins all
over again. The natural limits o f the system are reached only when the general
population density o f the area increases beyond a given threshold.
Similarly, in commercial civilization, declines occur within the absolute limits
o f the system because the primary contradictory tendencies o f accumulation o f
abstract wealth lead to periodic breakdowns and hegemonic shifts, as a result o f
what som e might call overaccumulation o f capital, in which further productive
investment declines and fictitious accumulation o f “paper” wealth becomes
dominant, eventually leading to financial crises. Italy, Holland, and England did
not decline as hegemons for environmental reasons. However, as the system as
a whole continues to expand, such pulsations can eventually strain the system
to its resource limits. This accounts for the tact that, with hindsight, it often
appears that collapsed civilizations arc in fact accompanied by major ecological
exhaustion as well.
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In the models o f civilization that we have used in our research, the crises
are related to growth itself and to the nature o f such growth in terms o f the
articulations o f local/global relations. Emergent hegemony is based on a
combination o f military conquest, the transfer o f wealth, and the development
o f export production.4 A hegem on is a dominant actor within a larger group
o f polities— som e allied, some competing— and a peripheral zone o f lesserdeveloped or underdeveloped suppliers o f raw materials and manpower.
Although a number o f works have stressed the importance o f systemic limits in
understanding decline (Tainter 1988; Yoffee & Cowgill 1988), they have not
placed their analyses within a global systemic framework.

Hegemonic Shifts
Much o f this cyclical argument is related to the reasons for and effects o f
hegemonic exhaustion and accompanying shifts in accumulation within
global arenas. Although decline and accompanying shirts o f hegemony are
relatively slow processes, they also include sudden threshold phenomena.
The shock o f awareness is an important part o f this, as illustrated by how the
recent understanding that China has become a world center o f production has
produced innumerable panicky discussions about where the world is heading.

Chinese production as percentage o f world production
Tractors:
Watches/clocks:
Toys:
Penicillin:
Cameras:
Vitamin C:
Laptop computers:
Telephones:
Air conditioners:
TVs:
Washing machines:
Refrigerators:
Furniture:
Steel:

83%
75%
70%
60%
55%
50%
50%
50%
30%
29%
24%
16%
16%
15%

The Chinese diaspora (3 0 -5 0 million people) accounts for 75 percent o f all
foreign investment in China and controls 6 0 -7 0 percent o f the gross domestic
product o f Indonesia. China is rapidly approaching a position that was once
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occupied by the United States and before it Britain. This particular shift o f
the locus o f production took place over a number o f years, but thresholds
o f awareness occur quite suddenly. Recent reports in the media indicate the
nature o f such rapid change. All the following headlines appeared during a tew
weeks in April 2005.

Young street children in Chad recruited into Islamist groups
Shipments of children from Philippines a major industry
Micro-credits, a form of micro-financing common in the Third World, now being
employed extensively in Europe
New York City for sale
Burnout a phenomenon linked to fear of conflict and the social stress of the work
place
Euro-skepticism is on the rise all over Europe
Violence against women in "progressive" Sweden reported on in France as a
scandal
China is making a major effort to repatriate Chinese researchers in other parts of
the world with offers of high salaries and good working conditions.
China and India meet to establish alliance in which taking increasing global
responsibility is a central issue.
What do such headlines reveal? Increasing disorder, violence, and dissonance
in the West at the same time as there is consolidation in east and south Asia.
The surprise that is often indicated in such reports is one that is very much the
product o f a lack o f information concerning the context within which such
events and transformations occur. N ow it is o f course true that a major crisis
in the West would lead in turn to a world crisis that would cripple Asia as well
since the latter is very much dependent on Western markets. But the trend is
quite clear, one that consists in a shift in global hegemony, no matter how this
may eventually strain the system to its absolute limit.

The Opacity of Strategic Social Operators
The examples here seem to indicate that major social change is cyclical in
nature. At various levels o f social organization we confront periodic expansions
and contractions. In global systems this cycle logically implies the decline o f
older centers and the shift o f w ealth accumulation to new centers. We have
argued that there is a high degree o f determinism in the dynamics o f global
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and even o f smaller systems o f social reproducrion. One question that always
arises is the degree to which such determinism actually exists. My argument is
that this seems empirically to be the case and that it is so for reasons that have
not always been researched in the social sciences, although w ell captured in
certain works o f literature, most powerfully in the work o f Kafka on the way
in which actors are imprisoned within social universes and cultural orders that
are instrumental in the production o f personal knowledge o f the world. The
immediacy o f what is taken lor granted lies in the fact that it presents itself as
an existential/phenomenological reality. This is also a primary reason for the
difficult)' o f overcoming the disastrous situations that humankind has often
found itself confronting.
Survival is a short-term operation for m ost social actors, and the premises
o f survival arc constituted within larger sets o f assumptions about reality that are
not often subject to real reflexive analysis about systemic conditions o f material
reproduction. Bourdieu suggested tire importance o f this phenomenon in
discussing the notion ofd o x a , a set o f assumptions that form the rules o f the
game and the shape o f the playing field. Within the field o f doxa there may be
a multitude o f positions and counterpositions, but they are all logically related
to the invariant structures o f the field itself.
The same notion was also touched upon by Marx when discussing the
fetishism o f commodities. The immediate appearance o f the commodity can
be said to conceal its “inner” or essential properties, that is, the social relations
under which it is produced. This analysis can be extended to all dominant social
relations in all social systems. In the tribal societies referred to above, the sacred
chief is sacred because he (that is, his lineage) is able to produce more wealth
than others, which implies that he has a closer relation to those who supply
fertility, that is, the ancestors o f the entire group. In the logic o f this particular
social order, closeness can be expressed only as kinship proximity, so that the
chief is by definition the nearest descendent o f the ancestors/gods and is thus
himself sacred. It would make no sense to exclaim that this is an inversion o f
the real situation o f control over other people’s labor. In the same sense, the
accumulation o f abstract wealth, capital, in many ancient and modern forms
o f capitalism is a process that cannot be said to reflect underlying realities.
Speculation creates a redistribution o f access to the “real” resources o f the
world. It also generates inflation and may even slow' down the growth process
by increasing the ratio o f fictitious value to real costs o f reproduction. If the
financial an d /or nonproductive com ponent o f the process o f reproduction
becomes an increasing proportion o f the latter, it appears in the “incorrect”
form o f declining productivity and “diminishing returns.” Differential rates o f
accumulation also generate a differential gradient o f costs o f production so that
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a particular area becomes expensive compared to other, less-developed places
(tor example, the West’s recent relation to China and India), that is, areas with
lower overall costs o f social reproduction. Capital, as accumulated wealth, does
not contain within itself information concerning the relations o f productivity
in technological terms or about the conditions o f its own reproduction over
time. It is a fetish that fundamentally misrepresents significant properties o f
the reality that it organizes. Figure 5 attempts to capture the degree to which
social orders do not learn, or at least the limits within which such learning
might be said to occur. It is this framework that, 1 would suggest, accounts for
the ultimate ubiquity o f decline and for the logical tendency toward cyclical
patterns in history, as well as for the experienced suddenness o f the former.
Here again the notion suggested by Diamond that societies make choices,
metaphorically or literally, concerning their own survival is grossly reductionist
in the terms set out here. One must clearly identify the actors that could
make such choices. There is no evidence that societies, small or large, are like
subjects. On the contrary, one finds that there are dominant actors who are
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themselves caught in the webs o f reproductive logics that escape their own
intentionality and which, in fact, are rarely correctly cognized. This perspective
on the history o f humanity is a bit like The Economist's evaluation o f various
national economies. Thus, when Asia was growing rapidly we were told that
they were doing something very right, company flags and discipline, state
intervention and the like, which we in the West ought to imitate. But when
the crisis came, The Economist's journalists turned around and blamed them for
precisely too much state intervention, for corruption and waste, and called for
reforms closer to the Western model. These journalists have always been saved
by being anonymous, no authors ever appearing in their articles.

Alternative Scenarios
The catastrophe in N ew Orleans in 2005 is an excellent example o f the
complex process o f accumulated contradictions and the decline o f centrality in
the center o f a world-system. With some hindsight and without access to the
actual activities involved in the collapse o f the dikes and the flooding o f this
large city as well as its abandonment, it might easily be attributed to a more
general phenomenon such as climate change, whether global warming due to
human activity or to natural cyclical changes. On closer examination, however,
we see a center under stress. The hurricane that struck the city did not itself
cause the greatest damage. In fact the first reports were that N ew Orleans had
escaped relatively unscathed. But then the dikes collapsed in strategic places,
and the city was quickly flooded. The results were catastrophic, with hundreds
o f deaths (some predicted 10,000), and the question o f why and whose fault it
was immediately became media hype. If we were to look at the abandonment o f
the city and its destruction as archeologists, we might connect climate changes
to the heating up o f the Caribbean and the production o f increasing numbers
o f hurricanes. Either anthropogenic global warming or natural climatic cycles
could then be causal links to the decline o f this urban area. If this were followed
by the declining power o f the United States, then climatic changes could be
argued to be the cause o f the decline o f this major levee. The Thera syndrome
would be perfectly replicated. The volcanic eruption o f Thera, the dating o f
which is disputed but now is thought to be closer to 1640 li.c.i-:. than 1450
b .c . e ., is said bv som e to have caused the decline o f Crete via the combined
result o f a tidal wave that struck the north coast o f the island and the spread o f
volcanic ash in the region that caused serious agricultural problems. There is no
real evidence here, and this explanation o f a decline spanning 200 years is a very
weak argument, especially in the light o f other more socially based accounts o f
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the decline o f Minoan civilization and its conquest by the Mycenians, accounts
in which the changing balance o f power between the Greek mainland and
Crete is approached as an historical process that can be accounted for in terms
o f social systemic analysis.
Assuming that U.S. economic hegemony is on the decline, and has been
for some time, the argument for climatic or natural catastrophic causes strikes
me as misleading. It is o f course true that nature is not reducible to the social,
even if it is social strategies that largely determine the properties o f nature
that are relevant for the survival o f human populations. It is also true that
there is a significant articulation between social processes and the natural
processes on which the social processes depend. This implies, however, that
catastrophes entailing the destruction o f cities and the large-scale loss o f lives
are more an expression o f a social situation than a question o f natural impact.
It is increasingly clear that the reason for the flooding in N ew Orleans was
related to a complex o f factors that can be traced back to a decline in the state’s
capacity to deal with such problems. The factors involved were
1. Lack o f coordination among agencies, from city and state government to
federal;
2. Lack o f available troops, owing to deployment in Iraq;
3. Lack o f maintenance o f the levees, although it was well known for
years that this was a critical problem; and
4. Conflicts among different social actors over the years, for example,
ecologists and government agencies, concerning the ecological impact o f
the levee complex on the “natural” environment.
These are social factors that led to what looked like a natural disaster. It is o f
course true that there was a major storm, which may have been indirectly related
to the warming o f the Caribbean, but the consequences o f the storm in this
particular case can be understood only in terms o f the failure o f state structures
to deal with this natural phenomenon in a situation in which there was, in
fact, adequate available knowledge o f the consequences. There are a number
o f issues involved here. It is clear that the expansion o f accumulative systems
leads to increased stress on environmental systems. It seems to be generally
accepted diat global warming is a result o f human activity, although it might be
difficult to establish the actual causality involved. But the accumulation process
also creates strains on the social system, which weaken its capacity to deal with
human-induced natural catastrophes that might in other circumstances have
been successfully controlled.
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Notes
1. 1 was a doctoral student at Columbia from 1968 to 1972, when I finished my
thesis, discussed in part below.
2. It should be noted that there is no evidence that the sources o f tin dried up at
the end o f the Bronze Age, but the intensive warfare and collapse o f trade would
have made tin unavailable to die centers o f bronze production.
3. Why tills should be the case is no t a part o f our discussion here, but it is
becoming increasingly clear from archeological research that accumulative
dynamics play an essential role in all o f hum an history. Even the notion that
hunting and gathering societies represent stable equilibrium has been challenged
for some time. It is based on the conflation o f ethnographic examples, drawn
from the marginal zones o f larger social systems, with the archeological past.
4. Population growth is sometimes assumed as an independent variable in
discussions o f growth and decline, in the approach suggested here, population
growth and population density are outcomes o f other strategies o f accumulation
that lead to increasing rates o f fertility a n d /o r the import oflabor.

Part II

Case Studies of Socioenvironmental
Change in Prehistory

CH AP T E R 7

Agrarian Landscape Development in Northwestern
Europe Since the Neolithic: Cultural and Climatic
Factors behind a Regional/Continental Pattern1
bjO rn e . b e r g l u n d

Cultural landscape dynamics reflect changes in an agrarian society and can be
studied by means o f paleoecological techniques and access to archeological
and historical information. H olocene climate change is suggested to be
an important environmental factor behind the step-wise development o f
the cultural landscape in northwestern Europe. Another factor influencing
changes in agrarian technology and organization has been the availability o f
soil nutrients. Eight distinct human impact events (3900, 3500, 2 5 0 0 -2 2 0 0 ,
1800, 800 B.C.E.; 500, 8 0 0 -1 0 0 0 , 1 3 0 0-1400 C.E.) are defined and compared
with the paleoclimatic situation, as reconstructed from information on solar
activity, tree growth at timber line, lake catchment erosion, and other proxy
data. There is evidence o f wide-scale synchronidty over much o f northwestern
Europe, but there is also local differentiation o f landscape development. It
is hypothesized that the agrarian society and landscape developed in a step
wise fashion, dependent on the interaction among technology, society, and the
ecological capacity o f the landscape, highly influenced by climate.
Mesolithic humans were adapted to the environment and its natural
resources. The Neolithic food economy was based on a mixed diet, derived
from cultivated crops and cattle breeding. Such expansive societies were
more vulnerable to, and dependent on, the interaction o f social and natural
factors. Climate has been acknowledged as one o f the main triggers o f cultural
development (for example, Lamb 1982, 1984), although its importance is
debatable (for instance, Bell & Walker 1992; Roberts 1998; de Menocal 2001;
Mannion 1991; Redman 1999; Zolitschka et al. 2003). It is thus important to
explore the pattern o f cultural expansion o f agrarian societies and its possible
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relation to climate change (Chase-Dunn, Hall, & Turchin 2 007). Northwestern
Europe may be regarded as a marginal area for agriculture and is thus a suitable
region for detecting expansions and regressions o f agrarian societies.
The interaction between humans and environment in agrarian society is
reflected in the cultural landscape. Vegetation and soil changes are recorded in lake
sediments and bog deposits, and can be detected by paleobiological (for example,
palynological), geochemical, geophysical, and other kinds o f analyses (Berglund
2003[ 1986J; Roberts 1998). Agricultural expansion ina forested landscape leads
to deforestation; in contrast, regression leads to forest regeneration. The general
deforestation chronology o f tbe Holocene is shown in Figure I . A broad-scale
deforestation/regeneration pattern has been recognized in northwestern Europe
and discussed on the basis o f numerous pollen diagrams (Berglund 1 9 6 9 ,1985;
Berglund et al. 1996). In some interdisciplinary, regional projects, data on the
forest history have agreed with archeological data (for example, Andersen 1995;
Berglund 1991; Behre & Kucan 1994; Molloy & O ’Connell 1991,1995; Kosch
1992). The cultural landscape dynamics o f an area in southern Sweden were
demonstrated in the so-called Ystad Project, which is used as an example in this
paper ( Berglund 1991,2000). Figure 2 shows four prehistoric landscape periods
after 4000 r . c . e . , each with initial settlement expansion and deforestation,
followed by settlement restructuring and forest regeneration before the next
expansion o f open landscape.
Based on a screening o f pollen diagrams from northwestern Europe
(Berglund et al. 1996), eight time slices since 4000 n.c.E . have been selected
as important periods in the development o f the cultural landscape:2 (1) 3900
B.C.E., (2) 3500 b .c .e ., (3) 2 5 0 0 -2 2 0 0 b .c . e ., (4) 1800 b .c .e ., (5 ) 8 00 n.c.E.,
(6) 500 c.E., (7) 8 0 0 -1 0 0 0 c.K ., and (8) 1 3 0 0-1 4 0 0 c .k . These periods
were ones o f dynamic landscape development, in most cases characterized
by deforestation and expanding agricultural land use. Periods 2, 6, and 8
are different from the others in the sense that they represent times o f forest
regeneration and reduced human impact. It has earlier been shown that there is
concordance between the paleoclimate records and these major human impact
ev ents (Berglund 2003). However, one must bear in mind that climate records
are heterogeneous, comprising long-term trends and prone to high-frequency
variability. An accurate and precise chronology is crucial for these correlations.
With these reservations, the human impact events are plotted against climate
information from solar activity, a complex parameter afleeting insolation as
well as cloud formation (van Geel et al. 1999; Muscheler et al. 2003), tree
growth at the timber line, and mineral magnetic data o f selected varved lake
sediments, with all climate data expressed on an annual time scale (Figure 3).
The agrarian productivity was dependent on several factors, such as the length
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Figure 1 • Main trends of deforestation in northwestern Europe based on pollen diagrams
along a transect from Ireland to Estonia (Berglund et al, 1996, Berglund 2000).

o f the vegetation growth period, its temperature, and lev els o f precipitation.
Winter conditions affected the storage o f food, as well as the overall survival o f
humans and animals. Soil erosion is another complex parameter. In a forested
landscape increased erosion is generally related to severe winters with late and
intense snow-melting, whereas in an open landscape it may be connected with
increased agrarian activity.

Human Impact Events
3 9 0 0 b.c.e. (Early Neolithic Period)
This is a time marker horizon because o f the regionally synchronous elm decline
in northwestern Europe, w hich probably had a climatic cause (Birks 1986),
even if the spread o f a pathogen may have been the more proximate factor. It
was followed by the first agricultural expansion, the so-called la n d n a m , which
has been interpreted as the introduction and expansion o f an agricultural
economy from central to northwestern Europe (Berglund 1985; Iversen 1941).
Climatically, it was a dramatic period with low solar activity around 3900 b .c .e .
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Figure 2 * Synthesis of settlement, vegetation, and land use development during the last 6,000
years in the Ystad area. South Sweden. Landscape periods A-F are defined on the basis of main
changes in the cultural landscape dynamics (Berglund, ed. 1991, revised).

followed by a period o f high solar activity, resulting in dry and warm summers
for 3 0 0 -4 0 0 years. In the Scandinavian mountains the tree limit reached its
highest altitude and glaciers retreated. In the Baltic Sea, as well as in the North
Sea, a rapid sea-level regression occurred, which must have influenced coastal
settlements (Christensen 1995; Larsson 1990; Yu 2003). It is quite possible
that this situation favored agricultural expansion in northwestern Europe,
perhaps even globally (Sandweiss, Maasch, & Anderson 1999).

3500

b .c .e .

(End of Early Neolithic Period)

A phase o f forest regeneration in southern Scandinavia succeeded the landnam
period. It has been interpreted as a time o f settlement contraction, particularly
in marginal areas. However, sparse settlement based on wood coppicing may
have existed in these regenerated forests (Goransson 1986). The abandonment
o f farming on Ireland, combined with woodland regeneration, is typical o f the
period between 3200 and 2500 b .c . e . (Molloy & O ’Connell 1995; O ’Connell &
Molloy 2001). Climatically, it was a period o f low solar activity, leading to cooler
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Figure 3 • Comparison of three proxy climate archives: Solar activity interpreted from carbon
14 measurements of tree rings (Stuiver et al. 1998). summer temperature interpreted from tree
ring data derived from pine trees in Swedish Lapland (Grudd et al. 2002), and lake catchment
erosion based on mineral magnetic analyses of annually laminated (varved) lake sediments from
Lake Sarsjon, northern Sweden (Snowball, Sandgren, & Pettersson 1999). Eight culture/climate
events discussed in this paper are indicated.

and more humid conditions. Tree growth was reduced, and glaciers expanded in
the mountains. Lake levels rose, and bogs expanded at lower elevations.

2500-2200

b.c.e.

(Transition Middle/Late Neolithic Period)

This was a time o f gradual deforestation and agricultural expansion within
central as well as marginal settlement areas. Climatically it was a period
characterized by low solar activity in the beginning, but with higher activity
toward die end. The mountain tree-limit descended, and glaciers expanded.
High annual precipitation and cool conditions during this period are reported
from central Europe (Zolitschka & Negendank 1997). In western Denmark,
stock breeding expanded, possibly because o f less favorable conditions for crop
cultivation. Here, as well as in western Norway, open heaths expanded owing
to heavy grazing (Andersen 1995; Kaland 1986; Kristiansen 1998; Odgaard
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1994). Agriculture expanded northward along the Norwegian coast, as tar
north as the Lofoten Islands. In the Near Hast, a marked transition to a more
arid climate at 2 2 0 0 b . c . e . is associated with societal collapse (de Menocal
2001; Weiss 1997), which contrasts with the situation in northern Europe.
Similar conditions have been reported from East Asia (Yasuda 2001).
1800 b . c . e . (Beginning of Bronze Age)
The beginning o f the Bronze Age is associated with the expansion o f
agriculture and, in particular, pastures in Scotland and western Scandinavia.
The distribution o f numerous grav e mounds from the Early Bronze Age in
Denmark and southern Sweden is indicative o f an open landscape at this time.
Climatically, diis is a transition phase from continental to oceanic climate,
leading to decreased tree growth, expanding glaciers, and soil erosion. The
rapid changes demonstrated in the annual tree ring data and the varved lake
sediment records in Figure 3 have not yet been correlated with a corresponding
change in the cultural landscape. This is a challenge for future research.
800 b . c . e . (Younger Bronze Age)
This was a very dramatic period with expanding agriculture and a remarkable
expansion o f pastures in eastern Denmark and southern Sweden. Similar
expansion, sometimes described as the Late Bronze Age Landnam (O ’Connell
& M olloy 2 0 0 1 ), has been documented in Ireland. This was also a period
o f significant climate change. High solar activity is recorded around 1000
b . c . e . , leading to warm and dry conditions, but around 800 b .c . e . there was
a short but distinct period o f low solar activity. This event was one o f the
most remarkable climate changes during the H olocene, and its consequences
for agrarian societies have been much discussed, particularly in Holland (van
Geel, Buurman, & Waterbolk 1996; van Geel et al. 1999). A regression o f
agriculture has been documented in the coastal areas, which appears to have
prompted human migrations and settlement restructuring. Such changes
have not been recorded in southern Scandinavia, but there seems to have
been an overall expansion o f the open landscape after 800 b . c . e ., including a
colonization o f marginal inland areas (Berglund & Borjesson 2002; Lageras
1996).
500 c . e . (End of Migration Period)
This period w as characterized by a severe regression o f agricultural areas,
pastures as well as open fields, in central Europe as well as in Scandinavia,
followed by forest regeneration in these areas (Andersen & Berglund 1994).
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Dendro-climatological time series reveal a strongly reduced tree growth
around the year 530 c.E., probably as a result o f cold summers (Figure 3). The
indication o f comparatively weak erosion may be a consequence o f reduced
human impact in the catchment (Figure 3). The period 4 8 0 -5 4 0 is a time o f
strong turbulence in Europe, involving the collapse o f the Roman Empire and
the spread o f the Justinian plague (Ambrosiani 1984).
8 0 0 -1 0 0 0 c.E. (Viking Period)
These two centuries are characterized by strong expansion o f agriculture and
settlements, including the establishment o f villages and towns, in Scandinavia.
There was even a need to colonize new areas outside old settlement areas,
including mountain areas and more remote areas such as Iceland and southern
Greenland. A prerequisite for this expansion was a favorable climate, and the
period 8 0 0 -1 2 0 0 has been called the Medieval Warm Period (Lamb 1982,
1984). Solar activity was high, leading to a warm and dry summer climate.
Tree growth increased and glaciers retreated in the mountains (Figure 3). The
diagram in Figure 3 indicates strong erosion, probably because o f increased
agriculture in the catchment area. The favorable period came to an end around
1200, when the climate gradually entered a phase known in northern Europe
as the Little Ice Age.
1 3 0 0 -1 4 0 0 c .e . (Transition Early/Late Medieval Period)
This period was characterized by the regression o f settlement and agriculture,
particularly distinct in the sub-Arctic areas that were settled during the boom
period, 8 0 0 -1 2 0 0 c . e . It was a critical period for people living on Iceland
and Greenland. Climatically, this was the beginning o f the Little Ice Age,
with lowered summer temperature and increased precipitation and stormy
weather (Grove 1988; Lamb 1982). Climate deterioration and overgrazing
causing soil erosion, combined with social and econom ic regression, caused a
population decrease on Iceland during the fourteenth century and complete
abandonment o f the Greenland settlements between 1 3 5 0 -1 4 5 0 (Fredskild
1990). The settling o f Greenland can be regarded as “a tailed experiment”
(Redman 1999), obviously a severe struggle against the climate for people not
adapted to the Arctic environment, as were the native Greenlanders. The Black
Deatii was another lactor that caused depopulation and desertion o f many
settlements all over Europe in the fourteenth century. Indirectly, this favored
the agrarian expansion that followed the crisis o f the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries (Mvrdal 2003).
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Figure 4 • (a. left) Mineral
nutrient hypothesis behind the
agrarian technology development,
through critical ecological phases
(Emanuelsson 1988). (b, page
115) Model for the long-term
agrarian society development,
through socioeconomical crises
(Myrdal 1997, 2000, revised).
Human impact/climate events
6-8 discussed in this paper are
indicated.

Interacting Environmental Causes behind Agrarian Crises
Expansions and regressions o f the agricultural landscape have here been
described in relation to climate changes. Other environmental factors have
certainly also been important. In the Neolithic period, sea-level changes
influenced the availability o f marine food resources. A reduction o f these
resources may have played a role in promoting an agrarian economy (Larsson
1990). Marine resources have always been important along the coasts, perhaps
especially during agrarian regressions. However, the spread and welfare o f
human populations along coasts with conditions influenced by the North
Atlantic Current (or G ulf Stream) may also have been associated with climatic
changes.
Another factor o f great importance for the long-term development o f
an agrarian econom y is the quality o f the cultivated soils, more specifically
the available amount o f mineral nutrients, which depends on the agrarian
technology (Emanuelsson 1988; Welinder 1983). This has been an aspect o f
sociocultural development, influenced by innovations as they spread from the
continent to northwestern Europe. Production crises caused by soil leaching
and overgrazing may have played a crucial role in such technological and
organizational changes. However, the recovery time from ecological production
crises is assumed to be more lengthy than the period o f climate changes that
may have caused them. Overgrazing may have had negative consequences for
the light soils o f Jutland, in western Denmark, during the early Bronze Age
(Kristiansen 1998) as well as on Oland, in southeastern Sweden, at the end o f
the Roman Iron Age (Enckell & Konigsson 1979).
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Conclusions: Landscape and Societal Development through Crises
The long-term development o f the agrarian cultural landscape has been a step
wise process, as evidenced by paleoecological and archeological records. As
early as the 1970s, the Swedish archeologist Stig Welinder presented a step
shaped model, in which an improvement o f the agrarian technology was
adopted in order to raise the production capacity o f a landscape under pressure
from a growing population (Welinder 1975, 1983). This model was inspired
by the expansions and regressions o f open landscape identified in Swedish
pollen diagrams. Welinder’s model was based on the hypothesis o f the Danish
economist Ester Boserup (1 9 6 5 ,1 9 8 1 ), who proposed that population growth
is a major factor behind agricultural development.
The Swedish plant ecologist Urban Emanuelsson elaborated this model
in the direction o f a “soil nutrient hypothesis,” emphasizing that available soil
nutrients have been a major factor in the development o f an agrarian technology,
involving, tor example, soil preparation, fertilization, rotation systems, farm and
\illage organization, and land mobilization (Emanuelsson 1988; Emanuelsson
& Moller 1990, Figure 4a). The importance ofsoil nutrients for increasing crop
production was also a major factor in the more recent agrarian development in
the nineteenth century, when artificial fertilizers w ere introduced.
The economic historian Janken Mvrdal has widened die perspective
further by emphasizing the interactions am ong society, technology, and
environment, conceptualized as a technological-social complex that changes
through crises (Myrdal 1997, 2000). He has described such crises by defining
different subphases (Figure 4b). The crises have prompted various changes
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serving to increase production. For the marginal areas in northwestern
Europe— uplands, coasts, and other “poor” areas—there is evidence o f such
a step-wise development o f agrarian society, dependent on the interaction
between the technological-social complex and the ecological capacity o f the
landscape. Similar perspectives on the importance o f criscs, sometimes called
“Dark Ages,'” have been expressed by other colleagues (for example, Zolitschka,
Behre, & Schneider 2003).
Climate has thus played a major role as the background for this development,
particularly in regard to the timing o f changes. There is som e evidence for this
in the paleoecological, archeological, and historical sources, but w e need to
verify it further by creating new and well-designed interdisciplinary projects,
focused on carefully selected regions and specific time periods such as the
Migration Period or the Late Medieval Period. But we have to bear in mind
that each time period is unique, which makes generalizations almost impossible.
Nevertheless, this research is very challenging.
In this chapter, I have shown that there lias been some synchronicity in
the long-term expansion and regression o f the cultural landscape and agrarian
society in northwestern Europe. Marginal areas have been particularly sensitive.
However, there have also been regional and local differences in the timing o f
these dynamic changes (Digerfeldt & Welinder 1988). Some colleagues have
described large-scale expansion waves for all o f “Afroeurasia” during the last
3,000 years (Chase-Dunn, Hall, & Turchin 2007). Whether the pattern in
northwestern Europe can be linked to such “pulsations” is an open question.

Notes
1. Dr. Hakan Grudd provided digitalized dendro-data and Dr. Ian Snowball
environmental magnetic data. Dr. Shiyong Yu assisted with the editing o f the
figures, and Dr. Snowball corrected the English text. I have had stimulating
discussions with Dr. Snowball concerning paleodimatic data and interpretations.
I am most grateful tor all this support.
2. The time scale in this paper is calendar years, based on a calibrated radiocarbon
chronology.

CH AP T E R 8

Climate Change in Southern and Eastern Africa
during the Past Millennium and Its Implications
for Societal Development1
KARIN H O L M G R E N A ND H E L EN A O BE RG

Climatic records from equatorial eastern Africa and subtropical southern
Africa have shown that both temperature and the amount o f rainfall have
varied over the past millennium. Moreover, the rainfall pattern in these two
regions varied inversely over long periods o f time. Droughts started abruptly
and were o f multidecadal to multicentennial length, and the changes in the
hydrological budget were o f large amplitude, ('hanging water resources in
semiarid regions clearly must have had regional influences on both ecological
and socioeconom ic processes. Through a detailed analysis o f the historical
and paleoclimatic evidence from southern and eastern Africa covering the
past millennium, on e sees that, depending on their vulnerability, climatic
variability can have an immense impact on societies, sometimes positive and
sometimes disastrous.

Introduction
Global temperatures are currently rising. Regional climatic models predict
considerable future changes in precipitation patterns and temperatures;
the implications o f these changes for ecosystems as well as for humans and
their societies seem alarming. It is interesting, however, that while few doubt
the potentially severe implications o f these changes for humans and society,
suggestions o f similarly significant relationships between climate and humans in
the past are often criticized as representing a simplistic climatic determinism.
It is now known that, even without human impact on climate, past climatic
events have been abrupt and have lasted for decades to centuries. One example
is the documented variations in lake levels in northern Africa during the past
121
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Figure 1 • M ap o v er
so u th ern a n d e aste rn
Africa sho w in g sites
discussed in text:
1. Cold Air C ave,
M ak a p a n sg a t Valley,
Lim popo Province;
2 . M apungubw e;
3 . G reat Zim babw e;
4 . Khami;
5 . Lake Naivasba;
6 . Lake Victoria
sed im en t-co re site;
7. Malindi;
8 . Engaruka;
9 . M unsa.

10,000 years (Gasse 2000). The magnitude o f these variations in lake level can
be as great as 100 meters. Such changes must have implied huge changes in the
water budget o f the tropics. A Nordic example is the transition from a Medieval
warm period to the so-called Little Ice Age, when sea ice increased and the Norse
settlements in western Greenland became more or less isolated. These kinds o f
climate changes certainly must have affected societies, although it is unclear
to what extent. There is a need to further explore the complex interactions
between the different factors that cause changes in societal development.
With the growing number o f high-resolution paleoclimatic data that provide
fairly precise measurements o f the timing, amplitude, and duration o f past
climate events, the potential to more accurately assess the role o f climate in the
development and die decline o f human societies is increasing. Information on
both societal development and climate history is increasingly accessible; it is now
rime to explore and thoroughly analyze the interactions between these processes.
I f we can increase understanding o f what role climate changes have played
in the past, this could provide a basis for gaining a better understanding o f
the potential influence that future climatic changes might have on societies
at global, regional, and local scales. Can it be argued that climate has been a
major factor in societal change? Can we explain why climate appears to have
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been a determinant factor at some times and places, but not at others? Can this
knowledge be applied to design more climate-resilient societies? Or can we
conclude that climate always plays a subordinate role in societal development
and that there is no need to worry about global warming or cooling?
This chapter discusses the interactions between climate and societies in
two regions in Africa during the last millennium: subtropical southern Africa
and intertropical eastern Africa. This type o f analysis is now possible, thanks
to the detailed regional climate series and the archeological and historical data
available for both regions.

Southern Africa
Two detailed climate series are available from die Limpopo province, South
Africa (see Figure 1). The series derive from precisely dated cave stalagmites,
which have given a time resolution o f about 10 years for the last millennium.
The first series is a stable oxygen isotope record (Holmgren et al. 2003;
Lee-Thorp et al. 2001) (see Figure 2). Peaks in the record indicate warmer,
wetter climate, whereas troughs mean colder, drier climate. The other data
series (Figure 2) is a temperature reconstruction based on an observed strong
correlation between color changes in the annual growth layers o f stalagmites
and regional annual maximum temperatures (Holmgren et al. 2001). Peaks
again indicate warmer conditions, troughs colder ones. The two records are
independently derived and show a very consistent pattern o f climate variability.
The temperature reconstruction yields information about local temperatures,
while the isotope reconstruction yields information about the regional pattern
o f relative changes in temperature and precipitation.
It is apparent that climate has fluctuated between warmer, wetter periods
and colder, drier ones, with a quasiperiodicity o f approximately 80 years (Tyson,
Cooper, & McCarthy 2002) and with the shift between diese two patterns often
being fairly abrupt. A prolonged colder, drier period from 1500 to 1800
estimated as being around 1°C lower than present-day temperatures (Holmgren
et al. 2001), corresponds to the Little Ice Age known from the high latitudes o f
the northern hemisphere. It can be noted that the present-day warming is not a
unique feature in the Limpopo province during the last millennium.
The period from around 8 5 0 -1 2 9 0 c.k. was a time o f agricultural expansion
in the Shashi-Limpopo region, according to archeological and historical sources
(Leslie & Maggs 2000). Communities expanded from the east (Zimbabwe)
into the fringes o f today’s semiarid Kalahari. Agriculture and the trade in gold
and ivory were important activities that contributed to the accumulation o f
wealth in expanding settlements (Huffman 1 9 9 6 ,2 0 0 0 ; Parsons 1993).
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Figure 2 • C lim ate tim e series derived fro m analysis o f stalag m ites from Cold Air C ave,
M ak a p a n sg a t Valley, South Africa, to g e th e r w ith historical inform ation. T he to p series sh o w S1sO
variations reflecting relative c h an g es in te m p e ra tu re a n d m oisture, a n d th e b o tto m series show
te m p e ra tu re ch an g es (w ith u ncertainty intervals) in 'C anom alies from 1 9 6 1 - 1 9 9 0 norm al, as
derived from c h an g es in color in th e stalagm ite a n d its correlation to te m p e ra tu re (H olm gren e t
al. 2 0 0 1 ; Tyson, Lee-Thorp, H olm gren, & T h ackeray 2 0 0 2 ). H orizontal lines d e n o te th e average
o f th e period. T he nu m b ers denote: 1. shift o f c e n te r from Schroda to K2; 2 . shift o f c e n te r from
K2 to M ap u n g u b w e; 3 . fall o f M ap u n g u b w e; 4 . fall o f G reat Zim babw e: 5 . Difaquane.

If we relate this period o f agricultural development to the regional climate
record (Figure 2), it might be concluded that societal expansion occurred
through times o f continuously shifting climate and that there is no relation
between climate and societal development. Howev'er, by adding data on
population growth from 9 0 0 -1 2 9 0 c :.k . (Huffman 2000), we might instead
conclude that the sudden collapse o f the capital at Mapungubwe in 1290 c.i-:.
was a result o f the tact that population growth had reached a limit, above which
this society became unstable. It could cope with the drier conditions around
1000 c .e . and 1 1 0 0 -1 2 0 0 c.i-:., but when climate again deteriorated in 1290
c.i;., the combination o f high population, dry conditions, and water shortage
led to the collapse o f Mapungubwe (Hall 1987; Huffman 1996, 2000; Parsons
1993).
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Viewing the Mapungubwe period in more detail (Figure 2), we note that
the development o f large centers o f power and trade began around 9 00 c . e . ,
when climatic conditions w ere favorable. The centers shifted within a small area
o f a few square kilometers, from a site called Schroda to the site K2 at 1030
c . e . and then from K2 to Mapungubwe at 1220 c .k . (Vogel 2000). These
two occurrences o f capital reorganization coincide with periods o f climatic
instability.
The fall o f Mapungubwe was followed by the construction o f a new center,
the Great Zimbabwe, situated toward the east and along the southeastern
escarpment, where the amount o f rain is generally more favorable. Great
Zimbabwe developed slowly at first, then more rapidly as climatic conditions
improved. It survived one period o f drought and then flourished, with a rapidly
growing population, betw een 1400 and 1420 c . e . , that is, through a period
o f wetter and warmer conditions (Figure 2). The collapse o f Great Zimbabwe
coincided with a rapid decline in precipitation and temperature around 1450
c . e . Water shortage and famines, in conjunction with political instability and
a decline in trade, have been proposed as the causes for the abandonment o f
Great Zimbabwe (Parsons 1993).
The first Sotho-Tswana settlements in Eastern Botswana (Khami) coincide
with a warm, wet pulse in climate at around 1475-1 5 2 5 . Large settlements
in Namibia (Kuiseb River delta) were abandoned between 1460 and 1640
(Burgess 8c Jacobson 1984), while the expansion o f the agropastoral SothoTswana continued (Parsons 1993) in spite o f harsh environmental conditions.
During the first half o f the eighteenth century many communities in
northeastern South Africa (the Natal-Zululand region) relied heavily on
drought-resistant sorghum as a food staple. There were significant political
changes among the northern Nguni people, including movements from
the drier interior to the humid coast (Ballard 1986). Toward the end o f the
eighteenth century, increasing humidity and the adoption o f maize as a staple
crop probably contributed to the rapid increase o f the number o f settlements
in the Natal-Zululand region (Huffman 1996; Maggs 1984).
The evidence from the climatic record o f slightly drier conditions and
decreasing temperatures in the early nineteenth century is matched in the
historical records by mention o f a prolonged drought, alternately called
M adhlatule, D ifaquane, or Mefacane. This was a period o f wars and famines
o f such magnitude that there was a serious breakdown ofsocial, political, and
economic institutions among the Nguni agropastoralists, who experienced
starvation and increased migration (Ballard 1986).
It is unlikely that the famines wrere directly caused by the drier conditions;
more likely, the political instability; increasing number o f people, and increased
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reliance on water-demanding maize, which had replaced the drought-resistant
sorghum, resulted in an imbalance between people and resources. A slight
change in climate would then suffice to trigger societal collapse. However,
this was also the era when southern Africa’s most powerful black state, the
Zulu empire, was consolidated (Ballard 1986). It thus appears that the crisis
stimulated the development o f a new empire.

East Africa
Detailed records o f hydrological changes that are based on lake sediments are
available from Lake Naivasha, Kenya (Lamb, Darbvshirc, & Verschuren 2003;
Verschuren, Laird, & Gumming 2000) and northern Lake Victoria, Uganda
(Stager, Gumming, & Meeker 1997, 2003; Stager et al. 2 005) (Figures I,
3). Peaks in the records indicate wetter conditions and troughs drier ones, as
deduced from lake-level changes in meters (Lake Naivasha) and the abundance
ofshallow-water diatoms in percentage (Lake Victoria). A shorter temperature
record, spanning the past 200 years, is available from stable isotope studies on
corals outside the Kenyan coast (Cole et al. 2000).
Taking existing dating uncertainties into account, the records are fairly
consistent, although the periods o f dry and wet conditions are not equally
pronounced at both sites. Whether this is due to different techniques o f
analysis or reflects regional climate variability is a question that needs to be
investigated further. Again, it can be noted that climatic conditions have varied
through time and that recent droughts, such as the one in the 1970s, have
been preceded by much more severe ones in the past.
Archeological surveys show population expansion and the establishment
o f central settlements in western Uganda around 1 0 0 0 -1 2 0 0 c.i:. (Robertshaw
Sc Taylor 2000), a period when the two lake records indicate region-wide dry
conditions (Figure 3). The lack o f accurate chronological control hinders us
from deducing whether the centers were founded before or after the onset o f
dry conditions. The population, which practiced agropastoralism, continued
to grow, but with short-term relocations o f settlements until the fourteenth or
fifteenth century (Robertshaw & Taylor 2000).
At the end o f a dry period that has been identified from both lake records
from around 1400 c . e . , there occurred a famine known as the W nmara drought
(1 4 0 0 -1 4 1 2 c . e . ) (Webster 1980). The Bacwezi Empire in western Uganda
collapsed shortly afterward, around 1450 c . e . , and settlements declined as a
combined result o f drier conditions, overgrazing, and diseases (Robertshaw &
Taylor 2000; Taylor, Robertshaw & Marchant 2000). Following a shift to more
humid conditions, new settlements were established in northern Uganda and
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Figure 3 • C lim ate tim e series derived from analysis o f lake sed im ents a n d corals, East Africa,
to g e th e r w ith historical inform ation. Top: stab le iso to p e variatio n s in corals o u tside M alindi,
Kenya, yielding relative te m p e ra tu re ch an g e s during th e p a s t 2 0 0 years (C ole e t al. 2 0 0 0 ) .
Middle: lake level c h an g es inferred from sed im en ts from Lake N aivasha, K enya (V erschuren,
Laird, & C um m ing 2 0 0 0 ) . Bottom: hum idity ch an g es, inferred from diatom species com position
in sed im en ts from n o rth w estern Lake Victoria, U g an d a (S tager, C um m ing, & M eek er 1 9 9 7 ,
2 0 0 3 : S tag er e t al. 2 0 0 5 ) . H orizontal lines d e n o te th e a v erag e o f th e period. Peaks in the lake
records indicate w e tte r conditions a n d tro u g h s indicate drier conditions.

East Africa generally experienced a period o f political stability and agricultural
expansion. For example, a highly sophisticated irrigation system was developed
in Engaruka in northern Tanzania, which today is a very dry region that cannot
sustain a large population (Sutton 2004).
The next prolonged dry period diat can be observed from die lake records
is around 1 6 0 0-1625 c .e . This climatic event appears related to a period that
is known from oral traditions to have been one o f extensive political instability,
migrations, and famines, including the famine known as the Nyarubanqa
(1 5 8 7 -1 5 8 9 c . k . ) (Webster 1980). An extreme drought in the 1620s may have
set processes in m otion that later resulted in the fall o f the capital at Munsa in
Uganda in 1700 c.u. (Robertshaw & Taylor 2000).
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Figure 4 • Rainfall fluctuations in equatorial e aste rn a n d subtropical so u th ern Africa, expressed
as regional av erag e d stan d ard ized d e p artu re . A rrow s show exam ples o f inverse relationships for
th e tw e n tie th cen tu ry (N icholson 2 0 0 0 ).

The following period is characterized by humid conditions. In east
Ukamba in Kenya, for example, large settlements develop, possibly encouraged
by favorable environmental conditions, the Kikuyu people expand, and maize
cultivation is initiated (Lamb, Darbyshire, & Verschuren 2003).
The third dry period indicated by the lake records is contemporary with a
famine known as the L apan a ra t-M a b la m kdrought (1 7 6 0 -1 8 4 0 c.t:.) (Webster
1980). In this period, famine and short-term drought struck Ukamba and
agropastoral production declined. One response to the harsh environmental
conditions may have been trade in food staples between the Kamba and the
Kikuyu (Jackson 1976).

Regional System
When considering the climatic records from southern and eastern Africa,
on the one hand, and then comparing them with a third and geographically
intermediate record, from Lake Malawi (Johnson et al. 2 0 0 1 ), on the other,
we find that the rainfall pattern in equatorial eastern Africa and subtropical
southern Africa has often varied inversely (Figure 4) (Tyson et al. 2002). A
similar pattern is evident in present-day weather. An El N ino situation induces
wet conditions in East Africa but droughts in southern Africa. During La Nina,
the opposite pattern prevails. Rainfall fluctuations throughout the twentieth
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Figure 5 * Rainfall fluctuations in equatorial e aste rn a n d subtropical Africa, expressed a s
regional av erag e d standardized d e p artu re . A rrow s sh o w ex am p les o f inverse relationships for
th e tw e n tie th cen tu ry (N icholson 2 0 0 0 ).

century show the same pattern (Figure 5) (Nicholson 2 000). The paleoclimate
data reveal that this has been the case over long time periods throughout the
past millennia.
It is thus tempting to speculate that this climatic gradient may have
been one factor in the promotion o f large-scale population movements from
equatorial eastern Africa, at the time when the climate there was deteriorating,
toward southern Africa, which was simultaneously experiencing favorable
climatic conditions. This may have been the case at the end o f the first
millennium. The appearance o f a new ceramic style (Huffman 1989) and
linguistic affinities between som e o f the peoples o f southern and eastern Africa
have been interpreted as reflecting the first migration ofSotho-Tswana people
into the southern region (Huffman & Herbert 1994; Iliffe 1995). The climatic
gradient may have been one factor prompting the movement o f populations
from equatorial east Africa toward southern Africa.

Discussion
The climate system is a global system. The Earth receives heat from the sun,
most o f it at low latitudes. It is then redistributed to higher latitudes through a
complex pattern o f circulation via die atmosphere and the oceans. The causes
behind climatic changes are multiple and include external factors, such as
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changes in astronomical cycles and in solar radiation, as well as internal factors,
such as changes in atmospheric or oceanic circulation patterns, volcanism, and
greenhouse gases. Some factors have a cyclic behavior, whereas others have a
random character; some factors are well understood, whereas others are only
poorly explained.
The dimate system is thus a complex, dynamic global system that will
continue to set the limits for life on Earth. Anthropogenieally induced global
warming will have major implications for future climate, but it is important to
bear in mind that climate will no doubt change even without anthropogenic
impact, on time scales and magnitudes that do affect human life. With the
increased understanding o f regional and temporal patterns and causes behind
climate processes, we are today faced with the challenging possibility o f applying
this knowledge in global physical planning as well as in local rural, coastal, and
urban planning.
The data from southern and eastern Africa allow us to conclude that
1. Societal changes often coincide with climatic changes.
2. Climatic changes do not always result in societal changes— a stable
society can survive severe climate conditions.
3. Climatic change is a common external trigger in societies suffering
from internal instability. When periods o f climate change coincide with
periods o f socioeconomic and political instability, this may result either in
Societal catastrophes or in new developments.
4. Climatic conditions that are favorable for agricultural or pastoral
production have been an important factor in the rise o f new and
powerful centers o f accumulation.
5. From the historical data, we can observe that adaptational strategies
include
a. flexibility in short- and long-term mobility and in the relocation o f
centers;
b. flexibility in agricultural practices and in types o f staple crops; and
c. the possibility o f controlling external trade.
To avoid having variations in climate trigger societal catastrophes, physical
planners must consider the full range o f climatic variability—natural as well
as anthropogenic-— in relation to social systems. For example, a society that
is dependent on one type o f crop, has limited access to trade, and is based
on settlements on floodplains is more likely to be at risk than a society that
has a choice o f crops and good trading possibilities and that avoids building
settlements in areas vulnerable to raised sea levels, heavy beach erosion, and
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so on. People at high risk in times o f climatic change are, for instance, those
living on floodplains, in coastal areas, and on mountains. The interconnected
concerns with the world ecosystem and with social resilience thus constitute
a complex challenge for decision makers, if sustainable development is to be
achieved at global and local levels.

Note
1. This study has benefited from discussions within the SIDA-fundcd, Stockholmbased network PLATINA (People, Land and Time in Africa). The work
presented here was funded by the Swedish Research Council. This chapter is a
slightly revised version o f a paper with the same title published in the journal
Environment, Development and Sustainability (2006) 8:185-195. The paper is
reprinted with kind permission from Springer Science and Business Media.

C H AP T E R 9

World-Systems in the Biogeosphere:
Urbanization, State Formation and
Climate Change Since the Iron Age
C H R IST O P H E R C H A SE-D U N N , THO M A S D. HALL,
AND PETER T U R C H IN

In Kurt Vonncgut’s Tin' Sirens o f Titan a traveler from another solar system lias
crash-landed on one o f the moons o f Jupiter and is using his last bit o f fuel to
beam forces onto the Earth in order to send a message home. His efforts induce
the Central Asian steppe nomads to behave in a way that causes successive
Chinese states to build the Great Wall in the form o f a script that appears from
space as a rescue plea. This trope o f distant forces affecting human history is an
ironic tool in the hand o f the fiction-smith w ho pokes fun at us for our hapless
intentions. World-historians have hypothesized other powerful mechanisms by
which macro-social processes may have been shaped by exogenous forces.
Since Ellsworth Huntington’s C lim ate and Civilization there has been a
growing literature on how spatial and temporal variations in rainfall, temperature,
prevailing winds, and episodic weather extremes have influenced the course o f
history. Archeologists routinely invoke climate change as the explanation for
social and cultural developments. As much more has been learned about the
patterns o f global weather these accounts have become more sophisticated.
Brian Fagan’s (1999) Floods, Famines a n d Emperors: El Nino a n d the Fate o f
Civilizations is a recent and compelling version. But instead o f painting the
humans as inert victims o f powerful forces, Fagan argues that climate change
has acted as the critical spur that pushed people to invent and implement radical
new ways o f interacting with nature and with one another.
Mike Davis’s (2001) Late Victorian Holocausts: FJ Nino Famines a n d the
M aking o f the Third World depicts how droughts caused by El Ninos in the
nineteenth century interacted with the rapid integration o f peripheral regions
132
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into global markets in a context o f colonialism and neocolonialism to bring
about unprecedented huge famines and epidemic disease fatalities in Brazil,
India, China, and the Philippines.
There is also an important literature about how human action may affect
the climate. Much o f this is focused on anthropogenic global warming in the
twentieth century, but there is also a literature on how deforestation, irrigation,
and other land-use patterns may have affected local weather in die past (for
example. Chew 2001), A growing research tradition on urban ecology has
discovered the phenomenon o f the “urban heat island,” an example o f
anthropogenic effects on the local weadier (Gallo & Ower n.d.).
Here we present a theoretical and empirical framework for the study o f
human societies and their interactions with the biogeosphere oil a millennial time
scale. We begin by noting that the world-systems approach focuses on human
interaction networks, which enables us to examine systemic combinations o f
very different kinds o f societies. This makes it possible to study multicultural
systems and core-periphery relations as cases that can display dynamics o f social
evolution. All world-systems display oscillations o f expansion and contraction,
or pulsations. These waves o f expansion, now called globalization, have, in
the last tw o centuries, created a single, integrated intercontinental political
economy in which all national societies are strongly linked. This chapter
investigates the pulsations o f regional interaction networks (world-systems) in
Afroeurasia over the past 3,000 years. The purpose is to examine the causes
o f a remarkable synchrony that emerged between Hast Asia and the distant
West Asian/Mediterranean region but did not involve the intermediate South
Asian region. The hypothesized causes o f this synchrony are climate change,
epidemics, trade cycles, and the incursions o f Central Asian steppe nomads.
This chapter formulates a strategy o f data acquisition, system modeling, and
hypothesis testing that can allow us to discover which o f these causes were
the most important in producing synchrony as the Afroeurasian world-system
came into being.
One limitation o f regional analyses has been the tendency to define
regions in terms o f hom ogeneous attributes, either natural or social. A
major problem with both the oivilizationist and cultural-area approaches is
the assumption that homogeneity is a good approach for bounding evolving
social systems. Even sophisticated approaches that examine distributions
o f spatial characteristics statistically must make quite arbitrary choices in
order to specify regional boundaries on this basis (for example, Burton et al.
1 996). We argue that heterogeneity rather than homogeneity has long been
a pervasive aspect o f human social systems. The effort to bound systems as
hom ogeneous regions obscures this important fact. Spatial distributions o f
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hom ogeneous characteristics do not bound separate social systems. Indeed,
social heterogeneity is often produced by interaction.
The relationship between natural regions and human interaction networks
has been important in cultural ecology', which stresses the ways in which
local ecological factors condition sociocultural institutions. While useful for
understanding small-scale systems, it is much less compelling in large worldsystems because o f the scale o f interaction networks and the development o f
technologies that allow imposition o f external logics on local ecologies. Some
social evolutionists have argued that this means that social institutions have
become progressively less ecologically determined (for example, Lenski, Nolan,
& Lenski 1995). Rather, we argue that what has happened is that ecological
constraints have now become global (Chase-Dunn & Hall 1998 ).

Spatially Bounding World-Systems
The world-systems perspective emerged as a theoretical approach for modeling
and interpreting the expansion and transformation o f the European system as it
engulfed the globe over the past five hundred years (Wallerstein 2004). ChaseDunn and Hall (1997, 2000, 2002) have modified the basic world-systems
concepts to make them useful for a comparative study o f very different kinds
o f social systems. Their scope o f comparison includes very small intergroup
networks composed o f sedentary foragers (for instance, Burch 2005; ChaseDunn & Mann 1998) as well as larger regional systems containing chiefdoms,
early states, agrarian empires, and the contemporary global political economy.
The comparative world-systems perspective is designed to be general
enough to allow comparisons among quite different systems. Chase-Dunn
and Hall (1997) argue that different kinds o f interactions often have distinct
spatial characteristics and degrees o f importance in different sorts o f systems.
They hold that the question o f the degree o f systemic interaction between
two locales precedes the question o f core-periphery relations, and that it is
fundamentally an empirical issue rather than an assumption.
Spatially bounding world-systems necessarily must proceed from a localecentric rather than a w hole-system focus. This is because all human societies,
even nomadic hunter-gatherers, interact importantly with neighboring
societies. However, interaction networks, while always intersocietal, have not
always been global. When transportation and communications occurred only
over short distances, the world-systems that affected people were small.
Thus, Chase-Dunn and Hall use the notion o f “fall-off” o f effects over
space to bound the networks o f interaction that importantly impinge on any
focal locale. The world-system o f which any locality is a part includes those
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peoples whose actions in production, communication, warfare, alliance, and
trade have a large and interactive impact on that locality. It is also important to
distinguish between endogenous systemic interaction processes and exogenous
impacts that may importantly change a system but are not part o f that system.
The fact that maize diffused from Mesoamerica to eastern North America need
not mean that the two areas were part o f the same world-system. Similarly,
virgin soil epidemics are not necessarily evidence o f a system. Interactions must
be two-way and regularized to be socially systemic.
Chase-Dunn and Hall (1997) identify several different kinds o f networks
with different spatial scales:
1. Information Networks (INs)
2. Prestige Goods Networks (PGNs)
3. Political/Military Networks (PM Ns)
4 . Bulk G o o d s N etw orks (B G N s)

The largest networks are those in which information travels. Information is
light and travels a long way, even in systems based on down-the-line interaction.
These are termed Information Networks (IN s). A usually somewhat smaller
interaction network is based on the exchange o f prestige goods or luxuries
that have a high value/w eight ratio. These are called Prestige Goods Networks
(PG Ns). The next interaction network comprises polities that are in alliance or
at war with one another. These are called Political/Military Networks (PM Ns).
The smallest networks are those based on a division o f labor in the production
o f basic everyday necessities such as food and raw materials. These are Bulk
Cioods Networks (BGNs). Figure I illustrates how these interaction networks
are spatially related in many world-systems.
The spatial characteristics o f these networks clearly depend on many things:
the costs o f transportation and communications, and w hether interaction is
only with neighbors or whether regularized long-distance trips are being made.
These factors affect all kinds o f interaction; thus the relative size o f networks
is expected to approximate the sequence shown in Figure 1. As an educated
guess, for instance, we would suppose that fall-off in the PM N generally occurs
after tw o or three indirect links.
Chase-Dunn and Hall (1997) distinguish between two types o f core
periphery relations: core-periphery differentiation and core-periphery hierarchy.
Core-periphery differentiation exists when two societies are in systemic
interaction with each other and one o f these has higher population density
a n d /or greater complexity than the other. Core-periphery hierarchy exists
when one society dominates or exploits another. These two types o f relations
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often go together, but there are important instances o f reversal (for example,
the less dense, less complex Central Asian steppe nomads w ho exploited
agrarian China [see Barfield 1989; Kradin 2002 ]). H ence this distinction is
both theoretical and empirical. The question o f core-periphery relations needs
to be asked at each level o f interaction designated above. It is more difficult
to project power over long distances, and thus one would not expect to find
strong core-periphery hierarchies at the level o f Information or Prestige Goods
Networks. Figure 2 illustrates a core-periphery hierarchy.
Core-periphery hierarchies are important in processes o f social evolution
because semiperipheral societies, those that are intermediate between core regions
and peripheral hinterlands, are fertile locations tor institutional innovations and
frequently are the key actors that transform the developmental logic o f worldsystems, called “semiperipheral development” (Chase-Dunn & Hall 1997,
Chapter 5). Semiperipheral marcher chiefdoms have conquered more senior
core chiefdoms to form larger and more centralized complex chiefdoms, as
have the better-known semiperipheral marcher states (for instance, Chin China,
Assyria, Rome, anti Islamic Arabia). Semiperipheral capitalist city-states (the
Phoenicians, the Italian city-states, the Hanseatic cities, Malakka) were agents o f
commercialization in the interstices o f tributary empires. In the modern world-
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Figure 2 • Core-periphery hierarchy.

system, it was the semiperipheral and capitalist Dutch republic, then England,
and then the United States that rose to hegemony and further globalized the
world economy. Semiperipheral development is still an important pattern in the
twentieth and twenty-first centuries (Chase-Dunn & Boswell 2002).
Recently Turchin (2003b :62) has pointed out that not all semiperipheries
are “hotbeds” o f marcher state development. Focusing specifically on
the territorial dynamics o f states, he has shown that large agrarian states
( “empires”) almost always originate in areas where frontiers o f previously
existing empires coincide with intense ethnic or cultural (“civilizational” ) fault
lines. Tw o typical situations can be distinguished. One is a frontier between
a large empire and a stateless (but not necessarily chiefdomless) hinterland.
Such tribal war zones abutting imperial frontiers are notorious for their ability
to produce aggressive expansionist states (examples: the Roman Empire
and the Germans, the succession o f Chinese empires and steppe nomads).
The second situation is a frontier zone between two empires dominated by
different exclusionary religions. For example, a number o f European empires
originated from the frontier between Islam and Christianity in Europe
and Asia Minor (Castile-Spain, Austro-Hungary, Muscovy-Russia, and the
Ottoman empires).
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World-System Cycles: Rise-and-Fall and Pulsations
Comparative research reveals that all world-systems exhibit cyclical processes:
the rise and fall o f large polities and pulsations in the spatial extent and intensity
o f trade networks. Rise and fall corresponds to changes in the centralization o f
political-military power in a set o f polities— an “international” system. It is a
question o f the relative size and distribution o f power across a set o f interacting
polities.
All world-systems in which there are hierarchical polities experience a cycle
in which relatively larger polities grow in power and size and then decline.
This applies to interchiefdom systems as well as interstate systems, to systems
composed o f empires, and to the modern rise and fall o f hegemonic core
powers (for example, Britain and the United States). Although very egalitarian
and small-scale systems such as the sedentary foragers o f northern California
(Burch 2005; Chase-Dunn & Mann 1998) do not display a cycle o f rise and
fall, they do experience pulsations.
All systems, including very small and egalitarian ones, exhibit cyclical
expansions and contractions in the spatial extent and intensity o f exchange
networks. Different kinds o f trade (bulk versus prestige goods) usually have
different spatial characteristics and may exhibit different temporal sequences
o f expansion and contraction. Again, this is an empirical issue. In the modern
global system large trade networks cannot get spatially larger, because they are
already global in extent, but they can get denser and more intense relative to
smaller networks o f exchange. Much o f what has been called globalization is
simply the intensification oflarger interaction networks relative to the intensity
o f smaller ones. Research on trade and investment shows that there have been
two recent waves o f integration: one in the last half o f the nineteenth century
and the most recent since World War II (Chase-Dunn, Kawano, & Brewer
2 000). Whether rise-and-fall and pulsations are correlated in different types o f
world-systems is also an empirical issue.
Chase-Dunn and Hall (1997) have contended that the causes o f rise and
fall differ depending on the predominant m ode o f accumulation. One big
difference between the rise and fall o f empires and the rise and fall o f modern
hegemons is in the degree o f centralization achieved within the core. Tributary
systems alternate back and forth between a structure o f multiple and competing
core states, on the one hand, and core-wide (or nearly core-wide) empires,
on tire other. The modern interstate system experiences the rise and fall o f
hegemons, but these never take over the other core states to form a core-wide
empire. This is the case because modern hegemons are pursuing a capitalist,
rather than a tributary, form o f accumulation.
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Analogously, rise and tall works somewhat differently in interchiefdom
systems because the institutions that facilitate the extraction o f resources from
distant groups arc less fully developed in chiefdom systems. David G. Anderson
(1994) has examined the rise and tall ofMississippian chiefdoms in the Savannah
River valley. This cyclical process begins with a chiefly polity extending control
over adjacent chiefdoms and establishing a two-tiered hierarchy ofadministration.
At a later point, these regionally centralized chiefly polities disintegrate back
toward a system o f smaller and less hierarchical polities.
Chiefs have relied more on hierarchical control o f kinship relations, ritual,
and imports o f prestige goods than have the rulers o f true states. These chiefly
techniques o f power are all highly dependent on normative integration and
ideological consensus. States developed specialized organizations for extracting
resources that chiefdoms lacked: standing armies and bureaucracies. States and
empires in tributary world-systems were more dependent on the projection
o f armed force over great distances than modern hegemonic core states
have been. The development o f commodity production and mechanisms o f
financial control, as well as further development o f bureaucratic administrative
techniques, has allowed modern hegemons to extract resources from faraway
places w ith much less overhead cost.
The development o f new techniques o f exerting power has made coreperiphery relations ever more important for competition among core powers
and has altered the way in which the rise-and-fall process works in other respects.
Chase-Dunn and Hall (1997:Chapter 6; see also 20 0 0 , 2002) have argued
that population growth in interaction with the environment and changes in
productive technology and social structure produce social transformations that
are marked by cycles and periodic jumps. This is because the parameters o f each
world-system oscillate owing both to internal instabilities and environmental
fluctuations. Occasionally, on an economic upswing, people solve systemic
problems in a new way that allows for substantial expansion. We want to explain
such expansions, evolutionary changes, and collapses in terms o f systemic logic.
That is the point o f comparing world-systems.
The multi-scalar regional method o f bounding world-systems as nested
interaction networks outlined above is complementary to a multi-scalar
temporal analysis o f the kind suggested by Fernand Braudel. Temporal depth,
the longue duree, needs to be combined with analyses o f short-run and middlerun processes to allow us to fully understand social change. A key example o f
this is Jared Diamond’s (1997) study o f the original distribution o f zoological
and botanical resources. The geographical distribution o f those species that
could be easily and profitably domesticated explains a significant part o f the
variation regarding which world-systems were able to expand and incorporate
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Figure 3 • East-West pulsations and merger.

other world-systems over the millennia. Diamond contends that the diffusion
of’domesticated plant and animal species occurs more quickly in the latitudinal
dimension (East-West) than in the longitudinal dimension (North-South).
Thus, domesticated species spread quickly to Europe and East Asia from West
Asia, whereas North-South diffusion in both Africa and the Americas was much
slower.
The diagram in Figure 3 depicts the process o f integration o f the East
Asian and the West Asian-Mediterranean systems. Both the PGNs and the
PMNs are shown, as are the pulsations and rise-and-fall sequences. The PGNs
were intermittently linked and dien more permanently joined. The M ongol
conquerors linked the PMNs briefly in the thirteenth century, but the Eastern
and Western PM Ns were not permanently joined until die Europeans and
Americans established Asian treaty ports in the nineteenth century.

Synchronization of Empires, Cities, and Demographic Waves
Earlier studies have used data on the sizes o f both cities and empires to examine
different regional interaction systems and the hypothesis that regions distant
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from one another were experiencing synchronous cycles o f growth and decline
(for example, Chase-Dunn & Manning 2002; Chase-Dunn, Manning, & Hall
2 000). Frederick Teggart’s (1939) path breaking world-historical study o f
temporal correlations between events on the edges o f the Roman and Han
Empires argued the thesis that incursions by Central Asian steppe nomads were
the key to East-West synchrony. An early study o f city-size distributions in
Afroeurasia (Chase-Dunn & Hall 1997:222-223) found an apparent synchrony
between changes in city-size distributions and the growth o f largest cities in
East Asia and West Asia-North Africa over a period o f 2 ,0 0 0 years. That led
us to examine data on the territorial sizes o f empires for similar synchrony,
which we also found (Chase-Dunn, Manning, & Hall 2000). Chase-Dunn
and Manning (2002) have reexamined the city-size data using constant regions
rather than PMNs to see if the East-West synchronous city growth hypothesis
holds when the units that are compared are somewhat different. Their results
confirm the existence o f East-West city-growth synchrony.
Here we present a new analysis o f East-West synchrony that uses overall
population estimates compiled by McEvedy and Jones (1978). They note a
synchrony between East Asia and the Mediterranean area in periods o f regional
demographic growth and decline during the late first millennium b .c . e . and during
the first millennium c . k . Interestingly, McEvedy and Jones (1978:345-346)
reject the idea that climate change may have caused this synchrony in favor o f a
hypothesis o f parallel and connected technological and organizational change.
We have computed the partial correlations, controlling for year to remove
the trend, o f population levels from 1000 b .c .e . to 1800 c .k . among three
regions. We stop at 1800 c .k . because the trend becomes exponential after
that and would drown out earlier, middle-range variations. What we want
to know is whether or not the middle-term ups and downs— what w e have
called growth versus decline phases— arc synchronous or not. We examine four
regions: East Asia, South Asia, West Asia-Mediterranean, and Europe.1 These
are the same constant regions that Chase-Dunn and Manning (2 002) used to
study the synchrony o f city growth versus decline phases.
Table 1 shows the partial correlation coefficients o f population change
estimates for four Old World regions. These have been de-trended in two
ways to allow us to look for synchronous growth-decline oscillations across
regions. We eliminate the years after 1800 c . k ., when m ost o f the regions
were undergoing geometric growth rates, and com pute the interregional
correlations as a partial correlation, controlling for year, which should remove
the long-term trend.2
The results in Table 1 are somewhat surprising. There are statistically
signi ficant partial correlations among all t he regions despite our efforts to remove
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T able 1 Interregional partial correlations o f population change, controlling for year,
1000 b.c:.k.-1800 c m . {population estimates from McEvedy & Jones 1978)
West AsiaM editerranean
West Asia-

East Asia

S outh Asia

E urope

.81 (26)

.60 (26)

.79 (26)

.88 (26)

.95 (26)

1

M editerranean
E ast Asia
South Asia
Europe

1
1

.92 (26)
1

the long-term trend. The correlation between East Asia and the West AsianMediterranean region is higher than that for cross-regional partial correlations
o f either city or empire size (.81), but it is not as high as som e o f the other
coefficients in Table 1. Curiously, the correlations between Europe and both
East Asia and South Asia are very' high (.95, .92). The lowest correlation is
between West Asia and South Asia (.60), and the correlation between Europe
and the West Asia-Mediterranean region is also relatively low, considering that
these two “regions” overlap geographically.
It is possible that these high correlations are partly due to the rather coarse
temporal resolution o f the population estimates that we have extracted from
graphs produced by McEvedy and Jones (1978). Our data set is organized in
one-hundred-year intervals, a temporal resolution that smooths out most o f
the grow th/decline fluctuations that we are trying to study. Unfortunately,
McEvedy and Jones do not present enough detail about the evidence they used
to produce their graphs. Figure 4 presents the demographic data in graphical
form tor the same four regions.
Examination o f Figure 4 shows both the long-term trends and the shorterterm variations, though these have been sm oothed by the low temporal
resolution just discussed. What we see is a long hump that starts slowly in
1000 b .c .e . and winds back down to a low point around 6 00 c .e . in all the
regions except South Asia. In South Asia the slump does not appear. This is
the East-West synchrony noted by McEvedy and Jones. After about 600 c . e .,
all the regions g o up again, but then the patterns partly diverge. The East
Asian rise is early and steeper. All the regions except South Asia display a partly
synchronous decline after the twelfth century. East Asia has another decline
in the seventeenth century, and this is also a period o f slow growth in Europe
and decline in West Asia, but South Asia continues to grow. The West AsianMediterranean region does not partake in the rapid population growth that
sweeps the other regions after the fifteenth century.
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A rather similar result is obtained by a different approach to the data
presented by McEvedy and Jones. First we plot everything on the log-scale,
which makes the patterns much easier to see. The log-plot (Figure 5a) makes
it clear that the South Asian “data” are mostly extrapolation, being very close
to a straight line on a log-scale. O f course, all McEvedy and Jones’s data are
to a certain degree extrapolation, but it looks like the South Asian data are the
m ost conspicuous case.
We do not want to simply correlate the population numbers between
different regions directly, because they are all affected by the same long-term,
evolutionary trend. Rather, we have chosen to difference each series, that is
calculate A T - T ( f+ 1 ) - T( f), where Y(t) is log-transformed population number
at time t. This is a particularly appropriate procedure in this case, because it
yields something known as the realized per capita rate o f change, the standard
quantity that population ecologists calculate. Plotting these differenced logtransformed numbers (rates o f change) produces Figure 5b. Cross-correlation
coefficients among different regions are given in Table 2.
The results confirm the initial impression that South Asia tends to fluctuate
on its own (with all the caveats about these data), whereas the rest are cross
correlated with one another. An additional observation is that the highest
correlations are between West Asia and Europe or East Asia, respectively, which
makes sense, given the central location o f West Asia. O f all regions, West Asia is
also the most correlated with South Asia (although the correlation is not quite
statistically significant).
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(a)

Regional populations (from McEvedy and Jones)

Tear

(b) Regional populations, log-transformed and differenced

Year

Figure 5 * (a-b) Plots of logged populations and first differences of logs (McEvedy & Jones
1978).
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Tabic 2 Correlations am ong logged and differenced population stores (boldface italic
indicates those significant at the /'< 0.05 level)
East Asia
East Asia

1

E urope

South Asia

0.465

0.247

West Asia
0.570

E urope

0.465

1

0.139

0.767

S outh Asia

0.247

0.139

1

0.372

West Asia

0.570

0.767

0.372

1

The "Moran Effect" in Population Ecology
The cyclical aspects o f climate change lead easily to hypotheses about how
these may cause certain cyclical (or at least sequential) phenomena in human
affairs. This is especially the case when cycles from distant regions appear
to be synchronized. Population ecologists model population dynamics o f
species within adjacent and distant “patches” to explain how predator-prey
relationships, food availability, and migration affect the cycles o f population
growth and decline. P.A.P. Moran’s (1953) study o f the population cycles o f
the Canadian lynx led him to formulate what has become known as the “Moran
effect”— the idea that synchronized exogenous shocks to local oscillating
systems will cause them to come into synchrony even when the exogenous
shocks do not themselves display much periodicity (see Chapter 5 and Turchin
& Hall 2003 for a more detailed account). Population ecologists usually have
climate change in mind as the most likely source o f exogenous shocks.
The important implications o f the Moran effect for our problem o f the
causes o f synchrony are that any exogenous shock can bring oscillating systems
into synchrony even if the temporal features o f the exogenous variable are
completely different from the temporality o f the local oscillating systems. A
meteor impact could reset local systems and put them into synchrony. Turchin
and Hall (2003) point out that the best situation for the empirical study o f
synchrony requires exact measurement and fine temporal resolution, and
also many oscillations and many different cases o f oscillating systems in order
to disentangle different plausible causes o f synchrony. These are daunting
requisites for our single case o f East-West synchrony. We argue, however, that
sufficiently accurate and temporally line data can be feasibly assembled to make
it possible to sort our the major causes o f East-West synchrony.
Comparable other instances o f distant systems that com e into weak contact
with one another can be found. Within the Old World, the Mesopotamian
and Egyptian core regions were interacting with one another by means o f
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prestige goods exchange from about 3000 b .c .e . until their PMNs merged in
1500 b .c .e . Chase-Dunn and Hall (2001) have already examined this case for
svnchronicity, but have not found it, although the data on Bronze Age city and
empire sizes are crude with regard to temporality and accuracy.
The Moran effect implies that synchrony occurs easily because a single
exogenous impact that resets systems with similar endogenous oscillations will
bring them into synchrony. But if this is true we would expect to find more
synchrony than we have found up to now. Population ecology also usually finds
greater synchrony in patches that are close to one another than in those that
are more distant, but this is not what we find in Afroeurasia. The South Asian
system, intermediate between East and West, seems to be marching to its own
drummer.

Modeling Climate Change Effects on Population
Patrick Galloway (1986) models the way in which climate change can affect
human population growth. H e argues that it was climate change that caused
the synchrony o f demographic cycles noted by McEvedy and Jones (1978).
Galloway’s model is depicted in Figure 6.
Galloway’s model is entirely plausible and could easily be amended to
include effects on city growth and empire-formation. But for this model to
account for synchrony across regions the changes in temperature (and other
climatological variables) would need to also be synchronous, or else there
would have to at least be an initial strong climatological shift that affected
all the regions during the same period. The only way to sort this out is to
obtain indicators o f climate change in or near the regions we are studying
in the relevant time periods. Knowledge about the climate change record in
Greenland will not settle the question, because despite global connections,
climate change is ultimately local. Our effort to gather the relevant climate
change data has only just begun.
There are a few other questions regarding this model that need to be
attended to. On the one hand, where agriculture is marginal and the frost-free
season approximates the growing season, such as in many mountainous areas,
slight cooling would make agriculture impossible, at least until crops with
shorter growing season are introduced. On the other hand, slight warming
would make more land available and existing land more productive. This
would enhance food production and increase populations. Where conditions
are volatile— again not unusual in mountainous areas or desert fringes— there
could be considerable fluctuation. As Turchin (2003a) argues, such conditions
themselves created strong pressures for change and experimentation. In other
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Figure6 • Galloway's (1986) dimate and population model.

areas, such as much o f Africa, West Asia, and South Asia, slight increases in
temperature would have the opposite effect. A rise in average temperature would
make agriculture impossible, whereas a slight cooling would make more land
available and available land more reliable. Thus, the effects o f climate change
depend on what kind o f change and on preexisting marginal conditions.
This conclusion suggests another set o f reasons why marginal areas that are
frontiers or boundaries between biome regimes are hotbeds o f change. Volatile
conditions force populations in such areas to be more flexible. Also, such areas
often serve as a “coal miner’s canary,” signaling approaching climate changes
already when they are quite small.

A Comprehensive Model of the Causes of Interregional Synchrony
We can now propose a comprehensive model o f the plausible causes o f EastWest synchrony. The purpose o f complex causal modeling is to allow' us to
discover the relative strengths o f different causative mechanisms by examining
the logical implications o f the posited relations and operant parameters. Figure 7
depicts a complex causal model that contains the hypothesized factors resulting
in the East-West synchrony discussed above. This model can be translated into a
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complex system o f structural equations and estimated parameters that allow us
to examine die conditions under which causation can lead to synchrony. In
future work, we plan to combine this theoretical exercise with an effort to
improve our empirical knowledge o f the population sizes o f cities, the territorial
sizes o f empires, and climate change over the past 3,000 years (cf. Pasciuti
& Chase-Dunn 2002). By approaching the problem through both induction
and deduction we hope to be able to estimate the relative strengths o f the
different possible causes o f East-West synchrony. The outcome should be a
better understanding o f the way in which human social systems have interacted
with biological and geological processes in world history.

Notes
1. The West Asia/Mediterranean region indudes the whole Mediterranean littoral
so as to encompass the whole interactive city system that originated in West Asia
and spread to the Mediterranean with Ktruscan, Greek, and Phoenician migration
and the emergence o f die Latin cities. T hus Europe and the West AsianMediterranean region are geographically overlapping,
2. De-trending with a partial correlation tor year assumes that the temporal
relationship is linear, whereas it may be an accelerating trend. It is possible that
tills linear de-trending does not remove the entire millennial trend.

CH AP T E R 1 0

Eurasian Transformations: Mobility, Ecological
Change, and the Transmission of Social
Institutions in the Third Millennium and
the Early Second Millennium b.c.e.
KRISTIAN KRISTIANSEN

III this article I explore the origin and nature o f the social and economic
processes that in later prehistory transformed the Eurasian continent from a
large but enclosed marginal region into a highly dynamic and mobile interaction
zone connecting eastern and western Asia. The basic components in this
process were the adoption o f a nucleated family structure suited for expansion,
incorporation, and the transmission o f mobile wealth, in combination with the
formation o f an agropastoral econom y based on herding, wagons, and mobile
property. This led to an ecological transformation that created open steppelike
environments from northwestern Europe to east o f the Urals. By the end o f
the second millennium b .c .e . these historical processes had transformed Eurasia
into a vast interaction zone for mobile, warlike pastoral nomads, linking eastern
and western Asia to a common historical pulse.

Mobility and Ecological Transformation
Today it can be stated with some certainty that the third and early second
millennia b .c .e . was a period o f major social change over wide areas in Eurasia
(Kuzmina 2002; Sherratt 1997), and further that this change was in part
linked to a complex pattern o f interaction, ranging from travel and smallscale population movements to large-scale migrations. It was based on die
formation o f a new economy and a concomitant social and religious order with
a tremendous capacity for expansion and incorporation. Regional series o f 0 4 dating define the beginning o f this major expansion within a very narrow time
149
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span during the early part o f the third millennium b .c .e . This interpretation is
supported by new evidence from sciences such as ecology and metallurgy.
Recent developments in strontium isotope analysis o f teeth and bone are
producing new compelling evidence o f the movement o f individuals in later
prehistory (Ezzo, Johnson, & Price 1997; Grape et al. 1997; Price, Grape,
& Schrdter 1998; Montgomery, Budd, & Evans 2000; Price, Manzanilla, 8c
Middleton 2000). Also, physical anthropological evidence testifies to a change o f
population in some regions, such as Denmark and Poland in the third millennium
B.C.E. (Dzieduszycka-Machnik & Machnik 1990; Petersen 1993). A population
taller than previous Neolithic peoples enters the scene and accounts for a general
rise in population from the late third millennium onward. In Denmark, the
average height o f males increases by 7 cm from die Mcgalithic period o f die late
fourth millennium to die early Bronze Age o f the late third millennium b .c .e .
A second area o f new research concerns the ecological and economic
transformations taking place in the steppe and forest steppe regions. Here
recent paleobotanical research and C14-datings o f buried soils under barrows
have revealed the early formation o f grasslands and steppe environments, and
their systematic exploitation (Anthony 1998; Kremenetski 2003; Shislina 2000,
2003). During the third millennium b .c . e . , the Yanina tribal groups (2 8 0 0 2 3 5 0 b .c .e .) practiced small-scale pastoral herding, moving locally between
summer and winter pastures, using four-wheeled vehicles. Rich grasslands and
higher humidity than today supported this economic transformation and its
widespread geographical expansion, even into the Balkans and the Carpathians
and Hungary, but also toward the east (Ecsedy 1994; Kalicz 1998; Kuzmina
2002). Figure 1 illustrates the two major cultural complexes in the early thirdmillennium expansion o f pastoral farmers in the western steppe and temperate
Europe: the Yanina groups around the Black Sea, and the Corded Ware/Battle
Axe and Single Grave Cultures in central and northern Europe.
This was a pioneering phase o f expansion. W ooded areas were still preserved
in the river valleys, as evidenced in burials and wagons (Shislina 2001:357flf). The
Catacomb Culture groups (2 5 0 0 -1 9 0 0 b . c . e . ) saw the further development o f
a pastoral economy based on sedentary settlements and long-distance herding
and trade. It corresponded to the formation o f a more hierarchical, metalproducing society with a wide distribution, also toward the eastern steppe.
Periodical ecological stress and soil destruction, caused by overgrazing, is
evidenced. Seasonal migrations and herding now extended across the whole
ecological zone (Shislina 2 0 0 1 :259f). Although one can hardly generalize from
these discoveries in the Kalmyk steppe, they suggest a widespread development
when we consider the similarity o f the archeological record throughout the
steppe region.1 It implies that, by the beginning o f the second millennium
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Figure 1 • Distribution of the new agropastoral economies with family barrows during the
third millennium

b .c .e .

To the west we find the Corded Ware/Single Crave Culture, and in the

Pontic steppe we find the Yamna Culture. Together they formed a common cultural complex
that shared social and religious institutions, and possibly also varieties of Proto-Indo-European
languages,

pastoral economies were widespread in the Pontic zone (Anthony
1998). The osteological evidence confirms that cattle were dominant (more
than 50 percent), especially big-horned cattle, followed by horse and sheep.
Sheepherding was linked to textile production for clothing and cloth, which
played an increasingly important role in the new Bronze Age economies o f
the third and second millennia b .c .e . (Shistina, Golikov, & Orfinskaya 2000).
Pigs, however, played an insignificant role, because they need forests to roam
in (Chernykh, Antipina, & Lebedeva 1998:Abb. 10-11; Morales & Antipina
2003:Table 22.3). What we see is a development from localized herding to true
pastoralism with sedentary centres o f production that unfolded and reached a
climax after 2000 b .c .e ., for instance, in the Sintashta Culture (Zdanovich &
Zdanovich 2002) and the Srubnaya/Timber Grave Culture. Agriculture played
a minor but increasing role through time as supplementary production (see
Bunyatyan 2003; Gershkovich 2003; Morales & Antipina 2003; Otroschenko
2003; Pashkevich 2003).
b .c .e .,
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Thus, from die Pontic region to the Balkans, central and northern Europe,
the third millennium b .c .e . saw the expansion o f a new type o f agropastoral
economies. These societies shared many traits in economy and burial ritual,
such as the construction o f tu m u li over graves and the predominance o f
individual burials (Yanina, Corded Ware, Battle-Axe, and Catacomb Cultures).
They also employed ox-drawn, four-wheeled wagons (Burmeister 2004).
Recent paleobotanical evidence has made it clear that the third millennium
b .c .e . represents the formation o f open steppelike environments that apparently
served as pasture for grazing animals from the Urals to northwestern Europe
(Andersen 1995,1998; Kremenetski 2 0 0 3 ;Odgaard 1 9 9 4 ).The mobile lifestyle
is exemplified by the use o f mats, tents, and wagons, which arc sometimes
found in burials (Ecsedv 1994). Some have called this a “ barbarization” or
decline o f the Neolithic (Kruk &: Milisauskas 1999; Rassamakin 1999:125 ff,
154). It followed after a period in the fifth to fourth millennia, when stratified
societies with copper metallurgy were developing in the Balkan-Carpathian
region, only to collapse or be transformed during the later part o f the fourth
millennium i i.c .e . (Chernykh 1992:Chapter 2; Sherratt 2003). Stretching from
the Romanian Black Sea coast to the north-east o f the Dniester-Dnieper Rivers,
the proto-urban communities o f the Tripolje Culture during this period created
a barrier toward the west. It represents what Mallory has called the first o f three
fault-lines to be passed in order to explain the expansion o f Indo-European
languages. These proto-urban communities, which also employed some
form o f primitive script (tokens), were organized around fortified settlements
with two-storey houses arranged in concentric circles, the largest settlements
extending 100-400 ha and containing 5 ,0 0 0 -1 5 ,0 0 0 people (Videjko 1995).
Each community with satellite settlements would hold some 6 ,0 0 0 -2 0 ,0 0 0
people, and a local group o f several communities between 10,000 and 35,000
people. Their interaction with steppe communities and later abandonment or
transformation into pastoral groups from the late fourth millennium onward is
still a matter o f debate (Chapman 2002; Dergachev 2000; Manzura 2005), but
it opened up tor a westward expansion o f the new social and economic practice
into central and northern Europe.
Approximately at the same time, during the middle to late fourth millennia
b .c . k ., the Caucasian region rose to prominence as a metallurgical center o f
production, and from 3200 to 1800 b . c . e . there developed a Circum-Pontic
metallurgical province, including Anatolia, that received most o f its metal
from the huge mines in Caucasia (Chernykh 1992; Chernykh, Avilova, &
Orlovskaya 2002). Around the centers o f production and distribution in
the northern Caucasus there emerged a series o f stratified societies, burying
their dead in impressive and richly furnished kurtjans ( Rc/epkin 2000). The
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Maikop Culture, as ir is called, integrated local and foreign influences from
northern Mesopotamia (Stein 1999). Sometimes the)' would contain imports
(for example, decorated silver vessels) not even present in the centers, such as
the famous Maikop burials from the late fourth millennium Uruk expansion
(Chernykh 1992:Chapters 3 -5 , Figures 17 and 31; Sherratt 1997). In some
chiefly burials we find a Mesopotamian royal symbol, a copper arm ring with
protruding ends, daggers, and swords (Rezepkin 2000:Tafel 13ff.). Here, in
the chiefly kttrjjans, we find the earliest four-wheeled wagons from the mid
fourth millennium b .c .e . (Trifonov 2004). The new social and economic
organization was also adopted in the southern steppe from 3000 b .c .e . onward,
where it proved highly dynamic.
The third area o f new research is in the field o f metallurgy and absolute
chronology. E. N . Chernykh and his colleagues have carried out a long-term
research project that has made it possible to identify different metallurgical
provinces during the third and second millennia b .c .e . (Chernykh 1992;
Chernykh, Avilova, & Orlovskaya 2002; Chernykh & Kuzminvkh 1989). In
recent years, work has been conducted in collaboration with Spanish colleagues
to detail this evidence, especially the ecological impact o f large-scale mining
in the region (Diaz del Rio et al. 2006; Chernykh, Antipina, & Lebedeva
1998). The mining area o f Kargalv in the Urals produced huge amounts
o f copper during the Bronze Age (an estimated 150,000 tons), which was
distributed over the whole steppe region (Chernykh 2002). Deforestation was
an immediate result but must have been compensated for by imports o f wood
from further away. Huge smelting and production sites in the mountains are
packed with cattle bones from meat consumption. It suggests an intensive
production and exchange o f food and metal, indicating a widespread division
o f labor between steppe societies and mining societies. Recent paleobotanical
research has demonstrated that the area was completely deforested already
during the Bronze Age (Diaz del Rio et al. 2006). It is thus reasonable to
assume that much o f the copper was distributed in raw form and later remelted
at centers such as Sintashta.
In the beginning o f the second millennium b . c . e . , from about 1800 b . c . e .,
the Circum-Pontic Metallurgical System expanded geographically to include the
whole o f Eurasia (Chernykh 1992:Chapter7; Chernykh, Avilova, & Orlovskaya
2 002). It was based on highly stratified centers o f production and distribution
such as Sintashta, with a ruling warrior elite using two-wheeled chariots and
living inside heavily fortified settlements, from which they controlled the
region. It also included a widespread adaptation o f metallurgical know-how,
and the opening o f new mines. The Andronovo Culture (Figure 2) represented
this eastward expansion o f the new political economy, including two-wheeled
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Figure 2 • Distribution of mobile Bronze Age cultures of the Eurasian steppe in the late third
and early second millennium b.c.e. The map shows the distribution of the Andronovo Culture
of the early second millennium b .c.e ., and also some isolated late third-millennium satellite
expansions toward the east, resulting in the Afanasevo Culture and the Bronze Age cultures of
the Tarim Basin to the southeast, forming a bridge to China. I have added the Yamna culture to
the west, from which the Andronovo Culture originated, through the transformations that took
place in the Sintashta Culture east of the Urals.

chariots (Kuzmina 2000; Mallory 1998) and corresponds to Mallory’s second
fault line. To the south, the Andronovo Culture bordered the desert oasis
cultures o f more complex stxieties and started to interact with them (Hiebert
2 002). This cultural border represented Mallory’s third fault line, which
was crossed sometime during the early second millennium n.c.i:. (Shislina &
Hiebert 1998). Thus, in all probability, the Andronovo communities to the
south were the driving force behind the conquest o f India and the formation
o f the Indo-Iranian language and culture (Hiebert 1999). At the same time, in
the Caucasus, the opening o f trade with Anatolia and Assyrian merchants once
again led to the formation o f highly stratified chiefdoms or proto-states, which
buried their dead in richly furnished chamber tombs under large barrows, in
the so-called Trialeti Culture (Pururidze 2003), strongly influenced from the
Near East ( Rubinson 2003). It can now be demonstrated that the Old Assyrian
trade systems in Anatolia were more extensive than has been thought so far,
extending north to the Black Sea for copper and far west in Anatolia as well
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(Barjamovic 2005). From here trade linked up with important coastal sites such
as Troy, where inland Anatolian trade and maritime Aegean trade converged
and extended either into the Black Sea or inland through Thrace (Leshtakov
1995:Figure 2.2). The Old Assyrian merchants were able to exploit the new
Bronze Age world-system by trading tin from Asia, probably Uzbekistan
{Parzinger & Boroffka 2002), and selling it with a profit in Anatolia, several
thousand kilometers away from its source.
In the beginning o f the second millennium, the Pontic zone and eastern
Eurasia was thus in a position to interact with southern regions in Anatolia,
Greece, and the Iranian plateau on an equal basis. Eastward expansion had
also established connections with the Bronze Age chiefdoms of* China, where
two-wheeled chariots appeared during the second millennium b .c .e . (Kuzmina
1998). There are also indications that these highly stratified societies had a
surplus not only o f metal and horses, but also o f warriors. Migrations were
soon directed both toward the southeast, into the Iranian plateau and India,
and toward China in the east (Mallory & Mair 2000), as well as the Carpathians
and the Aegean (Drews 1988).
To summarize, during the third millennium B.C.I-:, there emerged a new
social and economic order in Eurasia. Widespread travel, seasonal transhumance,
and some migrations accompanied these changes. By the mid-third millennium
b .c .e ., a common complex o f ritual and social institutions was employed from the
Urals to northern Europe within the temperate lowland zone (Kristiansen 1989;
Prescott & Walderhaug 1995). It laid the foundation tor later developments in
social and economic complexity within the same regions during the first half o f
the second millennium b .c .e ., to which we shall now turn.

The Expansion of the Chariot and of Warrior Aristocracies
With the introduction o f the chariot, the composite bow, the long sword, and
the lance, warfare took on a new social, econom ic, and ideological significance
from the beginning o f the second millennium b .c .e . This was reflected, for
instance, in burial rituals where chiefly barrows became a dominant feature. A
new class o f master artisans emerged to build chariots, breed and train horses,
and produce and train the use o f the new weapons. This package o f skills was
so complex that it demanded the transfer o f artisans, horses, and warriors in
order to be properly adopted. Once adopted it changed the nature o f society,
because it introduced a whole series o f econom ic and social demands, as well
as a new ideology o f aristocracy linked to warfare and political leadership. The
warrior aristocracies and their attached specialists changed Bronze Age societies
throughout Eurasia and the Near East.
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The expansion o f warrior aristocracies and chariots occurred so rapidly that
it is impossible to trace its origin with archeological dating methods. What we
can show, however, is that it spread as a package, and we can also demonstrate
its impact on local societies. I shall briefly discuss how it spread, that is, whether
through warfare or through travel and trade, but first we need to establish its
geographical expansion.
To identify this new institution and its geographical impact, I have chosen
to map the cheek pieces employed for the horses. They can be found in burials
where the horses were buried with the warrior and the chariot, but they are also
found in settlements. In Figure 3 we see the distribution o f three interregional
networks o f travel, trade, and possibly conquest. This initial expansion o f die
chariot complex took place along three regional trajectories: a steppe tradition
employing bone bits with circular cheek pieces extending from the Urals to
the Carpathians, a Near Eastern/East Mediterranean tradition employing
bronze bits o f similar type as used on the steppe, and an East-Central European
tradition employing antler cheek pieces. Horse bits were part o f a warrior/
chariot package that included new types o f long swords, bows and arrows,
and lances with a similar distribution. The three traditions meet in the Aegean
and in the Carpathians. This area established regional links with the eastern
Mediterranean and northern Europe. The new chariot warrior aristocracy
expanded along these regional trading links to northern Europe (David 2001;
Engedal 2002; Kristiansen 1998a:Figure 191; Larsson 1999a, 1999b), and
possibly to the eastern Mediterranean, if the latter area had not already been
reached from the Near East. The three kinds o f cheek pieces are further unified
by a specialized style o f waveband decoration linked to these objects, which are
mostly foreign to the local tradition (David 1997).
The distribution o f this new package thus suggests the expansion o f a new
institution that was adopted throughout Eurasia and the Near East. In the
initial phase, that is, early second millennium, it was still unified by a number
o f common traits, including the specialized waveband decoration and also the
use o f and trade in large, well-bred steppe horses o f the kind recovered in early
Mycenaean burials at Dendra (Payne 1990). As it demanded the transfer o f
new skills, craftsmanship, and horses, we have to envisage the migration o f
small groups o f warriors, craftsmen, and horse breeders that were welcomed at
the chiefly courts along the networks just described.
Parts o f their training program tor chariot horses is described in the famous
Hittite Kikkuli text from the middle o f the second millennium b .c . e . (Raulwing
& Meyer 2004). The occurrence o f identical or nearly identical objects in the
Carpathians, Mycenae, and Anatolia indicates that direct personal contacts and
long-distance travel were involved in the creation and expansion o f the new
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Figure 3 • Distribution of the three major types of bits in the chariot
complex in Eurasia and the east Mediterranean during early- to midsecond millennium b .c.e ., demonstrating the existence of three interregional
networks, which converged in the Aegean and the Carpathians (based on
Boroffka 1998 and Penner 1998),
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social institutions. We cannot exclude that conquests were also a part o f the
scenario in some regions, particularly where the package appears “intrusive,”
for example, the emergence o f shaft-grave dynasties with links to the steppe
region both in terms o f burial ritual and anthropological type (Angel 1972;
Manolis & Neroutsos 1997; but cf. Day 2001).
Textual evidence from Anatolia, Egypt, and the Near East describe this
period as one o f disruption. Whether or not one wishes to agree with Robert
Drews (1988) about the com ing o f the Greeks, he nonetheless points to a
series o f interrelated historical changes in the Near East during the eighteenth
to sixteenth centuries b .c . e . They were linked among other things to the
spread o f the Indo-European “chariot package,” which demanded both skilled
specialists and the import and training o f horses from the steppe. It coincides
with disruptions and social changes, including conquest migrations over large
areas: the Kassites in Mesopotamia, the Aryans in India, the Hyksos in Egypt,
a new chiefly dynasty in Mycenea (the 15 circle), and Indo-European-speaking
peoples emerging in Mittani texts and other sources from the Levant and
Palestine, In all these cases we are dealing with rather small groups o f warriors
and specialists linked to the ruling elite. “The new rulers are in most cases a
dominant minority, constituting only a tiny fragment o f the population. This
was especially true o f the Aryan rulers in Mitanni and the Aryan and Hum an
princes in the Levant; it seems also true o f the Kassites in Babylon and the
Hyksos in Egypt. The Aryan speakers who took over Northwest India may have
gone there en masse but were nonetheless a minority in their newly acquired
domain” (Drews 1988:63).
It is obvious that these major historical events are interrelated and had
far-reaching implications in central and northern Europe. However, after this
initial period o f interaction between the steppe, the Near East, and central
and northern Europe, new routes o f exchange rose to dominance. Disruption
in the Carpathian tell cultures and die expansion o f Mycenaean power into
the western Mediterranean prompted new patterns o f interaction, for example,
between the Tumulus Culture in southern Germany and southern Scandinavia
between 1500 and 1300 b.c . e .
Thus, after 2000 b . c . e ., long-distance trade and movement o f warriors
and other specialists linked the societies o f Eurasia from the Urals to
Mesopotamia to the Aegean and Scandinavia. This corresponds to the spread
o f warrior aristocracies and the light, two-wheeled war chariot (Anthony 1995;
Kristiansen 2001). It transformed not only warfare but also the social and
religious institutions from Scandinavia to Mesopotamia and later also India, as
evidenced in contemporary written sources. These changes represented a new
level o f social complexity, but were based on the previous social and religious
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framework, spreading along established routes o f travel and exchange. There
is much to suggest that the Indo-European languages accompanied these
historical processes, beginning in the third millennium b .c .e ., as the social
and religious institutions reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European societies are
identical to the institutions indicated in the archeological record (Anthony 1995;
Kristiansen 2005; Sherratt 1999). The chariot complex and the institution o f
a warrior aristocracy can be archeologicallv documented from Scandinavia to
India, and so can the religious concept o f the Divine Twins (Kristiansen 2004;
Kristiansen & Larsson 2005:Chapter 5). Other traits cover only some parts o f
this huge geographical area. An item o f specific interest is the phallic-shaped
stone mortar, distributed from the Black Sea region through Caucasus, the
eastern steppe, and the Iranian plateau (Boroffka & Sava 1998). It originated
in the steppe during the third millennium b .c . e ., but its distribution linking
the Pontic steppe with the Iranian plateau is during the early to middle second
millennium b .c .e ., that is, during the same period as the conquest migrations
to India along the same route. Because it is well known from the Rig Veda that
Soma was created using a stone mortar, we can in all probability now trace the
origin and spread o f this central ritual idea.

The Origin of the Family, Personal Property, and Gender Divisions
I have demonstrated that there is mounting archeological and other evidence
for major transformations in the third millennium b .c . e . , but with antecedents in
the late fourth millennium originating in the Caucasus region and in the Pontic
steppe. These historical changes were linked to the rise o f proto-state societies
and urban life in Mesopotamia and the Near East, which required long-distance
exchange relations in order to maintain access to a number o f essential goods
such as copper, tin, and later on also horses. The so-called Uruk expansion o f
the late fourth millennium b . c . e . (Algaze 1989) established such new links,
circulating copper from the Caucasus in exchange for new types o f prestige
goods and technological expertise (Dolukanov 1994:326ft; Sherratt 1997). Stein
(1999) has demonstrated how the Uruk expansion transformed local societies,
generating ranked chiefdoms in the Caucasus (Maikop Culture).
The early city-states o f Mesopotamia had developed new patterns o f trade
and exchange that required appropriate concepts regarding property and die
transmission and accumulation o f wealth. This in turn entailed a new economic
and legal definition o f family and inheritance (Diakonoff 1982; Postgate 2003;
Yoffee 1995 ). These new concepts were selectively adapted to different and less
complex social and economic environments in the Caucasus and beyond, which
led to the formation o f new institutions based on a concept o f rank linked to
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movable, personal property, mainly in the form o f prestige goods and herds
o f animals. The new patterns o f social organization w ere ritually manifested
in a type o f kurgans with individual burials and rich deposits o f personal grave
goods. They later also influenced societies on the steppe and even south o f
the Caucasus, for example, the Kura-Araks Culture (Dolukanov 1994:301ft',
Figure 6.18; Kohl 2001; Rothman 2003). The latter represented a new type
o f socioeconomic network that appears to have monopolized production
and distribution o f metal in the Levant and Mesopotamia. They may in tact
represent those Indo-European-speaking groups that were later mentioned in
written sources under various names such as Humans and Hittites.
I thus propose that the transmission o f new patterns o f social organization
from the city-states o f the south during the Uruk expansion, involving altered
definitions o f family, property, and inheritance, facilitated the formation o f a
m obile, agropastoral society in the steppe region and beyond. It focused on
the monogamous extended family as a central social and economic unit, based
on a patrilineal Omaha kinship system (see discussion in Kristiansen & Larsson
2005:Chapter 5; Rowlands 1980), favoring the accumulation o f mobile wealth
through expansion and exogamous alliances, and its transmission between
generations. The individualized tum u lu s burials, furnished with these very
same symbols o f wealth, represented the ritualized institutionalization o f these
new principles, now also transferred to the land o f death. They correspond to
a specific religions cosmology that developed into a complex religious system
by the second millennium b .c .e ., when it is manifested in written sources
(Kristiansen & Larsson 2005:Chapter 6).
Another important institution that was introduced from the early citystates to their peripheries in Anatolia and Caucasus was that o f warriors and
organized warfare under royal or chiefly command. In the Eurasian societies o f
the third millennium b.c.i-:., the ideal o f the male warrior was associated with
the institution o f chiefly leadership (Vandkilde In press). It was materialized
in the ubiquitous, carefully executed war axe in precious stone, copper, silver,
or gold. We can now begin to see the contours o f a more complex division o f
social roles and institutions (Hansen 2002; Miiller 2002). Specialists, such as
die metal smith, can be identified in burials, and ritualized, priesdv functions are
also indicated in grave goods. A complex society o f warriors, priests, specialists,
and herders/farmers is emerging, albeit in embryonic form. The new set o f
social roles and the new rules o f kinship and inheritance o f property and mobile
wealth also brought stricter and more differentiated definitions o f gender roles.
Male and female identities arc strictly defined in burials (Hausler 2 003), and
the universal adoption o f the family burial covered by a tum ulus can be seen as
the ritual formalization o f the gendered, monogamous family.
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Conclusion: The Formation of the Eurasian Interaction Zone
and the Mobile Warrior Societies
The formation o f the Eurasian interaction zone known to us from the Iron
Age onward as the Silk Road originated in the long-term social and ecological
transformations described above. During the third millennium b .c .e , they
mainly affected the western steppe area, as well as central and northern Europe,
whereas from the second and early first millennia b .c .e . they also included
the eastern and southeastern steppe. This second expansion was a result o f
connections already established with the city-states and kingdoms o f Anatolia
and Mesopotamia. By the end o f the second millennium these processes had
transformed Eurasia into a vast interaction zone for mobile, warlike pastoral
nomads, linking eastern and western Asia to a common historical pulse. As
recognized by Philip Kohl (2003:21): “ Major transformations in the prehistory
o f Eurasia were marked by fundamental developments in the production and
exchange o f materials basic to the reproduction o f and consolidation o f societies
stretching from the Eurasian steppes to the ancient Near East and northern
Europe. Whatever model one adopts, this certainly was an interconnected
world.” Periodical expansions through conquest migrations into neighboring
regions o f eastern Europe, Anatolia, and the Near East sometimes brought
long-term historical effects, while at other times not. Innovations in warfare,
however, were often linked to such periodic conquest migrations.
These macro-historical processes were accompanied by micro-level
transformations in social organization. The third millennium b .c .e . saw the
formation and expansion o f the monogamous family (kurijans, individualized
family burials), herd inheritance, and patrilineal, Omaha-type kinship
systems throughout Eurasia, symbolically expressed through new, formalized
burial rituals. The concept o f personal property and its accumulation and
transmission within families was derived from Mesopotamia. Adapted to
a steppe environment and mobile pastoralism, it generated new economic
dynamics leading to demographic expansion, migrations, and new social
institutions o f leadership linked to warfare and the accumulation o f mobile
wealth. In the early second millennium b .c .e ., new innovations in warfare and
metallurgy (for example, the chariot, weapons, tools) allowed warrior groups to
establish more coercive forms o f power relations and exploitation. It led to the
formation o f complex warrior societies, ruled by war leaders and priests with
their dependent specialists. Herders and farmers were now emerging as distinct
social groups ruled by the elite. This archeological trajectory corresponds to the
reconstruction o f Proto-Indo-European society proposed by historical linguists
and sociologists. During the first half o f the second millennium b .c .e ., these
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warrior societies engaged actively with the emerging city-states o f Anatolia and
the Near East, and in a series o f conquest migrations alternating with trade they
expanded toward China, India, and into the Aegean. In the process, they also
transformed the organization o f warfare throughout Eurasia, which over the
next sev eral centuries was based on chariotry, later followed by mobile warriors
on horseback. The warrior societies o f the steppe corridor connecting Europe
and the Far East, historically known as the Silk Road, were thus established
and over the next three millennia remained a central factor in the history o f
western Asia.

Note
1. Based on palcobotanical work carried out during the last ten to fifteen years, it
can now be stated that during the third millennium huge areas from the Urals to
northwestern Europe were transformed into open grasslands. The transformation
is very well documented in a number o f case studies (Andersen 1995, 1998;
Kristiansen 1989). This massive deforestation was caused by a new economic
strategy o f pastoral herding with some agriculture. It thus represented a social
and economic transformation on a large interregional scale. Yanina Culture,
Corded Ware, Beaker, and Single Grave Cultures all shared this economic
strategy (but with local cultural variations), and a similar cosmology linked to
single burials, mostly under low mounds along river valleys or other ecological
zonations. The formation of this open environment in northwestern Eurasia held
a huge potential for large-scale interaction that was not fully exploited until the
systematic introduction o f metallurgy (bronze).

CH AP T E R 11

Climate, Water, and Political-Economic Crises in
Ancient Mesopotamia and Egypt1
WILLIAM R. TH O M PSO N

Despite widespread concerns about contemporary global warming, climate
considerations do not currently warrant a great deal o f attention in Old World
archeology. Culture and ideology seem to fare much better in an era more
inclined to emphasize differences between and am ong societies. Yet the current
ambivalence toward climate as an explanatory variable may be sacrificing an
important key to ways in which ancient systems behaved, both similarly and
differently. For instance, the first two areas to develop in die Old World,
Mesopotamia and Egypt, differed from each other tremendously. Mesopotamia
was politically polycentrie, early to urbanize, and taken over by successive waves
of' people w ho had moved into the area from adjacent hinterlands. Egypt
became politically unicentrie fairly early on, was slow to urbanize, and was
comparatively more successful at resisting outsider takeover bids through the
second millennium b .c .e . Despite some early Mesopotamian influences on
Egypt, their cultures, religions, political ideologies, and languages were quite
different. Although unlike in many ways, the two earliest systems did share
something that might be termed “political-economic rhythm.” The parallels in
the timing o f the changes o f successive regimes and periods o f greater and lesser
turmoil in the two ancient Near Eastern centers are quite remarkable. Cultural
and ideological differences cannot account for these similarities. To the extent
that climate change can contribute to explaining these similarities, climate
appears to have been a particularly significant parameter in the functioning o f
the ancient southwest Asian world (Chew 2001).
It is not difficult to find possible linkages between specific events and
changes in the climate. But even if it is safe to say that environmental change
can be linked without much doubt to a few well-known examples, the question
remains whether we can relate climatic deterioration systematically (as opposed
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to episodically) to regime transitions, center-hinterland conflict, and the
behavioral tempo o f the first large-scale experiments in societal complexity.
Moreover, is it possible to demonstrate even further that similar climatic
deterioration experiences in Mesopotamia and Egypt led to similar societal
problems at roughly the same time? If both questions can be answered positively
and successfully, it should be obvious that invoking a climatic factor need nor
lead to environmental determinism. Even if the two systems faced similar
environmental problems at roughly the same time, their general responses
were not identical. Otherwise, their differences in organizational strategies and
belief systems would have not been so pronounced. Climate changes can create
opportunities and challenges, but they need not dictate the outcome.
Hypotheses (and indicators) on climate change, river levels, regime
transitions, economic prosperity, trade collapse and reorientations, and centerhinterland conflict are derived from a simple model o f general processes and
then applied to Mesopotamia and Egypt for the period 4 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 b .c .e . Four
o f five hypotheses receive substantial support. A strong case can be made for
linking water scarcity problems systematically to conflict, the fall o f governmental
regimes, and the collapse o f trading regimes. Various Mesopotamian and
Egyptian cultural innovations may also be traceable to environmental change.
Thus, the effect o f climate change was not merely that o f an occasional
catastrophe or gradual drying. Climate effects persisted throughout the
duration o f the ancient world. They helped foster the emergence o f the ancient
civilizations in the first place and then played a key role in their demise. The
influence o f climate change in the period between the origins and the end o f
the ancient world also appears to be highly significant and persistent.

The Argument
The argument to be developed here is certainly not that all problems in a social
system can be blamed 011 the weather. N or is the argument really reducible
to a straightforward “climate-produces-problems”-type o f explanation. In the
ancient world, climate was a contextual factor that arguably influenced a large
number o f other important processes such as agricultural prosperity, statemaking, governmental legitimacy, population size, size o f urban labor force,
religion, trade, warfare, and so forth. Climate was particularly critical to the
dynamics o f carrying capacities in the ancient world. The easiest generalization
to make is that turmoil o f various sorts was more likely to develop when carrying
capacity was threatened or exceeded. Climate, therefore, can be linked fairly
easily and fundamentally to intra-elite and center-hinterland conflict in systems
in which economic survival is vulnerable to environmental deterioration. And
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what system is not vulnerable to some degree? However, fringed by Saharan
deserts in the west, Arabian deserts and the Indian Ocean in the south, the
Mediterranean and Syrian deserts in the north, and mountains in the east,
the ancient southwest Asian region appears especially vulnerable to periods o f
extensive drought. In that respect, the fragility o f the system to environmental
deterioration was quite pronounced, but it was not unique. Comparable
situations can be found in, for instance, the American southwest (LeBlanc
1999) and even Polynesian islands (Kirch 1984).
Climate discussions are hardly novel. Three items are needed to add
something new to the debate. First, we need a model that locates climate change
within the nexus o f a network o f interactive societal processes. Some effects o f
climatic deterioration are direct, whereas others are more indirect. If we are not
proposing a simple, bivariate relationship between climate and conflict, how
might we expect its manifestations to be best revealed? Just how extensive (or
superficial) arc these manifestations diought to be? Second, we need data on die
processes and relationships that the model suggests are most worth examining
empirically. Finally, we need explicit tests o f hypotheses derived from the model.
Granted, hypotheses about ancient system processes are not easily tested. The
data are incredibly recalcitrant when they exist in the first place. But the effort
should be made. Otherwise, it wall be difficult to evaluate the relative accuracy o f
the model’s hypotheses in terms other than face validity or logical rigor. Given
the academic unpopularity o f climatic explanations (see, for instance, Tainter
1988), attempts at empirical substantiation are especially indispensable.

The Model
A prime mover in the model is water availability, which is predicated, in turn,
on climate change.2 These two variables were especially critical for ancient
systems, it is argued, because they were agrarian economies highly vulnerable
to changes in precipitation and temperature. A second reason is that these early
societies emerged in river valleys and were highly dependent on a predictable
flow o f water in the rivers around which their agrarian activities were organized.’
Climatic deterioration affected the reliability o f the amount and even the
location o f water in these central rivers. A third reason is that the appearance
o f the earliest Old World civilizations was initially favored by climate, that is,
before the genesis o f societal complexity (urbanization, writing, organized
religion, governmental coordination), and their development then strongly
influenced by climatic deterioration. The assumption is that the packages o f
societal complexities that did emerge might have dev eloped quite differently in
the absence o f climatic deterioration.
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The amount o f water in the central rivers (for example, die Tigris-Euphrates
and the Nile) influenced how much land could be cultivated. An abundance o f
water meant more land could be cultivated. Scarcity led to a contraction in the
amount o f land under cultivation, crop failures, famine, and increased interest
in irrigation practices. As river levels dropped, several things happened. Human
settlements that had been widespread in wetter times were abandoned as villages
that now found themselves too fax' from a water supply became untenable.
Some o f their population was dislocated toward areas that still had access to
water. Local population density in the latter areas increased as a consequence. In
southern Mesopotamia, the surviving population centers thus grew into cities.
In southern Egypt, population concentration near die Nile increased. The size
o f die labor force, swollen with economic refugees from drvcr areas, expanded.
Economic specialization became both more possible and more necessary. So, too,
did agricultural intensification, the construction and maintenance o f irrigation
infrastructure, and die building o f temples and monumental architecture
(pyramids, ziggurats). More complex divisions o f labor, greater population
density and more public goods increased the need for coordination, thereby
expanding the role o f bureaucratic and governmental managers.
N o t everyone chose to move to these expanding concentrations o f people.
A different type o f econom ic specialization occurred as some people chose
to concentrate on raising herds o f livestock in less populated zones. Finding
pasture for these animals meant seasonal migrations. The distinction between
sedentary and nomadic populations became greater as a consequence.
Thus, urbanization, nomadism, centralized religion, government,
writing, and intensified trade were outcom es o f these processes. The
urbanization proceeded, particularly in Mesopotamia, from the concentration
o f population around a few nuclei where the population had once been more
widely dispersed. Millennia-old trading networks expanded to m eet the
increased demands o f larger, denser, and richer communities that invariably
developed in areas lacking critical basic com m odities such as w ood and
copper. Religion became more important as the environment became less
predictable. Ways o f communicating with the gods in the hope o f obtaining
better weather became an increasingly centralized activity. A variety o f other
activities needed coordination. Agricultural labor, irrigation management,
surplus food storage, dispute adjudication, and defense were some o f the most
prominent. Bureaucrats were needed to count the number o f laborers and
slaves, the number o f bow ls necessary to feed them, taxes, and commodities
exchanged between communities. Writing developed from these mundane
accounting practices. Governments developed from coordination and
supervision practices designed to enhance econom ic productivity, suppress
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domestic disorder, expand the com m unity’s access to resources, and protect
the community from external attack.
Then as now, governments were evaluated for their ability to fulfill their
coordination and protection responsibilities. They were no doubt also blamed
for climate-induced econom ic deterioration, even if there was not much that
could be done about it. That too has not changed much. In periods o f severe
econom ic deterioration, governmental legitimacy could be expected to suffer.
Hungry populations were more likely to protest and riot. Unpaid armies
were more likely to rebel. Provincial governors were more likely to act more
autonomously from a weakening central government.4 Political organization, in
general, cycled back and forth between relatively centralized and decentralized
conditions. One implication o f decentralization was a weakened resistance to
incursions from tribes inhabiting the hinterland, who were attracted to the
river valleys (and the cities located in them) by the survival problems they were
experiencing owing to climatic deterioration. T o add to their already mounting
problems, the probability o f hinterland incursions increased as the central cities
became more vulnerable to attack.
Several different types o f warfare developed in the ancient civilizations. On
the one hand, cities needed protection from bandits, nomads, and unwanted
refugees. Walled cities developed in response. Ambitious political leaders would
also go on the offensive to demonstrate their vigor and right to command by
attacking groups outside the city walls who were perceived as threats. The
threats were often real in the sense that the attacks from the center responded
to tribal pressure on outlying farms or extended trade routes. Many o f these
offensive raids could be expected in the early years o f a new reigning monarch,
as both internal and external demonstrations o f legitimacy and fitness to rule.
The soldiers used for these purposes were recruited from the urban labor
surplus and from hinterland populations brought under central control.
As cities became states, inter- and intrastate conflict also became more
probable. Intrastate conflict was inherent to the cycle ofpolitical centralization and
decentralization mentioned above. The states also needed cultivable land, access
to raw materials not available at home, and secure trading networks. Expansion
o f die state to achievc diese goals increased die probability o f conflict with other
stares that w ere also expanding in the same direction, or with states whose territory
or spheres o f influence were being encroached on. A deteriorating environment
would make these interstate frictions all the more threatening. Contrary to
contemporary myths, sovereignty issues did not first emerge in the 1648 Treaty
o f Westphalia. They emerged thousands o f years before in the Sumerian city-state
system, the conflicts between Upper and Lower Egypt and their neighbors and,
subsequently, in the conflicts o f successive empires in the Near East.
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Central to this argil ment is the fact that water was more readily available in the
Near Hast prior to the fourth millennium b .c . e . The availability o f water initially
encouraged the expansion o f human populations in the region, particularly in
the river valleys.5 When precipitation and river levels declined, subsequent water
scarcities prompted the development o f new' adaptive strategies leading to the
accelerated emergence o f nomadic-sedentary divergence, urbanization, writing,
government, religion, and state-making. Climate change did not determine
what transpired. There were a host o f possible responses, many o f which were
pursued. The most successful strategies, however, involved the development o f
cities and states. Climate change may not even have been necessary tor these
developments to occur. Some early concentrations o f population such as Catal
Huyuk and Jericho emerged prior to the general deterioration in Near Eastern
climate. But climate change accelerated the development o f multiple, interactive
processes to new levels o f intensity. Where once populations had been more
dispersed, larger and more concentrated centers began to emerge and persist,
which entailed a n u m b e r o f implications tor other societal processes. Subsequent
climate changes continued to shape the trajectories o f these evolving societies,
for example, the emphasis on conflict among elites and between center and
hinterland.
Five hypotheses, derived from the model outlined above, are rested in this
investigation:
H I : Periods o f economic decline in the ancient world were systematically
associated with periods o f deteriorating climate and diminished water supply.
H 2 : Periods o f trade collapse in the ancient world were systematically
associated with periods o f deteriorating climate and diminished water supply.
H 3 : Regime transitions in the ancient world were systematically associated
with periods o f deteriorating climate and diminished water supply.
H 4 : The most significant center-hinterland conflicts in die ancient world
were systematically associated with periods o f deteriorating climate and
diminished water supply.

If any o f the first four hypotheses arc supported by the empirical data, it
stands to reason that crises involving econom ic and political turmoil are likely
to overlap. To the extent that these crises do overlap, societies and governments
are likely to be overwhelmed by a deteriorating environment over which they
have decreasing control.
H 5 : The conjunction o f significant political and economic eriscs in the
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ancient world were systematically associated with periods o f deteriorating
climate and diminished water supply.

Indicators
Hypotheses 1 through 5 require systematic information on economic
fluctuations, trade collapse, regime transitions, center-hinterland conflict, and
environmental change. Data for these variables are not readily available, but
indicators can be constructed.

Economic Fluctuations
Frank and Thompson (2005) have characterized each century between4 0 0 0 and
1000 b . c . e . as predominantly prosperous or depressed. These characterizations
are based on an extensive survey o f the appropriate historical and archeological
discussions relating to 15 zones within Afro-Eurasia. The Mesopotamian
econom ic fluctuations tend to duster with prosperous centuries becoming less
com m on over time. Relatively prosperous centuries characterized the 3 8 0 0 3300 and possibly the 2 7 0 0 -2 3 0 0 periods. Only two economically prosperous
centuries are indicated after 2300. Periods o f contraction occurred in 4 0 0 0 3800, 3 2 0 0 -2 9 0 0 , 2 3 0 0 -2 1 0 0 , 2 0 0 0 -1 9 0 0 , 1600-1 4 0 0 , and 1 2 0 0 -1 0 0 0 ,
although one might extend some o f the contraction periods if the “mixed”
cenniries are treated as years o f limited growth.
The Egyptian record did not mirror the Mesopotamian sequence exactly,
although one could describe Egyptian economic history as similarly susceptible
to clustering. A long period o f economic expansion characterized the 38 0 0 -2 3 0 0
era. Prosperity returned in the 2 0 0 0 -1 7 0 0 period. The other centuries are coded
as mixed or periods o f contraction. Although the century-to-century comparisons
do not reveal a close correlation, Mesopotamian and Egyptian economic fortunes
were similar in at least one important respect. Both demonstrate concentrations
o f prosperity in the fourth through mid-third millennia. Subsequent years are
more prone to economic stagnation or decline.

Trade Collapse
Thompson (2001a, 2001b, 2006) has surveyed the emergence o f southwest
Asian trading networks from the eighth millennium b .c . e . to the end o f the
Bronze Age. There were three evident periods o f trade crisis, reorientation, or
collapse in the ancient world: around 3 2 0 0 -3 0 0 0 ,2 2 0 0 -2 0 0 0 , and 1200-1000.
The maximal period o f collapse came toward die end o f the second millennium,
with a reorientation farther to (he west and then back to the east in the first
millennium b . c . e . The earlier two crises, 3 2 0 0 -3 0 0 0 and 2 2 0 0 -2 0 0 0 , did not
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reach the scale o f th e l2 0 0 - 1000 dark age. The emphasis in die former periods
was more on gradually finding replacements for imports and exports that had
becomc difficult to sustain.

Regime Transitions
I f the historical reconstruction o f ancient regimes in Mesopotamia and Egypt
is characterized by a fair degree o f consensus, there are differences o f opinion
about the precise number o f years to assign to each period in the sequence. The
differences, however, do not seem so great that the adoption o f a particular
chronology would threaten validity. 1 have found use for Baines and Yoftee’s
(1998) schedule, which is based on fairly recent periodization principles.6

Center-Hinterland Conflict
An enumeration o f ancient southwest Asian center-hinterland conflicts
(Thompson 2002) unfortunately does not lend itself readily to treatments
as time series. The most significant periods o f conflict can be reduced to the
following short list, In the Mesopotamian case, there was first the movement
o f Trans-Caucasians and Amorites toward the end o f the fourth millennium,
followed by Gutian attacks in the 2100s, and then the Amorite attacks in the
2000s, which led to a number o f Amorite dynasties and rulers in the Old
Babylonian period. The Kassite takeover in the 1500s, in the wake o f a Hittite
attack on Babylon, was the next major hinterland incursion, and many consider
it a terminal blow to Mesopotamian attempts at centralization. Nevertheless,
yet another round o f hinterland incursions into Mesopotamia began w ith the
increase o f Aramaean pressures toward the end o f the second millennium.
In the Egyptian case, there were three major bouts o f hinterland attack. In
the first intermediate period (2 1 5 0 -1 9 8 0 ), the incursions came from the west
and die east. The threat in the second intermediate period (1 6 3 0 -1 5 2 0 ) led
to a Hyksos takeover o f parts o f Egypt from the west. The Sea Peoples came
from the north and northeast, along with attacks from Libyan allies attacks
in the late 1200s and early 1100s. The Libyan pressure continued into the
third intermediate phase (beginning 1070) and led ultimately to the Libyan
Pharaonic dynasties. Since the Sea Peoples’ attacks and the third intermediate
period blend into one another, the third cluster o f hinterland incursions
translates into a 1 2 0 0 -1 0 0 0 time span.

Conjunction
Hypothesis H 5 requires that the indicators for the first four hypotheses have
the same timing. It might be worth looking at every possible combination,
but to simplify the current analysis, it should suffice to single out situations
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in which at least three o f the four types o f political-economic crisis were
present simultaneously (that is, in the same century) in order to qualify as a
conjunction.

Climate
Butzer (1995:138) draws attention to what he calls “first-order anomalies”
o f general atmospheric circulation. Three pan-Near Eastern “dry shifts” are
identified as having occurred around 3000, 2 2 0 0 , and 1300 is.c.i:. H e notes
that these dry shifts were not manifested at exactly the same time in Egypt and
Mesopotamia. Fairly abrupt shifts in Nile flood levels were registered around
3000, 22 5 0 , 1850, and 1200. Protracted periods o f low Mesopotamian
rainfall, as registered in Lakes Van and Zeribar sediment layers and pollen
traces, occurred around 3 2 0 0 -2 9 0 0 , 2 3 5 0 -2 0 0 0 , and 1 3 0 0 -1 2 0 0 7
In a generally arid area, the two crucial weather dimensions that come
immediately to mind are rainfall and temperature. There are different
precipitation zones in southwest Asia (for instance, precipitation currently
tends to increase as one moves away from Arabia in a northeasterly direction;
see Nissen 1988:59). The most useful information is provided by Fairbridge
and colleagues (1997). Based on an analysis o f geological information, they
are able to generate a sequence o f cool/w arm and w et/d ry alterations that
characterized southwest Asia, albeit su bject to various subregional qualifications.
If we convert this information into our focus on centuries, ancient southwest
Asian periods o f dry and warm climate were 3 2 5 0 -2 9 0 0 (although perhaps less
dry in Egypt), 2 7 0 0 -2 3 4 5 , 2 2 0 0 -1 6 5 0 (described as a period o f widespread
desiccation), 1 6 5 0 -1 4 0 0 (the desiccation continued but not as severe as in the
immediately preceding period), and 1200-1000.
One would also wish more information on other climate factors such as wind
forces and directions or even dew levels, which can make some difference in dryzone agriculture, but it is doubtful that very much more detailed information is
likely to be forthcoming. One exception, that may prove to be a rather major
one, is river level data. Both Mesopotamia and Egypt were centered on river
systems, and much o f their harvest volumes and transportation opportunities
were governed by the volume o f water flowing through the Tigris-Euplirates
and Nile rivers. As it happens, we have som e reconstructed information on
river volume that is easier to interpret than data we h a v e oil temperature and
precipitation*
In the case o f the Tigris and the Euphrates rivers, the pattern is one o f
precipitous declines in water levels from 3500 to 2900 b .c . e ., 2500 to 2000
b .c . e ., and 1300 to 1100 b . c . e . In between these phases are periods o f
increasing water levels, but they never reutrn to the levels o f 40 0 0 b . c . e . until
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early in the first millennium. The Nile pattern is similar lint not identical to
the Mesopotamian trajectory. Nile levels cascade downward from 40 0 0 b .c . h .
to intermediate troughs in 3800, 2900, and very low troughs in 20 0 0 and
12 00-1 1 0 0 b . c . h. The river level was falling between 4000 and 3800, 3300
and 29 0 0 , 2500 to 2000, and 1600 to 1200, although one can argue that
the repercussions o f each successive fall would have been more serious than
the preceding one(s) because the levels were becoming successively lower.
In this analysis, the information on declining river levels is merged with the
periodization o f warm and dry climate, adding up to a picture o f pronounced
climate deterioration.

Data Analysis
If we simply arrange the timing o f the various cycles and look for overlap, a casual
evaluation o f the hypotheses is possible. Periods o f economic contraction and
trade collapse (hypotheses H I and H 2) virtually never occur in the absence o f
decline in either climate or river level. Almost ev ery regime change (hypothesis
H3) in both Mesopotamia and Egypt after 3300 b . c . h . occurred in a phase
o f environmental deterioration. The one exception is the beginning o f the
first Early Dynastic phase in Mesopotamia, which commenced 40 years before
the weather turned warmer and dryer and some 250 years before the river
levels began to decline. It seems fair to say that increased probability o f regime
transition also appears to be associated with environmental deterioration.
Hypothesis H 4 ties climate change to the major episodes o f centerhinterland conflict. While it would be unreasonable to thus try to account for
every single hinterland incursion, the major ones appear in conjunction with
climate deterioration. The Akkadian takeover occurred after a long bout o f
warm and dry weather and in the middle o f a half-millennium-long decline
in Mesopotamian river levels. Gutian and Amorite pressures at the end o f the
third millennium are especially troublesome toward the end o f the same 500year river level decline and at the beginning o f the driest interval in the ancient
world. The Kassite takeover occurred in the beginning o f the warm and dry
interval that immediately followed the phase o f “widespread desiccation.” The
Aramaean pressures became increasingly intense in another period combining
declining river levels and dryer climate.
The same periods, by and large, coincide with Egypt’s three intermediate
phases and the attack o f the Sea Peoples. In the first intermediate period, tribal
pressures on the margins are manifested in both the east and the w est toward the
end o f a 500-year decline in Nile river levels. The Hyksos takeover, evidently in
response to pressures farther east, occurred toward the end o f the “widespread
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desiccation” period. The initial Sea Peoples’ attack, again responding in part
to climatic problems throughout the eastern Mediterranean, came towards the
end o f another long decline in river lev els. Subsequent attacks by Sea Peoples
and Libyans took place as climate again had become warmer and dryer.
A significant proportion o f conflict is about resource scarcities. People
desire more o f Some commodity than is readily available. Competition over
resources ensues, presumably with levels o f intensity roughly commensurate
with the level o f scarcity. Without doubt, water was one o f the more valuable
commodities in ancient southwest Asia, but it was more than just a valuable
commodity. It was also critical to economic growth, prosperity, governmental
legitimacy, and survival, whether one was a sedentary farmer, a goat-herder
in die mountains, a desert nomad, or a monarch. Kings were blamed when
w ater w as in short supply. Long periods o f drought therefore threatened
governmental legitimacy. Drought, particularly if extended over a number o f
years, would have had to influence die resources that states could mobilize
for protection purposes, just as it affected what was available to ear. Conflicts
between states and cities over contested water resources and cultivable land,
however, would have multiplied as the commodity in question became even
more scarce. Mountain and desert tribes had little recourse but to move toward
whatever areas still possessed water when their own habitats became too dry to
support them. If water levels in the Mesopotamian and Nile rivers are our most
unambiguous indicators o f environmental deterioration, they would predict
maximum political-economic crisis, other things being equal, toward the ends
o f the fourth, third, and second millennia (3 3 0 0 /3 1 0 0 , 2 2 0 0 /2 0 0 0 , and
1 2 0 0 /1 1 0 0 b .c . e .) —that is, when we should expect the m ost center-hinterland
conflict. We do in fact find considerable unrest and turmoil in these periods.
In addition, the hinterland attacks became increasingly formidable, especially
after die second half o f the second millennium, when they were instrumental
in diffusing horse-drawn chariots to Mesopotamia and Egypt.
Nevertheless, merely looking at data that sometimes overlap is not
an especially rigorous methodology. While we can sense that some o f the
relationships between economic and environmental decline appear to be
supported by the data, there are also periods o f environmental decline in which
there is no corresponding political-economic decline. We need to ask whether
political-economic crises are relatively more com m on in the presence o f
environmental deterioration than in its absence. Table 1 summarizes information
on five cross-tabulations associated with each o f the five hypotheses. Here
we discover that, despite appearances, econom ic decline is not systematically
related to deteriorating climate. Economic contraction may be more common
in years o f poor environment, but only marginally so.
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T abic 1 Testing five hypotheses on environmental deterioration and politicaleconomic crisis
D eteriorating C lim ate and Declining
River Levels
Absent
(1) Economic
D eterioration

absent

34 ccnturics
26

41

19

60

absent

37 (.902)

11 (.579)

48

present

4 (.122)

8 (.421)

2

41

19

60

absent

29 (.707)

9 (.474)

38

present

12 (.293)

10 (.526)

22

41

19

60

47

p = .668

total
chi square - 6.362

10 centuries
(.526)
9 (.474)

total

(2) T rade Collapse

24 centuries
(.585)

Total

17 (.415)

present

chi square = .184

Presetit

/>=.() 12

(3) G overnm ental
Regime C hange

total
chi square = 3.052

p -.0 8 1

(4) C enter-H interlan d
Conflict

absent

36 (.878)

11 (.579)

present

5 (.122)

8 ( .421)

13

41

19

60

absent

36 (.878)

11 (.579)

47

present

5 (.122)

8 (.421)

13

19

60

total
chi square = 6.8 4 4

p -.0 0 9

(5) T hree o f Four
Problem s O ccurring
Si m ultaneously

total
chi square = 6 .8 4 4

41

p =.009

If hypothesis H I is not supported, the other tour hypotheses can be said to
pass the chi square test. Trade collapses (3 7 percent versus 10 percent ), regime
changes (53 percent versus 29 percent), center-hinterland conflict (42 percent
versus 12 percent), and the conjunction o f multiple crises (39 percent versus
14 percent) are much more likely to occur in years o f deteriorating climate and
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declining river levels than in years o f improving climate and rising river levels.
But climatic deterioration does not systematically lead to social crisis. Treating
the crises separately, only regime changes are more likely than not in centuries
o f deteriorating climate and declining river levels, and even this case is close to a
5 0 -5 0 probability. In reference to the other types o f crises, they are somewhat
more likely not to occur even in years o f deteriorating environment. However,
the simultaneous occurrence o f multiple types o f crises is more likely than not
in the presence o f environmental deterioration.
Mesopotamia and Egypt, while highly dependent on central rivers, do
not represent identical ecological niches. Declining water levels in southern
Mesopotamia initially may have helped boost Uruk to the lead among Sumerian
cities, as new land became available in the south. But continuing decline in
water levels may have been another matter. Something o f the reverse happened
in Egypt, with new land becoming available for cultivation in the northern delta
area and less in Upper Egypt (in the south), but this shift probably occurred
over a longer time period than that which took place in Mesopotamia. Nor did
the two centers o f the ancient world share the same type o f political evolution.
Egypt was moving toward unification as southern Mesopotamia was moving
into a period o f competing city-states. The shock brought on by a declining
water level could certainly lead to different kinds o f repercussions. Conceivably,
it could have contributed to the relative decline o f Uruk’s leadership in Sumer
by heightening intercity conflicts. At the same time, it could have presented an
opportunity to coercively unite northern and southern Egypt, particularly if
conquering the north had become more attractive to the south because o f the
environmental changes.
But information about water supply is not sufficient to account for all o f
the regime transitions and the major ccnter-liinterland conflicts. Some phases
o f deterioration were warmer and dryer than others. Fairbridge and associates
(1997) identify the long period 2 2 0 5 -1 4 1 0 period as one o f intense desiccation
that only slowly gave way to something resembling the regular pattern at
the end o f the fifteenth century b .c . e . If environmental deterioration has an
impact on a number o f variables, including the ability o f the center to organize
resistance and the ability o f die hinterland to survive in their natural habitats,
it stands to reason that such an extended period o f aridification would be even
more damaging than the normal fluctuations between warmer and cooler
periods. Therefore, it should not be surprising to find center resistance virtually
disintegrating after several centuries o f desiccation, which simultaneously
propelled hinterland populations toward the cities situated along the central
riv ers o f Mesopotamia and Egypt. The interacting cycles o f climate, river levels,
political-economic concentration, and center-hinterland conflict became less
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sustainable as key parameters such as agricultural productivity were substantially
altered.'*
In contrast, the Egyptian end o f the ancient world managed to continue
to function cyclically, but not w ithout some radical rearranging o f its elements.
Unification (for example, the first Egyptian centralization) took place in
the context o f falling Nile flood levels and increasing aridity. The Old and
M iddle Kingdom polities took advantage o f rising river levels and periodic
soil renewal. The N ew Kingdom effort not only had to work against falling
N ile levels and, eventually, a return to dry conditions; it was also assaulted
by hinterland people from throughout the eastern Mediterranean area.
The Libyan threat was greater than ever before, in part because they were
in turn being displaced by migrants from other parts o f the Mediterranean
world.10 The collapse o f the ancient world in the last centuries o f the second
millennium b . c . e . was not simply the result o f climate change; climate
change in the Middle East, Europe, and Central Asia appears to have been a
significant factor in generating extensive turmoil and population movements
throughout the eastern Mediterranean area. LInlike the Hittites, the Egyptians
were able to survive this turmoil and fend o ff the invasions o f the Sea Peoples
(see, for instance, Nibbi 1975; Sandars 1 9 7 8 ).11 Yet their victory over the
Libyans proved only temporary. Subsequent dynastic efforts at centralization
were undertaken in Egypt, but they were carried out by people o f hinterland
origin and later by even more distant foreigners.
The greatest danger in constructing an explanation that assigns great
significance to environmental deterioration would be to suggest that people
and social systems behaved as if they had no choice in how to respond to
weather and water problems, and that the outcom es were predestined.
N othing o f the sort happened in the ancient world-system, as the many
differences between Mesopotamian and Egyptian behavior (see Baines &
Yoffee 1998; Trigger 1993) during this period illustrate. Climate and water
availability were only two o f the key variables necessary to reconstruct how
the ancient southwest Asian system emerged and then collapsed. However,
the available evidence suggests that the interaction o f climate and water
availability with other key variables was pervasive. Economies did not
immediately contract or governments immediately fall when confronted with
deteriorating environments. Continuing deterioration, however, did lead to
contraction, the collapse o f trading networks, and the demise o f political
regimes.
Similarly, hinterland peoples did not attack the center as soon as the
temperature rose or water levels declined. A division o f labor between
center and hinterland first had to evolve. Migrations to hinterland areas
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from other areas occurred. The first concentrations o f power in Sumer and
Egypt enjoyed the advantage o f limited hinterland resistance, a condition,
along with abundant water, that became more and more rare with successive
regimes. N or could the successive regimes be assured o f continued access to
a material foundation for political-economic concentration. In Mesopotamia,
agrarian resources diminished in response to these regimes’ attempts to cope
with fluctuations in the water supply, that is, through irrigation-induced
salinization. However, early political-economic regimes did benefit from
climatically encouraged population concentrations, a process that continued
but not at the same rate.
Sometimes the center was able to resist the attacks from the hinterland,
sometimes the hinterland overwhelmed what remained o f die center.12
Gradually, however, the capacity o f the center to resist not only the assault o f
mountain and desert tribes, but also the uneven succession o f environmental
cycles, diminished. The power o f the center to revive and to reorganize
itself also diminished, and the system collapsed. This did not mean that a
reconcentration o f innovation and resources was out o f the question. Rather,
it meant that such a reconcentration would be more likely to occur somewhere
else. In the case o f the ancient world-system, somewhere else turned out to be
centered in the northern littoral o f the Mediterranean (Greece and Rome), as
well as in China.
In sum, the point is not that climate or hinterland attacks were responsible
for the demise o f successive regimes in the ancient Old World. However, if
the data on climate, river levels, trade interruptions, regime transitions, and
hinterland attacks should hold up as reasonably accurate, they appear to
be highly correlated. Deteriorating climate and decreasing river levels were
associated with significant increases in conflict between the centcr and the
hinterland. Collapses and reorientations o f trading networks were most
likely in the context o f a deteriorating environment. Major regime changes
also appear to be highly correlated with changes in climate and river levels.
The conjunction o f multiple types o f crises was more probable in times o f
environmental problems. Correlations are nor the same as causation, but the
hypothesized reasons for the correlations are not implausible, and they do
suggest causation. These findings indicate that neither climate nor hinterland
clashes w ith the center should be relegated to the periphery o f archeological
explanations. They have interacted with each other as well as with a wide
range o f other variables and processes over long periods o f time. We need to
continue the investigation and mapping o f these interactions as best as we can
in order to explain how the ancient southwest Asian system, and others like
it, worked.
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Notes
1. This paper represents a highly abridged version o f Thompson (2003).
2. The model that is sketched here is based on arguments found primarily in Bell
(1971, 1975)and Hole (1994). Bell explicitly states that her argument is also
applicable to Mesopotamia, even though she confines her own analyses to
Egypt. H ole’s argument is explicitly restricted to the U baid-U ruk transition in
Mesopotamia prior to 4000 li.c.i:.
3. Butzer (1976:108) has described Egyptian economic history as “primarily one o f
continuous ecological readjustment to a variable water supply.”
4. Vercoutter (1967:280) argues that since Egypt was 35 times as long as it was
wide, natural conditions made centralized authority desirable, whereas, in
practice, geography made interm ittent dismemberment probable.
5. According to Butzer (1976:86), the Egyptian population quadrupled in the 1500
years preceding the establishment o f the Old Kingdom.
6. This is not the last word on the subject, however. Algaze and colleagues (1998)
and |o t’fe (2000) discuss some o f the implications o f the most recent revisions
in the Mesopotamian sequence. These revisions have the effect o f extending
the Uruk phase farther back in time, thus addressing a period not given much
attention here.
7. At the same time, these “anomalies” suggest causation at a scale greater than
the local or even regional weather systems. Whereas Egypt and the Indus shared
a common denom inator in the African monsoon (Weiss 2000), Mesopotamian
river levels arc predicated on Anatolian precipitation. Therefore, similar climate
problems in Mesopotamia and Egypt at roughly the same time, especially in
conjunction with such problems even outside southwest Asia, suggest world-level
climate change.
8. The source for the river level data is Butzer (1995:133), who refers to his series as
“inferred” volume flows but unfortunately does no t discuss his specific approach
to inference. The Nile plot, however, resembles Butzer’s (1 9 7 6 :3 1) plot o f
East African lake levels which feed into the Nile, which suggests that the TigrisEuphrates reconstruction is based on Anatolian lake data. Obviously, the data are
not as solid as we might prefer, but it is unlikely that superior alternatives for river
level estimations will be forthcoming in the near future. Cf. Algaze (2000) for
an argument that the attributes o f the ecological niche o f southern Mesopotamia
enabled that area to he the first to take the lead in developing “complex
civilization.” Butzer (1976:23) also notes that the 7000—4000 b . c . e . rise in
Mediterranean levels, due to melting glaciers and precipitation, transformed the
northern third o f the Egyptian Nile delta into swamps and lagoons.
9. Jacobsen and Adams (1958) discuss tw o major episodes o f salinization for the
period in which we are most interested. The first one was in 2450-1750

b .c .e .,
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and a second occurred between 1350 and 950
by 2100
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b .c .k .
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Crop yields began to decline

w ithout ever recovering in ancient times.

10. The attack o f group X on group Y often minimizes the full scope o f activity that
was involved. O ften, group X was set in motion by an attack o r pressure from
group Z. This is one o f the hazards o f delineating the boundaries o f a system
too narrowly. The ancient world was in contact directly and indirectly with areas
normally considered outside its boundaries. This is also a problem when looking
for climate implications under the southwest Asian lamppost. Weather patterns
in the Ukraine and southern Russia have implications for southwest Asia if they
set off southern tribal migrations into the Balkans, Anatolia, and Iran that, in
turn, prom pt incursions into the core o f the ancient world-system. Gerasimenko
(1997) depicts the 2500-1000 b .c .e . era as one o f strong aridification, peaking
around 1500 but continuing into the first millennium b .c . k. Krementski (1997)
identifies a serious and rapid climate shift around 2650-2350 b .c .k., which caused
the collapse o f agricultural communities in the southwest Ukraine and Moldova
areas. Gerasimenko posited an earlier arid period at 4100-3800 b .c .k., but both
authors describe the fourth millennium and the first half o f the third millennium
as generally cool and wet, favoring sedentary agriculture.
11. It is sometimes argued that Mesopotamia w as sheltered from the destruction at
the end o f the Bronze Age because o f its location, b ut it seems just as likely that
by that time it was simply less inviting. However, Kassite Mesopotamia had its
own Elamite problems roughly at the same time.
12. Burzcr (1997) also observes that centers can destroy themselves via imperialism
or internal conflict, with or without environmental deterioration.
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Ages of Reorganization1
GEORGE M ODELSKI

D ark apes is a familiar, if undertheorized, term of' world history. In this
chapter, I propose to generalize that concept and to reinterpret it as “ages o f
reorganization.” I do this by viewing the tw o major periods o f past “dark ages”
as phases in the millennial thrust toward the formation o f a world community,
being one o f a cascade o f processes that make up world-system evolution
( Dcvc/as & Modelski 2003).
This reconceptualization allows us to see contemporary developments as
the onset o f another millennial age o f readjustment, understood also as a worldsystem mechanism o f self-organization. It is a means whereby the negative
features o f earlier developments-—those o fth e preceding ages o f accumulation
and concentration—can be reined in, as it were automatically, to contain the
dangers that they harbor.
I propose to take up these themes, opened up by Sing Chew in two recent
papers (2002a, 2002b ), and will proceed, in response, to review the following
questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

H ow robust is the concept o f “dark ages” *
Have “dark ages” been recurrent features o f world-system history?
Are there grounds to assume the workings o f an evolutionary process?
Have we already entered the modern “age o f reorganization” ?

How Robust Is the Concept of "Dark Ages"?
Two millennium-long stretches o f world history could be described as “dark
ages”: on following the collapse o f the Sumerian, Harappan, and also Mycenaean
civilizations, and a second one, following the decline and fall o f the Han and
the Roman empires. Such dark ages stand in sharp contrast to those preceding
them, the ages o f concentration, that were marked by population growth and
I SO
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strong urban and economic expansion, as well as by rising inequalities. That
concentration in turn put heavy pressures on the environment. But the dark
ages that followed, while punctuated by extensive population movements and
social disorder, were also characterized by systematic adjustments in the form o f
a cessation o f economic growth, a relaxation o f pressures on the environment,
and a measure o f redistribution o f wealth and power.
The concept o f a dark age is well embedded in the public mind, both in
the metaphorical sense, and in reference to remembered historical experience.
The entry for “Dark Ages” in the fifteenth edition o f Encyclopaedia Britannica
(1975) neatly summarizes die contemporary understanding o f it:
Dark Ages. A term employed from .tlx nit die 18th century to denote die
early medieval period o f western European history; specifically it referred
to the time (476-800) when there was no em peror in the west; or, more
generally, to the period between c. 500 and c.1000, marked by frequent
warfare and a virtual disappearance o f urban life. It is now rarely used by
historians because o f the unacceptable value judgm ent it implies. Sometimes
taken to derive its meaning from the fact that little was then known about
the period; its more usual and pejorative sense was o f a period o f intellectual
darkness and barbarity. It has also been used to describe a similar period
(1 1th to 10th centuries BC) in the history ofancient Greece.2

The Britannica entry treats the term dark ajjes as a well-known, but also
contested, expression. Let us highlight three o f its characteristics:
1. It is a well-established concept. Catalogs show a number o f books
using it as a title. Historians have employed it, albeit cautiously, for maybe
two centuries, and continue to use it, subject to qualifications. It is crisp and
suggestive, and it has recently proven capable o f being extended into the realm
o f environmental concerns.
2. It is a descriptive concept first applied to the period that in the classical
era followed the collapse o f the Western Roman empire. It was then extended
to the centuries that followed the demise o f the Mycenaean civilization at the
close o f the ancient era. It is now also used in relation to events in ancient
Egypt, Mesopotamia, and South Asia. However, it primarily represents the
description o f a local region rather than a statement on the condition o f the
world system.
3. It is a concept with a judgmental edge. It is closely linked to the idea
o f civilization, because it is hard to think o f “dark ages” before cities and
writing. In the paradigmatic case o f Rome we hav e the center o f a regional
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civilization apparently threatened by, and succumbing to, the onslaught o f the
“barbarians.” In other cases, too, a “dark age” connotes conditions prevailing
in what should be the centcr o f the world system, rather than in its hinterlands,
which are only expected to be “shrouded in darkness.”
These characteristics make “dark ages" an interesting concept, with a fine
pedigree, and they highlight important local problems, capable o f arousing
some attention. We should give them careful scrutiny but might also ask: what
is their relationship to the general trajectory o f the world system? Are they
more than a descriptive reference to periods o f “troubles” experienced by
som e societies at particular times? Are these “important phases in world system
history,” as Sing Chew (2002b:218) declares? What might justify projecting
such historical events into the future o f the modern world system?

Testing for Systemic “Dark Ages"
Can we demonstrate the existence o f dark ages by an analysis o f systematic
data on world urbanization and world population? I shall attempt to do this by
employing the “World Cities” database (see below), subject to one overriding
premise: that world-system history over the long haul o f millennia may be
understood as a sequence o f “ancient,” “classical,” and “modern” eras. This
periodization is now commonplace among students o f world history (though
v iew s might differ as to the precise dating), but it is w orth being explicit because
each era has its own special characteristics and is in some way more complex
than its predecessor.
Can we discern, in each o f these eras—-ancient, classical, and modern— a
phase that might be labeled “dark” in the light o f the record o f urbanization?
We might recall that the B ritannica entry cited above mentioned “virtual
disappearance o f urban life” as one principal distinguishing characteristic, the
other being frequent warfare. Can we identify recurrent such phases in the
available information on the history o f world population?
I have put these questions to the “World Cities” database, the product o f
a collection effort underway since the m id-1990s and previously reported in a
number o f partial reports at conferences and on the Internet. Inspired by the
work o f Tertius Chandler, this database differs from Chandler’s in that it does
not attempt to cov er all the world’s cities but documents only those that might
be regarded as the most important in each o f the three eras.
The criterion o f selection for the “World Cities” database is the population
estimate for each city at a giv en point in time, on the premise that the most
important cities are most likely to be those with the largest populations. The
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importance o f the city is o f course a function o f its position in the world system,
its contribution to the institutional structure o f the system. For ancient-era
urban centers, the effort is made to identify all those that have more than 10,000
inhabitants. For the classical era, the threshold is 100,000. For the modern
era, our search criterion is much higher than Chandler’s, viz. a population o f
one million. We posit that trends in world cities are representative o f world
urbanization at large.
Included in the collection are data from the earliest beginnings o f the system
o f world cities, in the mid-fourth millennium b .c .e ., and then at one-century
intervals since 2500 b .c .e ., right up to the year 2000, for w hich information
was culled from the U.N. Demographic Yearbook. The database thus contains
information on about 500 urban centers distributed over five millennia, with
a total o f about 1,000 individual data points. The entire project has now been
assembled under one cover as World Cities: 3000 b .c . e . to 2000 (Modelski
2 0 0 3 ), together with a commentary and some analysis o f propositions bearing
on world-system evolution.
Tables 1 and 2 supply the basic information for answering the questions
we have posed regarding dark ages (for fuller data, see Modelski 2003).
The number o f world cities expanded between 3000 b . c . e . and 20 0 0
b .c . e . , and between 1000 b .c . e . and 1, but remained stationary or declined in
subsequent periods. The same goes lor the world population, which expanded
between 3000 and 2000 b .c . e . and between 1000 b . c . e . and 1, but remained
stationary between 2 0 0 0 and 1000 b . c . e ., and between 1 and 1000.
In the ancient world, the collapse o f Sumer and Harappa after 20 0 0 b . c . e .
was offset by an increasingly wide distribution o f cities after 1500 b .c . e . In
the classical world, expansion continued to year 1, followed by a subsequent

T able 1 Estimated num ber o f world cities and size of world population in the ancient
and classical eras (from Modelski 2003:92, 216, column 2)
World C ities (num ber)
3000
Ancient

B .C .E .

2000

10

B .C .E .

1000

22

B .C .E .

1

1000

16

Classical

4

25

25

World P opulation (m illion)
3000
Ancient
Classical

B .C .E *

14

2000

B .C .E .

50

1000

B .C .E .

I

1000

254

255

50
50
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T abic 2 Regional distributions of ' world cities in ancient and classical eras (from
Modelski 2003:38, 59)
A ncient World Cities (1 0 ,0 0 0 + )
3000
West Asia
Sumer

b .c .e .

2500

2000

b .c .e .

B .C .E .

10

18

16

8

13

11

Mediterranean

2

South Asia

2

1000

B .C .E .

3
—

—

8

9

3

4

15

16

6

22

22

10

B .C .E .

4

East Asia
Total

1500

Classical World Cities (1 0 0 ,0 0 0 + )
1000
East Asia

B .C .E .

500

B .C .E .

1

8

9

1

Mediterranean

2

5

West Asia

1

2

South and SE Asia

5

6

6

1

4

8

8

4

2

2

10

3

1

19

25

The Americas
Total

4

16

1000

500

1

25

period o f no growth or contraction, until growth in West Asia regained the
level reached in year 1.
The following paragraphs summarize the conclusions that can be gleaned
from these data.
1.
Table 1 shows that urban growth (that is, concentration) occurred in
die first millennium (between 3000 and 2000 b .c . e .) , whereas overall zero
growth was characteristic o f the second (after 2000 b . c . k .). In actual numbers,
this means that the system o fte n “world cities” in 3000 b . c . k . expanded in
number to 22 in 2000 b . c . k . but then shrank to 16 by 1000 b . c . e . The same
pattern holds for die classical period, though in a slighdy stronger form: a rise
from four major (100,000+) cities in 1000 b . c .e . to 25 in the year 1, but still
the same number (25) an entire millennium later. Here vvc have die first prim a
facie case for a “dark age” both in the ancient and the classical worlds, showing
up as a no-growth period. This is not a case o f systemic deurbanization;
cities did not disappear, just stopped expanding. Urban life continued albeit
dispersed, and at a slower pace. The basic phenomenon that we can identify
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here is the cessation o f growth. Through the prism o f urbanization, and at the
systemic level, the two dark ages represent periods o f stasis.
2. Lest we dismiss this first basic finding as an exception, or aberration,
we see it confirmed in the second part o f Table 1, in the figures on world
population.3 Here again we observe growth in the initial millennium o f the
ancient era (3000 to 2000 b . c . e . ) , followed by no growth in the next one.
Data for the classical era are better. The first millennium (1000 b . c . e . to 1)
shows a sharp rise, from 50 million in 1000 b .c . e . to 254 million one thousand
years later. The second, however, shows no growth whatever beyond the level
attained in year I.4 Although the case is less strong for the ancient era, for
which few' firm data are now available, they show a similar trend. This means
that both die data sets in Table 1, that is, the data on world urbanization
and on world population, converge. When population expands, cities grow;
when population stops growing, cities stagnate or decline. Here is the second
basic characteristic o f the two “dark ages”: they are periods o f zero growth in
population.
3. A finer-grained picture o f the two eras may be gleaned from Table
2, which shows regional distributions o f world cities. It indicates that the
quantitative stasis characteristic o f the two “dark ages” does not mean lack
o f movement, or change. In the ancient world, the most striking illustration
is the disappearance o f Sumer (in southern Mesopotamia) and o f the Indus
Valley culuire (in South Asia), balanced by the onset o f urbanization in the
Mediterranean and East Asia, the two growth centers o f the classical world.
Sumer was the original “heartland o f cities” o f the ancient world. In 3000
Sumer accounted for eight out o fte n world cities, the remaining two
(in Iran and Northern Mesopotamia) also being Sumer-influenced. After 2300
b .c . e ., the city-states o f Mesopotamia lost their independence to the empire
o f Sargon o f Akkad. In 2000 b .c . e ., Sumer still held one-half o f the total, and
the other important group, in the Indus Valley, was still linked to Sumer. But
Ur III collapsed under the pressure o f die Elamites and the Amorites (for
example, Hammurabi), and in the 1740s b . c . e . disaster struck the south. To
quote a recent study (Postgate 1992:299), during the subsequent dark ages in
Mesopotamia, “we are confronted with an absence o f written information,”
and “there is a consistent absence o f archeological remains at the southern
cities,” The Sumerian language died, and its civilization came to an end, while
a similar late befell the cities o f the Indus Valley. The Hyksos, believed to be
Amorites, established themselves in Egypt and, in an episode for which records
b .c . e .,
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air sparse, controlled it until they in turn were expelled, in an effort that
launched the N ew Kingdom. At the same time, urban life was emerging in the
Mediterranean (Crete, Mycenae) but collapsed after 1200 b .c . e ., inaugurating
what in the twentieth century has often been described as the Greek “dark
ages,” with abundant evidence o f destruction and depopulation, but also o f
Greece’s transformation, to use a felicitous expression, from “Citadel to Polis.”-’
While Egypt remained an island o f urban life, its once-powerful New Kingdom
faltered, the Hittite empire collapsed, and Babylon came under attack from
Aramean desert tribes that had settled in Syria. Almost all the centers o f the
world system were now under severe pressure from the hinterlands.
In the classical era, urbanization spread to all die major world regions. The
general story o f the second “dark age” is not restricted to any one region in
recounting the decline and tall o f empires. Contrary to a widely held impression,
imperial structures were not the dominant organizational force o f premodern
history. The great urban expansion o f the first classical millennium was die
product o f networks o f autonomous societies stretching across Eurasia, East
Asia, and the Mediterranean. The empires that emerged toward the close o f this
millennium— Han in China, Rome in the West, and Maurya (somewhat earlier)
in northern India—-no more than consolidated the growth o f the preceding
centuries.6 It was the collapse o f these empires that animated the dark ages o f the
classical world, and paradigmaticallv so in Europe. That collapse was due as much
to the inherent weaknesses o f their far-flung, over-stretched, and undemocratic
organization7 as to the ascendancy o f the hinterlands. The intrusion o f the Huns
and the Germanic and other tribes into the Mediterranean world, culminating
in the sack o f Rome ( c . e . 410, 455), have become emblematic o f the image o f
“barbarians at the gates.” But similar processes were also at work in South Asia,
where the Kushans, a clan o f Yue Qi nomads, established a wealthy domain
that supplanted the post-Mauryan world, and in China the late Han dynasty'
disintegrated under conditions o f peasant rebellions and military coups, leading
to what historian Jacques Gernet has called the “Chinese Middle Ages.” The
imperial capital Luoyang was sacked twice, in 190 c . e . by a military adventurer
whose army comprised large numbers o f “barbarians,” and in 311 by a Xiongnu
ruler. This left the field open to “barbarian” rule in northern China but sparked
a cultural boom in the south*
In the sevendi and eighth centuries the Arab armies brought down
the Sassanian empire o f Persia and severely weakened that o f Byzantium,
besieging Constantinople itself in 674 and 717. The Arabs came out o f the
desert hinterlands o f the Fertile Crescent and proceeded to build a Moslem
community (U m m ah) in the central portion o f Eurasia. At a time when Europe
was experiencing its “dark ages,” the world o f Islam was flourishing.9
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By the end o f the classical era, we find the four main Eurasian regions
assuming quasidistinct identities, each with its own urban center. The overall
level o f urbanization is basically unchanged; zero growth, however, did not
mean stability but entailed significant turmoil consequent upon the decline o f
the established centers and empires in combination with opportunities for shifts
in power, new alliances, and population movements. It is not at all obvious from
the last column in Table 2 that the next (modern) surge o f urbanization and
population growth would occur in Europe, but it does make it appear likely
that such a surge would rapidly spread to all o f the world’s major regions.

An Evolutionary Process
What are the findings o f this empirical analysis o f dark ages? Having searched
four millennia o f world history for systematic data on world urbanization
and population, we cannot escape the conclusion that the evidence suggests
an evolutionary process.10 In the first place, it indexes social change on the
scale o f the world system—call it world community formation, integration, or
socialization. Over In longue Auric, moreover, it shows urbanization gaining
both in geographical extension and in complexity, moving from smaller to
larger cities serving a population that grows by orders o f magnitude. Over the
same span o f time, the urban or “civilized” way o f life has been selected for,
at the expense o f its nomadic, tribal, or rural alternatives. Some fundamental
innovations have been launched and adopted worldwide: cities and urbanism;
literacy, information storage, and time management; and the experience o f
solidarity on scales larger than blood lines or face-to-face contact.
We also find that the process o f w orld social integration is not simply
a matter o f marching up a linear slope o f progress. It is a learning process
that includes periods o f growth as well as o f pause. O n the one hand, some
periods undoubtedly display characteristics suggestive o f “dark ages.” In
particular, the second millennium o f each era (second millennium n.c.E., first
millennium c . k .) feature zero growth in urbanization and world population,
that is, two dimensions that are crucial to world-system organization,
a condition that would suggest stability, if not necessarily stagnation. On
the other hand, each o f these two millennia also manifests great structural
changes, evoking evolutionary processes. In world perspective, we observe
no general deurbanization, population decline, or overall loss o f evolutionary
potential. That is why, while bearing in mind that the “dark” appellation
might be appropriate regarding certain identifiable “local” or regional
situations, in the wider perspective we cannot describe the world system as
moving through unequivocally “dark” phases. The world system has not
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exactly passed though dark ages, although it has experienced som e localized
“dark spots.”
In sum, what we see is a long-term social process o f world proportions,
with 1,000-year long periods featuring zero growth, but also important
transformations: for without the dark ages, could we have had classical Greece
or modern Europe? H ow do we conceptualize these ambiguous periods?
In an earlier Lund conference paper (Modelski 2000:38), I proposed
that the evolution o f the world community has entailed a four-phase learning
process with 1,000-year long phases, a process that can be characterized as one
o f world community formation, or socialization:
The evolution o f the human community . . . is not a process o f linear
expansion but one o f persistent tension between the pressures for innov ation
. , . and the demands for equality that are the operative conditions o f every
community. Innovations produce concentrations o f metropolitan p o w er. . .
often centered on opulent cities and brilliant empires. Forming in opposition
to them are the hinterlands . . . that from time to time organize themselves
to effect a system leveling.. . . It is hypothesized that major phases o f
concentration, a millennium in length, alternate with equally significant
intervals o f hinterland assertiveness.. . .

This alternation o f millennial phases o f concentration with phases
o f “reorganization” (see Table 3) can be viewed as a mechanism o f self
organization (using the term in the sense proposed by Eric Jantsch [1980]
in The Self-Organizing Universe). The oscillations are mechanisms o f social
leveling but also o f environmental balancing. The data on urbanization and
population offer strong confirmation o f such long-term fluctuations.
The alternation o f millennial phases o f concentration and redistribution
characterizes the process o f social integration at the level o f world system.11
We postulate a human propensity to cooperate that tends to bring about the
evolution o f forms o f cooperative action, even at the global level. The four
millennial phases in the ancient and classical eras that we have just reviewed
can be seen as steps in the creation o f several regional matrices o f cooperation,
frameworks within which large-scale cooperative action can develop. As we
have seen, four city-based networks o f interaction did emerge toward the close
o f the classical era: in East Asia, around the Kaifeng-Hangzhou axis; in South
Asia, between Kannauji, near the Ganges, and the Chola capital o f Thanjuvur,
in the south; in the Moslem world, from Baghdad to Cairo; and in Europe,
centered on Constantinople.
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Tabic 3 Alternation o f phases o f concentration and reorganization in world system
integration
Year
Period

3000

2000

1000

B .C .E .

B .C .E .

B .C .E .

1

1000

1850

2900

Global

Regional
solidarities

com
munity

Phase

Concen Reorgani
tration

zation

Rcconccntration

Reorgani Concen Reorgani
zation

tration

zation

Reconcentration

Over a period o f some four millennia, we thus observe the formation, at
rhe world level, o f networks o f regional solidarities. These involved at various
times extensive trade linkages, vast political structures including empires, and
wide-ranging religious communities. In the classical world, empires were linked
to the spread o f religious communities, as in Asoka’s espousal o f Buddhism in
the Mauryan era around 250 b . c . e .; followed by Kanishka’s Kushan patronage
(around 100 c.i;.) that propelled it toward East Asia; Constantine’s embrace o f
Christianity in the Mediterranean world (312 c . e .) ; the “great religious f e r v o r ”
in “Buddhist” China in the “middle ages” (Gernet 1982:172 ); and the Islamic
empire founded by Arab cavalry. Accompanying these changes, also, were o f
course the dissemination o f knowledge and technologies, particularly o f the
military kind, together with die intensification o f long-distance commerce.
Periods o f reorganization tended toward eroding concentration and
enhancing leveling. But these ancient and classical times were a “rough world”
o f uncertain order and pervasive insecurities, lacking in consensus on basic
rules and institutions. In these “rough” conditions o f the ancient and classical
worlds, the catalysts o f readjustment were nomads o f the deserts, steppes, and
forests, who proceeded to impose their rule on the faltering centers by force
o f arms, seizing new lands, power, wealth, and social positions. The ages o f
reorganization saw few contests among central powers but many assaults on
power centers from the hinterlands. Complementing their military strength
was the exhaustion o f the centers, both material resource exhaustion (as in
degradation o f soils, deforestation, and pollution) and human exhaustion
(through epidemics, manpower shortages, and lack o f adaptability).12 The
question we can now pose is if such conditions are likely to resurface once
again, in the modern era o f the world system r
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A New Age of Reorganization?
What reasons have we for anticipating another age o f reorganization? Table 4
shows the past millennium as another period o f concentration. From small and
slow beginnings, close to being aborted by thirteenth-century Mongol-induced
devastations, the expansion o f world cities entered a spurt in the eighteenth
century that took them from four “million-plus” cities in 1800 to almost 300
only two centuries later. This is an unprecedented growth rate that probably
cannot be sustained for much longer, if only because world urbanization has
already reached 50 percent o f the world population. The same trend is evident
in world population, which, according to the United Nations projection o f
1999 that is used in the table, is expected to approach a plateau by 2100, Both
these trends, urbanization and world population, are thus approaching a peak
about a millennium after the closing o f the classical age. Their peaks may or
may not be sustainable, but much greater concentration seems unlikely beyond
that point. The empirical projections support the theoretical prediction that rhe
process o f world community formation (what I have also called “socialization” )
is entering, or has entered, another age o f reorganization.
In turning our gaze toward the future, we need to sharpen our dating
scheme. We hav e so far operated with millennial (1 ,000-year long) time spans,
and at such scales, an error margin o f one or even two centuries might be
tolerable. We should add, too, that this millennial interval is no mere matter o f
operating with round figures, although this may seem a legitimate criticism. In
the cascade ofevolutionary processes that is founded on generational turnover,
with an average o f som e 30 years per generation, the four phases o f world
integration are each postulated to extend over 32 generations, that is, on the
average, around 1,000 years (Devezas & Modelski 2003:18ff). This interval
thus has theoretical as well as empirical support.
Empirical data provided in Table 4 indicate that the twentieth century was
indeed marked by spectacular spurts both in urbanization and population that
appear similar to those in the centuries around 2000 b . c . e . and around the year
1, even though the most recent rate o f growth is the highest ever. But these
long-term world-systemic trends must also be understood as synchronized with
shorter-range, global processes such as K-waves, long cycles o f global politics,
and possibly also democratization. For these shorter sequences o f events, the
mid-nineteenth century suggests a turning-point, with say 1850 as the “start”
o f a new era (as shown in Table 3 ).13 That would suggest that a new age o f
readjustment has now been underway maybe for over a century and a half
and will continue its course until the latter part o f this millennium. Setting
the “start” o f modern “reorganization” at 1850 does not mean that zero
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Tabic 4 World cities and world population in the modern era (from Modelski
2003:74, 216, column 7)
Year

W orld citics (1 mil lion + in habitants)

W orld population (m illion)

1000

I

310

1S00

1

500

1800

4

980

1900

16

1650

2000

363

6161

2100

>

9460

growth must already have begun. In fact, the momentum o f concentration
may be expected to continue for a while and was exceptionally powerful in the
twentieth century. But countervailing forces are now mobilizing, starting with
new' ideas, new ways o f looking at the world.
The modern Age o f Reorganization will be different from the ancient
and the classical ones, in that the w orld system now shows higher capacity
for problem solving, including problems o f readjustment and redistribution.
Knowledge about the functioning o f global processes is at a decidedly higher
level, making an informational blackout on the model o f the earlier dark ages
hard to imagine. The bounds o f solidarity are in the process ofextending to all
o f humanity, institutional structures at the global level are gaining ground, and
the economic surpluses available for global action are becoming significant.
If, in the earlier four millennia, the basis for world order was expansive regional
solidarities, die following four millennia would be more than enough to ensure
the formation o f an integrated world community. Within such a framework,
problems o f redistribution should appear manageable, even for a world whose
cities and population have ceased to expand. It would also be a “nicer” world to
live in than those plagued by fear o f the “barbarians at the gates.”
The most substantial promise o f a “nicer” wrorld lies in democratization,
combined with the IT Revolution, and the onset o f global governance. These
are processes that have been registering substantial advances in the past
millennium. The practices o f democracy are now well entrenched in a number
o f nation-states, and by 2000, over one-half o f the world’s population lived in
democracies, a condition greatly favored by a parallel rise in urbanization. But
democracy needs to be seen not just as a matter o f electoral machinery and
constitutional engineering; it needs to be recognized as a condition o f leveling
that extends to all spheres o f social life. The conditions o f democratic life at
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the scale o f the world system are yet to be realized, but they are aided by the
rapid spread o f information, which suggests the very antithesis o f “dark ages,”
and advances in global governance. These are huge challenges but ultimately
inescapable, tor only on a democratic foundation can a secure world order be
constructed that is adequate to the challenges o f a new age o f readjustment.

Implications for World Environment
If an “age o f reorganization” can indeed be anticipated, what are the chief
implications for world environment?
1. “Reorganization” is a long-term mechanism o f self-organization in die
world system. Problems and imbalances o f the ages o f concentration— that
is, those that create and empower the center— have in the past twice been
corrected by the forces generated by such ages o f reorganization, and they are
likely to be so again.
2. This analysis predicts an approaching limit to urbanization and world
population growth, which would alleviate pressures on the environment,
though on a scale o f centuries.
3. The modern age o f reorganization is unlikely to assume the form o f
a generalized, systemic “dark age” (barring a “nuclear winter” ) because o f
ongoing processes o f globalization. The Information Revolution, the evolution
o f democratic practices, and improved global governance make it likely that
problems o f readjustment will find resolution in a manner more acceptable
than those experienced in the ancient and classical eras.

Notes
1. This is a revised version o f a paper prepared for the Lund conference on “World
System History and Global Environmental Change," which bore the title “Ages
o f Redistribution.” The present title conveys more accurately the main thrust o f
this contribution. A different version o f this chapter also appears in the journal
Nature and Culture.
2. This entry is repeated, in a slightly abbreviated form , in IIie New Encyclopaedia
Brimnnica, 1998 edition, 3:888.
3. For the historical series o f world population data derived from the United States
Bureau ot’the Census, see Modelski (2003), Appendix 5.
4. The data for the years 1 and 1000 are from the world population series by JeanNoel Biraben (1979, cited in Modelski 2003). A more recent United Nations
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Tabic 5,

“Dark Ages” in World History

Ancient
Ancient Egyptian
Post-Sumerian

D uration

A u th o rs

2 2 0 0 -1 7(K) b .c . e .

Bell AmJArch

1700-1550 B.C.E.

1975

2000 b. c . e . -1 400

W hy “ D ark ”
Floods, famines

Postgate

Amo rites

Weiss

Economic collapse
Salination

Post-Harappan

1900-1000 b .c . e .

Kenoyer

Ghaggar-Hakra dries up
Civic disorder
Sumerian collapse

Post-Mycenaean

1200-700 b .c .e .

Snodgrass
Thomas

Destruction
Depopulation

& C onnant

D rought

A uthors

Why “ D ark"

Post-Western Rome 500-1000 b .c .k.

Buckle Oman

Imperial collapse

Post-Han

200-600

Gcrnet

Imperial collapse

Post-Mavryan

50-300

Smith Ch.3

Sakas, Rushans

Smith 190

Ephtalite H um s

Classical

D uration

Post-Gupta

60 0-1000 b .c . e .

Post-Mongol
{Central Asia)

1200-1500 b .c . e .

Post-Mayan

800-

Devastation
Webster 2002

System collapse

estimate is 300 million in year 1 and 310 million in the year 1000. The figures
for China are the best documented, because they are based on censuses that
have survived in official histories; they indicate a population size that basically
remained unchanged for one thousand years.
5. Carol Thomas and Gary Connant (1999) argue that classical Greece could
not have developed w ithout the preceding “dark age,” and wonder whether
that expression refers to conditions actually prevailing (“a lengthy, severe and
widespread cultural depression” ) o r to “our ow n ignorance o f them ."
6. In year 1, empires controlled 18 o f 25 world cities; by 500 c.i;., they held sway
over only 8 out o f 19, and in 1000, 6 out o f 25 world cities (Modelski 2003).
7. As Robert Wright (2000:134) comments, “by the time the barbarians descended
on the western Roman Empire en masse, it deserved to die.”
8. Jacques Gcrnet (1982:172,181) regards as “inaccurate” comparisons between the
incursions o f the “Five Barbarians” o fth e fourth to sixth centuries in northern
China and the invasions experienced a little later in Europe. He argues that,
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unlike the Huns in the West, who were true nomads, the Chinese “barbarians”
had already been much sinicized, and that no link can be established between
the H uns (in the West) and the Xiongnu (in East Asia). G em ct’s point is valid
regarding the H uns, but not for the Germanic tribes, who had been interacting
with the Romans for several eenturics. China continued to be exposed to
intrusions from the steppes until the fourteenth century.
9. The center o f the world city system nucleated in West Asia (Sumer) at the
opening o f the ancient era and returned to West Asia (Baghdad) at the close o f
the classical era. The “flourishing” o f cities in the Moslem world around 1000
c . e . did no more than restore die world city system to its size one thousand years
eadier.
10. h is, however, only one in a “cascade” o f world system processes, including
what I elsewhere refer to as the world economy process, the political active
zone process, and the world system process (Devezas & Modelski 2003:18-24;

Modelski 2000:37-43).
11. Such phases are to be understood as overlapping rather than as sharply
demarcating. Yes, we did enter an age o f reorganization in the mid-nineteenth
century, but that is n ot to say that at that time a bell rang, and a no-growth
period set in. Rather, what I postulate is the slow start o f a millennial learning
process best described by an S-curve that has an initially slow take-off but
that gradually builds up to a stronger movement. The driving force o f
“reorganization" o r “ readjustment” is the social movement o f democratization, a
process that in its institutional form may reach the bulk o f the world population
by the end o f the century. T hat would create die social force for increased
redistribution, and for structural change in global governance, in the next
century. At the same time, die m om entum o f the age o f concentration will
continue for some time to come. World population is not expected to level
o ff before the end o f the century, and urbanization must reach some kind o f
equilibrium in the same time-frame. More generally, an overall no-growth regime
may not be expected to set in more fully tor another century o r so.
12. This is an endogenous account o f the process o f reorganization; it leaves aside
such exogenous forces as earthquakes and non -ant liropogen ic climate change.
13. The mid-nineteenth century (1850) marks both a new period o f the world
economy and a new phase o f global political evolution.

CH AP T E R 13

Sustainable Intensive Exploitation of Amazonia:
Cultural, Environmental, and Geopolitical
Perspectives
BETTY J. MEGGERS

Whereas growing concern over the environmental and social consequences o f
global warming and globalization is stimulating biologists and archeologists
to collaborate in identifying the impact o f climatic fluctuations 011 cultural
developments in the past, the existence o f any intrinsic or intermittent limitation
on cultural complexity is a controversial issue among anthropologists working
in Amazonia. One faction argues that indigenous societies “did not adapt to
nature, but rather they created the world they wanted” and that they “figured
out successful and efficient ways to sustain large and dense populations, produce
surpluses, and manage wastes” (Denevan 2001; Erickson 2003; Heckenberger
2002; Neves 1 999-2000). This group cites the existence o f a town o f2 0 0 ,0 0 0
to 4 00,000 at the mouth o f the Tapajos (Woods in Mann 2 002), a population o f
a million on Marajo Island (Roosevelt 1991) and “civilizations o f considerable
complexity, possibly even protostates” in the Guianas (Whitehead 1994). The
other faction points to inherent environmental limitations on human carrying
capacity and provides archeological and ethnographic evidence tor prehistoric
settlement and social behavior similar to that o f surviving traditional societies
(Clark & Uhl 1987; Meggers 1996; Robinson & Bennett 2000).
Resolution o f this conflict has more than academic significance. The rapid
depletion o f natural resources elsewhere on the planet, accelerating human
population growth, and increased technological sophistication make the
relatively undeveloped resources o f Amazonia increasingly attractive to landless
immigrants and international corporations. If permanent settlements larger
than Manaus were supported by local subsistence resources in the past, their
existence needs to be documented rather than assumed.
195
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Environmental Limitations
The poverty o f Amazonian soils and the com pensating adaptations o f the
vegetation to edaphic and climatic constraints have long been recognized.
W eischet and Caviedes (1 9 9 3 ) identify an “ecologically decisive difference
with far-reaching consequences” between Amazonian rainforests and
extratropical forests; namely, m ost o f the nutrients and all the calcium
are stored in the biomass in the former and in the soil in the latter. Soil
properties that cannot be markedly altered by humans are (1) poor
weatherable primary mineral content, (2) low cation exchange capacity,
and (3) high mineralization rate o f organic matter. Soil acidity, aluminum
toxicity, inability to fix phosphorus, intense leaching, imperfect drainage,
and nutrient poverty are additional constraints (Fearnside and Filho 2001;
L eop old o2 0 0 0 ; OEA 1974; Serrao 1985; Sombroek 1984). The biota have
overcom e these obstacles by rapid degradation o f organic debris, recycling,
and storage o f the nutrients in the vegetation. Retrieval is maximized by
interspersal o f plants with different nutrient requirements, which also
inhibits the spread o f pathogens.
Although annual deposition o f sediments eroded from the Andean
headwaters renews the fertility o f soils on the varzca (floodplain) under ideal
conditions, “the higher fertility does n ot automatically translate into a higher
potential for agricultural yield” (WinklcrPrins 1999). The inception, rate,
duration, and magnitude o f annual inundation fluctuate, major deviations
are unpredictable (Santos 1982), and crop loss in some regions has been
estimated at one year in four (Barrow 1985). In short, “with the present
traditional forms o f cultivation, the cosr-benefit comparison is nor significantly
better than with equivalent forms o f cultivation on the Terra Firme” (Petrick
19 78:39-40).
The principal evidence in support o f dense sedentary populations is the
existence o f patches o f anthropogenic black soil (term preta) along the Amazon
and many o f its tributaries. Its composition differs from the adjacent soil in
higher contents o f calcium, magnesium, potassium, phosphorus, and carbon,
lower content o f aluminum, low nutrient leaching, higher water retention, high
cation exchange capacity, and high proportion o f organic matter. Although the
specific process o f formation is uncertain, there is general agreement that it
develops from the disintegration o f habitation refuse, and this assessment is
supported by the nearly universal presence o f fragments o f pottery ( Lehmann
et al. 2003). Agricultural productivity is greater for some crops, but fertility is
too high for manioc, enhances weed production, and declines with continuous
cultivation (Hiraoka et al. 2003).
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Archeological Evidence
The perishable composition o f all other cultural remains makes fragments o f
pottery discarded in habitation sites the only significant form o f evidence.
Fortunately, pottery is am ong the cultural traits subject to evolutionary drift
with resulting possibilities for reconstructing prehistoric settlement and social
behavior. Realization o f this potential depends on collecting unselected samples
o f adequate size from the surface or stratigraphic excavations and using uniform
criteria for their classification. The trends in each excavation establish the
direction o f change, and excavations with compatible types, trends, and relative
frequencies arc interdigitatcd to produce a seriated sequence. Sites that fit into
the same seriation identify an endogamous community and define its territory.
Samples that cannot be interdigitatcd identify earlier, later, or contemporary
communities associated with the same or a different ceramic tradition (see
Meggers 1999 for details). Applying this methodology to habitation sites on
the terra firm e and along the vnrzca permits establishing their magnitude and
permanence.

Territories
Classification o f the pottery from 35 terra firm e sites on the lower Tocantins
in southeastern Amazonia produced five seriated sequences distinguished by
differences in the presence, relative frequencies, and trends o f the undecorated
and decorated pottery types. Plotting the distributions o f the sites identified
contiguous territories with permanent boundaries that correlate with physical
changes in the river and associated differences in die composition, seasonality,
and productivity o f fishing and in the methods o f capture (Figure 1). This
correlation has been identified both archeologically and cthnographically
elsewhere on the terra firm e and suggests that maximization o f adaptation
to one set o f riverine conditions was not equally effective in another, making
reciprocity a more effective strategy than invasion (Meggers 1996; Miller et al.
1992; Simoes & de Araujo-Costa 1987).

Village Permanence
Wide separation between successive levels o f the same excavation in a seriated
sequence implies abandonment and reoccupation o f the location sampled. The
magnitude o f differences in the radiocarbon dates from consecutive levels in
the same excavation at R O -PV-35 tin the Jamari in southwestern Amazonia,
and the noncontemporaneity o f dates from the same depth in different parts
o f the site indicate that the surface area cannot be assumed to correspond to a
single continuously occupied village (Figure 2).
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Figure 1 • (opposite) Seriated ceramic sequences of the Tauari, Itupiranga, and Maraba phases
on the Tocantins, the easternmost tributary of the lower Amazon. The vertical bars at the left
connect consecutive levels of stratigraphic excavations, which establish the directions of change
The differences in the trends and relative frequencies of the pottery types require construction
of three seriatlons defining endogamous territories. The boundaries correlate with differences
in riverine topography and aquatic fauna, seasonal fluctuation in productivity, and methods of
exploitation (revised from Simoes & de Araujo-Costa 1987).

Figure 2 • RO-PV-35, a habitation site on the Jamari in southwestern Amazonia. The
horizontal and vertical discrepancies in radiocarbon dates from four stratigraphic excavations
support seriational evidence for multiple episodes of reoccupation by small villages rather than
long-term occupation by a large population (courtesy of Eurico Th. Miller).
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Figure 3 * O f the 45 habitation sites on the Jamari with stratigraphic information, 26 were
occupied during a single phase. Only six were occupied throughout the entire sequence, and the
remainder were occupied successively by two phases. As a result, the number of sites increased
through time, giving the misleading impression of high population density (courtesy of Eurico
Th. Miller).

Village Contemporaneity
The assumption that the patches o f terra preta along Amazonian rivers represent
contemporary villages is also incompatible with the archeological evidence. For
example, survey along the Jamari identified live ceramic phases representing
three successive periods o f occupation between 200 b .c . e . and European
contact. All belong to die same ceramic tradition and differ in the trends and
relative frequencies o f the pottery types. O f the forty-five habitation sites with
stratigraphic information, twenty-five were occupied during a single period and
only six were occupied during all three periods (Figure 3). When reoccupation
occurred, it was usually adjacent to rather than on top o f the previous refuse,
increasing the surface dimensions o f the sire. As a consequence, the number
and dimensions o f sites increased through time, giving a misleading impression
o f the density o f settlements and the magnitude o f the population (for example,
Kern et al. 2003).
Archeological surveys along the lower Xingti (Perota 1992), the upper
Essequibo in southern Guyana, on the Rupununi savanna and adjacent Brazil
(Evans & Meggers I960; Ribeiro 1999), along the Ventuari, Manipiare
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(Evans, Meggers, & Cruxent 1960), and the upper Orinoco and Casiquiarc in
Venezuelan Guiana (Cruxent & Kamen-Kaye 1950; Wagner & Areuelo 1986;
Zucchi 1991) have all identified endogamous territories with boundaries that
correlate with changes in riverine resources and reoccupation o f sites with
resultant increase in their area. N o permanent settlements, social stratification,
or other evidence o f proto-states has been encountered in the Guianas or
elsewhere on the terra firme.
N o information on settlement pattern is available from the Santarem region,
but surveys along the lower Madeira (Simoes & Lopes 1987) and the left bank
o f the Amazon east o f Manaus have also identified endogamous territories
and village movement (Simoes & Correa 1987; Simoes & Machado 1987).
The most extensive survey on Marajo was conducted along the Camutins in
the center o f die island. Excavations in 34 mounds indicated diat each elite
burial mound was associated with five to six habitation mounds, giving an
estimated population o f about 2,000. The presence o f dams, weirs, and ponds
suggests that fishing was a major subsistence resource (Schaan 2004). Like
eastern Marajo, the region is unsuitable for agriculture, but it is covered with
dense stands o f palms including M auritia flexuosa. Starch from the trunks is
the principal carbohydrate source among the Warao in the Orinoco delta and
may have played the same role among the Marajoara (Meggers 2001).

Ethnographic Evidence
The accuracy o f the archeological interpretations is supported by the existence
o f the same settlement and social behavior among contemporary indigenous
communities that preserve their traditional behavior. Although ethnographers
rarely provide such data and many groups have abandoned their indigenous way
o f life, endogamous territories with permanent boundaries, matrilocal residence,
frequently moved villages, reoccupation o f sites by the same community, and
avoidance o f sites occupied by previous groups have all been reported.

Territories
Contiguous territories bisected by rivers and occupied by endogamous
communities have been reported among the Akawaio (Figure 4; Colson 1 9 8 3 8 4 ), Achuar (Uriarte 1985), Cubeo (Goldman 1966), Siona/Secoya (Vickers
1983), Kalapalo (Basso 1973), and Yukpa (Ruddle 1974). Boundaries are
stable and often coincide with rapids or tributary creeks or are separated by
unoccupied zones. Exploitation o f resources is restricted to the community
and rights arc respected or defended by supernatural sanctions rather than
warfare (Arhem 1981; Conklin 2001; Descola 1994b).
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pattern of bisection by the river and boundaries at tributaries reconstructed for the prehistoric
communities on the Tocantins (after Colson 1983-84).

Village Movement
Villages are moved on the average every live to ten years, when the house begins
to deteriorate, local game is depleted, or land in the vicinity suitable for gardens
is exhausted. Reoccupation o f their own former village sites has been reported
among the Akawaio (Butt 1977), Kalapalo (Basso 1973), Siona/Secoya
(Vickers 1983), Piaroa (Zent 1992), and Huaorani (Rival 1996). Avoidance
o f habitation sites o f earlier populations has been documented for the Kalapalo
(Basso 1973) and Tukanoans (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1996). Both these traits are
intelligible in the context o f the widespread practice o f burial in the floor o f the
house (Arhem 1981; Basso 1973; Butt 1977; Descola 1994b; Gallois 1981;
Reichel-Dolmatoff 1996; Vickers 1989; Zent 1992). This situation makes it
doubtful that terra preta sites were cultivated by Pre-Columbian groups.
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Carrying Capacity
Whereas some ethnographers consider that contemporary Amazonians
underexploit their subsistence resources “to a considerable degree” (Descola
1994a) and estimate that a population several times larger could be sustained
(Allen & Tizon 1973; Arhem 1976; I.izot 1980; Wagley 1977), this optimistic
assessment is not shared by their informants. The Machiguenga fear subsistence
failure and practice a wide variety o f risk-avoidance behavior (Baksh & Johnson
J990). The Achuar consider the daily gardening routine risky in spite o f its high
productivity and take ritual precautions (Descola 1989). Some groups retrain
from exploiting certain edible tubers, reserv ing them as “famine foods” (Lizot
1984; Price 1990; Schultes 1977). Contemporary indigenous and caboclo
communities consider the floodplain unreliable and generally plant subsistence
crops on higher ground (Baksh & Johnson 1990; Parker et al. 1983).
Similar concern is reflected in reproductive behavior. The Tapi rape have
an “ironclad rule” that n o woman may have more than three children, and no
more than two o f the same sex (Wagley 1977); the Siona/Secoya ideal is four
offspring four to six years apart (Vickers 1989). If a Cashinahua woman had a
child more frequently than every three to four years, older women harassed her
husband for being a sex fiend (Kensingcr 1995). Abstinence, contraception,
abortion, and infanticide are widespread. Although it has been argued that
protein is not a limiting factor for humans (Nietschmann 1980; Vickers
1984), this view is contradicted not only by the existence o f a wide variety
o f temporary and permanent taboos on consumption o f various species and
by rotation o f hunting zones (Figure 5) but also by estimates o f sustainable
Figure 5 • Hunting
territories of a Yanomami community in
southern Venezuela.
A, One-day indi
vidual hunt; B, Temp
orary camp; C, Four
to five-day communal
hunt; D, Annual
sojourn of the entire
community during
several weeks (after
Good 1987, Figure
16.1).
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T abic 1 Sustainable population density estimated from earn in g capacity o f hunting
and agriculture compared with that recorded among contemporary Amazonian
groups.
Sustainable C arrying Capacity'
0 .2 /k m 2

Robinson & Bennett 2000:24 (hunting)

0 .2 /k m 2

Hill & Pad we 2000 (hunting)

< l/k m 2

Milner-Gulland et al. 2003:351 (hunting)

<0.2 A m 2

Phillips 1993:30-31 (gathering)

0 .2 4 /h a

Fcarnsidc 1990:195 (soil)

<0.8 A m 2

Clark & U h l 1987:13 (soil)

C ontem porary H u m an D ensity
Yukpa-Yuko

Ruddle 1974:28

0,0 8 7 /k m 2

1,5 /k m 2

Piaroa

Zcnt 1998

0 .0 8 /k m 2

Aehuar (inland)

Descola 1994b:61

0 .4 4 /k m 2

Achuar (riverine)

Descola 1994b:61

0 .9 -1 .8 /k m 2

kuna

Irvine 1989:225

< 1/m ilc2

Ye’kwana, Yanomamo

Hames 1980:33

0 .2 /k m 2

Siona-Secoya

Vickers 1991:77

0 .5 /k m 2

H uaorani

Mena et al. 2000:58

0 .0 2 5 /k m 2

Waorani

Yost & Kelley 1983:192

0 .0 3 /k m 2

Ache

Hill & Padwe 2000:56

0 .0 3 /k m 2

Tucanoan

Jackson 1994:386

0 .0 3 /k m 2

Machiguenga

Johnson 1989:215

0 .2 4 -0 .2 9 /k m 2

Yanomama

Li/ot 1980:65

0 .2 /k m 2

Ka’apor

Balec 1994:2

hunting. Combining observations o f species density in unhunted sites, estimates
o f sustainable harvest for preferred species with different life spans, actual
harvest rates in hunted sites, and natural predation offtake rates indicates that
sustainable harvest o f game in tropical forests rarely exceeds 2 00 k g/k m 2 and
is probably around 150 k g/km -. Per capita consumption o f ± 25 kg indicates
that the maximum sustainable human density in most terra firm e forests is ca
0 .2 /k m 2. The similarity between this estimate and the population densities
observed among indigenous communities is unlikely to be coincidental (Table
1). Its correlation with carrying capacity is also indicated by the environmental
degradation that follows increased village size, sedentism, and abandonment o f
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traditional behavior (Simoes & Correa 1987; Descola 1981; Eden 1974; Gross
1983; Henley 1982; Kane 1995; Stearman 1990;Triana 1987; Yost 1981).

Climatic Fluctuation
Amazonia is subject not only to minor fluctuations in the inception, intensity,
and duration o f annual rainfall but also to unpredictable long and short-term
droughts during episodes o f F.I N ino that have significant impacts on subsistence
resources (Nelson 1994; Tian et al. 1998). During the minor 1912 event,
fires burned continuously for several months in the north, killing thousands
o f rubber gatherers. During the 1926 event, extensive fires affected the entire
lower Negro region, causing great destruction to the fauna and heating
streams sufficiently to kill fish (Carvalho 1952), while the combination o f low
maximum and low minimum water level on the Amazon at Manaus caused
exceptional decimation o f the aquatic biota (Soares 1977). During die 1 9 7 2 1973 event, fire destroyed the gardens o f a Yanomami community, forcing the
people to abandon their village and adopt a hunter-gatherer way o f life until
normal conditions returned (Lizot 1974), During the 1983 event, all weather
stations reported rainfall 70 percent below normal (Nobre & Renno 1985).
During one day in February, discharge near the mouth o f the Trombetas was
47m 3 in contrast to the long-term average o f 2,1 0 0 m 1 (M olion & de Monies
1987).
The disruptive impact on indigenous populations o f four mega-Nino
events during the past two millennia is documented by discontinuities about
500, 1000, 1200, and 1500 c . e . in the archeological sequences from lowland
Bolivia, the Jam an, the lower Xingii, Marajo, and the lower Orinoco (Figure
6; Meggers 1994). In each region, an earlier phase that had existed for several
hundred years was replaced by a later one o f the same or a different ceramic
tradition, implying the failure o f risk avoidance measures sufficient to cushion
against briefer episodes o f drought. A pollen core from Lago Arari on Marajo
show's a correlation between fluctuations between forest and savanna vegetation
and discontinuities in the archeological sequence (Meggers & Danon 1988).
A layer o f eolian sand 8 to 20 cm thick on the surface o f Teso dos Bichos
testifies to the magnitude o f the dessication in the vicinity at the rime o f its
abandonment (Roosevelt 1991).
The archeological evidence for repeated fractionation and dispersal o f
human populations is supported by the linguistic and genetic distributions.
Amazonian linguistic diversity is not only the highest in the Americas, but
the geographical distributions o f the major families are more heterogeneous
than in any other part o f the world. The correlation between lexico-statistical
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Figure 6 • Correlation between discontinuities in the archeological sequences from northeastern
Bolivia, the Jamari, the lower Xingu, Marajo Island, and the lower Orinoco, and mega-Nino
episodes around 500,1000, and 1500 c .e „ reflecting the catastrophic impact of severe drought
on well-adapted human populations,

dates for separations in the major language families and radiocarbon dates for
the archeological discontinuities provides an explanation (Dixon & Aikhenvald
1999; Meillet 1952; Renfrew 2000). Dispersal is also reflected in the consensus
among geneticists that “the pattern o f genetic relationships and genetic
diversity . . . is consistent with the hypothesis that evolution in South America
proceeded by a process o f fission-fusion leading to isolation o f subpopulations
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with subsequent genetic differentiation” (Sal/.ano & Callegari-Jacques 1988;
Ward et al. 1975).
Geomorphologjcal, sedimentological, and hydrological studies conducted
along the middle Amazon above and below the mouth o f the Negro indicate
that the varzca reached its present extent only after sea level stabilized, giving it
a maximum antiquity o f 5 ,0 0 0 -6 ,0 0 0 years (Irion, Junk, & de Melo 1997). It
has been suggested that the present vegetation was not established until about
2 0 0 0 years ago (Behling 2002).

Historical Evidence
Although advocates o f the existence o f large permanent settlements along the
Amazon and in the Guianas support their interpretation with the descriptions
by Carvajal and other sixteenth- and seventeenth-century explorers, historians
warn against trusting their accounts (Ales & Pouvllau 1992; Hemm ing 1978;
Henige 1998; Meggers 1993-1995; Silverberg 1996). They stress that “ the
mentality o f the conquistador was peculiar to him and emerged from his unique
historical formation. . . . These Europeans . . . wrote stories with themselves
as the heroes and the Other as antagonist and background. They wrote stories
for self-justification and glory; it was not necessary to portray the places they
went and the people they saw accurately—just that they do it convincingly.
Unfortunately for archeology, they succeeded” (Galloway 1992).
Contemporary maps demonstrate how little the explorers knew o f the
geography o f the rivers. Raleigh’s map o f Lake Parima, the locus o f El Dorado,
reputed to be so large it took three days to paddle from one end to the other,
looks like a gigantic centipede. Although no one ever saw it, the lake appeared
on maps from 1599 (Figure 7) to 1808, constituting “by far the biggest and
most persistent hoax ever perpetuated by geographers” (Gheerbrant 1992).

Discussion
Advocates o f the existence o f dense sedentary populations throughout
Amazonia after 1 c . k . assume that “the size and depth o f Amazonian Dark Earth
are directly associated with population size o f the settlement and settlement
duration.” Although they recognize that “as forests around the settlements
were gradually turned into gardens, fields and orchards, firewood would be
imported from longer distances” and that the amount o f palm fronds required
for thatch would have been “staggering,” they dismiss the significance o f these
constraints (Erickson 2003). A review o f the ethnographic and archeological
literature offers a different perspective.
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• Map of the Guianas by Theodore de Bry published in 1599, showing Lake

Parima, the presumed location of the "great and golden city of Manoa. *' Although dozens of
expeditions searched for it in vain, the lake continued to appear on maps until 1808 (Alexander
1976).

A mong the Bari, a single communal house required 750,000 fronds from
125,000 palms collected from 40 km2 (Beckerman 1977). The thatched roof o f
a typical Pume house consumed 13,498 fronds, which had to be replaced every
two to three years. Scarcity o f palms in the vicinity is a factor in the abandonment
o f the house among the Achuar ( Descola 1996) and Ka‘apor (Balee 1994).
These data are incompatible with the satisfaction o f the requirements o f a city
o f 200,000 at Santarem for thatch and firewood during several hundred years.
It is noteworthy that scarcity o f firewood alone has been proposed as a trigger
in the collapse o f Classic Copan (Abrams et al.1996), Cahokia (Lopinot &
Woods 1993), and Mesa Verde (Johnson, Kohler & Cowan 2005).
Another way to assess the credibility o f the Amazonian settlement sizes
is by comparison with sites with monumental architecture. Wherever detailed
spatial and temporal data have been obtained and environmental resources
have been taken into consideration, peak population estimates have been
reduced substantially. In Mesoamerica, new occupational data on Copan
reduce the population during the early Classic below 10,000 (Paine et al.
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1996), and measurement o f the internal floor space o f potential residences
and the capacities o f associated cisterns at Xculoc in Campeche “suggest that
most estimates o f Maya population made during the past twenty years need to
he examined” and reduced 3 0 -5 0 percent (Becquelin & Michelet 1994). The
maximum productivity o f arable land places the sustainable population o f the
central Andes in 1542 at under two million (Shea 1976), and the population
o f Egypt during the Greco-Roman period has been estimated at not more than
six million (Hassan 1994). Reevaluation o f settlement data and subsistence
productivity indicates that Cahokia was occupied by “no more than several
thousand people, certainly not tens o f thousands o f them” (Milner & Oliver
1999), The contrast between die impressive physical remains in these regions
and the scattering o f pottery fragments representing the more substantial
populations postulated to have existed in Amazonia is notable.

Conclusion
Hunter-gatherers arrived in Amazonia at least 13,000 years ago (Meggers
& Miller 2003). During subsequent millennia, they acquired comprehensive
knowledge o f the biota, culminating about 3000 b.c.k. in the establishment
o f semisedentary villages supported by shifting cultivation. By 2 00 b . c . k . , the
population density, settlement, and social behavior characteristic o f surviving
traditional communities had been adopted throughout the lowlands. The
achievement o f sustainable exploitation o f rainforest resources is reflected in
the close agreement between their typical population density o f 0 .3 /k m - and
independent estimates o f 0 .2 /k m 2 for sustainable carrying capacity.
Five hundred years after the first Europeans described large cities and
complex social organization in Amazonia, their existence continues to be
accepted by anthropologists in spite o f the absence o f archeological evidence. By
contrast, the impossibility o f intensive agriculture is increasingly documented by
soil experts and validated by the failure o f modern efforts to achieve sustainable
production. Rather than assume that the prehistoric population found a way that
we have yet to discover to overcome the inherent environmental constraints, we
need to abandon “the lingering myth o f Amazon empires” (Foresta 1991) and
reconcile the archeological and environmental evidence. This reconciliation is
not only crucial for understanding prehistoric cultural development, but for
designing sustainable programs for modern use o f the region.

C H AP T E R 14

Regional Integration and Ecology in Prehistoric
Amazonia: Toward a System Perspective1
ALF H ORNBO RG

This chapter discusses the significance o f a regional system perspective for
die ongoing debate on the extent o f social stratification and agricultural
intensification on the floodplains and wet savannas o f Pre-Columbian lowland
South America. It concludes that the emergence o f Arawakan chiefdoms and
ethnic identities in such environments after the first millennium n.c.u. signifies
die occupation o f a niche defined in terms o f both ecology and regional
exchange, but also that it transformed both these kinds o f conditions. In
these processes, ethnicity, social stratification, economy, and ecology were all
recursively intertwined.
The reconstruction o f Amazonian prehistory raises issues o f general
theoretical interest for our understanding o f the emergence o f domestication,
sedentism, and social stratification in several parts o f the prehistoric world.
The focal questions seem almost universally the same: What kinds o f social
processes are signified by the appearance o f domesticates, permanent
settlements, long-distance exchange, and evidence o f status differentiation?
H ow arc the geographical distributions o f various elements o f material
culture— such as ceramic styles or subsistence technologies— related to
ethnolinguistic or other divisions recognized by prehistoric populations, and
what do these divisions in turn signify? The comparatively high feasibility o f
tracing ethnoarcheological continuities in the Amazonian material provides
more compelling foundations for interpretation than are usually accessible in
die archeology o f “Neolidiization,”2 and the similarities in die material record
are significant enough to warrant consideration o f possible parallels with other
areas. I believe that generalization may indeed be possible at the abstract lev el o f
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questions such as: What is the relationship between material culture, language,
and ethnic identity? What is the relationship between ethnicity, economy, and
ecology? What is the relationship between trade, social hierarchy, kinship,
sedentism, and intensification o f resource use?

Economy, Ecology, and Ethnicity in a Regional Perspective:
The Significance of Trade
Until recently, anthropological attempts to account for cultural variation in
Amazonia in processual terms have resorted to notions o f environmental
determinism, diffusion, or migration, or to combinations o f these factors
(Brochado 1984; Lathrap 1970; Meggers 1971; Meggers & Evans 1957;
Myers 2004; Nordenskiold 1930; Oliver 1989; Schmidt 1917; Steward &
Faron 1959; Wilson 1999; Zucchi 1991, 2002). The challenge for a renewed
concern with diachronic, cultural processes in a regional perspective is to take
due account o f earlier concerns with ecology, diffusion, and migration while
acknowledging more subtle and intangible factors such as politics, exchange,
identity, and the autonomous logic o f symbolic systems emphasized by most
modern anthropologists.
The best way to g o about this, I believe, is to begin by assuming that
cultural and linguistic variation in Amazonia has been generated through
continuous, dynamic interaction among ecology, economy, and ethnicity
(Figure 1). Various natural environments have afforded particular populations
different options regarding subsistence, economic specialization, and exchange
with other groups, w'hile these economic activities in turn have modified the
environment as well as provided foundations for ethnic identity construction.
Viewed as a regional system o f exchange, Amazonia as a whole already in the first
millennium b . c . e . had developed a differentiated political-economic structure
in which the geographical positions o f specific populations contributed to
shaping the various roles that they came to play within this larger system. It must
nevertheless be emphasized that the indigenous groups (Figure 2) engaged in
this exchange should not lie viewed as passive recipients o f impulses from either
their econom ic or ecological environment but as agents creatively developing
their own cultural responses to the economic and ecological niches that were
available to them. It is precisely their status as agents or subjects that obliges
us to include ethnic identity construction and historical self-consciousness as
a central factor in our account. Ethnic identity is a product o f the dialectic
between externally attributed and internally experienced qualities, often closely
interwoven with traditional m odes o f subsistence and the specific kinds o f
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Figure 1 » Model of the recursive relation between sodoecological niche and ethnic identity
construction, indicating the main categories of traces left by such processes in prehistory, and
the different academic fields required to recover them.

landscapes within which they are conducted (Barth 1969). “Ethnogenetic”
processes (cf. Hill 1996a; Renfrew 1987) thus implicate ecology and economy
as well as culture, language, politics, and history.
The point o f departure o f any account o f the ecology o f Amazonia must
be the fact that it harbors the greatest contiguous rainforest in the world
(approximately 5 million square kilometers) as well as the world’s most
voluminous river (with a flow o f water five times greater than the C ongo and
twelve times the Mississippi). The area is habitually described as composed o f
98 percent terra firm e (older, poorer, and slightly more elevated land) and 2
percent varzea (fertile, periodically inundated floodplains along the shores o f
major rivers). The ecology o f the Amazon Basin is actually much more diverse
and complex than suggested by this simple distinction (cf. Moran 1993), but
the fertile, sedimentary soils o f the varzea in any event seem to have been a
scarce and coveted resource for prehistoric populations. Intensive cultivation
o f maize and peanuts may have been conducted on the floodplains already in
the first millennium b . c . i :. (Oliver 2001:65—66; Roosevelt 1993). In addition,
these same riverbanks offer the richest abundance o f fish, turtles, manatees,
and other aquatic resources. Historical sources indicate that the floodplains
were densely populated and intensively exploited when the first Europeans
traveled down the Amazon River in 1542, mentioning a series o f huge
settlements obeying a paramount chief, extensive cultivation, and numerous
turtle corrals (Carvajal 1934; Porro 1994), Archeological excavations in
the vicinity o f Santarem and Manaus have confirmed significant prehistoric
population densities, but the actual size o f individual settlements is a contested
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(Darker shaded areas = elevation over 1000 m). 1. Achagua (Arawak); 2. Amahuaca (Pano);
3, Campa/Ashaninka (Arawak); 4. Chibcha/Muisca; 5. Chi paya; 6. Conibo (Pano); 7. Mojo
(Arawak); 8. Omagua (Tupi); 9. Otomac (Arawak); 10. Palikyr (Arawak); 11. Piro (Arawak);
12. Quijas; 13. Shipibo (Pano); 14. Taino (Arawak); 15. Uru; 16. Yaminahua (Pano);
17. Yanesha/Amuesha (Arawak); 18. Agutuba; 19. Altamira; 20. Belterra; 21. Chavin de
Huantar; 22. Chiripa; 23. Cuzco; 24. Hupa-iya; 25. Juriti; 26. Konduri; 27. Santarem;
28, Tiwanaku; 29, Valdivia; 30. Wari,

issue. Anna Roosevelt (1993:274) believes that some sites may have had tens
o f thousands o f inhabitants; however, Betty Meggers (1 9 9 2 :3 5 -3 6 ) considers
such concentrations ecologically unfeasible.
The occurrence o f complex, stratified societies along the main rivers
o f prehistoric Amazonia should not be reduced to a direct reflection o f the
fertility o f their floodplains. These rivers were simultaneously the main arteries
in a continent-wide trade network, the extent o f which we have only begun
to appreciate. Access to rare prestige goods from remote areas were, here as
elsewhere, ail important foundation for ritual and political-economic authority.
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Such authority', in turn, was what enabled chiefs to maintain densely populated
settlements and persuade their followers to intensify the exploitation o f natural
resources (Heckenberger 2 0 0 2 :1 1 8 ).Although most o f this trade undoubtedly
consisted o f organic plant and animal products that had no value for Europeans
and quickly decomposed in the tropical climate, leaving no traces either in the
historical or the archeological record, there is plenty o f early historical as well as
archeological evidence tor such long-distance exchange throughout Amazonia.
Although inferences from historical evidence about precolonial conditions
are always risky, the complex ways in which many o f these trade relations reflect
long-established and altogether indigenous demands and consumption patterns
often suggest time depths antedating 1492. For instance, green stone amulets
(called m uiraquita on the lower Amazon and takoum ve in the Guyanas) were
traded for gold objects and other products from die Vaupes, Orinoco, and
Roraima (Boomert 1987; Whitehead 1994:38). These amulets were often
shaped like stylized frogs and may have been connected with a frog cult in eastern
Amazonia (Whitehead 1993:295-296).* From three main manufacturing
areas—coastal Surinam, the lower Amazon (Nliamunda-Trombetas-Tapajos),
and the Virgin Islands—they were traded widely and used, for instance, as
prestigious ornaments in wom en’s necklaces and as a medium o f elite ceremonial
exchange, including brideprice and death compensation (Boomert 1987:3641). Representations o f what may be m uiraquita on ceramics from Santarem,
where many such amulets have been found, suggest that they may also have
been used as ornaments on w om en’s headbands (Gomes 2001:141).
Historically, three extensive trade networks converged on the central
Orinoco llanos( Hill 1996b: 149-150; Spencer 1998:109). From the north and
east, Caribs came to trade blowguns, arrows, baskets, arrow-poison ( curare),
dyes, and pearls for shell beads ( quiripa), turdc oil, smoked fish, gold, and
salt. Arawaks traded forest and savanna products for gold, salt, and cotton
textiles from the Chibchan chiefdoms in the northern Andes, and in die south
they traded, for example, gold and cnraiv for quiripa, turtle oil, and smoked
fish. Shell beads (quiripa) were used both as prestigious ornaments and as
a medium o f exchange. They were particularly in demand among Arawakspcakers such as Achagua in the Orinoco area and were still being produced
in the beginning o f the nineteenth century by the Otomac in Uruana, central
Orinoco, where people f r o m all over the //ft wav regularly came to trade (Gasson
2000:595). Notable in all this trade is the occurrence o f foodstuffs such as
smoked fish and mrtle oil. The high population densities and intensive food
production along the floodplains should in part be understood against this
background. Significant portions o f the fish, turtles, and even cassava were
evidently produced for export (Whitehead 1994:36).
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The significance o f regional trade networks for the formation and
reproduction o f economically and ecologically specialized ethnic groups can
hardly be overestimated. In eastern Peru, the salt cakes traditionally produced by
the Campa o f the sub-Andean rnontana have served as a medium o f exchange
along the trade routes reaching deep into Amazonia (Renard-Casevitz 1993,
2002:131-136). Arawak-speaking groups such as Campa, Mojo, and Piro
regularly visited the Inca capital, Cuzco, to trade forest products such as medicinal
herbs, birds, and tropical hardwoods for Andean metalwork and other highland
products. Chiefs— for example, among the Conibo and the Cocama—based their
power in part on their access to objects o f silver and gold obtained from Cuzco
through Piro traders (Taylor 1999:199). Different lowland groups specialized
in specific kinds o f products. Arawaks in the area were known for their cotton
textiles with decorative motifs or feathers woven into the fabric, canoes, and
pearls, whereas Panoans were known for their painted pottery, mats, hammocks,
and gourds (Renard-Casevitz 2002:133). Such trade to this day reinforces ethnic
boundaries while institutionalizing their transgression and cementing interethnic
alliances. The Arawak-speaking Yanesha (also known as Amuesha) recognize as
“real human beings” (achen) not only other Arawaks such as Campa and Piro
but also riverine Panoans such as Shipibo and Conibo. Among the qualities that
quality them for inclusion in this category are their proclivities to drink manioc
beer and to wear the cushma (Ibid.). Piro count both Campa and Yanesha as
“people like us”; however, marginalized Panoans such as Amahuaca and
Yaminahua are classified as “wild Indians” w ho walk about naked and eat raw,
unsalted food (Gow 2002:155). Such moral barriers within the lowlands were
generally more difficult to overcome than the ethnic boundaries distinguishing
highland and lowland groups with a mutual interest in trade. Along the eastern
slopes o f the Andes, there has for several centuries been lively interaction
between people o f the mountains and the lowlands, for instance between the
Quechua and Avmara and die Campa, Piro, and Mojo in southern Peru and
Bolivia, between the Quijos and the Omagua in Ecuador and northern Peru, and
between the Chibcha (or Muisca) and the Achagua in Colombia (Gasson 2002;
Kurella 1998; Loven 1928; Oberem 1974; Renard-Casevitz, Saignes, & TavlorDescola 1986; Taylor 1999:199-201). From Colombia to Bolivia, the primary
agents o f this trade have often been Arawak-speakers.

Linguistic Distribution and Societal Structures
The distribution o f Arawakan languages suggests a pattern o f expansion along
the very barriers that surround and separate other linguistic families: the
Orinoco, Rio Negro, Amazon, Ucayali, Purus, and Madeira Ris ers, as well
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as the llanos o f Venezuela and Bolivia and die coastal areas o f Guyana (cf.
Heckenberger 2 002:105-106). Considering the discovery o f pottery near
Santarem dating from the sixth millennium b .c . h . (Neves 1999:219; Roosevelt
et al. 1991), however, we see that it is unlikely that the highly productive
floodplains and aquatic resources in these areas would have been unoccupied
prior to the Arawakan expansion beginning in the second millennium b .c . k .
Whether earlier populations were displaced by or incorporated into the
Arawakan network, the linguistic distribution maps suggest that the Arawakan
expansion created ethnic wedges that contributed to the geographical
demarcation o f other, spatially more consolidated linguistic families such as
Carib, Tukano, and Pano. In som e cases, it is even possible to detect how a
wedge o f Arawakan languages has split a previously united language family, as
in die case o f the Panoan groups on either side o f the Arawaks along the Purus
and Madeira (cf. Erikson 1993:55). The dispersed pockets o f Arawakan dialects
that have been documented along the river systems from the lower Orinoco
to the upper Madeira appear to be the remains o f a contiguous network o f
Arawak-speaking societies that in prehistoric times spanned the entire extent
o f western Amazonia. In view o f their role in integrating regional exchange,
these Arawak-speakers should be viewed not so much as ethnic “wedges” as
the social “glue” o f ancient Amazonia.
Although a recent and authoritative summary o f Amazonian linguistics
(Dixon & Aikhenvald 1999a) advocates extreme skepticism with regard to
higher-level genetic groupings, sev eral studies have suggested various degrees
o f affinity among the four most important language families in Amazonia:
Arawak, Tupi, Carib, and Ge. To the extent that there is a foundation for any
o f these studies, it would lend support to the hypothesis that at least these
families are to be seen as products o f regional ethnogenetic processes rather
than as traces o f migrations from other parts o f the continent. The significance
o f ecological factors in such processes deserves also to be considered. Betty
Meggers (1982, 1987) has suggested that drought-related fluctuations in the
extent o f forest vegetation have contributed to the geographical distribution o f
different language families, some o f whom (for example, horticulturalists such
as Arawak, Tupi, Pano, and Carib) were originally confined to distinct forest
refiigia but subsequently expanded, at the expense o f savanna-dwelling huntergatherers, with die recovery o f die rainforest as the climate grew more humid.
D ixon’s Punctuated Equilibrium model similarly implies that linguistic families
such as Arawak, Carib, and Tupi, prior to the “punctuation” represented by
the adoption o f agriculture, originated as the result o f relative confinement
within specific geographical zones (Dixon & Aikhenvald 1999b:17). However,
ecological factors can be assumed to be significant for the distribution of,
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for instance, Arawak (wetland agriculturalists) and Ge (h tin ter-gatherers o f
the dry savanna) without any reference to paleoclimafic fluctuations or to
ecologically induced isolation. On the contrary, an anthropological perspective
on the formation o f ethnolinguistic identities would emphasize ecologically
induced interaction rather than isolation (Barth 1969), The geologically recent
expansion o f Arawak-speakers along floodplains and wet savannas from the
llanos o f Venezuela to the llanos o f Bolivia over the course o f a millennium and
a half(cf. Heckenberger 2 0 0 2 :1 0 6 -1 0 7 ) suggests the systematic exploitation o f
an existing socioecologjcal niche, in intensive interaction with the populations
o f other such zones, rather than reflecting post-Pleistocene changes in
biogeography or long periods o f hom ogeneous, egalitarian “equilibrium.”
Furthermore, as studies in historical ecology show, die relation between
ecology and cultural identity cannot be a matter o f one-way causality, when the
biophysical environment is continuously transformed by human activity,
A convincing account o f the genesis o f ethnolinguistic divisions in
prehistoric Amazonia needs to recognize the recursive relation between
ecological and economic specialization within regional exchange systems, on
the one hand, and ethnic and cultural creativity, on the other (Figure 1). The
various cultural traits and institutions that enabled Arawak-speakers to integrate
long-distance trade networks in ancient Amazonia should be understood not
only as prerequisites but also as products o f these exchange systems. Cultural
patterns do exhibit a certain degree o f autonomy and inertia, acknowledged in
notions such as “ethos” or “tradition,” bur rather than replace environmental
determinism with cultural essentialism, we should ask how the cultural creativity
o f the p ro to - Arawak may have constituted a response to the economic niche
afforded them by the opportunities o f riverine trade. Instead o f treating either
ecology or culture as an independent variable, a more dynamic ethnogenetic
perspective can illuminate the emergence o f cultural traits in a regional and
historical perspective, by focusing on the historical structures o f regional
exchange systems rather than ecology or culture in themselves. Viewed from
a regional perspective, as Hill (2002:229) observes, the proto-Arawakan
territories around the I^ana and Guainia Rivers in the northwest Amazon were
actually “centrally located” in relation to the riv erine connections between the
Orinoco and Amazon Basins. If this was indeed the area in which Arawakan
traits and institutions originally developed, it is not difficult to imagine a close
connection between their cosmopolitan “ethos” (cf. Santos-Granero 2002)
and their role as long-distance traders. As this contagious cultural “ethos”
reproduced and entrenched itself along the trade routes, however, it would be
misleading to represent its diffusion in terms o f the movement o f “peoples.”
Considering the rapidity and the apparent ease with which indigenous
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populations along the Rio Negro were able to adopt the Nheengatu “trade
language” and European utensils in the colonial era, as well as a great number
o f other Amazonian examples o f language shifts and interethnic cultural
adoptions (c f Aikhenvald 1999), we might find it puzzling that we should
continue generally to think about Pre-Columbian cultural processes in terms
o f reified “peoples” migrating across the Amazon Basin. Nheengatu is to this
day spoken as a first language by some populations on the upper Rio Negro
(Jensen 1999:127). In view o f its conspicuously riverine distribution pattern,
we see that there is a distinct possibility that the Arawakan language family
(that is, proto-Arawak) similarly originated as a “trade language” among a wide
network o f bi- or multilingual societies in prehistoric Amazonia (cf. Schmidt
1917). An influential and contagious “Arawakan” identity seems indeed to
have been founded on a fairly coherent, if provisional, constellation o f traits,
including language and ceramic style, but this possibility does not allow us to
draw any conclusions on population movements. Rather than continuing to
reproduce the billiard-ball model ofm igrating, essentialized “peoples” pushing
one another across the Amazon Basin and thus generating our linguistic and
archeological distribution maps, w e should be asking ourselves what prehistoric
linguistic and stylistic diffusion could tell us about communicative processes
within a pan-Amazonian system o f exchange relations.

Traces of Intensification
To dissociate the Arawakan “ethos” (Santos-Granero 2 0 0 2 ) and its various
stylistic markers from the notion o f a biologically delineated population is not
to stop asking questions about material processes in Amazonian prehistory.
Whichever genes they may have carried, the Arawak-speaking potters o f the
floodplains in the first millennium b .c . e . w ere engaged in a process o f social
transformation that also had major ecological repercussions. The tropical
landscape still carries imprints ofthese transformations, even if they are generally
invisible to the untrained eye. A fundamental example o f such imprints are the
dark, anthropogenic5 soils that in Amazonia are known as terra preta de indio
and that occur along most larger rivers (Denevan 2001:104—110; Glaser &
Woods 2004; Lehmann et al. 2003; Petersen, Neves, & Heckenberger 2001).
These black ( terra preta) or dark brown (terra m ulata) soils are less acidic
and contain more humus, nitrogen, and phosphorus than surrounding soils
and arc appreciated by both indigenous and non-indigenous farmers for their
high fertility. Terra preta occurs in patches or as contiguous zones along the
shores o f major rivers, normally varying between 1 and 100 hectares in extent,
with an average around 21 hectares. Some sites, however, are considerably
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larger, measuring 500 hectares at Santarem, 350 hectares at Juriti, west o f
Santarem, and 200 hectares terra preta plus 1,000 hectares terra m ulata at
Bcltcrra, by the Tapajos (Denevan 2001:105). Sites are typically elongated in
shape and run parallel to riverbanks, for instance at Altamira, on the Xingu (1.8
km x 500 m, 90 hectares), and at Manacapuru, near Manaus (4 km x 2 00 m,
80 hectares). A recent survey maps almost 40 0 sites in Brazil alone (Kern et
al. 2003). The deposits may be up to tw o meters in depth. M ost researchers
agree that terra preta has been formed in connection with dense, sedentary,
and extended human habitation, indicating more permanent and often larger
communities than those that have been documented ethnographically in
Amazonia.6 It has been proposed that the black soils ( terra preta) are the result
o f human habitation, whereas the dark brown soils ( terra m ulata) are former
agricultural land (Herrera et al. 1992:102, ref. to Andrade; Petersen, Neves,
& Heckenberger 2001:100). Terra pretas are usually associated with artifacts
such as pottery, whereas terra m nla ta sarc not (Kern et al. 2003:73). The most
fertile (black) “anthrosols” appear to be the result o f a continuous deposition
o f household garbage, ashes, feces, urine, bones, shells, and other organic
materials.
T a ra preta begins to form at roughly the same time along the larger
rivers in Amazonia a few centuries b .c . e . At Hupa-iya, near Yarinacocha, by
the Ucayali River in Peru, the oldest deposits o f terra preta have been dated
to 200 b . c . e . At the large site o f A^utuba on the lower Ri'o N egro, terra preta
may have begun to form around 360 b .c . e . (Petersen, Neves, & Heckenberger
2 001:97, 100). In view o f postulated correlations between ceramics and
linguistics (Heckenberger 2002; Lathrap 1970; Zucchi 2002), the abundant
finds o f Barrancoid ceramics at both Hupa-iya and A^utuba, as at other sites
with terra preta along the Amazon (cf. Myers 2004:91), could be mustered in
support o f the hypothesis o f an Arawak-speaking population on the intensively
cultivated floodplains from at least 500 b .c . e . up to its identification as such by
Europeans. These anthrosols indicate a population density that could not have
been sustained with the current (shifting) agricultural practices o f indigenous
people in the area (Oliver 2 0 0 1 :73; cf. Roosev elt 1993). The evidence suggests
that the floodplains o f Amazonia in the first millennium b .c . e . experienced
an unprecedented concentration o f human population in conjunction with
significant economic intensification and that these material processes were part
and parcel o f complex new social formations associated with what we have
referred to as an “Arawakan” culture and identity.
Another lasting imprint o f complex social systems and economic
intensification in Amazonia was made by the various kinds o f earthworks
that have been identified in association with Pre-Columbian settlements and
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cultivation systems. The most conspicuous o f these are the extensive drainage
systems that have been discovered in the seasonally inundated wet savannas
(llanos) o f Bolivia, Colombia, and Venezuela and in other waterlogged areas
(floodplains,deltas,coastal zones, take shores, marshes) in the Guyanas,highland
Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, and highland Bolivia (Denevan 2 0 0 1:215-290;
Parsons 1985). In these widely separate areas, a similar method o f drainage was
employed, the basic idea o f which w as to construct artificially raised fields to
protect the crops from periodical inundations. Such raised or ridged fields have
been given various names in different parts ofSouth America, but a commonly
used, non-English name is the Spanish camellones, which was applied already
in die sixteenth century by Spaniards in the Orinoco llanos and in highland
basins o f Colombia and Ecuador. It was also used at least by 1674 lor the
famous chinampas o f die Aztecs in Mexico, which appear to belong to die
same agricultural tradition. The term camellones, which refers to camel humps,
was obviously invented by the Spaniards after 1492 but is used to this day in
the Beni area in Bolivia (Denevan 2 0 0 1 :2 1 7 ,2 2 0 ,2 3 7 -2 3 8 ,2 5 2 ). Raised fields
had several functions in addition to drainage, including soil aeration, reduction
o f root rot, increased nitrification, pest reduction, reduction o f acidity, moisture
retention (in the ditches), enhancement o f fertility by application o f muck from
ditches, facilitation o f weeding, facilitation o f harvest, and increase in soil and
water temperatures (Ibid.:220).
It was not until the 1960s that researchers began to grasp the significance
o f these methods o f cultivation in South America, following William Denevan’s
discovery and exploration o f extensive areas o f prehistoric camellones in
the Llanos de Mojos in Beni, Bolivia. Earlier scholars w ho had mentioned
cultivation on “mounds” or “platforms” in various parts o f South America
include Alfred Metraux in 1942 (having probably received the information
from Erland Nordenskiold), Max Schmidt in 1951 (Schmidt 1974), and Carl
Sauer in 1952 (Denevan 2001:218). Schmidt had perceived a connection
between “mound cultivation” in the Llanos de Mojos, the Titicaca Basin,
the Antilles, Marajo Island, and other areas o f South America, and Sauer also
recognized in these mounds a pattern characteristic o f the N ew World tropics.
The only historical information on die ridged fields in Beni that Denevan was
able to locate, however, is a note by two Jesuits from 1754, and the only
modern researcher w ho had previously observed them personally was Erland
Nordenskiold in 1916 (Ibid.:217). The reason why these fields emerged from
obscurity in the 1960s is that the patterns they create are clearly visible from
the air but difficult to discover on the ground.
Similar systems o f cultivation have subsequently been reported from the
llanos o f Venezuela and Colombia, coastal areas in the Guyanas, river valleys
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and waterlogged basins in the highlands o f Colombia and Ecuador, the Guavas
Basin in coastal Ecuador, the Casma Valley on the north coast o f Peru, and the
Titicaca Basin on the border between Peru and Bolivia. Their occurrences in
the highlands as well as the lowlands undoubtedly reflect an ancient exchange
o f ideas between the two areas. Their shapes and proportions vary, but there
are individual fields in the Orinoco area that are over 1 kilometer long, some in
Beni that are 25 meters wide, and som e by the San forge River in Colombia that
are 2 metiers high. Raised fields can occur over very extensive areas, particularly
in the Titicaca Basin (120,000 hectares), the lower Sinu Riv er and the Mompos
area between the Cauca and San Jorge Rivers in Colombia (90,000 hectares),
the Guavas Basin (50,000 hectares), and the Llanos de Mojos in Beni (at
least 6,000 hectares). In addition to camellones, the Beni area features a great
quantity o f artificial mounds, causeways, and canals. Most o f these earthworks
in the Llanos de Mojos are located between the Beni and the Mamore Rivers,
tributaries to the Madeira. Ridged fields have also been reported from forested
areas southwest o f these //««<w( Denevan 2 0 0 1 :247).
By multiplying the known acreages o f raised fields with experimentally
established figures tor productivity, we can estimate how large were the
populations they could have sustained. Experimental cultivation o f raised
fields in the Titicaca Basin has yielded up to 16 tons o f potatoes per hectare.
Such harvests would theoretically be able to sustain almost 4 0 people per
hectare cultivated land (Denevan 2 0 0 1 :2 2 0 -2 2 2 , 272; Erickson 2000:336).
Experimental fields in Mojos have yielded 25 tons o f manioc and 2 tons o f
maize per hectare (Denevan 2001:222, 252). Irrespective o f the level o f
optimism in terms o f nutrient yields, however, these estimates should always
be tempered by the recognition that a significant portion o f the harvests
would have been used for feasting and brewing manioc beer rather than pure
subsistence. In fact, judging from historical and ethnographical documentation
o f indigenous consumption patterns throughout much o f South America (cf.,
for example, Gastineau, Darby, & Turner 1979; Goldman 1966:86), we see
that it is likely diat such “ceremonial” consumption may have been a major
incentive for agricultural intensification in the first place. The domestication and
consumption o f manioc and maize in South America have undoubtedly from
the very start been implicated in the maintenance o f social reciprocities ranging
from local kinship obligations and trade partnerships to chiefly redistribution.
The taste for manioc or maize beer should thus not be underestimated in our
understandings o f prehistoric agricultural intensification in Amazonia.7
Again, various kinds o f evidence suggest an “Arawakan” ethnolinguistic
identity as the com m on denominator o f these widely dispersed but apparently
related cultivation systems. When the Europeans arrived, the llanos o f Bolivia,
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Venezuela, and Colombia as well as the Antilles and coastal Guyanas had for
a long time been inhabited by Arawak-speakers. Historical sources mention
mound cultivation using digging sticks among the sixteenth-century Taino o f
Hispaniola and the eighteenth-century Palikur on the northeast coast o f Brazil
(Denevan 2 0 0 1 :227; Renard-Casevitz 2 0 0 2 :140-141 ). The ridged fields in the
Llanos de Mojos o f Bolivia were probably constructed by the Arawak-speaking
M ojo using similar methods. Excavations o f camclUmcs in Venezuela have
yielded ceramics that Alberta Zucchi attributes to Arawak-speakers expanding
north along the Orinoco after 500 c . e . (Denevan 2 0 0 1 :226; Denevan &: Zucchi
1978). The Andean chiefdoms in highland basins in Colombia, Ecuador, and
the Titicaca area all maintained close interaction with various ethnic groups in
die adjoining lowlands, prominent am ong who were Arawak-speakers. Donald
Ladirap (1970:162—163, 169-170) has interpreted the prehistoric societies o f
the Guavas Basin in western Ecuador as an extension, by way o f an unusually
accessible segment o f the Andean highlands, o f Amazonian cultural traditions.
In his view, the camellones o f the Guavas Basin are remains o f the Milagro
culture from 500 c . e ., whose pottery (funerary urns, applique decoration, and
so on) are reminiscent o f Santarem, Konduri, and other ceramic styles from
the lower Amazon. Lathrap (Ibid.: 169) also associates the raised fields in the
San Jorge Basin in Colombia with funerary urns with Amazonian affinities.
Finally, he adopts Kingsley N oble’s hypothesis that an early population o f the
Titicaca Basin, today represented by the Uru and the Chipaya, were Arawakspeakers with roots in the lowlands (Ibid.:72, 74). This view appears to have
been endorsed by several influential linguists, including Greenberg, Suarez,
and Migliazza (cf. Campbell 1997:189; Ruhlcn 1987:373). Clark Erickson
has suggested that the earliest raised fields in the Titicaca Basin were built by
the ancestors o f the Uru around the beginning o f the Chiripa period 8 0 0 -2 0 0
b .c . e . (cf. Denevan 2001:273); David Brownian (1980:117) has also identified
the Chiripa culture with the ancestors o f the Uru and Chipaya.
It would thus be possible to argue that, from the beginning o f the
first millennium b .c . e ., more or less all occurrences o f raised fields in PreColumbian South America may have been associated with an “Arawakan”
sphere o f influence. The apparendy simultaneous appearance o f ridged fields
in areas as widely apart as northern Colombia and the Titicaca Basin around
800 b . c . e . does not support the notion o f migration as a significant factor
in the distribution o f this system o f cultivation. The earliest dates are from
the Guavas lowlands o f Ecuador, where Valdivia-type pottery associated with
raised fields suggests a time depth going back to around 20 0 0 b .c . e . (Parsons
1985:155). Other dates from various parts o f lowland South America include
the Beni area around 1 c.i-:., the Guyanas 200 c . k ., and the Orinoco 500
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c . e . ( Denevan 2001). Like the sequence o f pottery dates, this chronology
should not be interpreted in terms o f a process o f migration but in terms o f
the diffusion o f an agricultural technique along a continent-wide network o f
wetland agriculturalists integrated by intense social exchange and a common
ethnolinguistic identity. We might even suggest that the finds o f riverside
terra preta and marshland camellones are complementary manifestations o f
this same social network, each reflecting the conditions o f both cultivation
and preservation along the rivers and in the llanos, respectively. Ridged fields
suggest the adaptation o f intensive agriculturalists to wetland environments o f
a more predictable nature than the major Amazonian floodplains, where the
annual floods arc much more violent. However, as Lathrap (1 9 7 0 :2 9 -3 0 , 39,
1 6 0 -1 6 1 ) has proposed, the idea o f artificially raised fields may well have been
inspired by the natural series o f sedimentary ridges created by such floods along
the ris ers, since it was precisely these natural ridges that were intensively farmed
by the populations on the floodplains.

Conclusions
The complex distribution maps tracing the linguistics, ethnography, and
archeology o f Amazonia represent a daunting jigsaw puzzle. Anthropologists
and archeologists have long been struggling with the challenge o f finding
intelligible patterns behind the patchy indications o f cultural diversity. Some
have sought clues in the natural environment, others in historical processes or
an autonomous, semiotic logic o f culture. In this chapter, the analytical platform
that I have chosen as a point o f departure is that o f regional and interregional
exchange systems. Exchange systems are ecologically, historically, and culturally
conditioned, but they simultaneously generate tangible ecological, historical,
and cultural consequences(Figure 1). They thus constitute a theoretical juncture
where different scientific perspectives and levels o f analysis can be integrated
in recursive, nondeterministic ways. The geographical distribution o f natural
resources, territorial boundaries, and cultural patterns o f consumption are
all factors o f significance for the development o f exchange systems, just as,
again, die trajectories o f exchange systems are o f significance for environmental
change, politics, and cultural identities. It is often precisely these three aspects o f
prehistoric social change— rli.it is, patterns o f resource use, power structures, and
delineation o f cultural boundaries—that we m ost urgently want to reconstruct,
particularly in our attempts to understand the driving forces behind transitions
to sedentism and agricultural intensification on different continents.
In South America, expansive exchange networks have previously been
postulated as underlying the diffusion of, for instance, the Chavin art style (cf.
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Burger 1992; Lathrap 1971) and die Quechua language (Schwartz & Salomon
1999:457; Stark 1985:181; Torero 2 0 0 2 :9 1 -1 0 5 ), neither ofw hich is believed
primarily to have involved demic migration. In this chapter, I have suggested
that a similar interpretation can be applied to the spread o f Arawakan languages
and certain aspects o f material culture and agricultural practices that tend to
appear in conjunction with them. This interpretation can lie based on at least
six types o f argument:
1. It is well known that many and sometimes widespread language shifts
(for example, to Nheengatu) have occurred in Amazonia without
involving migration.
2. The areas outside their homeland in the northw est Amazon that first
adopted Arawakan languages were, with the probable exception o f the
upper Xingu, already fairly densely populated by that time.
3. Arawak-speakers are historically and ethnographical Iv known throughout
their range to have been active traders, often along the very rivers that
have been postulated as their primary migration routes.
4. Arawak-speaking groups are also historically and ethnographicaliy known
to have practiced extensive intermarriage with other ethnolinguistic
groups.
5. Arawakan languages spoken in different areas often show more
structural similarities to their non-Arawak neighbors than to one another
(Aikhenvald & Dixon 1998).
6. Attempts to find correlations between Amazonian languages anti gene.s
have been conspicuously unsuccessful (Cavalli-Sfbrza, M enozzi, & Piazza
1994:341).
The archeological evidence suggests that floodplains and wet savannas
(llanos) in various parts o f lowland South America in the first millennium
b .c . e . experienced the emergence o f a new kind o f expansive and densely
populated societies characterized by extensive ethnic alliances and power
hierarchies based on long-distance trade and intensive exploitation o f both
terrestrial and aquatic resources. The intensification o f resource use should be
understood partly in direct relation to trade, as some o f it seems to have been
production for export, partly in relation to a rising need for surplus production
generated by the consumptive demands o f the elite, the craft specialists,
and the demographically more concentrated settlements. These “demands”
should in turn be understood only partly in terms o f subsistence, because a
significant proportion o f the product would have been allocated to ceremonial
consumption of, for example, manioc or maize beer.
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This sociocultural pattern may originally have crystallized among Arawakspeaking populations inhabiting the border zone between the Amazon and
Orinoco Basins, an area that had long seen a lively trade and high density o f
interaction between different ethnic groups. The familiarity with rivers and
river traffic initially favored the rapid expansion o f Arawak-speakers downstream
along the Orinoco and the Rio N egro, which was based as much on alliancemaking and the ethnolinguistic assimilation o f other groups as on actual
population movements. With time, the expansive inertia o f the “Arawakan
ethos” as described above was more or less dissociated from the distribution
o f biologically definable populations. Successively more distant groups farther
on along the waterways continued to gravitate toward die prestigious new
way o f life and its rewards and obligations; became a part o f the “Arawakan”
network; adopted its language, ceremonies, and patterns o f consumption;
and finally served as its missionaries in a continuous outward movement that
spanned a millennium and a half and most o f the continent o f South America.
This continent-wide network absorbed and disseminated new cultural traits
from the groups thus “Arawakized” while maintaining a recognizable core o f
“Arawakan” features including language, pottery styles, and ceremonial life.
In several cases, it is difficult to ascertain whether traits were adopted from
neighboring groups or part o f an original cultural luggage. This fluidity or
readiness to absorb new elements is a general hallmark o f ethnogenetic
processes, but a more remarkable aspect o f Arawakan ethnicity is the extent to
which a recognizably coherent constellation o f core features has been able to
reproduce itself over such vast areas and over such long periods o f time (Hill &
Santos-Granero 2002). A conclusion that suggests itself is that this particular
constellation o f traits was uniquely well fitted to the task o f integrating the
regional exchange system o f prehistoric Amazonia.
The process described above has ecological as well as political and cultural
aspects. Earlier attempts to account for prehistoric intensification in Amazonia
and elsewhere have generally chosen to emphasize one o f these aspects at
the expense o f others. It would be misleading, however, to imagine that the
process in any significant way was “determined” either by ecological conditions,
political aspirations, or cultural idiosyncrasies. All these aspects should rather be
viewed as expressions o f a more general, socioecological logic. The process o f
“Neolithization” diat we can discern in Amazonia during the first millennium
b .c . e . is fundamentally a regional systemic phenomenon in the sense that it is a
crystallization o f a given set o f geographical, historical, and cultural conditions.
This systemic character is reflected, for instance, in the observation that “something
new'” occurred simultaneously in the last few centuries b . c . e . over vast areas o f
Amazonia, a manifestation o f which was larger and more sedentary settlements
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with die capacity to generate terra preta (Neves et al. 2003:29; Petersen, Nev es,
& Heckenberger 2001:101). Abrupt changes can also be detected in several sites
in central Amazonia around 700 c . e . (Neves et al. 2004). When juxtaposed and
correlated, such local cultural discontinuities may prove to be associated with
the integration and transformations o f continent-wide exchange networks. Thus,
for instance, the main period o f consolidation o f the Arawakan trade netw ork
appears largely to coincide with the so-called Early Horizon (1 0 0 0 -2 0 0 b .c .h .) in
the Andes, defined by the diffusion o f the lowland-oriented Chavm style across
the Andean crest, and die most significant period o f reorganization (reflected in
major stylistic discontinuities over much o f Amazonia) with the collapse o f the
highland polities Tiwanaku and Waii around 1000 c .e .
The set o f relevant systemic conditions for such synchronized developments
would include the geographical distribution o f natural resources such as turtles,
shells, or green stone, as well as cultural constellations o f symbolically and
sociologically constituted demand for such products, from die Andean demand
for feather mantles and hallucinogenic plants to the central Amazonian demand
for frog-shaped amulets (cf. Boomert 1987:34-36). Systemic conditions also
include the specific geographies o f navigable rivers and cultivable floodplains,
as well as the distances to, and the historically given political conditions in,
other parts o f the continent such as the Andes and the Caribbean. Finally,
we must count among these crucial conditions the culturally specific motives
o f traders and chiefs along the rivers, which necessarily implicate prehistoric
political economy, kinship systems, and marriage rules, fust to give a brief
example o f these last factors, we could mention the use o f green stone amulets
and shell beads as brideprice am ong various groups in the Amazon and the
Orinoco Basins (Boomert 1987:37; Gasson 2000:589).
On all continents, ecology and climate have obviously influenced die
cultural development o f human populations and their opportunities to engage
in long-distance exchange and economic specialization. But it is equally
obvious, I would conclude, that geographically extensiv e systems o f exchange
and interaction have tor millennia exerted crucial influence not only on the
formation o f local cultural identities, consumption patterns, and economies
but concomitantly also on the ecosystems in which these culturally constituted
economies operate. It is this socioecological recursivity that so often continues
to elude us in our struggles to comprehend the relation between nature and
society.

Notes
1. 1 am grateful to the University o f Chicago Press for permission to use a
much abridged and adapted version o f my article “ Ethnogcncsis, Regional
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Integration, and Ecology in Prehistoric Amazonia,” previously published in

C.um nt Anthropology 46(4):5S9-620; © 2 0 0 5 by the Wenner-Gren Foundation
for Anthropological Research. This work, as part o f the European Science
Foundation EUROCORES Programme OM LL, was supported by hinds from
the Swedish Research Council and the KC Sixth Framework Programme under
Contract no. ERA S-CT-2003-980409.
2. The term Neolithic Revolution, o r Neolithization, is misleading in several ways,
but the prehistoric processes which it denotes— that is, the intensification o f
resource use based on domestication o f plants and animals, and the emergence o f
stratified societies—constitute real challenges for archeological research, not least
because such processes on different continents seem to share certain similarities.
By “ Neolithization” I here do not mean the origin o f crop cultivation, which by
this time had already occurred in Amazonia for several millennia ( Hcckenberger
2002:118; Neves et al. 2003:34; Oliver 2001:65-66), but a relatively sudden
intensification o f agriculture in conjunction with the emergence o f sedentary,
densely populated, and stratified societies. It is im portant to recognize the
gradual domestication o f food plants such as manioc as a process distinct from,
and generally much earlier, than “ Neolithization” in this sense. Following
traditional usage, however, authorities such as Donald Lathrap have characterized
the Amazonian domestication o f manioc as a first step in the “Neolithic
Revolution” o f the New World (cf. Neves 1999:225).
3. In indigenous Amazonia, in particular, many anthropologists have confirmed
Pierre Clastres’s (1987) observation that the standard response to any pretence
o f authority is to w alk away and set up a new village elsewhere. To understand
the emergence o f stratified societies in Amazonian prehistory, we thus need to
reconstruct the outlines o f integrative ideologies capable o f counteracting such
centrifugal forces. The ceremonial life o f contemporary Arawakan groups in
the northwest Amazon (cf. Hill 2002) does suggest such an ideological system,
embedding social hierarchy in compelling constructions o f inclusive, ethnic
identities ultimately founded on familiar notions o f consanguinity.
4. The color green, frogs, and water in much o f Amazonia symbolize femaleness
and fertility (Boomert 1987:36).
5. Experts disagree on whether Amazonian Dark Earths were deliberately created as
a “technology” o f agricultural intensification (Myers 2004; Myers et al. 2003) or
merely an unintentional artifact o f long-term human occupation ( Balee 1992:42;
Neves et al. 2003:44). Considering recent research on Amazonian Dark Earths,
and following Denevan’s (1992) observation on the excessive labor requirements
o f shifting cultivation using stone axes, many now agree that shifting cultivation
became prevalent in Amazonia only after the European introduction o f metal
sites, implying that Pre-Columbian horticulture in Amazonia was generally o f a
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more permanent character (Denevan 2004; Mora 2003; Myers 2004:74; Myers
et al. 2003; Neves et al. 2004:44).
6. A notable exception is Betty Meggers, who attributes extensive areas o f terra
preta to discontinuous occupation by small groups (for example, Meggers 1992).
7. It has long been common among archeologists to refer, like Ester Boserup,
to population growth as the explanation o f agricultural intensification and
increasing social complexity (cf. Lathrap 1970). Rather than view population
growth as an independent variable, however, we should ask which sociopolitical
factors lie behind the emergence o f larger and more sedentary concentrations
o f population (cf. Gasson 2002:295; Petersen, Neves, & Heckenberger
2001:101). In Amazonia, it is particularly evident that community size depends
on the ability o f political and ritual leaders to integrate greater concentrations
o f people, which in turn relics on ideological factors such as ethnicity, kinship,
and a hierarchical cosmology. These ideological factors o f integration must
nevertheless continuously be supported at a symbolic and material level through
ceremonial feasting, generally focused on the consumption o f manioc o r maize
beer (cf. Gasson 2003; Goldman 1966:86; Renard-Casevitz 2002:128) and
the redistribution o f rare prestige goods (cf. Gasson 2002:292; Heckenberger
2002:117-118). The latter two activities arc archcologically reflected in
agricultural intensification and long-distance trade, respectively. It is thus only
to be expected that sites with evidence o f intensive agriculture tend to be
strategically located along riverine trade routes (cf. Herrera et al. 1992; Kern et
al. 2003; Mora 2003). The ceremonial consumption o f beer is also abundantly
reflected in finds o f ceramic brewing and drinking vessels (Lathrap 1970:54—56,
85-86, 88, 100-101, 183). Once major investments in agricultural intensification
and sedentism have occurred, o f course, a factor that could provide powerful
incentives for further demographic concentration is warfare (Heckenberger
1996:203).

Part III

Is the World System Sustainable?
Attempts toward an Integrated
Socioecological Perspective
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The Human-Environment Nexus: Progress in the
Past Decade in the Integrated Analysis of Human
and Biophysical Factors1
E M IL IO F. MORAN

I. Introduction
The Earth continues to be treated with little thought for the future. More
and more species are going extinct. Wetlands arc disappearing at a rapid rate,
endangering die migration routes o f birds. Even our closest primate relatives
are finding less and less o f their habitat left standing to ensure their survival.
The story goes oil. There is little concrete strategic policy that incorporates the
development o f a sustainable Earth system as a practical objective. Yet, that is
exactly what we mast establish. Without a conscious exercise dedicated to the
objective o f ensuring the sustainability o f the world’s ecological systems, our
days on this planet are numbered.
Humans, as a distinct species, haw been on this planet a very long time.
What is not widely recognized is that in the past fifty years we have changed
nearly every aspect o f our relationship with Nature. Yes, the Industrial
Revolution began some three hundred years ago, and we have been gradually
increasing the effects we have on the Earth since then (Turner et al. 1990). And,
in the past 10,000 years, in various times and places, we have had considerable
effect on the local and the regional scale (Redman 1999). But never before has
our impact had planetary-scale consequences, and that is what we arc having
trouble understanding. As a species we tend to think and act locally; however,
for the first time in human evolution we have begun to have a cumulative,
global impact.
Our impact in the past fifty years has no equivalent in our entire history
as a species (see Figure 1). In the past fifty' years w e have seen not only an
exponential increase in carbon dioxide but also ozone depletion and nitrous
oxide concentrations in the atmosphere, losses in tropical rainforests, frequency
o f natural disasters, and species extinctions. The same can be said for fertilizer
consumption, damming o f rivers, water use, paper consumption, the number
o f people living in cities, and the number o f motor vehicles. Aldiough we see
a few cases o f nations and regions with a growing middle class and improved
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Figure 1 • Biophysical changes in the past fifty years (Steffen et al, 2004).

living standards, more often than not in the past twenty years we have seen a
decline in the living standards o f the poor and the middle class, with the gap
growing and the concentration o f wealth becoming as pervasive as the loss o f
species.

.---------
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The exponential increase in environmental change is tied to two factors:
die increase in human population and changes in consumption habits. Indeed,
one must think o f these two factors in tandem. One Euroamerican citizen
consumes twenty-five times the resources that one average citizen from India,
Guatemala, or other less developed countries does. So, while birth rates have
declined to replacement level or even below' in developed countries, these
populations continue to impact the Earth’s resources far more than do die
billions o f people in developing countries. Both “the North” and “die South”
have a huge impact on Nature, and if we want to leave an Earth worth living in
to our children, both die Nordi and die South will need to change how diey go
about their business. Yet, changing business-as-usual— “culture,” worldview,
and such— is easier said than done.
Whether in the North or the South, specific societies have deeply ingrained
cultural and historical traditions that have both positive and negative elements
that facilitate and hinder our capacity' to respond to the current crisis in the
Earth system. Looking at North American and European society, w e can
speak positively o f the democratic institutions that are in place, which provide
an effective mechanism for citizens to respond to information provided to
them, whether about schools, politics, or the environment. This is all to die
good. Yet, how do w e explain the lack o f responsiveness in the United States
to the growing evidence for a global environmental crisis? Side by side with
our democratic institutions, the United States has a culture o f individualism,
with a much greater value given to capital accumulation as a measure o f a
person’s wrorth than in almost any other society. These culmral values tend to
sway a great portion o f the citizenry against environmental regulations, seeing
diem as cosdv and dius likely to increase taxes on individuals, and to raise
the cost o f environmental goods and services. Even the promotion o f public
transportation as a response to reducing fossil-fuel emissions is opposed by
many on the grounds that it limits personal freedom, despite the costs to the
country (in terms o f dependence on foreign oil supplies) and the globe (in
terms o f emission o f Earth-warming gases).
This example can be paralleled by many other countries. Each will have a
slightly different twist to it: a product o f the historically contingent nature o f
human affairs. Other countries may lack, for instance, democratic institutions
with a capacity to m obilize the populace, but diey may have enlightened
rulers who respond quickly to evidence for environmental crisis: witness the
rapid reforestation o f China in the past twenty years, following decades o f
deforestation. The pace o fth e reforestation has been without equal in the world,
despite the many econom ic constraints faced by China and its vast population.
In short, there is no one answer to finding environmentally appropriate
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solutions to the current global environmental crisis. Human agents in specific
places need to work within die constraints and opportunities provided by their
physical, social, econom ic, and cultural setting. We are all responsible for the
condition o f our planet, by our action and by our inaction,

II. Can One Conceive of Ecosystems without Human Agents?
Ecologists have a tendenq' to blame human agents for our current crisis.
However, doing so docs not begin to move us toward solutions. Human
agents arc part o f the problem, but they arc the only ones who can alleviate die
current crisis. Fortunately, we know one thing: human agents are eminently
self-interested and capable o f amazing self-organization when properly
motivated and led. So, if we are so capable o f looking after ourselves, and to
organize to achieve our goals, why are we in the current crisis? I think the
answer lies in our evolutionary tendency to think primarily o f local territories,
even though our contemporary capacity to use resources from far and distant
places has grown enormously. We still have not been able to internalize the
consequences o f our contemporary consumption o f environmental resources
from diroughout the world, and we have not developed effective ways to get
information and feedback on what the impact o f our consumption has been.
In odier words, econom ic globalization has been very effective at using global
resources but not in giving consumers the information they need to make a
decision on whether they want to have that kind o f impact. This is a systemic
failure that must be corrected if we are to begin to be able to respond to our
current environmental crisis. W ithout feedback from our consumption actions,
we will continue to act irresponsibly. That has not always been die case in how
we use resources.
In die past, human agents went out from their communities to gather
needed resources to sustain their population at a very local level. We must
recall that for most o f our experience as a species, we were hunter-gatherers.
The range o f hunter-gatherers was fairly limited, and when they overused
resources they were forced to move considerable distances until they could find
another territory, not occupied by others, to sustain them. As hunter-gatherer
populations increased, diey found themselves running into odier bands, and
perhaps experiencing conflict with them. In short, it was preferable in many
cases to limit the group’s consumption to sustainable levels, rather than face a
very uncertain future access to distant and possibly dangerous territories.
Even with the advances in control made possible by domestication o f
plants and animals, human agents could experientially understand how the
local land and water responded to their agricultural management. What was
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happening in China was o f no interest to those living in Europe or Africa.
Products came from relatively close distances and anyone could assess whether
diey were putting themselves at risk.
Those familiar ways o f adjusting our behavior to existing resources are
now completely changed for much o f the human populations on Earth. Today,
whether in China, Germany, Argentina, or the United States, human agents
are provided with coffee from Brazil; bananas from Honduras, Philippines, or
Gabon; fish from oceans on the odier side o f the world; and powdered milk
from places unspecified on the can labels. The human consumer has no way
to know how much forest was cut to grow that coffee, which people were
displaced to make room for those banana plantations, which fish stock was
depleted, or w hich smallholder was displaced for that dairy farm. In short, we
have a disconnection between what we use on the Earth and the consequences
o f that use for people and nature (cf. Moran 2006).
If w e are to begin to move toward a sustainable Eardi system, w e must
begin by building an awareness o f what we do— no matter where it might
be— and to reflect on whether that is an impact that we want to have. Just
as consumer movements have, after much effort, succeeded in having many
products labeled by corporations as to tiieir nutritional and caloric content,
we need to begin to require that products indicate where diey com e from and
to post, in public sites on the Internet, environmental impact statements that
show the products’ ecological consequences.

III. Human Agency: Individuals Making a Difference
A fine line exists between endowing individuals with agency, or die ability to
take decisions and actions, and ignoring actual people altogetiier. Ecologically,
we have tended to do die latter, Iti many major texts and popular books, we
read about how people do this to the environment, or degrade that landscape,
or pollute these rivers. Just as the socialist literature treated the workers as
L um penproktariaf, or an aggregate proletarian mass, so does modern analysis
deal with how people treat the environment, not recognizing the diverse
ways that people in fact act toward their physical surroundings. But in giving
individuals the attention diey deserve, and in trying to understand dieir actions,
we can also fail to sec the patterns in their actions. After all, human agency takes
place within an environmental and social matrix, and individuals arc members
o f social groups with shared economic, cultural, and political interests. Thus, in
ensuring that we give individual human agents their due, w e must balance this
attention with a concern for how many other agents share similar values and
make similar decisions with given cumulative impacts.
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It is appropriate to consider how human agency can make a difference,
and how social movements can make an even greater difference. Individuals,
as members o f given societies, do not represent the entire society but som e
segment o f it characterized by a specific econom ic position, education, and
political linkages. When individuals act they commonly represent the interests
o f those parts o f the social fabric within which they are embedded, but on
occasion they rise above those contexts and represent wider interests. Time
and again w e see evidence o f how an individual through his or her actions can
change how w e think about die world and how w e can act on it.
In short, human agency docs make a difference, whether expressed as ideas
or in action. Until 1985 there were hardly any stories in major magazines or
newspapers about Amazonian deforestation, even though there had been a
growing discussion o f it in scientific journals and plenty o f research attesting
to the rapid rates o f forest destruction. But the appearance o f an interview
with Tom Lovejoy in the New York lim e s in 1985 overnight mobilized the
considerable resources o f the press and other media, and over the next decade
there was an exponential growth in the number o f stories in major newspapers
and magazines, which resulted in considerable international pressure on Brazil
to stop the subsidies that were fueling the deforestation.
So, it seems that we need to have an accumulation o f information over an
extended time, gradually shaping into a picture that instigates concern in some
quarters and action by some individuals. When such action is associated with
some notable event or overwhelming evidence, it appears that public response
can result in remarkably rapid and effective mobilization. But this will not happen
if individual agents do not take the considerable risks involved in trying to change
business-as-usual and to advocate a significant shift in how we do tilings. Change
is resisted by all complex systems largely in self-defense and because it can be
very costly if the change proves unnecessary or wrong-headed. Thus, human
political and economic systems, like ecological systems, resist changing their basic
patterns until there is overwhelming evidence that something fundamental has
happened that requires a shift in the structure and the function o f the system, if it
is to survive. Are we there vet? D o we have overwhelming evidence?

IV. Overwhelming Evidence
Figure 2 illustrates what is happening in terms o f demographic variables,
which should be reason for concern. Population has been increasing rapidly
since 1750, but it is really only since 1950 that the exponential nature o f this
growth has become manifest, showing very little sign o f subsiding in the next
thirty to forty years. By that time the human population will be in excess o f
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Figure 2 • Population changes in the last fifty years (Steffen et al. 2004).

10 billion (it is now about 6 billion). Total Gross Domestic Product, foreign
direct investment, damming o f rivers, water use, fertilizer consumption,
urbanization, paper consumption, the number o f motor vehicles, and the
number o f telephones have also all jumped exponentially since 1950.
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Similarly synchronous trends can be observed on the Earth-system side
(see Figure 1): C O , concentrations, N ,G concentrations, C H 4 concentrations,
ozone depletion, northern hemisphere average surface temperatures, die
number o f natural disasters, loss o f fisheries, increase in nitrogen fluxes in coastal
zones, loss o f tropical rain forests and woodlands, amount o f land dedicated to
cultivation, and number o f species gone extinct have all jumped exponentially
since 1950.
In short, the simultaneous and interconnected nature o f these changes
in human ecological relations since 1950 suggest that human activities could
inadvertently trigger abrupt changes in the Earth system. The most troubling o f
all would be die triggering o f a disruption in the oceanic conveyor belt, which
regulates die world climate (see Figure 3 and Broecker 1991). Simulations show'
that increases in greenhouse gases can trigger changes in the N ordi Atlantic
circulation, yielding scenarios resulting in rather dramatic collapses. We know
already that the Atlantic thermohaline circulation (T H C ) reorganization can be
triggered by changes in surface heat and in freshwater fluxes, and that crossing
thresholds can result in irreversible changes o f ocean circulation (Rahmstorf
& Stocker 2003). Our current situation with regard to C O , alone, not to
mention all die other gases, is well above the recorded experience o f the past
500 million years as recorded in the Vostok Ice Core (see Figure 4).
Once we begin to operate well above any recorded levels, not just for
one but for many measurable parameters, die question has to be asked if w e
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Figure 4 • Vostok ice core (adapted from Steffen et al. 2004).

have begun to play a game with the survival o f our species on planet Earth.
D o we recognize that business-as-usual is a sure guarantee o f the end o f life as
we know it? D o we recognize our ow n contribution to it? Or are we so selfsatisfied in our ow n material success chat we cannot recognize overwhelming
evidence when we see it? In the answer to these questions lies the likelihood o f
our having a future in a world worth living in.

V. Progress in the Integrated Study of
Human-Environment Interactions
Over the past decade a series o f international efforts have made considerable
contributions to understanding the dynamics o f coupled human-environment
systems. The International Geosphere Biosphere Programme (IGBP)
constitutes a network o f scientists w ho have focused their attention on EarthSystcm Scicnce, first by addressing global atmospheric circulation and climate
change, then terrestrial ecosystems, hydrology', and modeling. These scientists
in 1988 approached the social sciences community to engage their interest in
addressing questions o f the human dimensions o f such global changes.
The science o f global environmental change has, arguably, been
responsible for the discovery o f the rapid and large-scale accumulation o f
C 0 2 in die atmosphere and die concern that tiiis process will trigger global
climate changes whose consequences could threaten the planet. Research
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quickly identified land-use and land-cover changes as a major elem ent o f die
global carbon cycle, both as source and sink (H oughton et al. 1983; M oore
et al. 1981; Woodwell et al. 1983). This turned research interests toward the
human alteration and conversion o f landscapes, especially forests, agricultural
lands, and grasslands, which increased or reduced carbon in the atmosphere.
In addition, suggestions on how to balance the carbon cycle identified land
cover as a candidate for helping explain die so-called missing carbon sink, with
recent evidence pointing to such land changes as the regeneration o f forests on
abandoned agricultural lands as well as changes in ecosystem production owing
to longer growing seasons and fertilization by C O , and nitrogen (Goodale et
al. 2002; Schimel et al. 2001). Using these questions as points o f departure,
global environmental change research subsequently expanded to include a
broad array o f human-induced changes in the structure and the function o f the
Earth system, including ecosystems and their services and biodiversity (Daily
et al. 2000; Lubchenco 1998; Raven 2002), in which land change plays a
fundamental role. Recent evidence points to the importance o f regional-tolocal climate change as driven by land change (Kalnay & Cai 2 0 0 3 ), and the
emergence o f sustainability science (Schejlnhuber et al. 2004; Kates et al.
2001) represents yet another strong interest in land change, with strong policy
implications (Turner e t al. 2001).
A crucial element in the past decade has been the land-use and landcover change program. Land-cover changes are complex processes that are
discontinuous rather than smoothly even over time and space. Change is often
triggered by sudden shock events that cascade throughout vast areas. Land
cover will follow' different temporal trajectories o f change as a result o f die
differential uses to which die land is put, and we see evidence for high spatial
heterogeneity in patterns o f land use at die local level. We can sec bodi landuse intensification and extensification occurring side by side in the same region,
which makes it wrong-headed to suggest simple trajectories from extensive to
intensive use, as we had done earlier in the social sciences.
Researchers on land use and land cover have focused a lot o f their effort
in the past decade on identifying the “drivers” o f land-use and land-cover
change. Examination o f 152 studies o f tropical deforestation indicated complex
interactions and contradictory conclusions. Simple answers that w e have turned
to, such as the roles o f population growth, poverty, and odier drivers o f land
degradation, prove to be affected by odier factors, such as social institutions, in
ways that are at times surprising. Population proves to be important, but less so
than national objectives for agricultural development and the expansion o f roads,
technology, and infrastructure. The comparative study o f these cases show's
that w e have dealt rather simplistically with demographic factors. Demographic
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change is not necessarily a shift from high to low mortality and fertility regimes
(referred to as the demographic transition) but is more likely associated with
the breakdown o f extended families into a greater number o f households and
the consequences o f more households for consumption behavior.
The study o f a large number o f cases also shows that there are distinct
regional pathways to tropical deforestation and other land-use and land-cover
changes. In Latin America, especially Amazonia, a phase o f colonization is
followed by infrastructure improvements, logging, and die expansion o f
ranching and pasture development. In contrast, changes in Africa and Asia
arc driven more by timber concessions and large-scale plantations, and in the
case o f Southeast Asia by intensive, high-densitv migration projects focused on
commercial cultivation displacing native peoples.
Cross-cutting these pathways are the many processes o f globalization that
amplify or reduce the impact o f such forces. Rapid land-use changes tend to
be associated with the incorporation o f regions into global markets and capital
and information flows. When such incorporation occurs, local processes and
relationships can be eclipsed by external drivers that bring about devastating
impacts on local social and political processes. It can also change the biodiversity
in a region by forcing a market-driven specialization o f production to fit global
standards or expectations. Yet, we know that this docs not always happen:
witness the recent expansion into urban-industrial areas o f products previously
restricted to the Amazon hinterland, such as the consumption o f afa i(E u terp e
oleracea) in Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo, and soon also in Europe (Brondizio
In press).
Significant interest exists in improving our understanding o f the drivers
o f land change and recognizing their complexity and variation beyond the
general factors o f demand for resources from increasing population and levels o f
consumption. Significant headway has been made, including the social causes o f
deforestation and arid land degradation (for example, Archer 2003; Indrabudi, de
Gier, 8c Fresco 1998; Moran 1993; Reynolds & Stafford Smith 2002; Robbins
1998; Sierra 8c Stallings 1998; Walker et al. 1999); the role o f institutions in
land-use decisions (for instance, Klooster 2003; Lambin et al. 2001; Ostrom
et al. 2002; Turner et al. 2001); and understanding the reciprocal relationships
between population and land change (for example, Crcws-Meyer 2001; Doos
2002; McCracken et al. 1999). Significant gains have also been made in how to
link social with physical processes using remotely sensed data and in nesting data
and studies from local to regional to global scales (for instance, Fox et al. 2002;
Turner et al. 2001; Moran & Brondizio 2001; Walsh 8c Crcws-Meyer 2002),
including a means o f comparing different land classifications used in various
studies (D i Gregorio & Jansen 2000; McConnell & Moran 2001).
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Our understanding o f die role o f population growth has also changed.
From diinking tiiat more people always meant less forest, a growing number
o f cases suggest that forests can persist under high population densities (for
example, Moran & Ostrom 2005; Ostrom et al. 2002). The role o f communities
and institutionalized rules o f management plays a critical role in such cases,
emerging from a variety o f sources, among them scarcity o f the valued good
(Laris 2002). Studies have shown how political and econom ic structures
constrain individual choices about management o f land resources (for instance,
Archer 2003; Robbins 1998). Cultural traditions and land tenure rules arc
critical in influencing how land can be used and by whom (Tucker 1999). A
notable advance has been the growing use o f orbital Earth-observing satellites
linked to ground research to address regional to local issues o f land change
(Fox et al. 2002; Liverman et al. 1998; Walsh & Crews-Meyer 2002; Wood
& Porro 2002), contributing novel insights to the interpretation o f land-cover
change on topics rarely addressable with any accuracy at global or regional
scales, for instance, land change in areas undergoing urbanization (Seto &
Kaufmann 2003) and stages o f secondary succession and their management
(Brondizio ct al. 1994, 1996; Moran et al. 2000).
In short, research over die past decade on land-use and land-cover change
is making increasingly productive use o f case studies by linking them to regional
and global modeling exercises that challenge past simplifications, and in more
nuanced regional and global understandings o f pathways o f change that not
only capture the complex socioeconom ic and biophysical drivers o f land-use
change but also account for the specific human-environment conditions under
which diese drivers operate. But none o fd iis will matter if we fail to imbue all
o f it witii a stronger sense o f why it matters.

Note
1. I wish to thank the Lund conference organizers for the opportunity to present
these views before a superb audience and for the comments received since then.
The first part of this chapter is elaborated into a full-length book, People and
Nature, published by Blackwell Publishing in 2006. The work reported in the
second half o f the chapter reflects the collective efforts o f many people in the
global-change community (see Gutman ct al. 2004). It also reflects many years
of field research by me and my colleagues, made possible by numerous funding
agencies: NSF, NOAA, NASA, and NIH. None o f these colleagues or funding
agencies, however, is responsible for the views expressed herein. They are the sole
responsibility o f the author.
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In Search of Sustainability:
What Can We Learn from the Past?1
BERT J. M. DE VRIES

Concepts o f past cultures have probably changed as much in the last thirty
years as have ideas o f the earth system. The two massive data sets await
reconciliation. (Gunn & Folan 2000:227)
Over die last decade, the idea o f sustainability and sustainable development
has gradually bccom c a m odern equivalent of, and com plem ent to, the
Declaration o f Human Rights, which inspired so many people shortly after
the devastating Second World War. Respected business and governm ent
leaders have embraced the concept and hailed it as the foremost challenge
for the twenty-first century. Inevitably, this concept has been widened to the
extent that it now accommodates a large variety o f interpretations, objectives,
and proposals. These are intertwined with personal and collective values and
perceptions, which are in turn rooted in millennia o f developments that
shaped human experiences, knowledge, technical skills, social arrangements,
and psychological traits.
It seems logical to ask whether we can learn something from the past in
our search forthe roots o f unsustainable human-nature interaction.3 Moreover,
in the past few decades a large amount o f new' scientific research results have
become available, in particular from undertakings such as the IGBP PAGES
and die BIOME 6 0 0 0 projects. There is need for an overview. In addition,
novel insights and tools exist for a more in-depth, model-based understanding
o f the past that can help to syndiesize various disciplinary data, concepts, and
theories into a more coherent and transdisciplinary framew ork.
In this chapter, 1 reflect on som e o f the lessons learned from a threeyear project sponsored by the Hollandscbe Maatschappij der Wetenschappen in
H aarlem in celebration o f its 250th anniversary (deVries & Goudsblom 2002).
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The project resulted in a book with contributions from scientists from different
backgrounds: archeology, history, sociology, geography, biology, engineering,
and climatogy. The aim was to sketch in a broad and impressionist way som e
key empirical and theoretical findings about the evolution o f socionatural
systems. Three broad questions are addressed: What can we learn from recent
paleoclimate and paleovegetation reconstructions? Which insights have been
gained from emerging, computer-based techniques such as the m odeling o f
complex adaptive systems? Which concepts and theories now dominate die
“Grand Narrative” o f socionatural system evolution? In no way can I claim
completeness, however, cither in the sense o f covering all the relevant research
or in the sense o f considering all the integrating approaches.

Early Humans: The Threats and Opportunities
of a Changing Environment
As part o f Global Change research, and in particular the IGBP and H D P
networks and the PAGES and BIOME 6000 projects (www.pages.org), a large
stream o f satellite and field data is being generated that allows (reconstruction
o f present and past climate and vegetation characteristics. In some regions, it
has been passible to make radier detailed reconstructions o f past climatc and
vegetation, as well as o f people’s diets and diseases, based on investigations
o f ice cores, tree rings, sediments, stones, and bones. As a consequence, new
and refined hypotheses have been proposed for the transitions from huntinggathering (that is, foraging) to more sedentary societies.3 In die first stages o f
diis agrarianization process, human groups were confronted with changes in
dieir environment.4 Som e had a catastrophic immediacy, such as eardiquakes;
others were slow but no less relendess, such as changing courses or drying o f
rivers and changes in climate (temperature, precipitation) and vegetation. They
presented threats as well as opportunities, risks as well as challenges.
These human groups were basically dependent on their natural environment
and would have responded to signs o f local resource scarcity with migration
into new areas with better opportunities or attempts at increasing control o f
plants and animals. In die latter case, the interaction between humans and
their natural environment was intensified, leading to a more sedentary life and
significant innovations in behavior, technology, and social organization. Which
route was actually chosen in this agrarianization process, that is, from gathering
o f wild plant-foods to crop production (horti-/agriculture) or from hunting
to protective herding and the raising o f livestock (pastoralism), depended to a
significant degree on climate and biogeography.
Before approximately 13,000 b . c . f . . , almost all the interior o f southwest
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Figure 1 • Vegetation change in the Near East over the past 12,000 years, based on recent
observations and reconstructions (Marchant & de Vries 2002). The maps do not take into
account the sea-level changes in this period.

Asia was covered by steppe and desert-steppe, dominated in part by grasses
such as perennial feather grass. The steppe vegetation probably offered local
foragers a diverse array o f wild plant foods that could provide all the necessary
ingredients for a healthy human diet. Some o f these foods have relatively low
energy' costs o f processing and thus a high “net” caloric value for humans.
Recent data from pollen diagrams seem to confirm the views o f Boserup
(1 9 66) and Sahlins (1972) that the life o f early hunter-gatherers may not have
been so bad.
Climatic and other environmental changes were almost certainly powerful
forces in the shift to agriculture and possibly also to animal domestication,
mainly through changes in die distribution and die composition o f vegetation.
The prevailing current view is that agriculture probably originated at least
12,000 years ago in the so-called Levantine Corridor, near the Jordan valley
lakes, in the form o f the domestication o f cereals and pulses (cf. Figure I ).
Within a millennium, there was also domestication o f pigs, goats, and sheep
(domestication o f dogs preceded agriculture).
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It is hypothesized that hunter-gatherer populations survived in small
refuges. The steppe vegetation started to become richer across die Fertile
Crescent as a consequence o f climate change. Wild cereals and grasses spread
and were followed by oak-dominated woodlands. This landscape permitted
a much higher gross yield o f food and, hence, a larger carrying capacity for
human beings.
As so often happens, these changes led to other changes that were neither
intended nor anticipated by the people w ho initiated them. In a self-reinforcing
causal loop, the agrarianization process was accelerated by an increasing climatic
seasonality and unpredictability. Forest expansion reduced the open range and
encouraged territoriality and domestication o f animals through the protection
and propagation oflocal herds (H ole 1996). Birth-spacing was probably reduced
as people became less mobile, yielding higher fertility rates and increasing
sedentism. This in turn led to the need for further increases in harvests. There
were also counterforces, however. The intensified exploitation o f locally
available resources (soil, water, trees) accelerated processes o f degradation such
as soil erosion. Mortality may also have risen, since micropredators would have
become more abundant with rising temperature and because o f more intense
human-animal contact. Figure 2 shows a causal loop diagram (C'LD) from
system dynamics: it is a condensed way o f presenting som e major dynamic
factors in the agrarianization process.5
According to this narrative, agriculture, animal herding, and the use o f
trees for w ood and fodder became a more rewarding strategy than foraging
because the dry cool steppe was generally a region o f low mean energy yield
per unit o f area, compared to, for example, die later moist woodland steppe
with its grasses and wetlands. Agrarianization was tiius in part a response to
deteriorating conditions for foraging. It led people irreversibly into a spiral
o f higher population density atid more working hours. Once established, the
agrarian way o f life gradually replaced foraging almost everywhere.
There were also early agropastoral economies outside the Levant, for
instance in the semiarid areas surrounding the Iranian Plateau around 8,000
b .c . e / ’ The recognition o f the very early, probably independent origin o f
agriculture in China has been one o f the important recent archeological
discoveries. Other places in Asia and the Americas have probably been the locus
o f ancient and independent beginnings, too. The transition processes have
sometimes been successful and enduring; in other cases they have been truncated
by complex interactions o f environmental change and social responses.
Many narratives have been written about human-environmental histories;
less common are attempts to reframe such narratives into formal models.
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Figure 2 • A causal loop diagram (CLD) presenting some major dynamic factors in the early
agrarianization process.

An example is the global simulation o f the Neolithic transition (de Vries,
Thompson, & VVirtz 2002; Wirtz Sc Lemmen 2003). It traces the spread o f
agriculture against the biogeographical background as reconstructed from a
limited set o f paleodimate data. The simulation uses an algorithm o f adaptive
dynamics from evolutionary biolog)'. Although highly formalized, the model
does provide a framework to explore systematically the biogeographical setting
for socioecological development and can reveal gaps in our knowledge o f
those regions that are sparsely investigated by scientists or for other reasons
offer a small amount o f finds. It can also be used to investigate the impacts o f
climate change, for instance the socioeconom ic difficulties in Mesopotamia,
Egypt, and the Indus Valley during the dry period around 2 2 0 0 b .c . e . , which
was almost certainly caused by climate change (Yasuda S: Catto 2004; Wirtz
2 0 0 5). One question arising from these simulations is whether commonly
attested worldwide patterns o f human^environment interactions during the
H olocene period can be generated from a deterministic rule system. Given
that parameters, initial values, and evolutionary equations do not carry sitespecific modifications, the model is global and generic and can link theories o f
the macro-evolution o f humanity' to specific archeological and palcobotanical
observations and hypotheses.
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The Rise of Social Complexity:
Environmental Risk and Social Organization
The natural environment provided the background against which the first steps
o f agrarianization were taken. A concurrent process was the unfolding o f social
complexity. Archeological and historical research can help us understand the
balance between “nature” and “culture” in die rise and fallofempires. Did humaninduced environmental change play a significant role in die rise and decline o f
social complexity? Can variation in the environment explain the nature o f social
organization? To what extent was the perception o f environmental resources
and risks a major determinant o f how social complexity evolved? In answering
these questions, we should beware o f simple environmental determinism:
reality is more complex than many anecdotes suggest. Referring to the “triad
o f basic controls” proposed by Elias, Goudsblom and colleagues (1996)
distinguish am ong dangers com ing (1) from die extrahuman world—droughts
and floods, wild beasts and pests, earthquakes and volcanic eruptions; (2)
from interhuman relationships— hostile neighbors, invading warriors; and (3)
from intrahuman nature—mismanagement ow ing to negligence, ignorance,
lack o f self-restraint or discipline. Indeed, it is the interface between inter- and
intrahuman interactions and environmental change that may provide the most
significant insights into socioecological system evolution.

Environmental Feedbacks and Risks
Did people experience the impacts o f human-induced changes in the natural
environment? There is much evidence indicating that intensified exploitation
o f the local resource base caused environmental change. In some cases it
was local and directly visible. Although die extent and mechanisms are still
debated, there is general agreement that environmental deterioration in the
form o f salinization, deforestation, and other human interferences with natural
processes has played a role in the collapse o f many o f the great empires. Such
environmental change has also operated over larger spatial and temporal scales,
and more indirectly. For instance, climate reconstruction and simulation
experiments suggest diat land-clearing in die Roman period affected climate
and caused a shift toward drier conditions (Reale & Shukla 2000).
I f environmental change occurred as a consequence o f human activities,
how would people have responded? This is a much harder question to answer.
One may conceptualize the issue in terms o f the control and dependency loop
shown in Figure 3. The rise o f social complexity is closely related to the efforts
to control the natural environment. A large and stable food surplus, and an
adequate means and infrastructure for distributing it, were a precondition
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for the rise o f urban settlements. The necessary increase in productivity o f
land and labor required investment, that is, stored labor efforts or “capital
g ood s.” Tools were produced and terraces and canals were built. In order to
provide protection, distribute food, and trade, defense works, storage rooms,
roads, and transport equipment had to be constructed. To legitimize social
stratification, large palaces and temples were built, which also required a
significant surplus.
This process o f intensification increased the food surplus; it also improved
the management o f short-term risks related to recurrent meteorological events,
such as those related to variations in rainfall. It also introduced new risks and
vulnerabilities. Capital goods were particularly susceptible to deterioration or
destruction. The new techniques and practices introduced unknown longerterm environmental impacts and could, with an improper or incomplete
understanding o f environmental processes, accelerate detrimental feedback
loops.7 Learning to cope with such longer-term arid more erratic events is more
difficult. Vulnerabilities often became risible only when the system came under
internal an d /o r external stress. The longer-term consequences o f such a loss o f
resilience and the erosion o f coping capability could include invasions by other
peoples, destruction by raiders, disappearance o f survival skills, and the like.

Increasing Social Complexity
The increase in social complexity occurred partly in response to the need to
procure food, water, and shelter from an exacting and unpredictable natural
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environment. U sing a functionalist framework, we could argue that the increase
in social complexity expressed itself in social stratification as a way to combine
technical and organizational skills with social coherence; in specialization in
certain skills in order to permit and sustain higher and more diverse production;
and in trading as one o f the strategies to reduce risks o f famine and war. An
urban-rural divide started to develop, with larger variations in population
density. Thus, complexity manifested itself in increasing spatial interaction and
demographic, socioeconom ic, and cultural heterogeneity.
The roles o f priests and soldiers were clearly related to die risks that
early agrarian communities were faced with (de Vries & Goudsblom 2002;
Goudsblom, Jones, Sc Mennell 1996). Priests mediated between ordinary
people and the extrahuman world, but they also played a pivotal role in
inducing the self-restraint required for a farming life o f hard work and for
the exigencies o f food storage and distribution. Harvest feasts and sacrifices
are social institutions to manage the cycles o f frugality. The interdependency
o f peasants and warriors was also strong, the former needing the latter tor
protection and the latter the former for food.

Social Change Mechanisms as Part of Socioecological Evolution
Archeologists have tried to achieve an in-depth understanding o f past processes
o f social organization, sometimes applying principles o f system dynamics (for ex
ample, Flannery 1972). Increasing differentiation and specialization ofsubsystems
(segregation) and increasing linkages between the subsystems and the highestorder controls (centralization) are seen as driving forces o f several sociocultural
mechanisms such as die rise o f special-purpose institutions and die overruling o f
lower-order controls by higher-order controls. Such systemic phenomena could
develop into “pathologies,” causing stress that might erode a system’s resilience
and accelerate disintegration. Several historical examples illustrate how such
sociocultural “pathologies,” in interaction with natural environmental dynamics,
can cause stagnation and decline (Flannery 1972). Colonialism and resource
exploitation in modern low-income countries also provide examples.
Some archeologists have stressed die role o f interaction between ecological
diversity and die exchange o f goods and information.8 Pecr-polity interactions
were part o f die rise o f socionatural heterogeneity and as such part o f the
evolution o f socioecological systems. Quite a few environmental histories testify
to the importance o f warfare, competitive emulation, symbolic entrainment,
innovation dispersal, and exchange o f goods for the way in which humans
interacted with their natural environment (Renfrew & Cherry 1985). For
instance, warfare— itself possibly induced by resource scarcity—was a perennial
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phenom enon in the early civilizations o f the Middle East and Greece and often
led to accelerated deforestation:
During campaigns, wood foraging parties were sent out. An extreme
example was at the siege of Lachish, in 588 b .c . e ., by Nebuchadnezzar, King
o f Babylon. After 2,500 years, layers o f ash several meters thick still remain,
higher than the remains o f the fortress walls. The hills for miles around were
cleared o f trees. The wood was piled outside the walls and fired. Day and
night sheets o f flame beat against the walls until eventually the white-hot
stones burst and the walls caved in (Thirgood 1981:58-59).
Another com m on consequence w'as a decline in population, which could
temporarily alleviate die pressure on die forests. People seeking refuge in
mountainous areas often turned to pastoralism, which could further degrade
the environment if it led to intensive grazing. Competitive emulation may have
been a factor in the decline o f some megalithic cultures, with Easter Island a
prominent example.9

Collapse and Diminishing Returns
When decline threatens, societies have had a variety o f responses. Expanding
trade, technical and social innovations, changing environmental management
practices, migration, and conquest, or a mix o f all these have sometimes
postponed, sometimes reverted, and sometimes accelerated the processes o f
decline and collapse. When societal collapse occurred, new shoots on the tree
o f human civilizations w'ere given a chance. Explanations o f the collapse o f
civilizations can be categorized into three groups:10
1. Resource- and environment-related changes, fully exogenous or
partly endogenous, in the sense o f human-induced;
2. Interaction-related changes in the form o f conquest or other, less
dramatic forms o f invasion; and
3. Internal changes in sociopolitical, cultural, and religious organization
and worldview, diminishing the adequacy o f response to external events.
This classification matches Goudsblom, Jones, & Mennell’s (1996)
categories o f extra-, inter- and intrahuman change. On the basis o f historical
examples such as the decline o f the Roman Empire, Tainter (1 9 8 8 , 20 0 0 )
proposes that the diminishing returns o f adding societal complexity is the root
cause. Increasing complexity, then, caii be a strategy to solve societal problems
such as diminishing productivity, but it can in turn lead to increasing costs for
energy, labor, and so on in order to reproduce the institutions necessary to
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Figure 4 • Transition cycles in the process of extensive and intensive growth (that is,
geographical and economic expansion).

deal with the complexity. The need to control information and energy' flows
in turn affects how the environment is perceived and used. An open question
is whether the declining marginal returns on further investment were more o f
a consequence than a cause o f rising complexity (Leeuw & de Vries 2 0 0 2 ).
In all likelihood, the problem is best understood as a “vicious circle.” In any
case, the capacity o f institutions to have requisite variety— or be “clumsy,” to
use Thom pson’s phrase (de Vries, Thom pson, & Wirtz 2002)— is an essential
aspect o f a system’s capacity to transform itself structurally, that is, o f its
resilience.

Modeling Transitions, Adaptations, and Perspectives
Transition Dynamics
Accounts o f the development o f socionatural systems are often based on
quantitative reconstruction, but they rarely use simulation models. Ecology',
demography, and the more generic approach o f system analysis have attempted
to deepen our understanding by developing integrated population-cconomyenvironment models. A well-known example is the logistic growth curve, along
which a population increases either smoothly or with overshoot-and-collapse
q'des successively approaching some maximum carrying capacity. Using the
ecological image o f “filling a niche,” we could view human evolution as a series
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Figure 5 • Expansion and decline in a soeionatural system: population in France and average
Northern Hemisphere temperature relative to the period 1961-1990 (IPCC 2001; Mazoyer &
Roudart 1997).

o f transition processes toward higher numbers and activity levels (Figure 4).
Each transition had its peak, beyond which contradictions among prevailing
technologies, institutions, and belief systems became to o strong, and decline
set in. Often, although sometimes after a considerable delay, a new transition
proccss would begin, in which both spatial scale and complexity emerged in
new configurations with new potentialities.11
An example o f such a series o f transitions, derived from medieval France,
is illustrated in Figure 5, which portrays the human population trajectory
between 1000 c.F.. and 1800 c . k . Detailed analyses o f agricultural practices
and techniques reveal an increase in potential population density (Mazoyer &
Roudart 1997). In early medieval times (900 c . e .), Europe could support an
average o f <30 persons/km 2, with wide local fluctuations. This gradually rose
to a European average o f 3 0 -8 0 persons/km 2 around 1250 c . e . Then a series o f
famines and wars set in, possibly related to rather sudden drops in temperature
(the dotted curve in Figure 5). The fall in population liberated large amounts
o f productive land. After the crises, with improv ed fertilization strategies and
tools (for example, the horse-drawn plough), the population quickly recovered
to a new plateau with a sustainable density o f up to 160 persons/km 2. This
period in European history is a dramatic illustration o f a cycle o f expansion and
decline w here both natural and social forces are simultaneously at work.
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Complex Systems Modeling
A next step is to use more advanced modeling techniques in combination
with the massive data-sets which have become available from satellite and
other monitoring. Such techniques—such as cellular automata, multi-agent
simulation (MAS), and complex adaptive systems (CAS)— will acknowledge
the fact that complex socio-natural systems arc constandy undergoing
structural transformation, during which thresholds, non-linear behavior, and
feedback loops generate a unique series o f interconnected, irreversible events.
Causes and effects operate at various temporal and spatial scales, each with
their own dynamic characteristics, and a simulation should be path-dependent,
either from nonlinearities or stochastic processes, or both. Instead o f a single
attractor, as in the simple logistic growth process, dicre would be several stable
attractors toward which a process will tend (see, for instance, Kaufmann 1995
for a biological, Schefter et al. 2001 for an ecological, and Geels 2 0 0 2 for a
technological system equivalent).
The availability o f powerful simulation tools has stimulated a focus on
modeling individuals with their motives, habits, rules, and forms o f cooperation
and conflict. The resulting “multiagent” models are interpreted as virtual
“worlds” that can deepen our understanding o f past and present “real” worlds,
because they supposedly resemble them in useful respects. Under certain
circumstances, they may exhibit a remarkable capacity for self-organization.
One o f the more detailed and interesting analyses along these lines has focused
on the Pueblo III period in the Mesa Verde region during the final 400 years o f
pre-Hispanic agricultural society (Kohler & Gumerman 2000). It is based on
what die authors call “first principles o f human adaptation”: the minimization
o f energy expenditure, a population growth responsive to resource conditions,
and the possibility o f subsistence intensification.
In general, there are three very important and related roles that models
can play in such research contexts. The first is to suggest hypotheses that can
be tested by other means. The second is to examine the effects o f different
kinds o f behavior, such as die exchange o f maize, diat are difficult or
impossible to observe directiy in die archeological record but diat ought to
have measurable effects, for example, on setdement behavior, which can be
detected archcologicallv. Finally, there is the sense that we get much closer
to an explanation o f phenomena such as settlement behavior when we can
generate it from a small set o f rules, boundary conditions, and low-level agents,
than when w e derive statistical, system-level correlations between, for instance,
agricultural productivity and die density o f households.
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Conclusion: A Theory of Ecocultural Dynamics?
In the past decades, ecological observations have led to several interesting
theories that may help us understand socionatural systems. Ecosystem succession
is conceptualized as determined by tw o principles: exploitation, in which rapid
colonization o f recently disturbed areas is emphasized (“r-strategists”), and
conservation, with an emphasis on the slow accumulation and storage o f
energy- and materials (“K-strategists”). Empirical observations suggest that
two additional processes are needed to adequately explain ecological change
(Gunderson et al. 1997; H olling 1986). One is a stage during which tightly
bound biomass and nutrients that have become increasingly susceptible to dis
turbance—overconnected, in system terms— are released. The resulting debris
is then reorganized in a series o f soil processes, which makes the nutrients
available again for a renewed cycle o f exploitation. The complex system is
reduced to detritus and then undergoes renewal through low-level energy
enclaves, which are the seeds for rapidly expanding pioneer communities.
Such an “ecocycle theory” is best approached as a conceptual framework with
heuristic value. It might be seen as analogous to a "cultural theory” (Thompson,
Ellis, & VVildavskv 1989 ) building on the work o f anthropologist Mary Douglas
(1970), who categorizes societies according to their position along two axes:
“group” and “grid.” The group axis represents the existence o f a collective,
shared set o f values; the grid axis the degree o f ranking and stratification in a
society. The resulting four combinations can be generalized as ways o f structuring
the relationship not only among humans but also between humans and nature.
They arc the hierarchist (high on both), individualist (low on both), egalitarian
(high in group, low in grid), and fatalist (low in group, high in grid).
Within each category, there will be quite different judgments about
technology, environmental risks, and the distribution o f prosperity between
now and the future and between here and elsewhere. Each position tends to
correspond to a particular view o f the world, following its own rationality'. The
hierarchist places the emphasis on control and expertise in order to guarantee
stability within a world o f limits (procedural rationality), resembling the
mature K-stratcgist in ecosystems. The individualist tends to see and grasp
opportunity, out o f the conviction that the world is inherently abundant
(econom ic rationality'). Its ecological equivalent is the pioneer community with
its r-strategists. These tw o constructions o f the natural and social environment
can be represented by hierarchical state-empires versus market-oriented trade
regimes. Just as ecocycies acknowledge two additional stages, so does culuiral
theory propose two additional perspectives. The egalitarian emphasizes die
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fragility o f nature and the probability o f irreversible destruction. The fa ta list
experiences die world as determined by pure chance.
The four worldviews interact dynamically, and none o f them can exist with
out the other three (Thom pson, Ellis, & Wildavsky 1989; De Vries, Thompson,
& Wirtz 2002). Change often happens when one worldview becomes overly
dominant and rigid. For instance, excessive hierarchism leads to legalism
with ever lower marginal returns, containing the seed o f decline and eventual
disintegration. Extreme individualism leads to conflict and marginalization,
which generates a desire for social stability and justice. Egalitarianism, arising
from the desire to purify society from extortion and greed, can, if pursued
to its extremes, be converted into sectarian self-righteousness and religious
wars. Fatalists, finally, tend to be at the disposal o f the other three, as converts
for the egalitarians, cannon fodder for the hierarchist, or cheap labor for the
individualist. Both the “ecocycle theory” and Douglas’s cultural theory share
a formal congruity with the theory o f collapse proposed by Tainter, based
on ecological and econom ic notions o f increasing instability and subsequent
decline o f complex hierarchical systems.
Throughout history, egalitarian forms o f organization sustained themselves
in the “fringes” o f religious-military and trade empires. From an environmental
sustainability point o f view, these egalitarian forms o f organization may be
associated with what has been called “common property regimes” (Ostrom
1990). Some groups have developed institutions that have survived droughts,
floods, epidemics, and econom ic and political turmoil. Most o f these regimes
were in highly variable and uncertain environments and resource systems.
These groups have “designed basic operational rules, created organizations to
undertake the operational management o f dieir com m on property regimes,
and modified dieir rules over time in light o f past experience according to their
own collective-choice and constitutional-choice rules” (Ostrom 1990:58).
Such self-organizing groups solved the problem o f com m itment and mutual
monitoring without resorting to centralized power exercised by external agents
or to competitive market institutions. Perhaps this is what conscious and
explicit simplification could lead to if the bads o f overcomplexification begin
to outweigh the goods. Maybe it is in these “fringes” that real-world resilience
and sustainability is hiding.

Notes
1. 1 wish to thank the contributors to the Mappae Mundi project and in particular
Joop Goudsblom, Jodi de Greef, Sander van der Leeuw, and Kai Wirtz, The
editors are grateful to Frank Hole for providing them with comments on this
chapter.
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2. Here 1 talk about socionatural or socioecological systems to indicate the
complete context of humans living in their natural environment. As to sustainable
development, the definition o f the Brundtland Commission is still a useful one:
meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability o f future
generations to meet their own needs (WCED 1987),
3. At this stage, human groups had already mastered the control o f fire, which
should be considered as a sine qua non for die onset of agrarianization (see
Goudsblom 1992),
4. We use the word “agrarianization” to emphasize that the shift to agriculture
was a gradual intensification o f the relationship among groups o f humans, their
environment, and one another, rather than a “revolution.”
5. This way o f presenting system dynamics is similar to what is called “figurational
dynamics” by some sociologists.
6. Agrarian settlements also spread over the entire Plateau itself, in areas with
accessible surface water (Christensen 1993).
7. See, for instance, Janssen, Kohler, & Scheffer (2003) for a model-based
hypothesis on how a “sunk cost” effect of investments may lead to wrong
decisions.
8. In Mcsoamerica, Blanton et al. (2003) found ecological diversity to be a key
element in understanding state-market interactions,
9. See, for example, Anderies (2000) for a discussion on die mechanisms behind die
collapse o f Easter Island culture.

10. Based on Tainter (1988), who lists them under eleven headings.
11. Turchin (2003) attempts to formulate these dynamic processes in a mathematical
model, using ethnic center-periphery gradients, autocatalytic allegiance processes,
and elite cycles as driving forces.

CH A P T E R 1 7

Political Ecology and Sustainability Science:
Opportunity and Challenge
SUSAN C. STO N 1C II AND DANIKL S. MAN DU LI.

This chapter is a comparative evaluation o f the frameworks o f “political
ecology” and “sustainability science” in terms o f their capacity to understand
and address dynamic human-environmental interactions (also referred to as
human-environmental relations, or human-natural systems), including those
related to global environmental change. This assessment includes a brief
intellectual history o f “political ecology” within the context o f significant shifts
and transformations in social science approaches to understanding hum anenvironmental relations in the Post World War II period. Am ong earlier
approaches to this field are “human ecology” and “cultural ecology”; more
recent frameworks include “political ecology” and “sustainability science.”
The chapter points out several important trends, especially those related to the
emergence and considerable expansion o f “political ecology” as a dominant
approach to the study o f human-environmental relations. Although political
ecology has flourished, its intellectual coherence as a field o f study and its
potential scholarly contribution have been the subject o f contentious debate.
Several serious issues remain unresolved. Despite continuing questions, we
contend that recent trends in studies o f human-environmental relations present
both a window o f opportunity and a challenge to social scientists engaged
in such efforts. A key purpose o f this chapter is to explore ways to enhance
the participation o f social scientists in the new paradigm o f “sustainability
science.”

The Emergence of Sustainability Science
Zoologist Jane Lubchenco called for “a new social contract for science” in her
1997 Presidential Address to the Annual M eeting o f the American Association
258
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ofT h e Advancement o f Science, published in revised form the following year in
Science. Her proposal reads in parts like a manifesto tor social science research:
acknowledging humans as an overwhelming “new force o f nature” that needs
to be understood (1998:492). Hence, “integration o f the human dimensions
o f . .. global changes with the physical-chemical-biological dimensions is clearly
needed” (Ibid.). But, as she notes, human dimensions o f “scientific” problems
are usually given short shrift. As Lubchenco argues, apprehending “the current
and growing extent o f human dominance o f the planet w ill require new kinds
o f knowledge and applications from science— know ledge to reduce the rate
at which we alter the Earth systems, knowledge to understand the Earth’s
ecosystems and how they interact with the numerous com ponents o f humancaused global change, and knowledge to manage the planet” (Ibid.:494),
Unfortunately, even studies o f the human dimensions o f environmental
problems, such as vulnerability to climate change, have maintained a traditional
science, or “environment first,” strategy (National Research Council 1997;
Stonich 2001). Thus they have tailed to produce these new kinds o f knowledge
and applications so urgently needed to understand, conserve, and manage
resources.
Lubchenco conveys the need to balance among “science/environm ent
first,” “society first,” and policy-oriented strategies, integrating “research
across all disciplines” (Lubchenco 1998:495). She emphasizes the importance
o f an understanding o f society and, consequently, the involvement o f social
scientists. Furthermore, she calls for “more effective bridges between policy,
management, and science, as well as between the public and private sectors”
(Ibid.). Thus, not only does Lubchenco’s call for a new social contract for
science suggest a leading role for social scientists, but also her vision statement
recognizes the vital role o f applied work and an active engagement between
academics and practitioners.
More recently, Kates and colleagues (2001) published a manifesto, also in
Science, proclaiming the emergence o f “sustainability science” and claiming to
provide new orientations tor science in response to the growing divide between
science and “the preponderantly societal and political processes that were shaping
the sustainable development agenda” (Ibid.:641). Embraced by “international
scientific programs, the world’s scientific academies, and independent networks
o f scientists,” sustainability science demonstrates efforts by the scientific
community to respond to the problems that Lubchenco presents. Notably,
Robert Kates and William Clark served as co-chairs for the National Research
Council’s Sustainability Transition Study, as well as for the National Research
Council’s Board o f Sustainable Development (with Kates as Vice Chairman),
so they are well positioned to speak for the U. S. National Academies. In O ur
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Common Journey, they describe sustainability science as integrating biological,
geophysical, social, and technological systems research in place-based science
(National Research Council 1999:280-285). Thus, sustainability science
“seeks to understand the fundamental character o f interactions between nature
and society5' in a way that “encompass[es] tbe interaction o f global processes
with the ecological and social characteristics o f particular places and sectors . . .
integratfing] the effects o f key processes across the full range ofscales from local
to global” (Kates et al. 2001:641). In addition to looking at the full range o f
scales, sustainability science aims to understand temporal complexity, including
lags between causes and effects and degrees o f inertia and urgency o f various
processes; functional complexity, such as the fact that certain effects may have
numerous and disparate causes; and the multiplicity o f views regarding “what
makes knowledge usable within both science and society” (Ibid.). Furthermore,
Kates and colleagues have established several key issues, framed as “core
questions,” for sustainability science to examine: the dynamism o f naturc-socicty
interactions, “long-term trends in environment and development,” vulnerability
and resilience, whether “scientifically meaningful ‘limits’ or ‘boundaries’” can
be defined for warning o f risks, incentive structures, “operational systems for
monitoring and reporting,” and systems integration o f “research planning,
monitoring, assessment, and decision support” (Ibid.).
Sustainability science is very much oriented to applied research and develop
ing applications o f a scientific understanding o f nature-society interactions. Its
considerations and core questions reveal this bias toward applied work, which
is understandable given that sustainability science originated from experiences
with sustainable development ( Kates et al. 2001:641). Thus, a major objective
o f sustainability science, coming out o f the Friibertfh Workshop on Sustainability
Science (2000), is to reconnect “scientists, practitioners, and citizens in setting
priorities, creating new knowledge, evaluating its possible consequences, and
testing it in action.” To dare, the major social science proponents o f sustainability
science have been geographers, especially Robert Kates and Roger Kaspcrson,
both o f whom are deeply involved in human dimensions o f global change
research including risk and vulnerability. Although sustainability science has
yet to be addressed as directly from other social science perspectives, w e argue
that other disciplines arc fertile and essential ground for its development. In
particular, the field o f applied anthropology is perhaps most ready to involve
“the public at large to produce trustworthy knowledge and judgment that
is scientifically sound and rooted in social understanding” (Ibid.). Moreover,
sustainability science recognizes the arbitrary nature o f the boundary betw een
scientific research and application, particularly the fact that “they tend to
influence and become entangled with each other” (Kates et al. 2001:641).
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Sustainability scicncc offers a framework for uniting the efforts o f academic and
applied social scientists. Yet, as an open (multiscaled and multidimensional)
and engaged view o f science, sustainability science also holds promise for a
reconciliation o f science with society, in other words, with views o f multiple
discourses o f sciences (Nader 1996), environments and environmentalisms
(Little 1999), ecologies (Scoones 1999), and natures (Escobar 1999). As
a matter o f fact, a two-page statement from the Friibergb Workshop (2000)
determined that
by structure, m ethod, and content, sustainability science m ust differ
fundamentally from most science as we know it. Familiar approaches to
developing and testing hypotheses arc inadequate because o f nonlinearity,
complexity, and long time lags between actions and their consequences.
Additional complications arise from the recognition that humans cannot
stand outside the nature-society system.

However, the reconciliation o f science and society remains unlikely if social
scientists choose to dismiss this potential paradigm shift in the sciences and do
not actively engage in its development.
To live up to its promise, sustainability science must realize a new social
contract, rather than simply reorient away from a “science first” perspective.
But rather than starring from scratch, sustainability science purports to
“improve on the substantial but still limited understanding o f nature-society
interactions gained in recent decades” (Ibid.). Curiously, substantial research on
nature-society interactions in the social sciences, particularly political ecology,
is absent from discussions o f sustainability science. Yet, applied and policyoriented studies within a political ecology framework have made significant
progress in addressing the stated concerns o f sustainability science in regard to
land use and degradation (Blaikie & Brookfield 1987), hazards and disasters
(Blaikic 1994; Hewitt 1983; Oliver-Smith & Hoffman 1999), impoverishment
and environmental destruction linked to development strategies (Painter &
Durham 1995; Stonich 1993), tourism (Stonich 2 0 0 0 ), and protected areas
(Walker 2005). As a matter o f fact, the literature o f political ecology is extensive
enough to question whether sustainability science proposes anything new.

The Growth of Political Ecology and Sustainability Science
Recently, political ecology has become an increasingly dominant approach to the
study o f human-environmental relations in the contemporary social sciences.
Although having its intellectual roots in the earlier and cognate fields o f human
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Figure 1 • Trends in publication of ‘'ecological” articles 1945-2005, by number of articles
(source: Web of Science, Social Science + Humanities + Biophysical Sciences Databases.
Accessed 13 March 2006. www.library.ucsb.edu).

and cultural ecology, it has overshadowed its predecessors to a great degree.
Although this trend is complex, it has been deftly and humorously captured
by Patricia Townsend (2000 ) in the subtitle o f her recent text, Environm ental
Anthropology: From Figs to Policies. As a way to measure this trend, Figures 1
and 2 summarize the results o f a search o f the Web o f Science for the number
o f articles published in major peer-reviewed social science, biophysical science,
and humanities journals between 1945 and 2005, The same search was done
for the keywords “human ecology,” “cultural ecology,” “political ecology,” and
“sustainability science.” Figure 1 shows trends in the number o f publications
using each approach during the period. Figure 2 presents trends in the relative
percentage contribution o f each approach to the total number o f publications
during each five-year period. First, Figure 1 obviously reveals a significant
overall increase in the total number o f articles using an “ecology” approach,
from thirteen articles in the 1 9 4 5 -1 9 5 0 period, to 395 articles in 2 0 0 1 -2 0 0 5 .
Figure 1 also clearly demonstrates the momentous rise in the number o f
articles using a political ecology' approach since 1985, as well as the emergence
and importance o f “sustainability science” between 2001 and 2005. Figure 2
more clearly reveals the growing importance o f political ecology compared to
the cognate fields o f cultural and human ecology. Between 2001 and 2 005,
articles using “political ecology” as a keyword constituted 55 percent (218)
o f the total number o f articles (395), compared with 2 7 percent (107) for
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Figure 2 • Trends in publication of "ecological” articles 1945-2005, by percentage contribution
to total for five-year interval (source: Web of Science, Social Science + Humanities + Biophysical
Sciences Databases. Accessed 13 March 2006. www.library.ucsb.edu).

human ecology and 6 percent (22) for cultural ecology. The first articles to
appear using sustainability science as a keyword did not appear until 2001,
but by 2005 made up 12 percent (48) o f the total number o f articles, that is,
twice the percentage contribution o f its predecessor cultural ecology. Further
analysis o f the search results demonstrated that the majority o f the journals,
in which “political ecology” was used as a keyword, were classified under the
broad subject categories o f Geography (37 percent o f articles), Anthropology
(18 percent), Environmental Studies (15 percent), Sociology (11 percent),
and Political Science (10 percent). Specifically, the five journals in which the
greatest number o f these articles appeared were The A n n a ls o f the Association
o f Am erican Geographers, 7be Professional Geographer, H u m a n Ecology, and
H u m a n O rganization. The publication pattern for articles using “sustainability
science” as a keyword is quite different. In this case, the largest percentage
o f articles appeared in journals classified .is “Multidisciplinary Sciences” (24
percent), 18 percent in “Environmental Sciences,” 16 percent in “Ecology”
journals, 10 percent in “Environmental Studies,” and 10 percent in Geography
journals. The major publications included 7 he Proceedings o f the N a tio n a l
Academ y o f Sciences, Science, C urrent Science, and Global E nvironm ental
Change— H um a n a n d Policy Dimensions. It is important to note, however,
that the authors o f the majority o f these articles are social rather than natural
scientists (particularly geographers).
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A thorough presentation o f the intellectual history o f political ecology is
beyond the scope o f this short chapter and can be found in several recent
reviews (tor example, Neumann 2005; Paulson, Gezon, & Watts 2003; Peet
& Watts 1996; Stonich 2001; Zimmerer & Bassett 2003). Political ecology
emerged as part o f a broader critique o f cultural ecology, risk-hazard studies,
and ecological anthropology that began in the 1970s and stemmed from the
apolitical and micro-level analytical traditions o f these fields. This critique
w as centered on the perceived neglect o f the political dimensions o f hum anenvironmental interactions, the preoccupation with homeostatic processes,
and the conceptualization o f human communities as relatively autonomous
and homogeneous. Many discussions o f the genealogy o f political ecology
start with Eric Wolf’s use o f the term in critiquing “cultural ecological and
ecological anthropological approaches to the study o f Alpine ecology" to stress
“the theoretical need to situate local ecological realities within the broader
political econom y” (Stonich 2001). Several strains o f political ecology have since
emerged, all concerned with “the many ways in which power and politics affect
and are affected by ecology and the biophysical environment” (Ibid.). Some
political ecologists, such as Escobar (1999), take a constructivist approach. But
as Vayda and Walters (1999) argue in “Against Political Ecology,” such an
emphasis may result in a “politics without ecology” and may “diminish the
concern for the material issues and practice that first provoked the emergence
o f political ecology” (Stonich 2 001). Others, including most o f the above-cited
authors, have tried to integrate politics and ecology, that is, “the cultural/social
construction o f the environment with a meaningful and comprehensive analysis
o f the environmental construction o f the social and the cultural” (Ibid.), or, to
put it another way, “environment first” and “society first” perspectives.

Trends in Political Ecology
Several developments in political ecology speak lor its potential integration with
sustainability science as a means o f furthering understanding ofcrucial humanenvironmental relations. These include a significant growth in the number o f
social scientists who study human-environmental relations, especially those
related to social and environmental change; a greatly increased focus on the
asymmetrical distribution o f the costs and benefits o f such changes, especially
a growing number o f studies o f risk and vulnerability; greater attention to
human-environmental systems in disequilibrium rather than in equilibrium;
significantly expanded multi- and interdisciplinary research efforts, initially
within the social sciences but more recently encompassing the biophysical/
natural sciences as well; the creation o f theoretical and methodological
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approaches aimed at linking various kinds o f scales (for example, geopolitical,
ecosystem, spatial, temporal) at different levels and at linking human dimensions
and biophysical factors; and finally, greater attention to contemporary realworld problems, including a commitment to integrate academic research with
practice, to address social/environmental justice, and to become engaged in
policy-relevant work (Neumann 2005; Stonich 2001).

Political Ecology: Unresolved Issues and Debates
Although political ecology has boom ed, several continuing concerns remain
unresolved that may affect the potential contributions o f the field, including
more collaboration with sustainability scientists. Among the most important o f
these issues is that political ecology has become so diverse in terms o f theoretical
perspectives, concepts, and methodologies that it lacks unity as a coherent field
o f study (Stonich 2001). While political ecology may represent an emerging
research agenda, neither past developments nor recent trends are theoretically
integrated, and it remains to be seen where existing convergences and tensions
may lead. Current trends and new directions in political-ecological research
reveal significant tensions between material and idealist perspectives that are
linked to possibly irreconcilable differences between scientific and poststru crural/
postmodern positions. Another o f the most persistent and serious debates
revolves around whether or not political ecology has become “environmental
politics” rather than “ecology,” that is, the familiar question, “Where is the
Ecology?” It is ironic that a field that developed in part as a critique o f “ecology
without politics” has now been accused o f becoming “politics without ecology.”
Prompted by the critique, “Against Political Ecology,” published by Vavda
and Walters, mentioned above, this debate remains the most serious point o f
contention for both proponents and opponents o f political ecology (see Paulson,
Gezon, Sc Watts 2 0 0 3 and Walker2005 for recent and contrasting perspectives on
this issue). In our opinion, the unfortunate belief by proponents o f sustainability
science that all political ecology has become “politics without ecology” is the
most serious obstacle to the integration o f political ecology and sustainability
science. Finally, a serious criticism often made by more “scientifically” oriented
researchers is that, because most political-ecological studies have tended to
focus on understanding social and environmental changes within the context o f
local ecologies and histories, studies remain restricted in their applicability and
unable to contribute to the creation o f broader theories. While this is a serious
concern, one o f the major thrusts o f recent political-ecological studies is aimed
precisely at the rigorous methodological integration o f local-level studies within
broader contexts and various scales (Neumann 2005).
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Enhancing Collaboration between Political Ecology and
Sustainability Science
Like sustainability science, some (but certainly not all) political ecologists
have attempted to integrate human dimensions and biophysical factors into
their research. In addition, political ecologists have been investigating nature—
society interactions for some time— tar longer than “sustainability science”
has existed. Developing a sustainability science without building on political
ecology’s accomplishments—and learning from its difficulties— is tantamount
to reinventing the wheel when the situation demands new and more integrated
theoretical frameworks. Lubchenco (1998) points to the “urgent and
unprecedented environmental and social changes” and the “immediate and real
challenges” presently confronting science and human communities throughout
the world. Likewise, the Friibcrgh Workshop report (2000) avows that the
need for this “understanding o f the complex dynamic interactions between
society and nature” is urgent, “so that the alarming trend towards increasing
vulnerability is reversed.” Because integrating research across disciplines is a
major and common goal o f both sustainability science and political ecology,
it behooves sustainability scientists to take heed o f political ecology and
political ecologists to make their research known to— and seek collaboration
with— sustainability science. As Lubchenco passionately contends, given the
urgency and the dire necessity o f addressing global social and environmental
problems, all scientists, including anthropologists, geographers, and other
social scientists w ho can bring the needed insight o f balancing “science first”
and “society first” perspectives, should find new ways to cooperatively engage
in analyses o f n.mi re-society interactions.
Perhaps a fruitful place to start building collaborations between political
ecologists and sustainability scientists are studies o f risk, vulnerability, and
resilience, which are major foci o f both approaches. In part, political ecology
emerged as a critique o f risk-hazard-vulnerability studies, as discussed by
Blaikie and Brookfield (1987) in L and Degradation a n d Society, one o f the
foundational works on political ecology, and this topic has remained a major
focus o f political-ecological research. This is also one o f the core questions
specified in the agenda for sustainability science, “What determines the
vulnerability or resilience o f the nature-society system in particular kinds o f
places and for particular types o f ecosystems and human livelihoods?” (Kates et
al. 2001:641). As Hewitt (1995) has pointed out, a vulnerability perspective
offers a corrective to the mechanistic emphasis that “science/environm ent first”
perspectives have put on disaster research. Clark ct al. (2003) have defined
vulnerability “as the risk o f adverse outcomes to receptors or exposure units
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(human groups, ecosystems, and communities) in the face o f relevant changes
in climate, other environmental variables, and social/econom ic changes,”
encompassing dimensions o f exposure, sensitivity, and resilience. Derived from
studies o f hazards, disasters, and climate change, vulnerability studies take
diverse approaches, as shown elsewhere (Stonich 2 0 0 1 ), including biophysical
(Browder 1989), human-ecological (Moran 1990), political-economic
(Kelley &. Adger 2 0 0 0 ), postm odern/constructionist (Tierney 1999), and
political-ecological (Stonich 1993, 2000). Unlike the biophysical approach,
which maintains the “science first” perspective, or the political-economic
and postmodern approaches, which neglect biophysical factors, the politicalecological approach is most appropriate to sustainability science because
it is interdisciplinary . . . centers on cross-scale linkages . . . attempts to link
social structure, human agency, and die biophysical en v iro n m en t. . . has
die potential to integrate environment-first, society-first, and policy oriented
stu d ies. . . [and] can demonstrate and lay o u t the differential vulnerability o f
human groups by class, ethnicity, gender, time, age, spatial location, a n d /o r
other relevant categories. (Stonich 2001)

The political ecology approach stresses the dynamic interaction o f the social
and biophysical factors that lead to vulnerability.
Initial studies o f vulnerability as part o f sustainability science arc likely to
continue to focus on disaster and climate change research, since practitioners
in these fields have already accepted and incorporated the concept. But
vulnerability and resilience need to be investigated in all dynamic nature-society
interactions, that is, all situations involving the social management and use o f
resources, particularly, as is often the case, the differential access to and control
over resources. In other words, sustainability science must turn its focus back
on development. In particular, development is a nexus for the intersection
o f sustainability science, political ecology, and vulnerability studies (Stonich
2 0 0 0 ).

CH A P T E R 1 8

No Island Is an "Island": Some Perspectives on
Human Ecology and Development in Oceania1
THOM AS MAI M

During a conference in 1992— arranged by U N ESC O and its international
council lor island development, INSULA—a number o f specialists within
different disciplines suggested as the first o f its conclusions that the Earth
is like an island in space and that its brittleness is most clearly reflected on
small islands in the oceans (Bouamrane 1993). In the same year Bahn and
Henley published their book Easter Island, Earth Island, where they argued
that Easter Island with its largelv depleted natural resources could be seen as a
microcosmic warning about what may happen to our entire planet. Since then,
this perspective has been frequently recurring in popular as well as scientific
discourses on environmental issues (for example, Diamond 2005; McDaniel &
Gowdy 2000; Redman 1999).
The purpose o f this chapter is to question to what extent the analogy o f
the Earth and islands with finite natural resources is valid, considering such
aspects as human migration, trade, and carrying capacity. On the one hand,
the striking aspect o f human life on the islands of Oceania—which will be used
as examples in the following pages— is not that the inhabitants were isolated.
M ost o f them had no or few contacts with people in Asia or America, but
there were complex sociocultural inter-island networks, and practically every
inhabitable island had been settled by sea-voyaging people hundreds or even
thousands o f years before the era o f European exploration and the emergence
o f the modern world system (see, for example, Kirch 2 0 0 0 ). Today, ofcourse, it
would be even less apt to characterize these islands as isolated, finite “planets,”
because they have become parts o f a global system o f migration and resource
flow. The basic perspective suggested here is instead that the worst tragedy, as
far as human island populations are concerned, is not isolation but increasing
integration into a much larger econom ic system.
268
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Islands and the Concept of Carrying Capacity
In 1911, twenty-five reindeer were put ashore on a small island o ff Alaska.
For the next twenty-six years the population grew nearly exponentially, until
(here were over 2 ,0 0 0 reindeer on the island. They badly overgrazed their food
supply, primarily lichens, and the population crashed so that only eight animals
were left in 1950 (Pianka 1978:114).
What this example illustrates could be summarized with the concepts o f
“carrying capacity” and “overshooting.” In short, carrying capacity can be
defined as the upper limit on the long-term population size that an environment
can support. This concept is connected to the fundamental ecological principle
that no population can grow exponentially without sooner or later reaching
a point where it is “overshooting” the resource base, that is, encountering
difficult environmental conditions or shortages in its means for reproduction.
As a consequence, unless the average actual rate o f increase is zero, it either
decreases until becoming extinct or increases so as to lead to the extinction o f
other populations.
Because they are so clearly geographically finite, the islands o f the world’s
oceans provide excellent conditions for the study o f such processes. Particularly
following the publication in 1967 o f The Theory o f Island Biogeography by
MacArthur and Wilson, islands have received considerable attention by
ecologists and other scientists who seek natural models for population growth
and regulation.
Thus, if a canoe load of, say, twenty-five persons arrived to the Hawaiian
archipelago in 400 c . e . and their descendants proliferated at an annual rate o f
2 percent— which is below that o f several Pacific islands in recent times— the
size o f the population by the time o f Captain Cook’s arrival in 1778 would not
have been a few hundred thousand (as it actually was), but 2.32 x 1013 people
(Kirch 1984:102), or more than 4 ,0 0 0 times the present size o f the entire
world population!
One name that immediately comes to mind in this context is Thomas
Malthus, w ho concluded in the late eighteenth century that whereas human
population has a tendency to grow geometrically— or, as we now say, expo
nentially— agricultural production o f food grows only arithmetically. This
means that population growth tends to outstrip the productive capabilities o f
land resources. The Malthusian perspective suggests that because o f limitations
in food production, “positive” checks such as famine and increased mortality, or
preventive ones such as postponement o f marriage and limitation o f family size,
work to reduce population growth back to zero or minus (see Malthus I960).
Although such limiting factors certainly are important, a major problem with
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Malthus’s discourse is that he assumed food productivity to be fixed. In die case
o f the reindeer being confined to their island, such was indeed the case, because
when there were no more lichens to eat they could not do anything about it
and had to starve, but for human beings, as we know, the situation is quite
different. We have at least the potential ability to try to plant, grow new types o f
crops, intensify agriculture, preserve food, import food, practice birth control,
move away, and so forth. This is the reason why cases such as the reindeer on
their island and the prehistory o f Hawaii are not directly comparable.
Still, such comparisons are often made. Within modern theoretical ecology,
any habitat can be analytically regarded as an “island” if it is, somehow, isolated
(see, for example, Gorman 1979). Depending on the species, this approach
could apply, for instance, to a desert oasis, a mountain peak, a valley, a pond
or a deep cave— even an animal can be an island to the parasites inhabiting it.
Some years ago, two Swedish scholars (Sdrlin & Ockerman 1998:13) stated
in a book, the title o f which translates as “Earth an Island,” that the sea, for
people just as for plants and animals, functions as a barrier against the rest o f the
world. This is true, however, only if the people who wish to reach or leave the
island do not have any boats or rafts— and this has certainly been an exception
rather than a rule throughout the prehistory and history o f coastal or island
peoples, (Today, o f course, airplanes often make them even less isolated.)
To return to the “Easier Island, Earth Island” m odel, one might get the
impression that the consensus is that by the time o f European contact, the
resources o f Easter Island, including the forests (Flenley 2 0 0 1 ), had been
depleted by the once prosperous inhabitants to the extent that they no longer
could build large canoes and migrate to other islands. Without trees, neither
would they have been able to transport those huge stone statues that have
made the island famous. However, aside from the fact that w e do not have any
data regarding the extent to which logs were needed tor the transportation o f
statues (see Heyerdahl, Skjolsvold, & Pavel 1989), it is by no means certain
that the trees disappeared mainly as a result o f logging. It is quite possible that
an extended drought transformed the landscape o f the island into a barren
wasteland {Hunter-Andersson 1998; McCall 1994).
Nunn (1 9 9 3 , 2003) argues that a rapid cooling o f temperatures in the
Pacific Basin around 1300 c.E. and a climate change that perhaps lasted for a
century might have had severe impacts on the environment o f Easter Island
and could have contributed to societal breakdown. For example, the fall in sea
level, perhaps as much as 1.1 meters, may have damaged the near-shore marine
ecosystems, and the tall in water tables would have caused many crops to yield
less well. Inevitably, he writes (2003:224), “the carrying capacity o f many
islands was abruptly exceeded, societies fragmented, and there was conflict
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between various human groups competing for the diminished pool o f available
resources.” Thus, there is no conclusive evidence to suggest that the depletion
o f resources simply was a result o f population growth and a lack o f ecological
insights, such as implied bv Pouting (1991:7) when he states that the people,
“aware that they were almost completely isolated from the rest o f the world,
must surely have realized that their very existence depended on the limited
resources o f a small island. After all it was small enough for them to walk round
the entire island in a day or so and see for themselves what was happening to
the forests. Yet they were unable to devise a system that allowed them to find
the right balance with their environment.”
Ponting’s conclusions about what the people “must” have realized are
not self-evident at all. Today, no logging company that is cutting down a
rainforest could possibly defend its actions by referring to the gods or spirits
as being able to bring back the trees, but when w e talk about a premodern
society such as Easter Island we cannot assume that ecological ignorance was
implied by what Bahn (2 0 0 1 :65) describes as a “boundless confidence in their
religion to take care o f the future.” As argued by N unn (2 0 0 3 :2 2 6 ), “there
is abundant evidence that environmental changes o f extraneous causation
forced island peoples to alter a whole range o f lifestyle options” (emphasis
added).
Cation (1980:215) states that by the time that Easter Island was first
reached by Europeans in 1722, the population “had declined to an estimated
3,000 or 4 ,0 0 0 , from a maximum that was probably at least twice that [ . . . ] ,
Mortality continued to exceed births, and the entire population o f the island
was down to 155 persons by 1866.” However, whatever major crisis there may
have been previously appears to have been over by 1722, and it was not as a
result o f this crisis that the people were drawn close to extinction but because o f
the Peruvian slave trade in the 1860s and the introduction o f epidemic diseases
(including those transmitted by repatriated slaves) as well as emigration to the
islands o f Tahiti and Mangareva (Maude 1981:194). As a matter o f fact, for
the 140 years between 1722 and 1862 there is no clear evidence o f any major
decline in population. There might even have been a slight increase, because
Maude (1981:192,194) estimates the number to have been 4 ,126 in 1862.
The following year, after 1,407 slaves had been taken, the number ought to
have been over 2,7 0 0 , but it actually dropped to around 1,740 (Ibid.). Metraux
(1940:43) writes that die reason for this was that repatriated slaves, w ho were
brought to the island, “carried with them the infection o f smallpox which in a
short time decimated the rest o f the population. The casualties caused by the
epidemic are said to have been in the thousands.” At the least, they would have
been around 1,000.
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Despite Ponting’s statement that the people had not been able to find
a balance widi their environment, it is quite possible that the population o f
around 4 ,0 0 0 was the average population size, given the environmental
limitations after 1300 c . e ., which, after all, allowed the cultivation o f bananas
and root crops as well as the breeding o f chickens. When Cook visited the
island in 1774, he described its produce as sparse but “all excellent in its kind”
and stated that the sweet potato was the best he had ever eaten (Beaglehole
1961:349). In any case, despite the popularity o f the analogy with an isolated
planet in space, no one could possibly know what would have happened if
the people had been left alone on Easter Island. It is not unthinkable that
their chiefs could have negotiated peace among the competing factions or that
a more sustainable agriculture and fishing could have evolved. Be that as it
may, the point here is that although a number o f plant and animal species had
become scarce or extinct, perhaps owing to human action and most likely w ith
climatic changes as aggravating factors, the big tragedy from the 1860s and
throughout the nineteenth century occurred because the island was no longer
like an isolated “planet.”
The same could be said about Nauru. In their book Paradise fo r Sale,
McDaniel and Gowdy (20 0 0 ) use this island as an example o f what might
happen to our planet, concluding that “Nauru is a window through which one
can see global trajectories into disaster. . . . The story o f Nauru is the story o f
all o f us.” Is it? The reason why Nauru has become barren is that its phosphate
(guano) has been exploited, to be used as fertilizers overseas, a fact that is
certainly not due to a local process in isolation but to conditions far beyond it,
that is, a demand on the world market. The “paradise” could be “for sale” only
because there were buyers somewhere else. Obviously, from such a perspective,
the analogy between Easter Island or Nauru and the “Earth Island” would be
apt only if extraterrestrial beings were introduced into the picture.

Alternative Perspectives on Population and Carrying Capacity
Nunn (1993) has presented an alternative view o f the relationship between
carrying capacity and population growth, according to which carrying capacity
can be quite variable and highly mutable in response to climatic changes.
Naturally, the number o f organisms—including human beings— that can be
supported in a given area depends in part oil factors such as temperature and
precipitation.
If we consider people, their lifestyle, exploitation o f natural resources, and
other factors seen in relation to fluctuations in world market prices for dicir
products and other changes in dicir econom ic relationship to other societies,
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we realize that the “crisis point” is not at all self-evident. Similarly, it is because
o f a changed lifestyle and imports o f fattening food from overseas that obesity
and cardiovascular diseases have recently become a tremendous problem among
people on some o f the most densely populated islands in the world. On quite
a few islands, in feet, w'e find that as the population has grown, people have
not begun to starve but have acquired more and more fattening food to eat,
because their relatives move overseas and send money and goods (including
food) back home (Crocombe 2 001:77-79; Thaman 1982).
If major ambiguities in our analyses are to be resolved, we must specify if
they are local, regional, or global “densities” that we are analyzing, and how a
population’s resource territory is delineated, and one must avoid regarding the
human population as being fixed in space.
Let us consider the words o f Tongan anthropologist Epeli Hau’ofe
(1 9 9 4 :1 5 6 -1 5 7 ), who writes that what he calls a “sea o f islands,” Oceania,
“is neither tiny nor deficient in resources.” It was that way, he argues, “only
as a condition o f the colonial confinement that lasted less than a century in a
history o f millennia.” What has happened since the 1960s, in particular, is that
many people from the islands “have broken out o f their confinement” and are
now “m oving around and away from their hom elands.. . . They are once again
enlarging their world, establishing new resource bases and expanded networks
for circulation.” Therefore, this island world “certainly encompasses the great
cities o f Australia, N ew Zealand, the United States, and other countries too. It
is within this expanded world that the extent o f the people’s resources must be
measured.” Thus, in addition to local population, resources, area, and climatic
changes, that is, factors that we would focus on in studies o f animals and plants,
there is here another factor that has to be taken into account. This is the global
network and its flows o f migrants, aid, trade, and money transfers. Any “crisis
point” here is a quite different matter from what could be summed up in
simple models like those that we find in textbooks on ecology, and that often
have been applied to human societies. It is evident that we need to look at
the often problematic relationship between human populations and natural
resources without any preconceived notion o f a once and for all fixed local
carrying capacity.
What, for instance, does “globalization” imply for contemporary Oceania? It
is quite clear that for die daily life o f its people, “globalization” has had two very
different consequences. First o f all, people in Oceania are o f course in various
ways affected culturally and economically by the global flows o f ideas, money, and
commodities. Second, and perhaps more surprisingly, the island communities are
not limited to the people who live on the islands but are increasingly becoming
characterized by what Bertram and Watters (1985) have called “transnational
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corporations o f kin.” They include a diaspora o f relatives who have moved to or
even been born in places overseas but who are still to a large extent emotionally
and economically tied to island society. The latter has been particularly well
documented for Polynesians, w ho are generally very collectivistic and usually
regard themselves and all relatives as part o f their extended families, n o matter
where they happen to live (Ritchie & Ritchie 1979:25). By the beginning o f the
new millennium, there were about 750,000 Polynesian immigrants and their
descendants in the United States, New Zealand, and Australia plus another 5,000
and 1,000 in Europe and Asia, respectively, whereas there were only 536,000 in
Polynesia, excluding Hawaii and N ew Zealand (Crocombe 2001:69). We do not
know how the diasporic people will feel about their ties to the home islands after
a few generations abroad (cf. Brown 1998), but for the contemporary situation,
at least, it could be argued that more than half the members o f Polynesian s<iciety
live outside the Polynesian territories.
It is true that space for people to live, grow' their food, and build their
houses was very limited on many o f the islands o f Oceania. It was hardly the
size o f the islands that made them attractive to the colonial powers. With very
few exceptions, neither was it their natural resources. In fact, after some 350
years o f European exploration, until the latter half o f the nineteenth century,
there was almost no interest at nil among the world’s most powerful nations in
establishing colonies among the smaller islands o f Oceania. It simply seemed
bad business to send government representatives to islands that had so little
econom ic interest to offer. What they could offer visiting ships in the way o f
provisions, copra, sandalwood, and nacre could be obtained by trading and
without establishing any colonial rule. Therefore, they were long merely
interesting as idyllic stopovers for ships along the routes between the continents
where much more profitable colonies could be established.
To take just one example (Toullelan & Gilles 1992), several years before
Tahiti and its neighboring islands became a French protectorate in 1842, their
queen and British missionaries had asked the government o f Britain to annex
these islands, but they encountered not the slightest interest. When the islands
finally did become annexed it had nothing to do with natural resources but
was a result o f French and British missionary rivalry. These islands had actually
been a French protectorate for almost fifty years before they became a colony.
Until the 1960s and the beginning o f the nuclear testing program, it remained
a more or less noncolonized colony with at most around 2 ,0 0 0 Frenchmen. To
this very day, the French “overseas territory” now known as French Polynesia
has in fact cost France much more than it has yielded in terms o f income. Thus,
despite the world’s largest exports o f black pearls, total export revenues from
French Polynesia covered only about 15 percent o f the costs o f imports by
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the kite 1990s (ITSTAT 1998:334, 339), whereas the remainder was financed
mainly by French aid. For Oceania, this is by no means an unusual trade
“balance.” In 1998, for instance, the Kingdom o f Tonga imported nine times
as much as it exported, in terms o f monetary values, and until a local brewery
was established there, the value o f its dominating export, bananas, was almost
equal to the annual costs o f importing beer (Malm 1999:344).
One could argue that, with very few exceptions, the small island nations
have very little hope o f surviving economically only on their natural resources.
H ow little they can export is quite evident from the fact that one o f their most
important sources o f national income is stamps, many o f which are sold only
to philatelists and never used for mail. Starvation may not be a problem, but
rather the fact that many o f the Oceanian peoples have acquired what Walsh
and Trlin (1973:50) call “a champagne taste on som ething less than a beer
income.”

Geostrategic Location and Independence as Economic Assets
If they have so few natural resources, and if it is generally a matter o f moving
much more capital and commodities to the islands than away from them,
why then do the United States still keep Guam and American Samoa as
“unincorporated territories,” why is Easter Island the “Fifth Region o f Chile”
with Valparaiso as capital, and why does France still insist that French Polynesia
is one o f its “overseas territories”?
The islands o f the Pacific are most o f all o f interest because o f their
geostrategic location among Asia, Australia, and the Americas. It is important
to the great powers just to be represented there, directly or (like the United
Kingdom) indirectly. One might wonder how diis is possible in the “postcolonial
era.” The simple answer is: money. As pointed out by Poirine (1 9 9 5 :4 5 -8 0 ),
aid is actually often just another word for rent. M oney and goods are sent to
the people on the islands in the hope that they will live like happy consumers
without causing trouble for the governments that wish to be represented
there. This could explain why American Samoa, with its strategic location in
the central part o f the South Pacific, receives five times more aid than docs
the independent and much poorer western part o f Samoa. In the French
territories, the aid per capita is 366 times higher than the average in developing
countries (Ibid.). Consequently, during the whole post-World War II period,
arguments for independence in French Polynesia have repeatedly been met
with rhetorical questions about how life there would become if France would
abandon the islands and leave it to the people living there to finance everything
diat dicy have become accustomed to (see Danielsson & Danielsson 1986).
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There has been a strong incentive tor France to retain its islands as a nuclear
testing ground. Thus, for three decades (1 9 6 6 -1 9 9 6 ), French Polynesia was
characterized by the economy o f the atomic bomb.
The benefits o f “geostrategic location” and “environmental load
displacement” are a function o f remoteness and isolation. It is difficult to imagine
any other reason than the remote and “isolated” location o f the Marshall Islands
for the United States to pay them (in 1989) at least USS 56 million for being
allowed to deposit 23 million tons o f waste there (Crocombe 2001:32), for the
United States and the United Kingdom to have conducted 122 nuclear tests in
Micronesia, or for France to have carried out 193 tests on the Tuamotu Islands
to the cast o f Tahiti (Ibid.:590). There is nothing else about these islands that
would make them particularly well suited for nuclear tests than their distance
from the main population centers o f France. These are the kinds o f circumstances
that generate problems o f “environmental justice.” If these tests were to pollute
the environment and cause cancer among Polynesians, which many critics claim
that they indeed have done (for example, Danielsson & Danielsson 1986; de
Vries & Seur 1997; Johnson 1984), this would pose no major political threat in
France, as it would not affect the majority o f voters there.
For many years it was believed that the French nuclear tests would
cease only if French Polynesia became independent. I lowever, international
negotiations and Glasnost did result in the tests com ing to an end in 1996,
but these islands are still a part o f France, and their inhabitants even have EU
passports. Is independence a politically realistic option?
One answer could be framed in terms o f what has happened to other
former colonies that already have become politically independent. In the 1980s,
Bertram and Watters (1985, 1986) coined the term MIRAB— an acronym for
migration, remittances, aid, and bureaucracy. These factors are still often seen
as determining the development o f the Pacific microstates (cf. Poirine 1998).
These nations remain dependent, for their welfare, on people moving overseas
to earn money. Money as well as goods sent home means a lot for the island
econom ies, and aid is necessary for building hospitals and buying medical
equipment. In addition, government officials can receive salaries, in a situation
where there is so very little in the way o f other jobs, especially for all those
w ho have left the rural communities and outer islands to move to town or the
main island. Today, we know that the picture is much more complex, not only
because o f factors such as tourism and the boom in pearl cultivation but above
all, perhaps, because the island nations are becoming increasingly efficient at
earning money from their independence.
Independence is often presented as a democratic right, but very few people
seem to have realized that independence in itself is an econom ic asset that
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can generate much more income than can any other resource in the islands
(Crocom be 2 0 0 1 :3 6 2 -3 7 8 ), It is only because o f small countries like Tuvalu
that Japan could go on killing whales, because when the countries around
the Pacific voted about this, 9 ,000 Tuvaluans had as much o f a say as 1.2
billion Chinese. Similarly, because o f its independence, Tonga has earned large
amounts o f money from selling passports to rich people in H on g Kong who
feared that they would not be able to travel when communist China took over
(see Bain 1993:160-167). There have even been attempts to grant an Australian
biotechnical company the exclusive right to the Tongan gene-pool, in order
to provide it with D N A and blood samples with the purpose o f improving
research on cancer and cardiovascular diseases (Hornborg 2002).
Many o f these countries are now established as so called “offshore finance
centers,” “international trust centers,” or “asset protection centers” (Crocombe
2 0 0 1 :363-367). For example, in Vanuatu, although only 0.2 percent o f the
population were involved in business o f this kind, such financial activities have
been estimated to account tor 12 percent o f the G N P (Barrett 2000). In such
“centers” one can launder money, stow away capital, or register ships to avoid
certain regulations. Attractive domain names on the Internet can be leased from
these independent nations, who all have their own internet abbreviation (such
as n u for Niue). The “Small Islands States Group” o f Cook Islands, Kiribati,
Nauru, N iue, and Tuvalu has demanded diat international airlines should
pay fees every time they fly over the sea territories that make up the exclusive
econom ic zone o f these island nations in the central parts o f the Pacific. In the
same vein, who would have imagined that Tonga would become number six
among the world’s satellite nations? As an independent nation, close to the
equator, Tonga could claim the right to some orbital slots in space, so as to
lease them out to big TV stations with the ambition to reach viewers all over
the world. Finally, to handle all these new ventures in globalization, the island
nations have expanded their state bureaucracies. Thus, the largest buildings in
the capital o f one o f the poorest countries, Samoa, are no longer churches (as
used to be the case in most Pacific capitals) but a six-storey government building
and a seven floor national bank, both built with aid money. In contrast, the
hospitals in the islands are generally in poor condition.
Aid monies as well as remittances are used mainly for consumption. As
a result o f newly acquired tastes, there is a diminishing interest in what local
resources there actually are. The story behind this is a long and complex one,
which cannot be told here, but the material results are fairly easily observable
by any visitor to the islands. Today, there are even island nations that import
coconuts. N ot only is imported coconut cream sold in many stores, but in
Tonga I was told in 1988 that coconuts were imported in order to keep the
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coconut oil mill running. The Tongan islands are practically covered with palm
trees, but the prices paid for coconuts and copra were so low compared to the
money sent from relatives overseas that almost no one bothered picking up the
coconuts anymore, except for domestic use or the small quantities tor sale at
the fruit and vegetable market. The new patterns o f resource use often have
detrimental environmental consequences. For instance, Tonga has earned a lot
o f money exporting squash pumpkins to Japan, but this has involved the use o f
great quantities o f pesticides, leaking down into the aquifer and contaminating
precious sources o f freshwater. The Tongans have largely used the money to
buy imported food, cars, and other commodities, which have brought further
environmental problems such as how to dispose o f increasing volumes ofsolid
waste. Hills o f garbage are now to be found on many islands once known for
their pristine remoteness.

Conclusion
1 have argued that the analogy between the “Earth island” and oceanic islands
is not at all as apt as is often suggested. There is no conclusive evidence to
suggest that the population o f Easter Island would have become extinct if
it had remained isolated. More or less all the negative trends in health and
environment in Oceania are consequences o f the islands no longer remaining
isolated from a much larger econom ic system. The population o f Easter Island
became almost extinct because o f slave trade and introduced diseases. That
overeating has become a much greater problem in Polynesia than starvation,
that numerous nuclear tests have been made there, that remittances sent
hom e by relatives are used in ways that generate increasing health problems
as well as problems o f garbage disposal, and that more aid money is spent on
impressive government buildings than on much needed hospitals— all these
trends exemplify how incorporation in the world system continues to pose
greater threats than isolation does.
I have argued, also, that the Oceanian diasporas liv ing overseas illustrate that
a “society” is not synonymous with people living in a certain place (cf. Sahlins
1994). In ecological terms this means that the boundaries o f population and
habitat do not coincide. Any analysis o f the human ecology and development
o f contemporary Oceania must be made in light o f the historical background
and the relationship between die islands and the modern world system. This
is a quite different framework o f analysis than that suggested by the “Earth
island” analogy. Thus, it is o f fundamental importance to realize that, in our
globalized world, no island is an island.
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CH A P T E R 1 9

Infectious Diseases as Ecological and Historical
Phenomena, with Special Reference to the
Influenza Pandemic of 1918-1919
ALFRED VV. CROSBY

Our germs, like our wheat and rice and goats and horses, are the creations,
albeit unintentional in this case, o f given societies at given times. As those
societies grow and shrink in numbers, expand and contract geographically, shift
from hunting and gathering to agriculture, flow into cities or desert them,
travel on ftx>t or by sailing vessel or jet planes, change diet, change sexual
mores, have or cease to have contacts with various kinds o f animals, and so
on, they alter the environments o f microorganisms and thereby change the
characteristics o f infections. These changes call for historical interpretation just
as much as developments in politics, economics, or religions.
For almost all o f the hundreds o f thousands o f years o f the genus Homo
on this planet, among the m ost important o f its characteristics has been small
numbers,1 geographical dispersal, and epidemiological divergence. Roger
Lew in, paleoanthropologist, estimates that 30,000 vcars ago in southwestern
France and northern Spain a group o f 50 humans would have needed more
than 300 square miles to sustain themselves (Clark 1997:30-31).
Another o f the characteristics o f H. ercctus and its successors, most
especially H. sapiens, was to solve problems by migration, to adapt to population
pressures, food shortages, drought, flood, war, diseases, and what-have-you by
migrating, by substituting geographical movement for other means o f coping.
By at least 50,000 years ago, we humans had trekked from Africa to Australia,
and we were the m ost widely distributed large land animal on the globe, and
yet w'c hadn’t even found America. We did diat from 14,000 to 4 0,000 years
or so ago, depending on w hich expert you listen to.
We have been hunters and gatherers for more than 9 0 percent o f our time
here, the majority o f us without permanent residency. In all that time, we had
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no crowd diseases because we had no crowds. We suffered som e but not all
the diseases currently associated with parasitic and commensal creatures such
as rats, because we were often on the move and had 110 permanent dwellings:
a lot o f our hangers-on couldn’t keep up with us. We suffered few diseases
associated with polluted food and water because, again, we were usually on the
move, leaving most o f our sewage and garbage behind.
I am not trying to paint a prehistoric Eden. Prehistoric people died young,
had internal parasites, had lice, and were nibbled on by insects constantly, all o f
which certainly carried microorganisms. They must have had diseases, such as
tuberculosis, that can survive long periods in the body, but they didn’t have a
good many o f the infectious maladies that have dominated our epidemiological
history for the past few thousand years. They didn’t have the infections that
cither kill or produce long-lasting immunity, that is, the diseases that race
through populations the way forest fires race through forests, using up Fuel
quickly and burning themselves out— for example, smallpox and measles.
Furthermore, because many humans were moving into frontier regions where
humans had never lived before (for example, America, Madagascar, Hawaii),
they often left important parasites and pathogens behind and met up with few
new ones adapted to invading their bodies.
Relative to what came later, the relationship between humans and
micropathogens was characterized by a sort o f rough and ready stability and,
at least as significantly, o f geographical divergence. Infections we had, but they
were usually o f a local character.
What I am saying here is that humanity was protected against many
infections not so much by genetically acquired immunological defenses as by
their small numbers and their movements. Humanity had, vis-a-vis infection,
hedged its bets: a few thousand folks over here with this infection, a few
thousand over there w ith that infection, and a minimum o f contact between
the two groups, leads to no pandemics for the same reason that you can’t have
a forest fire without forests. Humanity was not genetically prepared for the
environment that it started creating ten or so thousand years ago. It is a major
irony that humans are not well adapted to the environment that they have
created.
O ne o f the most important inventions o f all time was agriculture, around
10,000 years ago. It appeared in at least seven different locations in both the
Old and N ew Worlds. When humans became farmers, they radically changed
the way they lived and thereby the environments o f the microorganisms they
sheltered and provisioned. Humans increased in numbers and settled down in
permanent villages and cities. There was a heavy price to pay in the advent o f
diseases characteristic o f dense populations.
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Nature abhors solid stands o f a single species—whether wheat, cattle, or
humans— and tries vigorously to cut diem back by m obilizing predators, both
macro- (wolves, lions, cougars) and micro- (smut for wheat, rinderpest for
cattle, and a whole assemblage o f diseases tor humans).
Farmers were sedentary. They lived elbow to elbow and right on top o f
their accumulating wastes. There have been vastly more rats and E. coli since
civilization appeared than before. Until the last two centuries, cities were
demographic sumps, sustained in population more by immigration from the
countryside than by local births.2 Farming populations could
produce
surpluses and support sedentary elites that coveted distant commodities
and increasingly engaged in trade. In doing so, they acquired exotic goods
intentionally and exotic diseases unintentionally. Epidemics show up early in
the Old Testament and similar documents.
Such happened in the N ew as well as the Old World but accelerated faster
in the latter. For die historian o f disease, the most important thing Old World
peoples did was to domesticate a number o f animal species, to maintain them
in dense herds and flocks, and to live amid these unnatural concentrations.
Amerindians had domesticated dogs, som e fowl, guinea pigs, but only one
herd animal, the llama, and that only in the Andean region. Old World peoples
had dogs, cats, several kinds o f fowl, horses, cattle, goats, sheep, pigs, and so
on. Amerindians provided the world with about one-third o f its important
food plants, but they did not do at all well as animal domesticators. Therefore,
Old World peoples— Europeans, for instance— hud a great advantage over
Amerindians in their access to high-grade food, many kinds o f fibers, fertilizer,
leather, bone, speed o f movement, and power to move heavy objects.
The price they paid for this was heavy. By sharing environments with
animals in order to utilize their services, Old World peoples found themselves
also sharing diseases with them. Hunters and gatherers live am ong animals but
live intimately with few'. Farmers live intimately with a number o f species and
lived much more so in the past. 1 refer you to a passage in Christ Stopped a t Eboli
by physician Carlo Levi, whom Mussolini exiled up into the hills o f Calabria to
dwell among farmers who lived much as they had for millennia. The peasants’
houses were one-room affairs, kitchen, bedroom and all, with people sleeping
on a giant bed and animals living underneath. As Dr. Levi leaned over the bed
to examine a patient or to give an injection, he recalls how his “head touched
the hanging cradles, while frightened pigs and chickens darted between my
legs” (Levi 1948:120-121). What more perfect an environment could a flu
virus ask for?
Different infections and strains thereof have been acquired from different
animals in different places at different times. The Ilia d starts o ff with an
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epidemic among the Greeks laying siege to the city o f Troy. The pandemics o f
pustular fevers that swept through the Roman Empire in the first centuries c . e .
may have been smallpox an d /or measles, originally acquired from livestock.
As o f May, 2 0 0 3 , it seems that the Chinese taste tor civet meat has brought us
SARS.
Improvements in transportation technology made their most horrendous
contribution to epidemiological history when they enabled humans to build
transoceanic empires and trading companies. By the end o f Europe’s Middle
Ages, several technologically advanced societies o f the world had developed
watercraft capable o f purposeful (not just accidental) and repeated transoceanic
voyages. O f these peoples, the Europeans were the most ambitious commercially,
politically, and evangelically. Their square and latcen-riggcd vessels were a good
deal smaller and not more seaworthy than China’s junks, but were owned and
directed by men w ho were eager to pursue their ambitions outside Europe.
They were also, collectively speaking, among the world’s most diseased people.
Europe’s cities, specifically her ports, were hotbeds o f infections from all over
the Eastern Hemisphere. In the sixteenth century. Western Europe’s ships
created the first “globalized” disease pool.
When does flu, to pick one disease, com e into this picture? That is hard
to say. Documentation on even the most visually spectacular diseases, such as
smallpox, is ambiguous. For a disease as vague and fuzzy symptomatically as
influenza, tracing the path back to its original appearance is impossible. If we
associate flu with the domestication o f pigs and chickens, then it could have
appeared 4 ,0 0 0 years ago. One medical historian chose 1387 as the birthdate
for the first recorded flu epidemic in Europe. There are more respectable claims
for sixteenth century epidemics— 1510, 1557, 1580— but we can’t be sure
about the debut o f flu until the eighteenth century, when there w ere three
unambiguous pandemics in Europe. One surfaced in Astrakhan and Moscow'
in April o f 1729, rolled w est through Germany and France and England, and
hitched a ride across to Boston, Massachusetts, in October o f 1732. It showed
up in Mexico also.
This was the first o f a series o f flu pandemics blamed on Russia. There
may be som ething to that theory, because Peter the Great, Russia’s great
w'esternizer, built St. Petersburg on the G ulf o f Finland to increase contacts
with the West, which o f course would work in both directions. There was
another flu pandemic from Russia in 1 7 3 2 -1 7 3 3 that got all the way to North
and South America, and another, often credited with being the first really big
pandemic, in 1 7 6 1 -1 7 6 2 , that spread from Siberia all over Europe.
The pandemic o f 1 7 8 1-1782 was the most widespread and dramatic
tor a century to com e. Contemporaries guessed that two-thirds o f Rom e’s
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inhabitants tell ill, three-quarters o f M unich’s, and even greater proportions o f
all who lived in Great Britain. Morbidity w as high, but mortality was low, as in
all the flu pandemics thus far.
The nineteenth century was the age o f population explosion and steam.
Steamships and railroads in practice diminished the size o f the world. They
globalized disease as they globalized commerce. The most famous examples o f
this globalization were the cholera pandemics, which rolled across and around
the world. So did flu pandemics, which attracted much less attention because
their mortality rates were so low but killed many more because their morbidity
rates were so high. There were flu pandemics in the 1830s and 1840s, but these
were mild compared to the big one in 1782. Then, for another generation,
there was nothing more than the usual sputter o f local flu epidemics.
The 1 8 8 9 -1 8 9 0 pandemic came as a complete surprise. It first appeared in
western Siberia and Kazakhstan, perhaps among the herders there. It showed
up in M oscow and St. Petersburg in October, in Finland in November, in
Germany and Italy in November and December, and jumped the Atlantic about
the same time, surfacing in Boston and N ew York in December. The United
States was ribbed with railroads by this time, and the pandemic exploded in
N ew Orleans and San Francisco in early January o f 1890.
The 1 8 8 9 -1 8 9 0 pandemic killed more people than did cholera or any
odier pandemic in the nineteenth century, but it was not seen as a major
disaster. Its mortality rate was low and the number o f deaths high only because
the morbidity rate was so high. Diarists in European cities estimated that onethird to one-half o f the population fell ill. The age distribution o f the deaths
was as it had always been, low among young and middle-aged adults.
The current threat o f SARS reminds me o f the next influenza pandemic,
in 1918-1919. The latest meticulous analyses by demographers put the toll,
at a minimum, at 25 million dead, and the demographers don’t flinch when
the suggestion o f 50 million is offered. The “Spanish flu,” as it was improperly
nicknamed in 1918, killed more people faster than the deadliest war, yet not
because it was as lethal to the individual sufferer as a bullet or a bomb but because
it spread rapidly and affected a very great number o f people. By a conservative
estimate, a fifth o f the human specics suffered the fever and aches o f influenza
in 1918 and 1919, and serological evidence indicates that the great majority
o f those w ho did not suffer the discomforts o f flu had subclinical forms o f the
disease.
The m ost bizarre characteristic o f the 1918 flu was that the majority o f
the people it killed were not, as usual, the very young and old but people
from about fifteen to forty years o f age, diat is, those in the prime years o f life.
Plausible but not definitive answers as to why have been offered.
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To exemplify the course ofthis pandemic, let me briefly recount what happened
in San Francisco. The starding news o f the September morbidity and mortality
rates in Boston, the first o f America’s Adantic ports to be hit by the pandemic,
reached San Francisco several weeks before the pandemic itself, but the skepticism
and confusion o f public health officials and political leaders, and the ignorance and
apathy o f the general population, stalled preparations to combat the Spanish flu.
As the pandemic rolled westward, San Francisco concentrated on the marches and
other public gatherings o f the Fourth Liberty Loan Drive, enhancing the rapid
spread o f communicable diseases. When the first person sick with the new flu (a
traveler from Chicago) got off the train in late September, the city o f the Golden
Gate was just beginning to focus on the threat to its well-being.
Full preparations—dividing the city into districts, each with its own medical
personnel, telephones, transportation, and supplies, and creating emergency
hospitals in schools and churches— were not completed until November, after
the worst days o f the flu’s siege o f San Francisco. Should the city’s leaders be
condemned because they moved to o slowly? Perhaps, but the situation was
unprecedented and a little incomprehensible even to health professionals, and
public ignorance and inertia precluded preparations involving any inconvenience
to large numbers o f people.
The factors that overruled all others during the pandemic were its velocity
and virulency. To illustrate, the San Francisco Hospital, rated as the finest in
the state, with the best trained and disciplined staff, earned die dreadful honor
o f being the city’s isolation w ard for pneumonia patients during the pandemic,
and it came within a hair o f failing. Seventy-eight percent o f its nurses tell ill
and it is a safe guess, considering the devotion to duty characteristic o f the staff,
that many o f the “healthy” nurses ought to have gone to bed as well. During
die course o f the pandemic, the San Francisco Hospital admitted 3,509 cases
o f respiratory disease, and 26 percent o f them died.
In October the city tried every remedy that had been used tin the Hast
Coast to slow the advance o f or to cure the Spanish flu. All schools and places
o f public entertainment were closed. Thousands o f citizens were inoculated
with totally useless and possibly dangerous antiflu vaccines imported from the
East Coast or whipped up locally.
The San Francisco Board o f Supervisors passed a law making the wearing
o f masks obligatory in all public places, and on October 22 the San Francisco
Chronicle announced: “WEAR A MASK and Save Your Lite! A Mask is 99
percent Proofagainst Influenza.” For the next month the great majority o f San
Franciscans obeyed.
On Armistice Day, November 11, a wildly enthusiastic crowd swirled up
and down Market Street and spilled over into die rest o f die city, die ecstatic
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celebrants surrealistically swathed in white masks. Happily, the masks seemed
to work. St> did the vaccines and all the other amulets that San Franciscans
were clutching to shield themselves from sickness and death. In November,
for reasons o f its ow n, the flu slackened, and the number o f cases declined
dramatically. On November 2 1 , every siren in the city shrieked the message
that the moment tor unveiling had com e, and the masks came o ff amid general
scenes o f hilarity and triumph. A war had been won and a deadly disease
defeated in the same month.
Barely two weeks later, the number o f new flu cases began to move upward
again. The chief o f the Board of'Health expressed the hope that they were mostly
misdiagnosed colds, but soon an avalanche o f new cases, 5,000 in December
alone, confirmed the fear that the Spanish flu was back for round two.
The most memorable features o f round two in San Francisco were what
can normally be expected o f an anticlimax: apathy and foolish antics. Medical
authorities again trotted out their vaccines, but this time the audience showed
little interest. The city government again made masks compulsory, but this time
against a stiff opposition o f Christian Scientists, civil libertarians, merchants
w ho were worried that masks were discouraging Christmas shopping, and
people who were simply fed up with masks, flu, and everything else. One o f
the last group sent the head o f the Board o f Health a bomb. It didn’t go off.
The most effective opponents to the masks were experts in such matters
from various public health departments. They pointed out that there seemed to
be no consistent difference in morbidity and mortality between communities
that adopted the mask and those that did not. The San Francisco politicians
noted, as one supervisor put it, that 99.5 percent o f the city’s citizens opposed
the compulsory mask law. O n February 1, 1919, the masks came o ff officially.
They had com e o ff in fact som e days before.
San Francisco, a city o f 550,000, had made widespread use o f all known
preventatives and remedies for influenza and pneumonia and had enforced
ordinances for the control o f the pandemic that were as stringent as any
implemented in any o f the larger cities o f the United States. Still, thousands o f
her citizens had fallen ill and 3,500 had died. Its record was not very different
from that o f Boston, the first city to be struck in America. In San Francisco,
as elsewhere, nearly two-thirds o f those who died o f flu and pneumonia were
between the ages o f 2 0 and 40.
One is reminded o f what Surgeon General o f die United States Army,
Victor Vaughan, wrote about the peak weeks o f the 1918 pandemic: “At that
moment 1 decided never again to prate about the great achievements o f science.
.. . The deadly influenza demonstrated the inferiority o f human invention . . . ”
(Robert Kenner Films 1998).
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What does history tell us about pandemic influenza? O ne, that the flu
ye shall always ha%'e with thee. Since 1700, we have had three to five fullscale pandemics every century. Tw o, that flu pandemics do not correlate
with large-scale human behavior such as wars. Three, long pauses without
big pandemics— tor example, 1847-1889— are followed by big, punishing
pandemics. We haven’t had a big one since 1968.
What does scientific and scholarly research have ro tell us about the special
nature o f the 1918 flu? A great deal, but not why it was such a killer. The 1918
flu was a singularity. A tew astronomers, Sir Fred H oyle o f the University o f
Wales being the most famous, have claimed meaningful correlation between
the “inferior conjunction ofV enus” and the first outbreak o f flu in 1918. There
has also been som e talk o f new viruses driven into our atmosphere by comets.
The U.S. Center for Disease Control politely called the theory “intriguing.”
My one certainty is that pandemics will be with us far into the future,
whether AIDS or SARS or something even newer. Pandemic flu will certainly
be back, no matter how many chickens we kill in H on g Kong or elsewhere
to stop it. We need better global surveillance, and we have to learn how to
develop appropriate vaccines and distribute them faster. We have to be ready
with trained personnel in the right places, along with enough beds, and so
on. The experience o f the San Francisco Hospital in 1 9 1 8 -1 9 1 9 proves that
improvization is not the best path to dealing with pandemics. We need to be
ready for the next pandemic, be it influenza or whatever. It is inevitable.

Notes
1. D emographer Massimo Uvi-Bacci (1992:31) estimates that 12,000 years ago
there were only about 6 million o f us, that is, less than the population of a
num ber o f cities today.
2. We may be headed for such conditions again in the giant metropoli o f the Third
World: Mexico City has a bigger population than Denmark, Norway, and Sweden
combined.

CH A P T E R 2 0

Evidence from Societal Metabolism Studies for
Ecological Unequal Trade1
NINA EI SENMENGER AND STEFAN GI LJUM

Since the 1990s tire concept o f sodct.il metabolism has gained broad acceptance
within the scientific community as a framework for analyzing society-nature
interactions. The analytical tool used to operationalize the concept, material flow
accounts, calculates the biophysical exchange relationships o f a socioeconomic
system, usually a nation state, with its natural environment. World-system
theory, in contrast, deals with global social change and the interaction between
nations. It is concerned with the historical development o f the world economy
and its political and economic structures and processes.
The concept o f societal or industrial metabolism was first formulated by
Ayres and Simonis (see Ayres 1994) and became established in the 1990s
(Fischer-Kowalski & Haberi 1993, 1998). It approaches socioeconom ic
systems as systems that exchange materials and energy with the natural
environment in order to build and maintain socioeconom ic stocks. To
operationalize the concept, material flow accounts (MFA) were developed to
account for the material flows between societies and their natural environment
or between different socioeconom ic systems. Economy-wide MFA is m odeled
on national accounts but uses weight rather than monetary units, that is,
metric tons. From MFA aggregated indicators can be derived that calculate
the environmental pressures caused by societies (Daniels & M oore 2001;
EUROSTAT 1999; O E C D 2000).
MFA is a well-established tool with a first step toward methodological
harmonization supported by the Statistical Office o f the European U nion,
which resulted in a methodological guide (EUROSTAT 2 0 0 1 ). Besides local
approaches, which in recent years have becom e an emerging field o f research
(Gri'mbiihel et al. 2003; Krausmann 2003; Singh & Grunbiihcl 2 0 0 3 ), MFA
is at present mostly applied on the national level. During the past decade,
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several econom y-wide material flow accounts have been produced, mainly for
industrialized countries but also som e for developing countries.2
Looking at the results o f these studies, on e overarching trend is
observable: countries tend to develop from a metabolic profile where they
are mainly exchanging materials with their natural environment to a pattern
o f increasing exchange o f raw materials and other com m odities with other
socioeconom ic systems through international trade. Thus, trade relations and
integration into world markets strongly shape metabolic patterns and options
for sustainable developm ent o f national econom ies. In order to understand
national material flow' patterns it is therefore necessary to consider the global
processes that countries are embedded in. World-system theory analyzes
exactly these issues o f global social change, observing the roles o f and links
am ong different countries and regions (Wallerstein 1 9 7 4 -1 9 8 0 ).
The environmental problems generated by socioeconom ic processes
have generally n ot been much considered in world-system theory (Roberts
& Grimes 2 0 0 2 ). Only in recent years have attempts been made to integrate
environmental issues. These studies have focused either on specific material
flows such as hazardous wastes (Roberts & Grimes 2 0 0 2 ) and greenhouse gas
emissions (Burns, Byron, & Kick 1997) or on single econom ic sectors such as
mining (Roberts & Grimes 2 0 0 2 ). However, none o f these efforts has dealt
with society-nature interactions from a systemic perspective, and thus no full
understanding o f global socioeconom ic processes and their effects on societynature interactions has been developed so far. We think that an integration o f
world-system theory and the concept o f societal metabolism could contribute
to a better understanding o f exactly these issues (Eisenmcngcr 2 0 0 2 ). The
framework o f social metabolism approaches society-nature interactions
in a systemic and comprehensive wray, which facilitates analytical links to
socioeconom ic processes. World-system theory, however, offers long-term
and detailed insights into the social dimensions o f the world econom y but
lacks an adequate understanding o f its biophysical dimension.

Societal Metabolism and the Role of Trade
Discussions about the shortcomings ofeconom ic accounts as indicators o f social
welfare are well known. Besides the limited explanatory power concerning social
issues, national econom ic accounts do not tell us anything about the effects on
natural systems caused by econom ic processes (Samuclson & Nordhaus 1995).
The concept o f social metabolism was thus developed to provide information
on environmental pressure induced by societal processes.
The concept o f social metabolism (Ayres 1994; Fischer-Kowalski 1998;
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Fischer-Kowalski & Haberl 1993) refers to materials and energy exchanged
between societies and their natural environment. Studies o f societal metabolism
thus embrace the overall material turnover o f a social system and analyze it by
balancing material inputs, outputs, and stock changes. Material inputs are
resource extractions from the natural environment within a specified territory
as well as imports from other socioeconom ic systems. Within a given social
system, these inputs are transformed and used in production processes and
final consumption, finally leaving the social system again either to the natural
environment in the form o f wastes and emissions or as exports to other
socioeconom ic systems.
To operationalize this concept, an analytical accounting tool called
“material flow accounting” (MFA) was developed. Methodological
assumptions in MFA follow those in econom ic accounts as far as possible, in
order to maintain close analogy between these tw o accounting systems. The
units reckoned with in MFA are metric tons. Thus, material flow data can be
compared to econom ic accounts and provide a comprehensive biophysical
picture o f socioeconom ic processes (Daniels & Moore 2001; EUROSTAT
2 0 0 1 ). A first step toward m ethodological harmonization was supported by
EUROSTAT and resulted in a m ethodological guide (EUROSTAT 2 0 0 1 ).
Increasing globalization has been accentuating an international division o f
labor, in which countries specialize in exporting specific materials and commodities
on international markets. This trend toward intensification o f trade relations is
visible in material flow studies (EUROSTAT 2002; Weisz et al. 2004). Increasing
specialization within the world economy encourages relocation o f materialintensive production processes from industrialized countries to less-developed
countries in die global South, thus improving die internal environmental
performance o f richer countries. Some scholars have provided empirical evidence
for this trend (Fischer-Kowalski & Amann 2001; Giljum & Eiscnmenger 2004;
Mu radian & Martinez-Alier 2001b; Rothman 1998).
An increasing number o f empirical studies suggest that current levels o f
resource extraction from nature and disposal o f wastes and emissions back
to nature is not sustainable in the long run, particularly in the Northern
industrialized countries (U N E P 2002; YVWF et al. 2 0 0 4 ). “Sustainable
developm ent” should thus imply a decrease in the total amount o f natural
resources extracted and used. Through processes o f outsourcing o f material
intensive production, industrialized countries arc able to reduce the
consumption o f materials used within their domestic territory and seemingly
“dematerialize” their econom y without changing their lifestyles and
consumption patterns. D eveloping countries, however, tend to intensify their
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domestic resource extraction without increasing their material standard o f
living. Analysis on a global scale shows that absolute “dematerialization” has
not vet been achieved (D e Bruyn & Opschoor 1997). Studies on these topics
were conducted by Muradian and Martinez-Alier (2001a), w ho analyzed
North-South trade patterns for nonrenewable resources; Fischer-Kowalski
and Amann (2 0 0 1 ), w ho compared the material imports and exports o f
selected countries in die core versus periphery; and Giljum and Eisenmenger
(2 0 0 4 ), who discussed the distribution o f environmental goods and burdens
generated by N orth-South trade.
In the current discussion about “sustainable developm ent,” we lace
two important challenges: (1 ) sustainable use o f resources and (2) equal
distribution am ong social groups and between generations. These goals
are contradicted by a global division o f labor, where some countries engage
primarily in resource extraction and bear the environmental burdens caused
by these material-, energy-, and land-intensive processes but do n ot profit
from extraction either in terms o f domestic consumption or o f econom ic
profits from exports. Material flow accounting can illuminate these problems
from a biophysical perspective.

World-System Theory and Its Links to Material Flow Accounting
World-system theory (WST) was originally formulated by Immanuel
Wallerstein (1 9 7 4 -1 9 8 0 ) and developed into a theoretical framework with
many research applications and different specializations am ong the involved
scholars (cf. Frank 8: Gills 1993; Goldfrank 20 0 0 ; Shannon 1996). Social,
political, and econom ic relations am ong nation states play an important role
in WST analyses o f social change. The adequate unit o f analysis in these
studies is therefore not the nation state but the global system (Goldfrank
2000; Wallerstein 1974, 1 9 7 4 -1 9 8 0 ). This world-system is characterized
by a dynamic o f its ow n, with special mechanisms through which nation
states are positioned vis-a-vis one another. The notion o f societal metabolism
conceptualizes the iinks between social and natural systems. Soeiety-nature
interactions can be conceived as material or energy flows or as the social
colonization o f nature, that is, transformations o f natural processes for the
purpose ofm aking them useful for society (Fischer-Kowalski & Haberl 1998).
Socioeconom ic features such as cultural preferences, lifestyles, technologies,
trade relations, and so on shape these soeiety-nature interactions. MFA
studies can add a biophysical perspective on the global division o f labor and
unequal exchange am ong countries or regions in the world-system.
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Adding a Biophysical View to the Economic
and Political Dimension of the World-System
The world-system is integrated by a single economic market but can consist o f
several political systems. Based on historical developments, Wallerstein’s analysis
differentiates tw o kinds o f world-systems: world economies and world empires.
The latter are integrated by a common political system with one political core. In
a world economy, however, economic processes integrate a system that is more
inclusive than any political structure. Thus, a world economy integrates different
productive structures located in various geographical zones as well as several
competing political systems with different degrees o f power (Goldfrank 2000).
According to Wallerstein, a unique feature o f the current world economy is that
it has existed for 500 years without transforming itself into a world empire.
Wallerstein thus distinguishes between a political level and an economic
level, on which diverse processes can occur independently o f one another
and where the relevant actors can be quite different. The econom ic level is
characterized by a global division o f labor, which generates a functional
differentiation o f the geographical regions involved. Trading partners cannot
maintain their econom ic activities without the exchange that goes on between
them (Wallerstein 1974—1980). In addition to the econom ic level, Wallerstein
identifies a political structure, which he calls the “interstate system” (Goldfrank
2000; Shannon 1996). The interstate system represents a historically unique
structure, within which sovereign states are connected to one another bur no
country is strong enough to conquer the other political centers.
Studies o f societal metabolism can provide a biophysical view com plem ent
ing these two dimensions. Following their approach, social and natural systems
interact and influence each other. Thus, econom ic and political processes arc
dependent on and influenced by processes in natural systems (Fischer Kowalski
& Weisz 1999). In investigating socioeconomic change and in particular
environmental problems arising from social processes, it is important not to
ignore the role o f society-nature interactions, such as patterns o f material and
energy use.

Cores, Peripheries, Semiperipheries, and Their Biophysical Patterns
According to world system theory, the global division o f labor leads to a
distinction o f countries into three categories o f econom ic zones: cores,
peripheries, and semiperipheries. Cores represent countries engaged in hightech, capital-intensive, and high-profit production. In these countries, per
capita consumption is high and cannot be satisfied only with local resources
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(Goldfrank 2000; Shannon 1996). Peripheries, however, are characterized
by labor-intensive production using low -tech technologies. The main part o f
domestic production is located in the primary sectors, and most o f the produced
goods are exported to the cores. In return, peripheries import manufactured
products from the cores. Peripheries are exposed to intensive competition and
are generally forced to accept low prices and low profits (Ibid.).
Between these tw o extremes, world-system theory identifies a third
category: the semiperiphery. According to Wallerstein, semiperipheral
countries represent a necessary structural element (Wallerstein 1974). On the
one hand, semiperipheries are characterized by production that is typical o f
core countries, but other features are more peripheral-like. Trade flows are
maintained simultaneously in two directions, that is, to peripheries as w ell as to
core countries (Goldfrank 2000). According to Wallerstein, the role o f these
countries is primarily to prevent a political polarization o f the world-system.
The three econom ic zones can also be characterized according to their trade
netw orks as formulated by Terlouw (1992:34):
The core dominates trade in all sectors and has relations with every other
block o f states. The periphery is connected to the international trade system
almost exclusively through trade with the core states. Scniipcriphcral states
have strong links with the core, but they also have significant links among
each other.

The perspective o f societal metabolism raises the question whether this
tripartite structure is also reflected in specific biophysical patterns, that is, how
die position o f a country in the global world econom y affects its interactions
with the natural environment. Bunker (1985) addressed the difference
between extractive and productive economies in terms o f their impact on
nature and refers to the overexploitation o f natural resources in developing
countries as an attempt to gain profits from export intensification (Bunker
1985). In the empirical section below, we refer to these issues and analyze
MFA data in relation to three focal issues: (1) The amount o f domestically
extracted materials in relation to trade flows; this will add an MFA perspective
to the notion o f “extractive econom ies” versus industrialized countries. (2)
Physical trade balances will clarify which countries are net exporters and net
importers o f materials, respectively; riiis will illuminate the unequal distribution
o f environmental burdens ow ing to the uneven spatial distribution o f resource
extraction and consumption. (3) Third, we compare average unit prices o f
imports and exports to show how a country can gain different econom ic profits
from its trade activities.
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Ecological Unequal Trade
In the framework o f w orld-svstcm theory, unequal trade is characteristic o f the
exchange between cores and peripheries, generating the econom ic development
o f industrialized countries at the expense o f the periphery (Goldfrank 2000;
Shannon 1996; Wallerstein 1974). Thus, the relation between core and
periphery is based on exploitation; surplus econom ic production is transferred
to core countries and accumulated there, which in turn continually reproduces
the international division o f labor and the core-periphery structure.
Different approaches to unequal trade and its links to environmental issues
have been discussed by several scholars (Bunker 1985; Giljum & Eisenmenger
2004; Hornborg 1998b; Muradian & Martinez-Alier 2001b; Singh 2003).
Here we merely summarize the main arguments in this discussion.
Several econom ic and political reasons are formulated to explain unequal
trade. According to Shannon (1996), the main reason for unequal trade is
that peripheral countries specialize in the extraction and processing o f raw'
materials and agricultural products. These sectors are characterized by low
investments in infrastructure and a cheap and comparatively unskilled labor
force. Bunker (1985) argues that the primary sectors yield decreasing returns
to scale. An expansion o f production will thus cause decreasing returns, that
is, each additional produced unit will cost more than the previously produced
unit. Large-scale production therefore increases the average costs and leads
to losses in profits. Krugman and Obstfeld (2000) mention that “trade has
substantial effects on the income distribution within each trading nation, so
that in practice the benefits o f trade are often distributed very unevenly.”
The so-called Prebisch-Singer thesis (cf. Muradian & Martinez-Alier 2001b )
postulates that— in contrast to econom ic theory—increasing productivities do
not result in decreasing prices because industrialized countries o f the North do
not convert their profits from increasing returns o f scale into decreasing prices.
However, prices o f raw materials from developing countries tend to decrease,
which results in a transfer o f capital from the South to the North. The reason
for this, according to Prebisch and Singer, is that, in industrialized countries,
profits from production do not result in decreasing prices but in increasing
w'ages, ow ing to a better organization o f workers in trade unions.
Bunker (1985) adds another perspective by suggesting that unequal trade
refers not only to the labor values contained in the commodities but also to the
uneven appropriation o f natural resources. Natural resources are increasingly
extracted in peripheral countries, whereas transformation and consumption
occur largely in core countries. The extractive economies thus lose “natural
values” derived from their ow n biophysical environment.
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Figure 1 • EU -15 1 9 8 0 - 2 0 0 0
(W eisz e t al. 2 0 0 2 ) .

•D E

imports

Exports

In recent years, several MFA studies have been published that deal with
biophysical analyses o f unequal trade, for example, Muradian & Martinez-Alier
(2001a) and Muradian and colleagues (2 0 0 2 ), w ho analyze patterns o f NorthSouth trade in nonrenewable resources, and Giljum and Eisemnenger (2004),
who discuss the distribution o f environmental goods and burdens generated by
North South trade. However, much more research is still needed in this field.

Biophysical Trade Patterns
Wc now present som e results o f national material flow accounts in order
to com plem ent with empirical data the theoretical issues raised above. As
mentioned, MFA is a young research area undergoing rapid development
o f concepts and methods. A first harmonization o f MFA methods w as only
recently published (EUROSTAT 2001). Thus, several MFA studies exist
that differ significantly in terms o f the methods applied and also in terms o f
data quality. The number o f national MFAs for developing countries is still
limited. The selection o f countries used in the following analysis is thus largely
determined by the availability o f national MFAs o f comparable data quality The
countries we deal with here are Venezuela (Castellano 2 0 0 1 ), Brazil (Machado
2 0 0 1 ), and Chile (Giljum 20 0 4 ), as representatives o f developing countries,
and Japan (Adriaanse et al. 1997) and the E U -15 countries (Weisz et al. 2 002),
as examples o f industrialized countries (Figure 1). All the data presented here
derive from these few studies and should thus not be used for generalizations.
Still, the results reveal some interesting trends and indicate how WST and MFA
can be linked in further research.
According to Terlouw (1992), Brazil, Venezuela, and Chile are generally
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Data oil the sociocconomic structure o f selected countries

Y ear 2000

V enezuela

Brazil

1 ,0 0 0 ha

9 1 ,2 0 5

8 5 4 ,7 4 0

7 5 ,6 6 3

3 7 ,7 8 0

324,269

Population

1 ,0 0 0 persons

2 4 ,1 7 0

1 7 0 ,4 0 6

1 5 ,2 1 1

1 2 7 ,0 9 6

3 7 6 ,7 2 2

Population

p erso n s/k m ?.

27

20

20

336

116

U n it

Area

C h ile

Japan

E U -1 5

density

GDP

M io. U S D *

7 9 ,7 7 2

7 8 8 ,0 2 5

8 1 ,4 4 5

5 ,6 8 7 ,6 3 5

7 ,5 0 2 ,1 1 8

GDP per capita

U S D /c a p ita

3 ,3 0 0

4 ,6 2 4

5 ,3 5 4

4 4 ,7 5 1

19,914

‘ c o n sta n t 1 9 9 5 prices

Sources; Area and population: FAQ 2002; GDP: World Resources Institute 2004

classified as semiperipheral nations, although Brazil in some studies was classified
as peripheral. Japan and the E U -15 countries are generally classified as part o f
the core. The countries vary significantly in geographical size, population size,
and population density. Table 1 summarizes the main structural data.
From MFA data, several aggregated indicators can be derived (EUROSTAT
2 0 0 1). Here we refer to the following indicators: (1) “domestic extraction”
(D E ), which includes all materials extracted within the territory o f the chosen
socioeconomic system; (2) “direct material consumption” (D M C ), which is
DE plus imports minus exports; and (3) “physical trade balance” (PTB), which
is calculated by subtracting exports from imports.

Trade Flows Compared to Domestic Extraction
Domestic extraction in the EU -15 countries has remained rather stable over
the last twenty years, whereas imports have increased about 30 percent and
exports about 50 percent. The total physical amount o f imports, in units o f
weight, is about four times as high as the exports in 2000. This clearly shows
the high dependency on material imports in the EU -15 countries, as compared
to a more restricted level o f consumption based on domestic materials. Japan’s
D E is also stable over this time period, but with much higher fluctuations
(Figure 2).
Material flows in the two selected developing countries show a different
picture. Here, domestic extraction has grown by 50 percent in Brazil and 350
percent in Chile (Figure 3). Growth o f exports and imports in Chile is slower,
however, and exports have grown much slower than imports. In Brazil, exports
have been growing at higher rates than DE and imports (Figure 4 ). These
patterns indicate that the E U -15 countries and Japan are no longer intensifying
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Figure 2 * Domestic extractions
(DE) in Japan 1980-1994 (Adriaanse
etal. 1997).

Figure 3 • Domestic extractions
(DE) in Chile 1980-2000
(Giijum 2004),

Figure 4 • Domestic extractions
(DE) in Brazil 1980-1995 (Machado
2001),

ISO *

cm

— 0€

-•-Imports

-*■ Exports

the use o f their own resources, but are increasingly using materials from abroad,
while at the same time they arc exporting greater amounts o f materials. In
contrast, the tw o developing countries seem to be further intensifying the use
o f their natural resources.
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Domestic Extraction as an Indicator of Extractive Economies?
Developing countries are often conceived o f as economies that specialize in
resource extraction and have thus been referred to as “extractive econom ies”
(Bunker 1985). Comparing MFA data on domestic extraction per capita in
1990, however, we get the following picture:
We can sec in Figure 5 that in the selected five countries the amount
o f domestic extraction per capita in the year 1990 is o f comparable quantity,
that is, between twelve and seventeen tons per capita. The three developing
countries should thus not be referred to as “extractive econom ies” in the
sense that they are extracting significantly more natural resources. We can see
differences, however, in the material fractions, with Brazil mainly extracting
biomass, Venezuela and EU -15 extracting large amounts o f fossil fuels, and
Chile, Japan, and E U 15 extracting large amounts o f minerals (including
industrial minerals, ores, and construction minerals).
Adding imports to DE and subtracting exports, we get DM C as an indicator
representing the amount o f materials used in production processes and for final
consumption within the domestic economy (Figure 6). For our five selected
countries we get the following DM C quantities. (DM C for Japan is not available
for the three material categories and thus only given as aggregate.)
Comparing DE to D M C , we get a somewhat different picture, with less
material consumption in the developing countries (7 t/ca p in Venezuela, 12
t/c a p in Brazil) and higher DM C in Japan and the EU -15 countries (around
17 t/c a p ). Especially in the case o f fossil fuel extraction in Venezuela, we
can now see that these materials are to a large extent exported. The DM C
for Chile is still rather high, at a level comparable to industrialized countries
(around 16.5 t/c a p ). This is due to great amounts o f copper extraction

oe

Figure 5 • Domestic extraction (DE)

p « c ip iu m o p/c*p)

per capita, 1990 (Adriaanse et al.

it

1997; Castellano 2001; Giljum 2004;
Machado 2001 ;Weisz et al. 2002).

I
taurtf

V tw M U

CM»

ELMS
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and refinement in the country. Copper is a metal found only at very low
concentration (around 1 percent). M ined copper thus includes huge amounts
o f ancillary mass that are separated during the first steps o f the concentration
process and mostly deposited within the domestic territory (Giljum 2004),
These processes can be made visible by using the calculation o f Raw Material
Equivalents (RME) that account for all materials used in production or
transport processes in order to provide the traded product. For a discussion
on RME and their contribution to the discussion on ecological unequal trade,
see Weisz (forthcom ing).
As shown with these MFA data, the term “extractive econom y” can
be misleading, since developing countries are not extracting significantly
more natural resources per capita than industrialized countries. “Extractive
econom ies” should thus be defined as those specialized in extracting resources
for exports rather than for domestic use.

Origin and Use of Materials
The DM C figures indicate a discrepancy between the regions where materials
are extracted and where they are used. The indicator “ Physical Trade Balance”
(PTB) underlines this by identifying countries as either net importers or net
exporters o f materials.
Figure 7 shows a very clear picture: all three Latin American countries
are net exporters o f materials, whereas the EU -15 countries and Japan are
net importers o f materials. Based on these trade flows, it can be assumed
that materials are flowing from these countries in the South to industrialized
countries in the N orth, where they are consumed or accumulated in their
physical stocks.

Figure 6 • Domestic Material
Consumption (DM C) per capita,
1990 (Adriaanse et al. 1997;
Castellano 2001; Giljum 2004;

H il
EU-15

J4p*n

Machado 2001; Weisz et al. 2002).
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Figure 7 • Physical Trade Balance
(PTB) per capita, 1990 (Adriaanse
et al. 1997; Castellano 2001; Giljum
2004; Machado 2001; Weisz et al

2002).

Unequal Trade in Biophysical Terms
By combining the biophysical data w ith econom ic data we get further support
tor the assumption o f an unequal trade between North and South.
Figure 8 presents average unit prices o f each imported and exported ton.
The results show that the three Latin American countries export large amounts
o f materials with low- econom ic value, reflected in low unit prices. In return,
these countries are importing small quantities with high econom ic value, that
is, with higher unit prices. The figures for the E U -15 countries and Japan are
exactly the opposite. There are tw o possible explanations for this situation:
either industrialized countries are paid higher prices for the same products,
or industrialized countries export a larger share o f finished products, which
contain comparatively little material but high econom ic value (for a discussion
o f the latter argument see Fischer-Kowalski & Amann 2001). In either case,
developing countries face a situation in which they have to export very great
quantities o f resources in order to gain econom ic profits from trade comparable
to those o f industrialized countries.

Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, we have tried to link the biophysical approach o f societal
metabolism with world-system theory (WST) and its understanding o f global
socioeconomic processes, especially the phenomenon o f unequal trade.
The concept o f social metabolism focuses on society-nature interactions by
accounting for all materials exchanged between a given society and either its
natural environment or other socioeconom ic systems. Material flow accounts
(MFA) are used as a framework in which highly aggregated indicators o f
environmental pressure can be derived. In order to facilitate comparability
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Figure 8 • Average unit prices
for imports and exports, 1994
(Adriaanse et al. 1997; Castellano
2001; Giljum 2004; Machado 2001,
Weisz et al. 2002).

with socioeconom ic processes, material flow accounts follow analogous
methodological guidelines as econom ic accounts. For a better understanding
o f global econom ic dependencies and long-term social changes, the concept o f
societal metabolism could profit from a connection to WST. WST can provide
an additional perspective in discussing the driving forces behind social change
and for explaining specific metabolic profiles o f societies in different regions o f
the world.
World-system theory provides detailed insights into the world-economy
and the roles, positions, and interactions o f nation states in the world-system.
However, WST lacks a comprehensive understanding o f soeiety-nature
interactions. The concept o f societal metabolism can contribute what WST is
lacking in this respect. One o f the main assumptions o f WST is that there exists
a global division o f labor, generating a tripartite structure with core, periphery,
and semiperiphery. A proposition often made is that countries in the South
are “extractive econom ies,” that is, specialized in resource extraction. MFA
data for selected industrialized and developing countries reveal that the lev el o f
per capita domestic extraction does not significantly differ among the selected
countries, irrespectiv e o f level o f development. However, the three selected
Latin American countries (as representatives o f the global South) clearly
allocate large amounts o f their extracted materials to exports and thus to final
use elsewhere. The industrialized countries, in contrast, import large amounts
o f materials, resulting in a higher D M C than that o f the Southern countries.
The three countries o f the South thus provide materials that are used
elsewhere tor production and consumption and are thus net exporters o f
natural resources. ELI-15 countries and Japan, however, are net importers
that use or accumulate materials. Because environmental pressures resulting
from resource extraction are higher than in other econom ic sectors (Mani &
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W hedcr 1998), it is important to observ e that the countries that suffer most
from the environmental burdens o f natural resource extraction do not gain
the benefits, either in terms o f econom ic profits (owing to limited possibilities
o f adding value) or in terms o f final domestic resource consumption (Bunker
1985). Countries in the South following a resource-intensive and exportoriented development model not only lose natural resources ow ing to net
exports bur also gain little econom ic profit, as illustrated by the average unit
prices o f imports and exports. The comprehensive picture provided by MPA
can thus be used as support for the concept o f ecological unequal trade that is
implied by the world-system perspective.
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Entropy Generation and Displacement:
The Nineteenth-Century Multilateral Network
of World Trade
A NDRE G U N D E R FRANK
Editorial vote: Andre Guilder Frank died in Luxembourg in A pril 2005 after
a long and inspiring career. A t the time of bis passing be was working on a
manuscript tentatively titled ReOrient the 19th Century, a sequel to bis 1998
book ReORIENT: Global Economy in the Asian Age. ReORIEN T sought
to reorganize the history o f the eighteenth century, deeply flawed by western
hubris, especially with regard to the nature and the role o f societies o f the east,
Frank also sought to identify and correct the litany of erroneous conclusions that
social theorists derived from that unfortunately biased historical narrative. In
ReOrient the 19th Century, Frank hoped to apply additional historical and
social theory correctives, especially with regard to the dynamics that led to the
differentiation of East and West, North and South The paper Frank prepared
for this conference was based on that longer manuscript.
Frank was often HI during bis final years, and much o f what be presented
here was tentative in nature. I made no attempt to complete his work. 1 simply
edited this paperfo r length and clarity. Among the notable innovations here
is Frank’s adoption of the concept of entropy to world system history. Frank
decided that this was a fru itfu l direction, though be had not yet made theglobal
historical applications of sociopolitical entropy completely his own. I would like
to thank the editors o f this volume for the chance to update Frank’s essay, as I
attempt to bring ReOrient the 19th Century to publication.
Robert A. Dene mark

This is a part o f my book in the making, R c O R IE N T the 19th C entury, which
is a sequel to my previous one that stopped in 1800. In the first R cO R IE N T ,
I argued that deeply flawed Eurocentric historiography gave rise to deeply flawed
Eurocentric social theory, and one o f the results was a lack o f understanding
o f the many ways the whole system influences its various parts. Subsequent
analyses o f the South and the East have suffered ever since. The “ Rise o f the
303
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West” was never the advance o f one region over another from the level playing
field o f traditional society. The East had been significantly advanced as part o f a
unified global system, and the reasons for its decline (both the system and the
East ) and the subsequent rise o f the West are particularly important issues that
have yet to be sufficiently addressed. Part o f the reason for the decline o f the
East and the rise o f the West involves environmental aspects.
The theoretical and analytical tools to be used in this analysis are these:
1. The global political economy;
2. The study o f possible simultaneous connections and the derivation o f
historical events around the world at the same time from a single global
structure and dynamic;
3. The accumulation o f ever more triangles o f divisions o f labor and trade
into an increasingly complex m nltiangular/m ultila tera l system, in which
one angle o f each triangle was located during tliis period in Britain, thus
permitting it to derive benefits and most o f its development from this
privileged position (and not from any unique or internal attributes or
advances);
4. Physical/ecological a n d social entropy, generated by econom ic growth
and displaced from center to periphery. This displacement o f entropy
permits greater order and democracy than would otherwise be possible
in industrial core regions and imposes greater disorder, including
accelerated ecological damage, war, civil strife and political conflict, onto
those who are systematically obliged to absorb that entropy.

ReOrient the Nineteenth Century
I join Kenneth Pomeranz when he argues that we need to rethink the nineteenth
century, which he observes has been abandoned by a whole generation o f
scholars. John F. Kennedy told us that “the great enemy o f truth is very often
not the lie— deliberate, contrived, and dishonest— but the myth— persistent,
persuasive and unrealistic” (Frank I998:vii), If that is true, then it has certainly
been persistent in the literature represented by— to meld the titles o f two
books— The N ature a n d Causes o f the Wealth a n d Poverty o f Nations (Landes
1999; Smith 1937 [ 17761). For the received and still persistent mythological
“explanations” o f the m ost important changes o f the nineteenth century, “the
Great Divergence” (Pomeranz 2 0 0 0 ) o f East and West that emerged ou t o fth e
structure, function, and transformation o f the world economy, are altogether
wide o f the mark. It was this global economy that really gave rise to a “single
worldwide system which also provided the transfer, along round about routes
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. . . [ o f wealth and resources] to . . . particularly, the United Kingdom . . . by
the much less adequately understood system o f multilateral setdements o f all
classes o f international accounts” (Hilgerdt 1 9 4 2 :6 ,9 ).
My two main analytic guidelines are multilaterality and entropy. In short
cut summary, we may regard location in the multilateral system as the prime
determinant o f how much benefit or disbenefit a person, group, sector, region,
or country can derive from its social-structural and geographical position in
the world system or global economy. Elsewhere I have referred to this as the
importance o f Location, Location, Location (Frank 2001). Entropy may be
regarded as the cost o f participation in the system and its econom ic production
and growth. Displacement o f entropy then is the transfer or export o f this
entropic cost from here to there, and in the world from the rich North that
generates or causes the generation o f much o f it to the poor South, which is
obliged to absorb this displaced entropy at its own cost. The two processes
o f deriving benefits and absorbing costs are in turn related by the same
multilaterality, through which not only the benefits are spread and derived but
also the costs are channeled and absorbed.

Entropy Generation and Dissipation
Dissipative structures . . . rcfer(s) to the ability o f complcx systems to transfer
their cntropic costs to other parts [o f the system ].. . , [We] lose sight o f
the fact that every system in the social order m ust be paid for by someone,
somewhere, sometime. This essential reality is hidden from our view because
hum an beings arc very skillful at exporting die costs o f their own behavior to
others via dissipative structures . . . [through which) dissipation o f entropy
occurs when one system has the w ill and the ability to force others to absorb
the costs o f its own grow th and prosperity . . . [in part ] through impersonal
market mechanisms so the victims on the periphery [colonial or otherwise]
are not aware o f what is being done to them. (R obert P. Clark, The Global
Imperative 1997:5, 10)

The systems in which dissipation occurs have been studied especially by
Prigoginc & Siengers (1984) and colleagues, who have analyzed dissipative
structures o f open dis equilibrium systems. Straussfogel (1998) applies this
theorization to the world system, as Adams (1982) docs to the British Empire.
The common factor is that broken-down (expended) energy and social
disorder are displaced from a center to peripheral regions and sectors. More
important still in a nonlinear/nonequilibrium system is that critical points o f
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dis-equilibrium can lead to bifurcations in the padis that may be taken, such that
small changes can lead to large differences in the future. That is because taking
and proceeding along one path in a nonlinear system can be an irreversible act,
foreclosing the option o f ever going down som e alternative road. The major
question for us is whether “the Great Divergence” in the nineteenth century
was such a point and situation, and if so, when, why, and how?
As per the epigraph above, much o f the social order and the structural
complexity o f the wealthy can be maintained or even be further elaborated if
they can transfer the disorder that they generate to others who are obliged to
absorb it, and who thereby become less orderly than they were before. This
process o f dissipation occurs along lines that are both more and less easily
visible. The more visible ones are unidirectional. A glaring but illustrative
example is the export o f nuclear waste subproducts from the nuclear power
stations o f Europe and Japan, which have relatively much power, to Africa,
with litde power (in more than one sense o f the word), which is paid a pittance
(for the North but not for the South) to absorb this entropy.
Another, perhaps less obvious blit more frequent example is how the
consequences and costs o f global warming generated by the burning o f coal
and oil by the North (much o f it now imported from the South) are in turn
(re-)exported to the South. There they cause flooding, soon perhaps also
to submerge low-lying areas into the rising sea, and massive destruction o f
virgin rainforests to maintain industries and consumption in the North. These
examples become even more glaring, o f course, if part o f the higher income in
the North is the result o f prior or present transfers o f income from the South.
However, displacement o f entropy from North to South also occurs along
multilateral paths and networks. These may be less obvious or even invisible,
but they are even more used and important. The transfer o f entropy from
one area to another can go via one or more third parties. As Folke Hilgerdt
(1943:400) put it, “the development o f the system o f multilateral trade . . . was
similar to the unfolding o f a fan: more and more countries became involved,
and their insertion took place in a given order, each country being farther
way from the United Kingdom on the transfer routes to that country from
its debtors.” I would add that countries need not have been inserted one by
one into Britain’s charmed circle. They also entered as participants o f already
previously existing bi- or multilateral systems that themselves were incorporated
into the worldwide web.
A sophisticated discussion o f entropy and its global importance as a
fundamental part o f econom ic growth and industrialization is to be found in
Alt' Hornborg’s The Power o f the Machine (2001a). H e stresses that machines,
and industry in general, are not only technical but also social phenomena. First
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to build and then to run a machine requires socially provided inputs o f raw
material, land, fuel, and labor energy that represent greater amounts o f order
than the machine’s output. Yet the machine can be kept running only if its
products can be sold at a price that is higher than that o f the inputs it uses.
According to the Second Law o f Thermodynamics, the machine’s productive
process must generate entropy, disorder, which must som ehow and somewhere
be disposed of. It is in the means o f this disposal that machine production
and products differ from organic biomass; the latter uses ultimately limitless
solar energy that it converts into hear, which is dissipated into the universe.
Industrialization introduced mechanical production on a growing scale that is
based on fossil fuels, first coal and then oil and gas. N o t only are these limited
and nonrenewable, they also generate entropy that must remain with us in
the form o f pollution and environmental degradation. However, the locus o f
that entropy need not, indeed cannot, remain the same as that o f the machine
itself. M uch o f the input into the industrial process com es from nonindustrial
regions, and much o f the entropy is exported back to them, along w ith some
useful industrial products. The mechanism that performs these transfers o f
negative entropy (exergy) from nonindustrial to industrial sites, and re-exports
the entropy/disorder generated back to them or to others, is the world market,
which operates on the basis o f differentials in factor prices between locations.
For the process to operate, the price differentials must favor the (owners of) the
machine at the expense o f those w ho, through unequal exchange, supply the
wherewithal for the machine to be built and operated. And this world market
mechanism is often supplemented by the exercise o f political-military power.
Since the sum o f the inputs into the machine, that is, to industrial
production, contains more order (less entropy) than its outputs, industrial
growth and “development” generally are not self-contained but are the
result o f the inward transfer o f exergy/order and the outward transfer o f
entropy/disorder—both physical and social. That is, “the nonindustrial sectors
experience a net increase in entropy as natural resources and traditional social
structures are dismembered. The ecological and social impoverishment o f t he
periphery are two sides o f the same coin, for both nature and human labor
are underpaid sources o f high-quality energy” (H ornborg 2001a: 11). Industry
owes its existence to the availability o f nonindustry, and an attempt to distribute
industry and its benefits equally among all would be “as contradictory as
trying to keep a beef cow alive while restoring its molecules to all the tufts
o f grass from which it has sprung” (I bid.: 12 5). Hornborg also rightly notes
that since this ecological and econom ic structure and process are the essence
o f the industrial process, it is vain to claim or even to hope to ameliorate its
costs by industrializing the entire Third World or by replacing dirty industrial
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technology with, for example, clean green but more expensive informatics.
Indeed, raising the income o f the Rest to that o f the West would require three
extra planets (Ibid.:31). Thus, capital accumulation, technological development,
and econom ic growth in some parts o f the world system are “organically linked
to underdevelopment and environmental deterioration in others” (Ibid.:33).
Therefore, Hornborg argues, GNP in one place is really a measure o f its terms
o f trade with another and “reflects a country’s position in socially negotiated
global exchange relations” (Ibid.:32).
So that is where three major analytical categories and procedures connect in
the present work: {1) the global econom y and market; (2) its multiangular and
multilateral structure and organization, whereby benefits and the lack thereof
are unevenly distributed around the globe; and (3 ) the entropy costs that are
generated by those m ost favorably placed in the “center” and displaced out to
the “periphery,” which is obliged to bear the costs o f absorbing that entropy.
A particularly important entropic contribution to “the Great Divergence”
has been analyzed by Davis (2001) under the subtitle El N ino Famines a n d
the M aking o f the Third World. He discusses uneven climatic changes and the
way agricultural societies that were advantaged by them used these events to
exploit— and in effect displace some o f their own entropy to— the disadvantaged.
More precisely, some advanced and others suffered from the single structure
and process o (global development.
Those who were disadvantaged included much o f Latin America tip
through Mexico, N orth, South and East Africa, and large parts o f India,
China, and probably Russia. The same E l Nifio cycles simultaneously favored
more northerly regions, especially the United States’ wheat producing Great
Plains, with additional rainfall. This bestowed on them both greater absolute
as well as relative advantages in the global economy, and political bargaining
power in the world. Davis writes that American grain production “is typically
in meteorological antiphase with E l Nino droughts and crop failures in India,
north China and (most likely) the Russian chernozem belt. This potential to
relieve the world’s hunger during periods o f synchronous global drought was
also a partial solution to the problem o f overproduction in the Plains states”
(Davis 2001:261).
Thus, the simultaneous deterioration o f agriculture and increase o f poverty
in what was becoming the Third World, combined with an agricultural boom
in the United States, radically altered political-economic relations between
North and South. The N orth did not simply advance because o f a generous
climate but took advantage o f the South. In Africa, a missionary observed that
“Europeans track famine like a sky full o f vultures” (Ibid.: 139). Davis quotes
another late nineteenth-century observer w ho reported that “people saw a
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connection between the disaster o f drought, famine, and disease on the one
hand, and the advance o f European political power on the other” (Ibid.:140).
In “Colonial Asia: Starvation [w]asa Strategy” (Ibid.: 193). In India, famine was
deliberately aggravated by British colonial policy: the British overlord Curzon
was “architect o f brilliantly organized famine” ( Ibid.: 164), which was then used
to extract greater concessions. In the Philippines, “the Americans . . . exceeded
even the crudest Spanish precedents in manipulating disease and hunger as
weapons against an insurgent bur weakened population” (Ibid.: 198). In Brazil,
four successive droughts between 1888 and 1902 devastated subsistence and
sugar production in the old Northeast, whereas all metropolitan and Brazilian
econom ic and state interests were concentrated on the new coffee boom in Sao
Paulo in the South.
In other words, the North displaced its growth and adjustment costs to the
South. Many states were fiscally weakened by increased military expenditures,
in India through the infamous “H om e Charges” that financed die British-led
but Indian-manned colonial army, and in China for defense against further
Western incursions. For these and other reasons, previous state intervention
to stock granaries for secure food supplies and control their prices, as well as
large and small-scale hydraulic management through maintenance o f irrigation
canals, had to be abandoned for fiscal and political reasons at the very times
that El N ino made them more essential than ever.
In China, the First Opium War was fought at the same time as three
successive floods, and the Second Opium War followed the long Taiping
Rebellion that in turn followed harvest disasters. From the 1860s onward,
China embarked on the “Self-Strengthening Program” o f especially military
expenditures, which successfully competed with the increased expenditures on
agriculture that would have been necessary in order to confront the coming
natural disasters from the exceptionally severe El Nino phases during the last
third o f the century.
Today, the m ost glaring and vet least noted instance o f entropy displacement
is surely the military-industrial complex against which President Eisenhower
warned in his “Farewell Speech.” It is probably the world’s most polluting
industry. It is also the example pa r excellence o f entropy displacement. Military
production by industrial powers uses local and imported raw materials—and
often brain-drain personnel—at huge econom ic resource opportunity and
environmental costs to produce “good s” (more properly “bads”) o f no social
utility whatsoever. Many o f these arc then exported back to the suppliers o f
the original fuels and raw materials, who pay for them with foreign exchange
derived from their export o f commodities or goods o f low value added, which
they thereby deny to their own populations. Thus, starving Africans and Asians
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export foodstuffs and other raw materials to the rich so that they can import
arms that they would not need if they did not face so much scarcity-based
conflict. Entropy is thereby displaced from the rich to the poor.
There is a displacement o f sociopolitical entropy from the richer, when
they sell their military hardware and training, to the poorer abroad, w ho import
these arms and use them to kill one another in an ever more chaotic “Third
World,” while the North is thereby helped to better afford “democratic order”
at home. Even so, the arms producers keep enough o f them for their own use to
enforce and even further extend this exploitative and entropic world (dis)order,
which yields benefits for themselves at enormous cost to everybody else. This
is called “preserving human rights, freedom, democracy, and civilization,” and
m ost recently also “combatting terrorism.” In the nineteenth century, this
Western displacement o f ecological and social entropy to the rest o f the world
was called the “civilizing mission” or the “white man’s burden.” Hornborg
details some o f the mechanisms at work, but he does n ot try to show us how
they worked globally in the nineteenth century. This paper is part o f a larger
attempt to begin this heretofore neglected task, in the absence o f which it has
been quite impossible to offer any sensible and sensitive accounting for “the
Great Divergence.”

From Triangles to Multiangular Multilaterality
Already three decades ago, I wrote under the title M ultilateral Merchandise
Trade Imbalances a n d Uneven Economic Development (1 9 7 6 [19701:407408):
Contrary to orthodox international trade and national development
theory, the uneven development o f world capitalism was no t accompanied
by balanced trade (or grow th) b u t rested in fact on a fundamental
imbalance o f international trade between the developing metropolis and
the underdeveloping, colonialized, countries. Except for the years o f
worst depression in the metropolis, the latter had a constant but growing
trade deficit and the underdeveloped countries a trade surplus during the
classical imperialist period o f world capitalist development at the end o f
the nineteenth and the beginning o f the twentieth centuries. The almost
exclusive theoretical and empirical interest in die balance o f payments,
and obsession w ith the mechanisms that make it balance, has cast a “veil
o f money” over the underlying merchandise imbalance of trade whose
role, which we believe is fundamental in the process o f uneven capitalist
development and underdevelopment, has remained all b u t un-perceived
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. . . To summarize . . . the secular excess o f the underdeveloped countries’
exports over im ports has throughout this period made a fundamental
contribution to the accumulation o f capital, technological progress and
economic development o f the now developed countries; and the generation
o f this exports surplus from the now underdeveloped countries has there
developed the mode o f production which underdeveloped Asia, Africa and
Latin America.

The study o f these imbalances o f trade and settlements on a world scale
has been considered by very few, including Hilgerdt {1942, 1945), S. B. Saul
(1 9 60), and (through mentions in textbooks) Oondliffe (1 950) and Kenwood
and Lougheed (1971). There is also my 1976 study o f Hilgerdt’s data in I he
Network o f World Trade. Alas, that work has only scattered estimates for 1913
and earlier, but his sequel Industrialization a n d Foreign Trade (1 9 4 5 ) has a
few more, on which 1 shall draw below. However, taking advantage o f the
more recent literature on Ecological Economics (Martinez-Alier 1987) and
related work, this kind o f study o f real merchandize flows can perhaps now also
serve as a basis to analyze their absolute and relative contents o f energy (Adams
1982 ) as well as the generation and displacement o f entropy.
The multilateral or nuiltiangular structure o f the global econom y permits
those at privileged, angular locations to exact tribute or rent from the system
as a whole and in particular from those in underprivileged positions— the role
o f the latter is to produce and transfer wealth and income to the privileged
ones. In the nineteenth century, Great Britain came to occupy this position o f
privilege; and that is what made it “Great”— much more so than any qualities
or productive or other capacities o f its own. Since then, the United States has
replaced Britain in this position o f greatest privilege, and that rather than its
productive capacity accounts for most o f its wealth and income.
To better visualize this multilateral system, imagine a global game o f musical
chairs in which n players sit in a circle around the globe. Relations among the
players are also established criss-cross. Some chairs are visibly better or worse,
but their quality is in only small part due to die “essence” o f their construction.
Instead, the goodness or badness o f the chairs is measured substantially by their
location in the global circle, which generates much o f the observed an d/or real
quality o f the chairs. N ow imagine, moreover, that this game o f musical chairs
is played, as are most real-world games, on a not “level playing field.” When the
music plays, the players scuttle about. They also move along paths that emerge
out o f previously established bi- but also multilateral strategic or simply tactical
relations o f alliance and conflict. The alliances conflict among but also within
themselves. Or the other way around, the whole game is a Hobbesian war o f
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all against all ill which, even if each player is only out for him- or herself, the
formation and membership o f bi- or multilateral alliances can be o f advantage to
members relative to those who play only on their own. So now everything is set
up tor the cyclical and temporary cessation o f the music. The shuffle results in
somebody being likely not only to get a better or a worse chair but to get none
at all, while the rest o f the players end up going around again. (Also important,
but for now disregarded here, is die potentially unequal “domestic” game o f
musical chairs, and how the international and “domestic” inequalities are in turn
interrelated.)
All this long-winded stuff about musical chairs is included here to illustrate a
short-winded point that should be obvious but is still very rarely observed: World
economic development is a global game in which the players scuttle around and
some manage to change positions when the cyclical music stops. Moreover, the
place that each player has in the game is probably the most determinant factor for
the players’ wealth and income and for their opportunities in die next round. Any
player’s location also determines his/her ability to displace entropy, not just to
a neighbor in the circle, but to one or many possible chairs around or across the
circle. And they in turn are more often than not obliged to absorb this entropy to
their own detriment. On this anything but level playing field, the specific pattern
created and the place a country holds in the global system is precisely a matter o f
Location, Location, Location.
A simple graphic rendition (see Figure 1) o f die system was adapted by
Condliffe (1950:285) from the more detailed 1928 version in I he Network o f
World Trade. However, the emphasis in all this is on the flow o f payments and
the derivation o f benefits. What we need to do now is to complement this analysis
with the flow o f real goods from which people benefit or not a nd the counterflow
o f entropic costs along and through the channels o f the same system.
Beginning with the Tropics (Underdeveloped Regions) and reading
clockwise, we see that this region sends more to the United States, to Regions o f
Recent Settlement (Dominions), and to Continental Europe, than it receives. The
United States has an export surplus with the Recently Settled regions, Europe,
and Britain, though part o f that surplus is canceled by its import surplus from t he
tropics. Regions o f Recent Settlement play an intermediary' role in the circuit. They
receive excess merchandise from underdeveloped regions and the United States
and send an excess to Europe and Britain. Europe receives an excess o f imports
from the Tropics, the United States and Regions o f Recent Settlement, and in
turn sends more to Britain than it receives. Finally, Britain receives more from
each o f the preceding regions, but sends more—albeit very little more—to the
underdeveloped countries than it receives from them. T his last relation ostensibly
“completes” or “closes” the circle o f this system o f trade imbalances.
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Figure 1 • The circuit of payments 1928.

A more complicated and accurate version for the period around 1910,
which focuses on the special place o f Britain in the system, is rendered by S. R.
Saul (1960:58) and extended by me to include China (see Figure 2).
Saul omitted China for som e unknown reason, so I added it. An
accompanying table on the United Kingdom Balance o f Payments for 1910
indicates total debits o f £145 million sterling and corresponding credits o f
£ 1 1 8 million. M ost revealing in the table is that the United Kingdom debits
with Continental Europe, United States, Canada, and (white) South Africa
account for £ 72 million, or more than half the debits, but that these arc
matched by credits o f £ 7 3 billion with India and China alone, o f which £ 6 0
billion from India itself, on which Britain was able to draw to cover its debits
with its white settler regions.
Regarding the development, structure, and operation o f this multi-lateral
system, Hilgerdt (1943:394) summarized his findings as follows:
The outline o f this system bccame clear when it was found that almost all
countries could be arranged in the order o f die direction o f their balances
o f trade, so that each country had an im port balance from practically all
countries that preceded it in the list and an export balance to, practically all
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Saul's Studies in British Overseas Trade 1870-1914 (1960:58). Frank added China and its
settlement payments to the United Kingdom but not the direction or amount of payments from/
to India or the U.S.A.],

countries that succeeded it. At beginning o f this list, we find the tropical
debtor countries with export balances in almost all directions, and at the end
o f it the European creditor countries with im port balances from almost all
countries, the U nited Kingdom being the most typical case. But between
these two extremes the countries arrange themselves.

Full globalization o f production, trade, capital flows, migration, and
communication was thus in place already in the first decade o f the twentieth
century. The structure and the operation o f this global system were destroyed,
however, during much o f the twentieth century, with the First World War,
the Great Depression, and then the Second World War. It was not fully
reconstructed until the 1990s and the beginning o f the twenty-first century.
Now, the United States is trying to occupy the place o f privilege. Its foremost
instrument is its m onopoly on printing the world currency, which is the dollar,
and this is supported in turn by the Pentagon; these are the two pillars on
which the United States now rests (Frank 2005).
Historically and analytically w e can recognize this process early on, with
the Baltic trade between developing Western and underdeveloping Eastern
Europe in the seventeenth century and then the well-known triangular
trade across the Atlantic Ocean in the eighteenth century. In reality there
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were multiple triangles that connected Britain, their American colonies,
France and Spain and their colonies, the Caribbean, and Africa, as illustrated
in Frank (1978) and elsewhere. What they all had in com m on was that they
ultimately had an angle in Britain and then in North America, and that they
rested fundamentally on the slave trade and the silver trade that helped finance
much o f the rest. The obvious— if often still insistently denied— unequal and
polarizing consequences o f the triangular and slave trade, slavery, plantation
agriculture, mining, forestry, cod fisheries, and so on were highlighted among
others by Marx in his volume III o f C apital and by Erie Williams (later Prime
Minster o f Trinidad and Tobago) in his Capitalism a n d Slavery (1944), Blit
Kenneth Pome ran/. (2000) and to a lesser extent Frank (1 9 9 8 ) analyzed the
concomitant “ecological exchange” through which West Europeans were able
to consume much more at less ecological cost at hom e by displacing them to
Eastern Europe and to Africa and the Americas, at the cost o f their indigenous
populations, soil, and other resources.
Beginning in the late eighteenth and flourishing in the nineteenth century,
the Atlantic triangles were joined by the Opium Triangle between China, India,
and Britain. The literature on this arrangement is best represented by Carlo
Trocki in O pium , Empire a nd Global Political Economy (1999), However, the
emphasis is as usual on how opium production in India yielded Indian and
British expatriate remissions to Britain that were generated by Chinese imports
o f opium in exchange for mostly silver re-exports o f what China had imported
from Mexico and the United States. The ravages o f opium consumption have
received considerable attention as a social aberration, but not as a displacement
ofcntropic costs from Britain.
In Asia, opium production required the conversion o f land and labor first
in Bihar and then in western India, Southeast Asia, and later in Szechwan.
It required the dedication o f terrestrial transport, shipping, finance, and so
forth to the commercialization o f the drug. It had serious medical and social
consequences for consumers and their families in China and Southeast Asia. It
debilitated the finances and thereby the infrastructural and social spending o f
the Chinese state through the drain o f silver. It was the state’s attempt to stop
this drain that led to the Opium Wars and their consequences. All these events
appear in a somewhat different perspective if they are viewed as the entropic
counterpart o f British industrial development.
Throughout the nineteenth century, more and more triangles joined the
ever more multiangular, multilateral, and complex network o f world trade and
its div ision o f labor and spoils. Britain remained the apex at which all these
triangles joined and was eventually joined by the United States. The stages
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o f development progressed through the addition o f more and more triangles
to what became a complex system o f multiangular and multilateral trade and
payment imbalances. The analysis o f the entropic exchange between regions
in the developing North and the underdeveloping South can throw additional
light and perspective on the system as a whole and the divergent paths o f its
various parts.
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“This is both an exciting and rewarding book. What unites the authors is
their willingness to test the hypothesis that the biophysical earth systems
<: llornborg. Alf: Crumley, Carole L. Jan 20. 2010. The World System and the luirth System : GLOBAL SOCIOENVIRONI
Lc» Coast Press. Inc., Walnut Creek, ISBN: 9781598747454

and the historical social world systems ultimately form a single inseparable
whole, whose mode of operation needs to be elucidated."
—IMMANUEL WALLERSTEIN, Yale University
It is increasingly clear that social and ecological systems are inextricably
linked on a global scale. Yet, despite the current interest in bridging our
concepts of nature and society, attempts at integration continue to be sty
mied by the different theoretical trajectories and academic traditions that
divide them.
In this benchmark volume, top scholars come together to pursue a more
rigorous framework for understanding and studying social and ecological
systems. Contributors from a wide spectrum of disciplines, including ar
chaeology, anthropology, geography, ecology, palaeo-science, geology, so
ciology, and history, present and assess both the evolution of our thinking
and current, state-of-the-art theory and research. Covering ancient through
modern periods, they discuss the complex ways in which human culture,
economy, and demography interact with ecology and climate change. The
World System and the Earth System is critical reading for all scholars and

students working at the interface of nature and society.
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